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ABSTRACT 

A series of highly constrained tyrosine derivatives, 2',6'-dimethyl-,B

methyltyrosines (TMTs), was designed and asymmetrically synthesized. Incorporation of 

the TMT isomers into peptide agonists of 8 opioid receptors provide analogues that are 

highly potent and selectively for 8opioid receptors and have revealed the stereochemical 

requirements for recognizing opioid 8 receptors. Moreover, the combination of 

conformational studies and pharmacological studies of the peptide analogues provided for 

the first time the stereochemical requirements for specifically recognizing opioid 8 receptor 

subtypes. The biological active conformation of a highly selective and potent 8 opioid 

agonist, [(2S,3R)-TMT']DPDPE, was obtained by NMR studies and computer-assisted 

modeling. This conformation was then further used for designing novel non-peptide 

opioid ligands. Thus, this study is another achievement of topographical design of peptide 

hormones and neurotransmitters. Practically, the results of this study can be used to 

develop more biological stable pharmaceuticals as strong pain reliever without causing side 

effects such as physical dependence, respiratory depression, etc. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
I. Preface 

"The most fundamental and lasting objective of synthesis is not production of new 

compounds, but production of properties." was stated by George S. Hammond at the 

Norris Award Lecture in 1968. Although this was brought up more than 25 years ago, a 

lot of synthetic organic chemist seem to doubt it. Collaborations between biologists and 

chemists have generated enormous benefit to our society, especially in the development of 

medicines. It is desirable that chemists identify problems in biology that can be effectively 

and seminally solved through chemistry which, as the molecular science, is in a position to 

playa central role in our understanding of biological events at the molecular level. A lot of 

chemists are still unwilling to admit this or just ignore the importance of this collaboration. 

Some of the major contributions of life science research stem directly from the creative 

application of structural and electronic reasoning, from advances in instrumentation, and 

from the spectacular progress in biology. Significant amount of chemists do not use 

computers to assist their work in research (maybe except word processing), and refuse to 

read biological science related journals. All these facts lead to chemists losing their 

essential role in the fast-paced development of life science which ultimately will benefit the 

whole human society. I am trained in the Department of Chemistry, and I consider myself 

as a chemist, but the one of the major aspect I wanted to address in my Ph.D training is not 

to fall into the category of being only a traditional synthetic organic chemist, but an organic 

chemist with knowledge in related multidisciplinary fields and knowledge of new 

instrumentation. Prof. Victor J. Hruby always has such a statement to his students: "You 

have to decide what kind of person you want to be". Whether I have achieved this training 

goal, or by how much, or not at all, will be shown in this dissertation. 

II. Pharmacology of Opioid Peptides 
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Since 1965, over a quarter million research papers have been published on peptides 

that have since been classified as neuroactive. I Among them, research on opioid peptides 

occupies a unique and important position, because they are important neurotransmitters 

within the peripheral and central nervous system and have opioid effects such as analgesia, 

respiratory depression, prolactin release, and decrease gastrointestinal transit, etc. In 

practical terms, the research on opioid peptides may provide alternative medications that 

produce safe, effective and non-addicting analgesics, and for medications that aid in 

recovery from drug addiction continues to be a major priority in society.2 It is confirmed 

that opioid peptides exert their central nervous system (eNS) effects through specific 

recognition sites: opioid /1, 8, 1(', and possible c receptors. 3 Although most of the 

endogenous opioid peptide are not very selective for the different opioid receptors, some of 

them with modest selectivities to the opioid receptor(s) are listed in Table 1.4 

The pharmacological identification of types of opioid receptors has made rapid 

progress due, in part, to the increasing availability of highly selective opioid agonists and 

antagonists prepared from the collaboration of chemists and pharmacologists. Such 

compounds have been critical in allowing investigators to develop reasonable confidence 

that particular opioid receptor types are involved in the transduction of specific effects, such 

as antinociception. The recent cloning of three types of opioid receptors (the /1, 8, and 1(' 

opioid receptors) from tissue derived from mouse or rat or human tissues provides a long

waited structural basis for classification of opioid receptors types.5- IS It is known now that 

these receptors are cell surface receptors and mediate their intracellular actions by a pathway 

that involves activation of one or more guanine nucleotide-binding regulatory proteins (G 

proteins). Thus they belong to the superfamily of G-protein linked receptors, and these 

three receptor types share a surprising degree of homology. 16 Whether multiple subtypes 

of these three opioid receptors will be identified or whether other explanations exist for the 



Table 1. Selected endogenous opioid peptide ligands and the corresponding opioid receptors. 

opioid receptor Selective Endogenous opioid peptide Physiological Functions mediated by the receptor 

J1 opioid receptor dermorphin, morphiceptin, ,B-endorphin supraspinal analgesia, prolactin and ACTH release, 

(cloned) inhibition of GI transit, respiratory depression, dopamine 

turnover 

o opioid receptor deltorphins, enkephalins, ,B-endorphin spinal analgesia, inhibition of luteininzing hormone and 

(cloned) testosterone release, dopamine turnover, cardiovascular 

·regulation, feeding behavior, hyperthermia, 

electroconvulsive shock-induced analgesia, seizure activity. 

1( opioid receptor dynorphin A, dynorphin B, Ileo- spinal analgesia, psychotomimetic effects, fluid balance: 

(cloned) endorphin diuresis, appetite modulation, eating behavior, 

cardiovascular regulation, spinal injury, stroke, prolactin 

and ACTH release, inhibition of oxytosin and vasopressin 

release, hypothermia. 

e opioid receptor ,B-endorphin sU...Qfas.Pinal analgesia 

N 
\0 
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many pharmacological studies that suggest that opioid receptor types can be further 

classified into subtypes remains to be determined. Though future work will be necessary 

to elucidate this issue, the pharmacological classification of opioid receptors according to 

type, and to subtype, nevertheless allows the continuation of efforts aimed at the 

development of highly selective molecules which may prove to be of clinical importance 

for specific applications. Clinical application of narcotics continues to be limited to 

substances that have significant abuse potential and that share the same basic mechanism of 

action. 17 To date, no compounds of clinical significance are available that have a 

mechanism of action other than through the J.l receptor. In spite of the universally accepted 

role of opioid J.l-receptors in supraspinal antinociception, the development of novel 

analgesics with activity exclusively at this site has limited attraction. This is due primarily 

to the many unwanted side-effects associated with activation of ,u-receptors, including 

respiratory depression, constipation and related gastrointestinal effects, and the 

development of physical dependence. On the other hand, for agonists selective for oopioid 

receptors, potential clinical advantages including analgesia without depression of 

respiratory function, 18 without constipation or other adverse gastrointestinal effects, 19 and 

with minimal development of physical dependence.20 Additionally, the specific mechanism 

of the gastrointestinal action of 0 agonists may be of particular significance for clinical 

management of disorders such as diarrhea and the pain of cholecystitis. 19 Further, 0 

agonists are known to produce potentially beneficial modulatory effects (Le., enhancement 

of potency and efficacy) on standard opiates such as morphine.21 For ~ agonists, potential 

clinical advantages including analgesia with great reduced likelihood of physical 

dependence I I and with minor, or no, adverse gastrointestinal effects. 19.22 Recent finding 

also suggested that compounds with ~ agonist activity may actually have significant 

therapeutic utility in particular states of gastrointestinal paresis.23 Besides the obvious 

interests in opioid receptor types, of particular interest is the pharmacological identification 
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of sUbtypes of opioid 0 and K'receptors, and the possible importance of such receptor types 

in the development of appropriate molecules for the relief of pain, particularly in the 

potential treatment of chronic or persistent pain states or perhaps in selected conditions such 

as those involving visceral pain. 

III. 0 Opioid Peptides 

Peptides selective for 0 opioid receptors are especially interesting from 

pharmacological point of view. The work described in this dissertation is focused on the 

development of new opioid peptides and peptidomimetics that are selective primarily for the 

o opioid receptor and the subtypes. 

A major development of the 1970s in opioid peptide research was the report in 1975 

by Hughes, Kosterlitz, and their collaborators of the isolation of two related 

pentapeptides,24 the now well-known enkephalins. This discovery attracted much attention 

because the enkephalins were the long-sought endogenous ligands for the distinct opioid 

receptors other than "morphine receptor" (opioid f.L receptor). This distinction was based 

on the differential effects of morphine and the enkephalin on the guinea pig ileum (GPI) 

and the mouse vas deferens (MVD). Morphine was shown to inhibit electrically induced 

contractions in the GPI more effectively than enkephalin, while in the MVD, their relative 

potencies were reversed. The importance of the o..receptor proposed by Kosterlitz and co

workers stemmed from the fact that enkephalins, endogenous ligands for this receptor, had 

been identified, thus suggest an avenue to explore the physiological importance of the 

opioid system. Like other neuropeptides, enkephalins are synthesized in neuronal 

perikaraya and are then packaged and processed via proteolysis and other post-translational 

mechanisms before secretion at the level of nerve endings. Thus, processing of the 

precursor in brain generates the previously mentioned two enkephalins, Met-enkephalin 

(Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Met-OH) and Leu-enkephalin (Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Met-OH), and other 
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peptides, including peptide E,25 peptide F and BAM 22P,26 and peptide BAM 12P,27 

metorphamide,28,29 amidorphin30 and fragments of the precursor which do not contain the 

enkephalin sequence like synenkephalin.31 The amino acid sequence of preproenkephalin 

A (commonly referred to as preproenkephalin, whereas preproenkephalin B, derived from 

a distinct gene, is often referred to as preprodynorphin) has been predicted by cloning and 

sequencing the corresponding cDNA from tissues of human,32 bovine,33 rat,34 or mouse35 

origin. A considerable degree of homology (83 to 95%) across species for the entire 

protein was observed, with very little changes occurring in the sequence of the messenger 

peptides themselves.36 In all cases, the precursors compromise four copies of Met

enkephalin, one copy of Leu-enkephaIin, one copy of the heptapeptide, and one copy of the 

octapeptide. The latter seems to be the only one for which a species difference occurs, with 

a Ser7 residue being present in the mouse instead of a Gly 7 residue as in the other species. 

All these enkephalin-containing peptides are flanked by pairs of basic amino acid residues 

and, after processing of the precursor protein, are released from cerebral tissue upon 

depolarization together with other fragments of the precursor protein.37 Tremendous 

amounts of work has been focused on developing highly selective and potent enkephalin 

analogues for (j opioid receptors. Some of the analogues derived from conventional amino 

acid residue screening, or from shortening/lengthening the sequence of the enkephalin are 

listed in Table 2.38 

Another class of endogenous peptide that is highly potent and selective for (j opioid 

receptors is the deltorphin family. So far, four deltorphins have been isolated and 

identified from the skin of the South American frogs. Dermenkephalin (or Deltorphin), 

Tyr-D-Met-Phe-His-Leu-Met-Asp-NH2, was isolated from Phyllomedusa sauvagei.39 

Deltorphin I (Tyr-Q-Ala-Phe-Asp-Val-Val-Gly-NH2) and DeItorphin II (Tyr-Q-Ala-Phe

Glu-Val-Val-Gly-NH2) were isolated from Phyllomedusa bicolor.40 A seventeen amino 



Table 2. Selective and potent enkephalin analogues provided by non-topographical design. 

Peptide Binding Affinity (IC50, nM) Selectivity Potency (EC50, nM) Selectivity 

0-[3H]ligand p-[3H]ligand (J.L18) MVD(8) GPI (J.L) (p 18) 

[Met5]enkaphalin¥,38e 0.91 9.5 10.4 7.8 230 29.5 

[Leu5]enkaphalin * ,38a,38e 2.53 9.43 3.7 11.4 246 21.6 

DTLETt,38e 1.61 (Kj ) 25.3 (Kj ) 16 0.15 460 3067 

DSLET§' (t),38b,38e 1.85 (3.80, K j ) 37.9 (31.0, K j ) 20 (8.2) 0.4 406 1015 

DSTB ULETt ,38b,38e 2.81 (Kj ) 374 (Kj ) 130 1.07 1795 1680 

BUB ut ,38b,38e 1.69 (Kj ) 480 (Kj ) 280 0.60 2790 4700 

DALDA*,38c 19200 1.69 8.8 x 10-5 NT NT N/A 

DAGO*,38c 1280 1.22 9.5 x 10-4 NT NT N/A 

DADLE§' ('i),38e 1.15 (3.4) 8.22 (151) 7.2 (44) 0.51 9.10 12 

DALCE'I,38d 4.1 55 13 NT NT N/A 

DTE
12

§,38e 1.06 96.3 91 38 1033 27 

DTLET: Tyr-I;!-Thr-Gly-Phe-I;!-Leu-Thr-OH; DSLET: Tyr-I;!-Ser-Gly-Phe-I;!-Leu-Thr-OH; DSTBULET: Tyr-I;!-Ser-(O-lBu)-Gly

Phe-I;!-Leu-Thr-OH; BUBU: Tyr-I;!-Ser-( O-lBu)-Gly-Phe-I;!-Leu-Thr-( O-lBu)-OH; DALDA: Tyr-I;!-Arg-Gly-Phe-Lys-NH2; 

UJ 
UJ 



DAGO: Tyr-n-Ala-Gly-(NMe)Phe-Gly-ol; DADLE: Tyr-n-Ala-Gly-Phe-n-Leu-OH; DALCE: Tyr-n-Ala-Gly-Phe-Leu-Cys-OH; 

DTEI2: Tyr-n-Ala-Gly-Phe-(CH2)12-Phe-Gly-D-Ala-Tyr. 

¥ - [3H]DADLE for 8opioid receptors, [3H]DAGO for J1 opioid receptors; * - [3H]DSLET for 8opioid receptors, [3H]DAGO for 

J1 opioid receptors; t - [3H]DSBULET for 8opioid receptors, [3H]DAGO for J1 opioid receptors; § - [3H]DADLE for 8opioid 

receptors, [3H]NAL for J1 opioid receptors; If - [3H]DPDPE for oopioid receptors, [3H]DAGO for J1 opioid receptors. 

VJ 
~ 



Table 3. Potent and selective deltorphin analogues. 

Peptide Binding Affinity (ICso• nM) Selectivity Biological Potency (ECso• nM) Selectivity 

8 - [3H]ligand J1- [3H]ligand (J118) MVD(8) GPI (J1) (J1 18) 

DERM*.43a 0.47 1900 4043 0.28 3400 12143 

DELT I*.43b 0.60 2140 3567 0.36 2890 8028 

DELT n*.43b 0.73 1680 2301 0.67 3180 4746 

[IleS•6]DELT nt.43~ 0.067 (Kj ) 251 (Kj ) 3760 NT NT N/A 

[Nles•6]DELT nt.43c 0.085 (Kj ) 275 (Kj ) 3256 NT NT N/A 

[Mles.6]DELT nt.43c 0.157 (Kj ) 433 (Kj ) 2750 NT NT N/A 

fp-CIPhe3]DELT I§.43e 1.58 (Kj ) 287 (Kj ) 181 0.16 1800 11250 

fp-BrPhe3]DELT I§.43e 2.39 (Kj ) 4787 (Kj ) 2003 1.1 7000 6363 

[D-Nle2]D ERM§.43f 0.12 (Kj ) 32.6 (Kj ) 272 NT NT NtA 

[Gln4]DELT n*.43b.43d 0.75 1743 2324 2.74 2814 1027 

[Asn4]DELT It.43d 0.65 175.6 270 NT NT N/A 

* - [3H]DPDPE as 8 selective ligand; [3H]CTOP as J1 selective ligand; t - [3H]DADLE as 8 selective ligand; [3H]DAGO as J1 

selective ligand; § - [3H]DPDPE as 8 selective ligand; [3H]DAGO as J1 selective ligand. "Mle" - JLmethyl-leucine. NT - not 

tested; Nt A - not available. 
UJ 
U1 
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acid [Q-Leu2]Deltorphin (Tyr-Q-Leu-Phe-Ala-Asp-Val-Ala-Ser-Thr-Ile-Gly-Asp-Phe-Phe

His-Ser-Ile-NH2) was isolated from Phyllomedusa burmeisteri, except it is the only 

deltorphin that is neither potent nor selective at 80pioid receptors.41 It is interesting to see 

that the amino acid residue in the 2-position of deltorphins are all Q-amino acids. This is a 

very special case in nature. In amphibian skin and invertebrate nervous tissue, post

translational in-chain conversion of an I.-amino acid to the corresponding Q-isomer into 

ribosomally synthesized peptides is possible.42 Among them, Deltorphin I (DELT I) and 

Deltorphin II (DELT II) are the two most potent and selective endogenous peptide ligands 

for 8 opioid receptors ever found. Screening by proteinogenic a-amino acids based on the 

characteristics of deltorphins yielded some more or equally potent/selective analogues. 

Some of these deltorphin analogues with their biological evaluations are listed in Table 3.43 

The organization of recognition elements in peptide hormones has been classified 

by Schwyzer44 into two types: sychnologic and rhegnylogic. Sychnologically organized 

peptides contain a "message" sequence and an "address" sequence of amino acid residues, 

each being continuous, that is adjacent to one another in the peptide chain. The message 

component is responsible for receptor transduction, while the address provides additional 

binding affinity/selectivity and is not essential for the transduction process. Hormones 

such as ACTH, MSH, angiotensin and the opioid pep tides are considered to fall into this 

category. Sychnologically organized molecules are flexible and can exist as multiple 

conformations in solution. They can also adopt conformations that are complementary to 

the receptor site during the binding process, possibly through a zipper mechanism.45 Their 

flexibility may contribute to the cross-recognition of multiple receptor types. This is 

exemplified by the relatively low receptor binding selectivity of enkephalins. In case of 

enkephalin and deltorphins, from the results of structure-activity-relationship studies 

(SAR), the N-terminal three amino acid residues are considered as message domain, the 
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rest is considered address domain.46-48 In rhegnylogic organization, specific amino acid 

residues are critical for biological activity are discontinuous. Thus the essential residues are 

dispersed over the entire primary sequence and the folding of the hormone brings these 

recognition elements together into an array that is complementary to its receptor site. Since 

the hormone must be prefolded to be in a biologically active conformation, residues that are 

conformational determinants are essential. The conformationally stabilized backbone 

confers high selectivity to the hormone molecule. In rhegnylogically arranged hormones 

the message and address components appear to be confluent, as in insulin. This message

address concept will be used in the design of peptide ligands, and in the interpretation of 

the results in this research. 
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CHAPTER 2. STRATEGIES OF DESIGNING HIGHLY SELECTIVE AND 

POTENT 8 OPIOID LIGANDS 

I. Basis of the Design 

Molecular design has a basis that distinguishes design and screening (which is a 

more randomly approach). The basis of molecular design is Chemistry, more specifically 

medicinal chemistry which is a combination of structural chemistry, synthetic chemistry 

and biophysics. Three landmarks of the late 1940s and early 1950s make the past four 

decades a suitable time frame for a review. First, Sir Robert Robinson's electronic 

interpretation of organic chemistry, already the basis for the mechanistic thinking of the 

organic chemistry, was introduced to medicinal chemistry. Secondly, the 1950s saw the 

application of to medicinal chemistry of what was to become another of its major pillars, 

structural chemistry, resulting from the pivotal work of Pauling, Prelog, and Woodward. 

Thirdly, the past forty years coincided with unprecedented developments in physical 

methods of characterization. As exemplified by steroid research, medicinal chemistry 

benefited enormously from the expanding applications of ultraviolet (UV) spectroscopy, 

mass spectroscopy (MS), optical rotatory dispersions, infrared (lR) spectroscopy, x-ray 

crystallography, and finally nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques. Two 

additionally aspects must be addressed are: (1) the availability of methodologies to test 

one's designed molecule in vitro or in vivo provided by biophysicists and biologists, 

definitely guide the molecular design in the right direction; (2) the combination of structural 

chemistry and computer assisted calculation and modeling technologies not only enables the 

medicinal chemists to expand and visualize their imaginations, but also provides some of 

the conformational insights of both the ligand and the receptor/acceptor which cannot be 

obtained from current instrumental methods. 

II. Strategies for Designing Potent and Selective 8 Opioid Peptide Ligands 
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Research on opioid peptides is progressing in many directions.49 Some of the 

important topics that have attracted a great deal of attention by researchers are: biosynthesis, 

processing of precursors, endogenous antagonists, specificity in drug design, 

conformational restriction in analog design, inhibitors of en kephalin-degrading enzymes as 

analgesic drugs, conformational features of peptides, conformational-receptor selectivity, 

retro-inverso analogs, amphiphilic helices, receptor types and their structure and 

organization, drug-receptor interaction, the role of lipids in the interaction, and analytical 

methodologies. Many of these have required highly selective and potent peptide ligands for 

proper interpretation. Thus designing desired ligands is more than a necessity. The 

approaches that have been taken to design novel 8 peptide ligands can be organized into 

four categories. The first approach is design based on the special structural features of lead 

ligands from screening. Modifications of certain amino acid residues or of a specific region 

of the peptide in terms of lipophiIicity/hydrophiIicity by incorporation of natural or non

proteinogenic amino acid(s) to enhance peptide's selectivity and potency is a common 

methodology utilized. For example, increase hydrophilicity of the side chain in the position 

2 in Leu-enkephalin offered an analogue (DSLET) with higher binding affinity; increases of 

lipophilicity in positions 5 and 6 of Deltorphin II provided a more selective and potent 

analogue, [IIe5,6]DELT II43c (Table 3). Increases lipophilicity by alkylating the amide 

nitrogen is an alternative, but it did not lead to the desired 80pioid agonist, instead, a fairly 

selective but not very potent 8 antagonist, (N-aIIyl)z-Tyr-Gly-[CH2S]Phe-Leu-OH was 

obtained.50 On the other hand, this method offered a highly selective ,u-agonist, Tyr-Pro

(NMe)Phe-Q-Pro-NH2 (PL-017).51 A second approach is design of bivalent compounds 

containing two opioid receptor ligands separated by a spacer of appropriate length and 

proposed to interact simultaneously with two receptor binding sits. It has been observed 

that, at a certain spacer length, the affinity and selectivity of 8-receptor increased 
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drastically.52 This results was interpreted to indicated that a bivalent ligand with the right 

spacer length is capable of bridging to two 8-binding sites. Dimerized analogues of the 

tripeptide Tyr-D-Ala-Gly-OH via a short spacer resulted in a highly .u-selective 

compound.53 Another bivalent opioid peptide worthy of mention is biphalin.54.55 When 

administrated i.c.v., biphalin was extremely potent in producing antinociception with an 

A50 value of 4.9 pmol/mouse and a time to peak effect of 20 min.56 These bivalent opioid 

peptide ligands represent valuable tools for basic opioid receptor research, but are perhaps 

less attractive as candidates for peptide drug development because of their increased 

molecular size. All the bivalent opioid peptides are designed based on enkephalins; there 

are no such peptides based on the deltorphins yet. Whether the deltorphin based bivalent 

opioid peptides will be more selective for 8 opioid receptors or not remains to be 

determined. A third approach is to design chimeric peptide analogues, which means to take 

certain fragments from leading peptides selective for different or the same biological host 

(receptors or enzymes) and "stitch" them together in a desired way to provide the new 

peptide. This strategy is quite successful in designing 8-selective opioid ligand,57 since 

this method usually does not provide peptide analogue more active than the parent 

compounds, it is less used in seeking good ligands for a specific biological host. Thus far, 

the most important approach used in peptide design is the so-called topographical design, 

i.e. to apply global and/or local constraints to the linear peptide. The general approach for 

topographical design defined by Hruby and Sharma is shown in Scheme 1.58 

The basis for the topographical design of peptide hormones is structural chemistry. 

Modern instrumental spectroscopy methods, especially NMR (solution) and x-ray 

crystallography (solid phase), have provided solid support for this type of design. For 

linear small peptides, there is a strong possibility that rather than assuming a single 

preferred conformation in solution, they may exist in conformational equilibrium. Because 
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of this flexibility of linear, bioactive peptides in solution, they are usually not very selective 

in their interactions with different receptor types because conformational adaptation to 

various receptor topographies is possible. In the past 16 years, the conformation of the 

enkephalins and of other opioid peptides has been studied extensively by means of nearly 

all theoretical and experimental methods available. A wealth of information about 

conformational features of these peptides in the isolated state, in crystalline form, and in 

solution has been obtained. Ideally, the bioactive conformation should be studied with the 

peptide bound to a purified receptor. Since purified opioid receptors are still unavailable at 

this time, insights into the receptor-bound conformation of opioid peptides can only be 

obtained indirectly through analysis of the peptides or their analogues which are bioactive. 

The idea of topographical design is simply to obtain the conformational constrained 

bioactive peptide analogues on the basis of predicted bioactive conformation. The basic 

hypothesis of this approach is that the conformational properties of peptides, and their 

ability to assume different conformations, are intimately related to their biological activities. 

After we have obtained all the necessary conformational information, either from solution 

NMR studies or from x-ray crystallography or from any other methods for the biologically 

active linear peptide, the putative bioactive conformation of the peptide may be suggested 

usually with the assistance of computer-assisted modeling. The obtained conformation will 

then be utilized to design new conformationally or topographically constrained peptide 

analogues. Thus, it is the most sophisticated approach in peptide design, and it can provide 

not only the desired conformation of the ligand, but also insights of the receptor binding 

pocket. Topographical design of peptide is also a major requirement for a close field of 

peptide research, peptido mimetics, which is being developed primarily to the increase 

bioavailability of the bioactive peptide. Some of the parameters frequently used in the 

design are illustrated in Figure 1.59 
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The approaches used in the topographical design can mainly be divided to two 

parts, one is to apply local constraints; another is to apply global constraints. Local 

constraints usually include but are not limited to N a substitution of alkyl groups or aryl 

groups to limit the rotation of l/J or If/torsional angles of the peptide back bone at a specific 

amino acid residue; C a alkylation or arylation for the same purpose; amide bond 

replacement by usually -C=C- to constrain the (J) torsional angle; add bulky side-chain 

groups such as adamantyl, tert-butyl, etc. to constrain the rotation about l/J, If/, and (J) 

torsional angles; C/3,p-disubstitutions to constrain amino acid side chain rotation about X 

space; forced fJ-turns or y.turns by incorporation a constrained moieties that can mimic 

these turns; and specific X space constraints by incorporation of non-proteinogenic designer 

amino acids. All the methods mentioned above focus on constraining one amino acid 

residue or a small fragment of the peptide; thus we call these local topographical design. 

Global topographical design is targeting the global topology/conformation of the peptide. 

The methods frequently used are: building cyclic disulfide bridge between the two side 

chains; cyclization between side chains via lactam or ester linkages; side chain to backbone 

cyclizations; transannular interactions; stabilization of amphiphilic helices; backbone to 

backbone cyclization (head to tail cyclization); stabilization of loops; etc. Several examples 

related to opioid peptides are given below to illustrate this design approach in detail. One 

example is cyclic[D-Pen2, D-Pen5]enkephalin (DPDPE) which developed in Hruby's 

laboratory,60 it contains a disulfide bridge between the two 12-pencillamine residues which 

constrains the backbone conformation. The transannular effect of the geminal dimethyl 

group in the twenty-membered ring also restricts both the backbone and side chain 

conformations. DPDPE is the first topographically constrained highly selective and potent 

o opioid agonist and has served as the standard for a O-opioid receptor selective ligand.60 

An excellent illustration of the side chain to backbone cyclization can be found in the 

enkephalin analogues designed by Schiller and co-workers.61 In their work, 
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[Leu5]enkephalin was converted to a series of cyclic analogues of which H-Tyr-c[-NE-.Q

Lys-Gly-Phe-Leu-] is an example. Covalent attachment of the E-amino group of o-Lys2 

residue to the C-terminal backbone carboxylate group of Leu5 produced a cyclic 16-

membered analogue of enkephalin that has high potency and significant Jl receptor 

selectivity. Another highly selective Jl opioid peptide analogue was developed from 

somatostatin in Hruby's laboratory such as H-.Q-Phe-c[Cys-Tyr-.Q-Trp-Orn-Thr-Pen]-Thr

NH2 (CTOP) using global topographical constraint.62 Specialized amino acids which is 

able to control the side chain topology were incorporated into this class of analogues. The 

1,2,3,4-tetrahydroisoquinoline-3-carboxylate (Tic) was proven to been particularly useful. 

O-Tic-c[Cys-Tyr-o-Trp-Lys-Thr-Pen]-Thr-NH2 was found to be more potent and more 

selective for Jl opioid receptors.63,64 This is one of the examples of utilizing both local and 

global topographical constraints to develop a highly selective opioid ligand. There are also 

numerous successful examples of non-opioid peptide applications of topographical design. 

Two or more of the above approaches can, of course, be combined to obtain new insights 

of requirements of the peptide to recognize the receptor. In conclusion, careful examination 

of structure-activity data in terms of conformational and topographical relationships to 

biological activity can provide a powerful, rational approach to the design of peptide 

hormones and neurotransmitters with specific biological properties. Covalent stabilization 

of appropriate conformational and topographical structural features can provide significant 

new insights into the chemical-physical basis of information transfer for these important 

compounds. The use of conformational constraints to bias or fix the conformation and 

surface properties of a peptide, pseudopeptide, or peptidomimetics will continue to be a 

field of rapid development and will have an important impact on the development of peptide 

drugs. We have only began to scratch the surface of what might be possible in this area. 
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CHAPTER 3. GOAL OF THE RESEARCH 

I. General 

My research goal is to gain experience of participating in significant portion of a 

systematic pathway of drug design using peptide leads to target a specific subject. The 

general approach that I am using is shown in Scheme 2 in the next page. Although this 

outline may seem to be imperfect and yet lack of sophisticated thinking to certain extent, the 

approach nonetheless represents a potentially powerful avenue for drug design from the 

peptide leads. 

My research is focused on local topographical design and synthesis of a series of 

highly potent and selective 8 opioid agonists. Conformational studies and computer

assisted modeling and calculation are utilized in the second stage of the design which will 

provide necessary information needed for the further design of non-peptide ligand for the 

opioid receptor types. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the research for opioid peptide ligands 

that are selective for 80pioid receptors is particularly interesting for developing potential 

pharmaceuticals as strong pain relievers. Thus, the target peptides chosen for further 

topographical design are two highly selective 8 opioid agonists: DPDPE and DELT I. 

DPDPE is a globally constrained enkephalin analogue, while DELT I is one of the two 

most potent and selective endogenous 80pioid agonists. Another reason they were chosen 

is because DPDPE is pharmacologically proven to be selective for the 8) opioid receptor 

subtype, and the close relative of DELT I, DELT II, is pharmacologically proven to be 

selective for the 8z opioid receptor subtype.65 Yet the detailed stereochemical requirements 

for recognizing these two receptor SUbtypes are unknown. This is one of the important 

questions that will he answered in this research. Local topographical constraint using 

designer amino acids will be the main strategy for designing new 80pioid analogues which 

may address the above problem. Although extensive structure-activity relationship 
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studies and conformational studies have been carried out on DPDPE and analogues, the 

question still to be answered is the topology of the whole molecule, especially the side 

chain topology. To achieve these research goals, in this study along with previous studies, 

a series of chi (X) space constrained amino acids will be designed, synthesized, and 

incorporated into DPDPE and DELT I. 

II. x-Space-Constrained a-Amino Acids 

The x-space-constrained designer amino acids have been classified to three 

generations according to their evolution in their functions. The first generation include 

amino acids 1-14 (Figure 1) which can non-systematically constrain the X torsional angle 

of the amino acid side chain. Although these types of constraints can limit the rotation 

about the XI space, they are limited to constrain the X angle only to a certain value, nor can 

they provide one major X conformation within one isomer and causing problems in 

conformational studies. In addition, a lot of them are presented in racemic forms due to 

synthetic difficulty. After incorporating them into peptides, it is difficult to identify the 

stereochemistry of each specific isomer which the peptide contains, so even if one can 

obtain a selective and potent ligand, he(she) may not be able to know the proper topological 

property of this peptide which is very important for further designing. One example is 

related to Atc (2) and Hat (4) type of constrained amino acids. Though they can constrain 

both XI and X2 angles, the low energy equilibrium with the non-aromatic six membered 

ring made it difficult for them to provide a single conformation about the X space.66 

Incorporation of the racemic Hat into the first position of DPDPE provided a more potent 

and selective DPDPE analogue.67 Although the isomers could can be separated on RP

HPLC, it was difficult to tell what the corresponding configuration at the a-carbon of the 

Hat l was. Moreover, conformational analysis may not provide a major discriminating side 

chain topology of Hat as the putative bioactive conformation. Incorporation of racemic Atc 

into a cyclic dermorphin analogue (Tyr-c[Q.-Orn-Atc-Glu]-NH2) provided a f.l selective 
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analogue.68 In this case, two peptide analogues were obtained from HPLC separation 

which did not differ significantly in binding affinity. This again suggested that there is a 

flexibility of the six-membered ring in Hat and Atc in which the conformation can be 

changed without high energy input to fit into the receptor's binding pocket. High rigidity is 

commonly seen in this generation of unusual a-amino acids, such as 8-13. a,{3-

Dehydroamino acid is the classical approach to totally constrain the XI torsional angle, 

however, it can only provide conformation of XI in value of either 1800 (E stereochemistry 

of double bond) or 0° (Z stereochemistry of the double bond). In most cases, Z 

stereochemistry of this type of amino acids are dominating because of the thermodynamic 

preference. This type of total constraint in XI usually does not provide potent bioactive 

peptide analogues, since their extreme rigidity may not compromise the receptor binding 

pocket at all, and only in limited situations are the biological hosts presenting themselves to 

accept such side chain topology. The change of hybridization of the a-carbon from sp3 to 

sp2 may also affect the backbone conformations of the peptide backbone and cause 

complication in interpreting the biological data. Another case for the rigid constraint of XI 

is cyclopropane containing amino acids 10-13 (Figure J). They may also be considered as 

an extension of a,{3-dehydroamino acids in designing X space constrained amino acids, 

since the cyclopropane ring also bears the sp2 characterization of the carbon-carbon double 

bonds. The cyclopropane amino acids are usually synthesized in a racemic form and are 

resolved before incorporation into the peptide. Since limited conformation studies have 

been done on this type of amino acids or peptides containing them, especially in relation to 

the X space conformation, it is not clear in a systematic way thus far what type of side chain 

topology cyclopropane amino acids can offer. Incorporation of (2R,3S)-2,3-

methanophenylalannine into an enkephalin analogue, Tyr-D-Ala-Gly-Phe-Leu-OH, has 

provided a selective 8 opioid ligand.69 Since VEPhe4 not only constrained the XI angle 
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(XI = -132°, XI = 99°),70 it also constrained the ifJ and lfI torsional angle in the peptide 

backbone. Thus, the mixed conformational changes caused by this amino acid made it 

difficult to judge what is the major conformational effect to yield such a selective ligand. In 

conclusion, the first generation x-space-constrained amino acid have lots of limitations, and 

they usually are not able always to provide sufficient or systematical insights about a 

designer's success or failure. Thus, I call them non-systematically x-space-constrained 

designer amino acids. 

The structures of the second generation of the x-space-constrained amino acids are 

not more complicated than those of the first generation. The discoveries of these amino 

acids were made by both asymmetric synthesis and comprehensive solution NMR studies. 

The representatives of this class of designer amino acids are shown in Figure 3. As one 

can see the only structure difference between the native a-amino acids and 15-20 is the 

extra /3-methyl substitution in the designer amino acids, and they are significantly less 

constrained in X angles. The rationale used in designing this class of amino acids is the 

ethane molecule, when one substitute one of the hydrogens attaching to each carbon with 

methyl groups, the energy barrier of rotation about the carbon-carbon bond is higher than 

the corresponding energy in ethane. One advantage of these amino acids is that they can be 

obtained in optically pure form by organic synthesis in a quantity suitable for peptide 

synthesis. The most important feature of them is that after they have been incorporated into 

the peptide, each individual isomer can provide only one somewhat preferred conformation 

about the XI torsional angle. For example, incorporation of all four isomers into DPDPE 

offered a more potent and selective DPDPE analogue, [(2S,3S)-/3-Me-4-N0 2-

Phe l ]DPDPE. The NMR studies showed the side chain conformation of the (2S,3S)-/3-

Me-4-N02-Phe l is gauche (-).7 1 The other /3-Me-4-N02-Phe ls in DPDPE have different 

major conformations about XI torsional angle depending on their individual stereochemistry 
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at the a- and ,B-carbons, i.e. (2S,3R)-,B-Me-4-N0 2-Phe l has also a preferred XI 

conformation of gauche (-), (2R,3R)-,B-4-N02-MePhe l has a preferred XI conformation of 

trans; and gauche (+) for the (2R,3S)-,B-4-N02-MePhe l .72 So the four isomers of the ,B-

MePhes made it possible to more systematically examine the side chain topology of the 

Phe4 residue in DPDPE. Moreover, the constraints derived from ,B-methyl substitution do 

not have the side effects such as altering significantly the l/J or ljI torsional angles in the 
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peptide backbone at the same time. However, these amino acids are only available for 

constraining the XI torsional angles, so far there are no designer amino acids that can 

restrict the rotation about the X2 torsional angles in a similar systematic fashion. The bond 

between the aromatic ring the C{3 is pretty much free for rotation in either ,B-MePhe (15) or 

f3-MeTyr (19) or f3-MeTrp (18). Although in 20 another substitution of methyl group was 

added to the 2'-position of the aromatic ring in f3-MeTyr to create a blockage to the above 

rotating bond by using the 2'-Me and the f3-Me, no sign of restrictions of the X2 torsional 

angles was observed from NMR experiments. Another potential problem about this class 

of amino acids is they tend to behave differently when they are incorporated into different 

peptide hormones/neurotransmitters. For example, although the only difference between 

f3-MePhe and f3-Me-4-N02-Phe is the extra nitro group, in the later case which is not 

suppose to affect the conformation of the XI torsional angle, incorporation of ,B-MePhe into 

the third position of the CCK-8 analogue (Asp-Tyr-Phe-Gly-Trp-Nle-Asp-Phe-NH2) did 

not provide a similar trend in constraining the of XI torsional angle. From the solution 

NMR studies, it is clear that the most populated conformer for the L-f3-MePhe residues is 

gauche (-) regardless of the configuration (R or S) at the f3-position. In contrast, the most 

populated conformation for the D-f3-MePhe residues is gauche (+).71 However, in both 

DPDPE and CCK-8 analogues, the side chain conformations of these f3-MePhe isomers 

cannot be described by a single dominant rotamer along the XI angle.71 One interpretation 

of these observation is that the constraint offered from the f3-methyl substitution is not 

enough. This is why I call them semi-systematic x-space-constrained designer amino 

acids. On the other hand, they explored not only the side chain topological requirements 

for the ligand to recognize the host, but also have provided some ligands with unique 

biological activities. For example, incorporation of all isomers of f3-MeTyr into DPDPE 

have provided insights of the proper side chain topology of Tyrl ;67 incorporation of 13-

MeTrp into melanotropin analogues have provided analogues with prolonged biological 
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activity,?3 So this series of acids are ideal for using as semi-systematic constraints for the 

XI torsional angle for the amino acid side chains, especially good for aromatic amino acids. 

In addition, this series of amino acids indicated there is a possibility to systematically 

constrain the XI angle by ,B-alkylation. 

In order to reveal further possibilities to systematically constrain X space, a third 

generation of such amino acids need to be designed. The prototypes were designed using 

f3-MeTyr and f3-MePhe as initial templates. The structural modification that have been 

chosen are the two extra methyl substitutions at the 2'- and the 6' position of the aromatic 

ring in either ,B-MeTyr or ,B-MePhe. As indicated in Figure 4A, one purpose of adding 

R 

R=-OH 

21 
HO 

OH 

CH3 CH3 0 

2' ,6'-dimethyl-fJ-methyltyrosine (TMT), 

XI = ±60", ±180". 

OH 

R=-H 

22 

OH 

CH3 CH3 0 

2',6'-dimethyl-fJ-methylphenylalanine 

(TMP), XI = ±60", ±180". 

Figure 4A. The third generation of the x-space-constrained designer amino acids. 
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Figure 4B. Stereoview of the low-energy model of (2S,3R)-TMT built by computer using 

Sybyl 6.03 software. The van der Waals surfaces of methyl and amine protons, the 

carboxyl oxygen atom and the amine nitrogen atom are shown. 

2',6'-dimethyl groups is to create an additional constraint to the rotation about the Xl 

torsional angle, since when rotating the C a-C f3 bond, the C ,a-methyl will interfere with the 

Ca-NH2 or the carboxylic group to create a barrier, and in addition either the 2'-methyl or 

the 6'-methyl will approach to a close distance to the Ca-NH2 or the carboxylic group, the 

induced van der Waals repulsions between the two groups will further prevent this rotation 

(Figure 4B). The second purpose of adding the 2',6'-dimethyl groups is to restrict the 

rotation about the X2 torsional angle, since the methyl groups on the aromatic ring also is in 

a close distance to the ,a-methyl group, these two aromatic groups should provide more 

restrict!on about the X2 angle than with only one aromatic methyl group in the 2'-methyl-,B-

methyltyrosine. One obvious limitation for this generation of constrained amino acids is 

that this design approach is only suitable for Phe and Tyr, and not for other amino acids 
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with aromatic side chains, such as Trp and His, and not to mention those which do not 

have aromatic side chains. So the two constrained amino acids shown in Figure 4A will be 

only suitable to be incorporated into the peptides contain Tyr and Phe. Fortunately, in 8 

opioid peptide ligands, both of these amino acids are present and are the residues 

containing pharmacophores. The topology of the side chain of the Phe residue in DPDPE 

has been examined by using the second generation x-space constrained amino acids (f3-

MePhes) and the active analogues contains L-f3-MePhe which has a major rotamer 

population of gauche (-) at the XI angle. Thus, in this study only the topology of tyrosine 

side chain will be examined, in another words, only 2',6'-dimethyl-f3-methyltyrosine (21, 

TMT) isomers will be prepared and incorporated into 80pioid ligands. Nonetheless, the 

combined effect of using both constrained Tyr and Phe derivatives in 80pioid peptides are 

important though they will not be discussed in this dissertation. 

There are also several unusual amino acids that may not be classified as X space 

constraining amino acids, such as those are listed in Figure 5. These amino acids (-) do not 

have a major constraining effect about X space; instead they are more used when backbone 

constraints are needed. a-Methyl substitution and construction of cyclopropane moiety 

between the Ca and the Cp, and the N-alkyl substitution are common approaches that are 

used to design these amino acids. Some of them may cause constraints in X space. For 

example, N-methyl-D-Phenylalanine substitution at a terminal position of a J1 opioid 

receptor-specific peptide, N-Me-D-Phe-c[Cys-Tyr-Trp-Orn-Thr-Pen]-Thr-NH2' led to a 

200-fold decrease in potency due to a change of the XI angle of the Q-Phe I residue (XI = 

1800 instead of +600 ),74 However, the major conformational effect that these amino acids 

can provide is the constraint to the ¢ and the lI'torsional angle in the peptide backbone. A 

lot of them may induce secondary conformation of the peptide such as f3- or r- turns 

structure and helical conformations, etc. For example, incorporation of 

arninocyclcopentanecarboxylic acid (Acsc, 27) into enkephalin induced a conformational 
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Figure 5. Micellaneous constrained nonproteinogenic a-amino acids. 

preference of f3-turn;75 Ca-alkylation, especially Ca-methylation, has been widely used to 

explore the conformational requirements for bioactivity because it generally constrains 

residues to specific a-helical, 310 helical,76,77 Thus, they are useful in designing 

backbone topologies of peptides. Since this is not the main topic for this study, I will not 

describe this type of amino acids in further detail. There are other nonproteinogenic amino 

acids that actually are x-space constrained amino acids, such as certain excitatory amino 

acids (EAA).78 Since the initial goal to design these amino acids are less related to X space 

topographical design of peptides that are of interest in this dissertation, they also will not be 

discussed in this dissertation. 

As we can see, the trend for the evolution of the X space constrained amino acid is 

following the equation showing below: 
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Highly constrained Less constrained Highly constrained in X space 
in X space in X space again, but more systematic 

It is very difficult to predict which direction in designing the next generation of constrained 

amino acids will take. However, one thing clear is that the driving force for the design and 

synthesis of these specialized amino acids will be to produce or to enhance desired and 

unique biological properties of peptides or proteins. 



Chapter 4. Asymmetric Synthesis of the Designer Amino Acids 

I. General 
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The study of a-amino acids is one of the fundamental importance to many areas of 

chemistry and its relation to molecular biology. Nature only utilizes twenty amino acids in 

the production of polypeptides on genes, yet the combinations of these amino acids have 

provided a wonderful diversity of chemical structures and functions. The number of 

naturally-occurring or synthetically derived non-proteogenic a-amino acids is rapidly 

increasing, and depending on definitions might already have exceeded one thousand. In 

addition, due to the significant advances in the technology of synthesizing polypeptides 

(e.g. The solid phase Merrifield method and chemical ligation methods), the possibilities in 

the design of and synthesis of new enzymes, hormones, synthetic immunostimulants, 

drugs and countless other important biopolymers has been dramatically increased. Certain 

nonproteogenic amino acids have already proven of considerable experimental value in 

probing amino acid chemistry and function, as a tool for enhanced understanding of the 

roles and functions of proteins, in understanding the chemistry and biochemistry of 

interactions in living systems, and as analogs of naturally occurring hormones, 

neurotransmitters, growth factors, enzyme inhibitors, neuromodulating agents, 

immunomodulators, and many other biological significant compounds. 

II. Asymmetric Synthesis 

Organic chemists often wish to synthesize a chiral compound in the form of a single 

enantiomer or diastereomer, rather than as a mixture of stereoisomers. In Chapter 3, I have 

stressed the importance of obtaining optically pure designer amino acids for conformational 

studies. There are two basic ways in which this can be done. The first way, which is 

more common, is to begin with a single stereoisomer, and to use a synthesis that does not 

affect the chiral center (or centers). The optically active starting compound can be obtained 

by a previous synthesis, or by resolution of a racemic mixture, but it is often more 
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convenient to obtain it from nature, since many compounds, such as amino acids, sugars, 

and steroids are present in nature in the form of a single enantiomer or diastereomer. These 

compounds are regarded as a "chiral pool"; that is, readily available compounds that can be 

used as starting materials.79 

The other basic method is called asymmetric synthesis,80 or stereospecific 

synthesis. As was mentioned before, optically active materials cannot be created from 

inactive starting materials and conditions; hence true asymmetric synthesis is impossible. 

(There is one exception to this statement. In a very few cases racemic mixtures may 

crystallize from solution in such a way that all (+ )-molecules go into one crystal and the (-)

molecule into another. If one of the crystals crystallizes before the other, a rapid filtration 

results in optically active material.8l ) However, when a new chiral center is created, the 

two possible configurations need not be formed in equal amounts if anything is present that 

is not symmetric. I would like to discuss asymmetric synthesis in four headings: 

(i) Active substrate. If a new chiral center is created in a molecule that is already optically 

active, the two diastereomers are not formed in a equal amounts. The reason is that the 

direction of attack by the reagent is determined by the groups already there. For certain 

additions, to the carbon-oxygen bond of ketones containing an asymmetric a carbon, 

Cram's rule predicts which diastereomer will predominate.82 If the molecule is observed 

along its axis, it may be represented as in Figure 6, where S, M, and L stand for small, 

medium, and large, respectively. The oxygen of the carbonyl orients itself between the 

small- and the medium-sized groups. The rule is that the incoming group preferentially 

attacks on the side of the plane containing the small group. Many reactions of this type are 

known, in some of which the extent of favoritism approaches 100%.83,84 The farther 

away the reaction site is from the chiral center, the less influence the latter has and the more 

equal the amounts of diastereomer of a chiral product. It is often possible to convert an 

achiral compound to a chiral compound by (a) addition of a chiral group - chiral auxiliary; 
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Figure 6. IIIustration of the Cram's rule in asymmetric synthesis. 
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(b) running an asymmetric synthesis, and then (c) cleavage of the original chiral auxiliary. 

This approach will be the used in synthesizing the designer amino acids in this study. 

(ii) Active reagents. A pair of enantiomers can be separated by an active reagent that 

reacts faster with one than with the other (this is also a method of resolution). If the 

absolute configuration of the reagent is known, the configuration of the enantiomers can 

often be determined by a knowledge of the mechanism and by seeing which diastereomer is 

preferentially formed. Creation of a new chiral center in an inactive molecule can also be 

accomplished with an active reagent, though it is rare that 100% selectivity is observed. An 

example is the reduction of methyl benzoylformate with optically active N-benzyl-3-

(hydroxymethyl)-4-methyl-l,4-dihydropyridine (28) to produce mandelic acid that contain 

about 97.5% of the S-( + )-isomer and 2.5% of the R-( -) isomer (Figure 7).85 Note that the 

other product, 29, is not chiral. Reactions like this, in which one reagent (in this case 28) 

gives up its chirality to another, are called self-immolative. In another example shown in 

Figure 8, chirality is transferred from one atom to another in the same molecule (30).86 A 

reaction in which an inactive substrate is converted selectively to one of two enantiomers is 

called an enantioselective reaction, and the process is called asymmetric induction. These 

terms apply to reactions in this category and in categories (iii) and (iv). When an optically 

active substrate reacts with an optically active reagent to form two new chiral centers, it is 

possible for both centers to be created in the desired sense. This type of process is called 

double asymmetric syntlzesis.87 

(iii) Active catalyst or solvent. Many such examples are present in the literature, among 

them reduction of ketones and substituted alkenes (including de hydro amino acids) to 

optically active (though not optically pure) secondary alcohols, amino acids, and 

substituted alkenes by treatment with hydrogen and a chiral aldehydes or ketones with 

organometallic catalyst, the treatment of aldehydes and conversion of alkenes to optically 

active epoxides or diol by treatment with a hydroperoxide or other oxidative reagent, and a 
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chiral catalyst. 88,89 In some instances, notably in the homogeneous catalytic 

hydrogenation of alkenes, the ratio of enantiomers prepared in this way is as high as 

98:2.90 Other examples of the use of chiral catalyst or solvent are the reaction between 

secondary alkyl Grignard reagents and vinylic halides in the presence of chiral transition

metal complexes.91 ,92 The conversion of chlorofumaric acid to the (-)-threo isomer of the 

di-ion of chloromalic acid by treatment with H20 and the enzyme fumarase,93 and the 

preparation of optically active alcohols by the treatment of Grignard reagents with 

aldehydes in optically active ether solvents.94 It is noted that the use of enzymes as catalyst 

in asymmetric synthesis has been developing in recent years.95 However, this type of 

reaction is more related to the field of bioorganic chemistry and is not discussed here in 

detail. 

(iv) Reactions in the presence of circularly polarized light.96 If the light used to initiate a 

photochemical reaction of achiral reagents is circularly polarized, then, in theory, a chiral 

product richer in one enantiomer might be obtained. However, such experiments have not 

proved to be very useful. In certain instances, the use of left and right circularly polarized 

light has given products with opposite rotations (showing that principle is valid),97-100 but 

up to now the extent of favoritism has always been less than 1 %. 

III. Approaches in Asymmetric Synthesis of a-Amino Acids 

In the past decade, the asymmetric synthesis of a-amino acids and their derivatives 

has become a highly active area of research, and several reviews have appeared on the 

chemistry and biochemistry of a-amino acids and their uses. In 1988, two important 

reviews and discussions on asymmetric synthesis of a-amino acids appeared. Both were 

extensive and well organized. 101 ,102 We have also written a comprehensive review on this 

topic in 1992. 103 Since so many methods have been established for the asymmetric a

amino acids synthesis, it often is difficult to select the most appropriate methodology for 
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constructing the amino acid of immediate interest. Thus far, despite all the methodologies 

available, there is no one single best method that a laboratory may use to solve every amino 

acid problem that may be encountered. In a recent report,104 Schmidt summarized four 

general methodologies used for the preparation of optically active, non-ribosomal a-amino 

acid and a-alkylamino acids: (1) alkylation or amination of optically active enolates; (2) 

alkylation with optically active, electrophilic glycine compounds; (3) diastereoselective 

Strecker and Ugi reactions with optically active amines; and (4) diastereoselective 

hydrogenation of a,j3-dehydroamino acid derivatives. Except for the last method, nearly 

all of the above processes give rise predominantly or exclusively to compounds in either the 

s- or the R-series. In these cases, the enantiomer often is considerably more difficult to 

obtain because usually only one of the two enantiomers of the optically active auxiliary 

reagent employed (amino acids, amino alcohols) is "cheaply" available. Meanwhile, 

numerous miscellaneous methods have been developed, some of which are very efficient 

and show excellent control of both stereochemistry and regiochemistry. Biologically 

related methods also are very attractive these days. Enzymatic, chemoenzymatic, and cell

free biosynthesis of non-proteogenic a-amino acid have shown good results. Since the a-

amino acids generally are not the final goal of the research, it often is important that the 

method is amenable to rapid implementation. 

IV. Asymmetric Synthesis of j3-Branched a-Amino Acids 

Since the j3-alkylamino acids are designed as x-space-constrained amino acids, and 

will be use to probe the topographical requirements of peptide neurotransmitter in this 

research, stereoselective synthesizing the desired unusual amino acids will be the primary 

goal. I have organized the asymmetric synthesis of j3-branched (j3-alkyl and j3-hydroxyl, 

and ,B-halogen) a-amino acids under the following categories: 

(1) Asymmetric derivatization of glycine and other proteogenic a-amino 
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acids. Derivatization of glycine is one of the most frequently used approaches for 

preparation of a-amino acids. Schollkopf and collaborators have devised a versatile and 

useful method to prepare a large variety of ,B-hydroxyamino acids based on the metallation 

and subsequent alkylation of bis-Iactim ethers. !Os The general protocol involves peptide 

coupling of two amino acids, piperazinedione formation and bis-Iactim ether formation with 

trimethyloxonium tetrafluoroborate. The first system reported was the symmetrical bis

lactim ether of cyc!o-L.-Ala-L.-Ala (33).106 Metallation with n-BuLi in THF at low 

temperature followed by electrophilic quench furnished the homologated bislactim ether 34 

(Scheme 3).107 The electrophile was shown to add anti- to the methyl group in a highly 

stereoselective fashion with typical diastereomeric excesses of greater than 85%. The 

homologated bis-Iactim ether can be hydrolyzed with 0.25 to 0.5 N Hel to the new amino 

acid (35) methyl ester and L-alanine methyl ester. By far the most popular and extensively 

studied bis-Iactam ether is that derived from L-valine and glycine (40).108 This reagent has 

become the most widely used glycine template and is now commercially available in both 

enantiomeric forms. They can be prepared in a similar fashion as 33 which is shown in 

Scheme 4. The electrophile used in the alkylation of 40 can be derived either from 

alkyl/aryl halides, aldehydes, ketones, thioketones, halogenated alcohols (OH protected), 

or a,fJ-unsaturated acids or ketones or aldehyde derivatives. If the electrophiles are 

ketones, aldehyde derivatives, the aldol condensation should provide the final products 

either as fJ-hydroxy- or fJ-substituted amino acids. Two examples shown in Scheme 5 are 

the typical cases, one gave the (R)-fJ-methylenephenylalanine methyl ester (44),109 the 

other provided fJ-hydroxy-valine (48).110 Although this approach can provide almost 

optically pure fJ-hydroxyamino acids, it is difficult to obtain all four isomers in optically 

pure form due to nature of the chiral induction that the bislactim can provide. This 

approach is also inconvenient for providing fJ-alkyl amino acids in optically pure form, 

since one will have to obtain an optically active alkyl halides as electrophile. However, 
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Scheme 3. Synthesis of a-methyl-,B-hydroxyamino acids through bis-Iactim. 
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many different kind of the bis-Iactams are used glycine templates in synthesizing 

topographically constrained a-amino acids, such as Tic (1), III l-amino-2-

acrylcyclopropene-l-carboxylic acids (>95% ee),112 and l-aminocyclopropane-l

carboxylic acid (23).113 

There are several other methods that can be used as complementary approaches for 

asymmetric derivatization of glycine in the synthesis of ,B-hydroxyamino acids. One 

method was developed by Evans et al. to synthesize MeBmt using a glycine enolate 

equivalent and optically pure oxazolidinone as chiral auxiliary. I 14 Hayashi, Ito and co

workers have discovered an interesting catalytic asymmetric aldol condensation between 

aldehydes and methyl isocyanoacetate employing an optically active gold (I) complex. I IS 

As shown in Scheme 6, lISa the ferrocenylligand is admixed with a gold (I) salt (49) and 

methyl isocyanoacetate in methylene chloride at room temp., followed by addition of 

aldehyde. The reaction shows selectivity for trans isomers with enantiomeric excesses 

ranging as high as 97%. The cis isomers, on the other hand are obtained in mediocre or 

poor optical purity. The trans oxazolines can be converted to the final ,B-

hydroxyphenylalanine (53) by sequential hydrolysis and purification. The limitation of 

this method is that it can only provide one of Q-isomers of the a-amino acids. An acyclic 

Schiff base system that employs the stereocontrol elements of a cyclic system has reported 

on by Mukaiyama and associates was also used to prepare optically active ,B-hydroxy a-

amino acids. 116 Glycine equivalents are also used in stereoselective synthesis of 

Allocoronamic acid, 117 a-alkyl-,B-hydroxyamino acids, 118-123 ,B-hydroxy-a-amino 

acids,124-129 and ,B-alky I amino acids, 130, 131 and X space-constrained amino acids. 132 

(2) Homologation of the ,B-carbon. Sources of electrophilic, nucleophilic and 

radical-based "serine" or "alanine" templates as homologation reagents, are potentially very 

useful approach for making a variety of amino acids that nicely complements the more 
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abundantly studied glycine templates discussed above. These /3-homologation reagents are 

just recently being recognized as useful additions to the synthetic amino acid chemists' 
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arsenal. L- and D-serine have provided basic raw materials for most of these approaches; 

cysteine and aspartic acid also can provide potential activating functionality for bond

formation at the ,8-carbon. L-Aspartic acid and L-cysteine are the least expensive of these 

starting materials, and are inexpensive enough to be seriously considered for industrial 

scale applications. 

Nakajima et at. have examined the nucleophilic ring-opening reaction of serine

derived aziridines. 133 The obtained aziridines from serine were attacked by nucleophile 

regioselectively at the Cf3 and provided numbers of ,8-alky1cyst~ine 134 and ,8-

methylserine135 derivatives depending on the nucleophile used. Rapoport and co-workers 

used L-aspartic acid as starting material to synthesize 2,3-diamino-4-phenylbutanoic 

acid. 136 Baldwin et al. used L-aspartic acid as staring material and carried out an aldol 

condensation between the Cf3 of L-aspartic acid and aldehydes, the adduct was finally 

converted to ,8, y-unsaturated a-amino acids. 137 In a recent work reported by Hashimoto 

and Shirahama,138 the ,8-position of L-proline also can be homologated to give acromelic 

acid derivatives. Sasaki and co-workers started from (2R)-2-Boc-amino-3-phenylsulfonyl-

1-(2-tetrahydropyranyloxy)propane (as a equivalent of aspartic acid) and activated the ,8 

position of the starting material to react with an aldehyde. The obtained adducts were 

converted to ,8, y-unsaturated a-amino acids. 139 

(3) Electrophilic ami nation of enolates. The electrophilic amination of chiral 

enolates is a very recent conceptual advance in the repertoire of synthetic methodology for 

the construction of a-amino acids. There is a general lack of electrophilic sources of 

nitrogen (N+ -synthon) that readily participate in C-N bond-forming reactions with 

carbanions. The paucity of contributions in this area is somewhat surprising since, the 

electrophilic ami nation reaction of diethyl malonate with azodicarboxylates has been known 

since 1924. 140 Subsequently, scattered reports of electrophilic ami nation of carbanions 



Scheme 7. Synthesis of ,B-hydroxy-a-amino acids by stereoselctive electrophilic 
amination. 
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have since appeared,141-143 but the application to amino acid synthesis only very recently 

was recognized. This methodology will be also used in the stereoselective synthesis of the 

x-space-constrained amino acids designed in Chapter 3. 

Guanti and associates have studied the ami nation of (S)-,B-hydroxybutyrates (55) 

with 56 in Scheme 7. 144 Formation of the dianion of 55 with LDA followed by addition 

of the animating reagents 56 affords a mixture of anti- and syn-hydrazides (57 and 58). 

In different cases, the anti-isomer is the major product which is separated from the minor 
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isomer by chromatography and has been converted to ,B-hydroxy-a-amino acids (60). 

These authors have also examined the use of benzenediazonium tetrafluoroborate as an 

electrophiIic amination reagent for stereoselective synthesis of enantiomerically pure allo

threonine ethyl ester. 144 In another study, Oppolzer and Tamura used l-chloro-l

nitrosocyclohexane as electrophilic amination reagent in preparing ,B-alkyl-a-amino 

acids. 14S 

(4) Nucleophilic amination of a-substituted acid derivatives. Nucleophilic 

ami nation involves an SN2 reaction between an a-substituted acid derivative and an amino 

nucleophiIe. Usually the substituents at the optically active a-position of the acids (or 

precursors) are halogens or hydroxyl groups. The nucleophile can vary in structure as will 

be seen in the following examples. This type of amination will be used as the main method 

to introduce the a-amino functionality in the synthesis of the designer amino acids 

described in Chapter 3. 

Jung and Jung used isocyanate as nucleophile to react with the optically active 

epoxides to introduce the amino group in the targeted ,B-hydroxy-a-amino acids. 146 

Wagner and associates used tetramethylguanidinium azide as nuc1eophile to replace the a

triflate functionality to introduce the a-amino functionality to a optically pure acid 

derivative. The final amino acid in this synthesis was (2S, 3R)-3-hydroxyaspartic acid. 147 

Evans et ai. used sodium azide to displace the a-chlorine in an acid derivative for synthesis 

of ,B-hydroxy-a-amino acids. 148 This approach also was used by Corey and Choi who 

treating an optically active a-bromo acid derivative with 5 eqv. of sodium azide to provide 

an a-azido acid derivative which was then converted to the desired a

hydroxyphenylalanine. 149 Sharpless and co-worker also used sodium azide as nucleophile 

to displace the a-tosyl group in an ester for preparation of ,B-hydroxy-a-amino acids. ISO 

Oppolzer and co-workers used conjugated addition and sodium azide to replace an a-
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bromine for preparation of ,B-alkyl amino acids. 151 Ammonia under Mitsunobu conditions 

is also used as nuc1eophile to directly displace an a-hydroxyl group in synthesizing a ,B

methyl-y-hydroxy-a-amino acid. 152 Ring-opening (usually 3-membered or 4-membered 

rings) by amino nuc1eophiles is an alternative method to introduce the amino function into 

the molecule. Saito et al. used ammonia as an amino nuc1eophile to stereoselectively attack 

the epoxide rings to afford intermediates that could be converted to ,B-hydroxy-a-amino 

acids and ,B-amino-a-hydoxyacids. 153 Intramolecular ring opening by N-nuc1eophiles also 

was used for synthesis of ,B-hydroxy-a-amino acids (Schmidt et al.).154 

(5) Asymmetric hydrogenation of dehydroamino acids. The asymmetric 

hydrogenation of dehydroamino acids has provided an extremely useful, preparative 

approach for making a variety of optically active amino acids. Two basic conceptual 

approaches have evolved in this context: (1) the heterogeneous hydrogenation of 

dehydroamino acids that contain an appended chiral auxiliary; and (2) the homogeneous 

hydrogenation of achiral dehydroamino acids using optically active, soluble hydrogenation 

catalysts. However, this methodology is not very helpful in preparing optically pure ,B-

branched amino acids due to the difficulty of obtaining the tetra-substituted dehydroamino 

acids and the less stereoselective hydrogenation of the ,B,,B-disubstituted dehydroamino 

acids. One example is that the asymmetric hydrogenation of a dehydrovaline derivative I 55 

and a de hydro form of ,B-methylaspartic acid l56 (the ee value of the latter product was 

about 55%). 

There are also miscellaneous methods in preparing ,B-branched amino acids, since 

there are too many examples and their impact is less than that of those I have summarized 

above, they will not be discussed. 

v. Stereoselective Synthesis of the fJ-Methyl Aromatic Amino Acids. 
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As one can see from the basic methodologies described above, there are not many 

systematic ways for synthesizing optically pure ,B-alkylamino acids. However, during the 

past five years, Hruby and associates have developed a practical synthetic pathway to 

prepare all four isomers of the jJ-methyl aromatic amino acids. Based on this synthetic 

route, many ,B-methyl aromatic amino acids, such as ,B-methylphenylalanine (,B-MePhe), 157 

jJ-methyltyrosine (jJ-MeTyr),158 and jJ-methyltryptophan (jJ-MeTrp)159 have all been 

obtained in optically pure forms. 

The initial work was carried out on asymmetric synthesis of the jJ

methylphenlalanine isomers (Scheme 8).157 Using literature methodology in part,160-163 

Dharanipragada et al. started with S-(+)-3-phenylbutyric acid mixed anhydride (61) which 

was attached to the Evan's type of chiral auxiliary (62) derived from D.-phenylalanine to 

afford an N-acyl oxazolidinone (63). The oxazolidinone 63 was converted to a boron 

enol ate 64 by use of dibutylborotriflate in dichloromethane at low temperature. 

Stereoselective bromination was accomplish by treating the enolate 64 with NBS, and SN2 

displacement of the resulting crude bromide by tetramethylguanidium azide gave the 

diastereomeric azide 65 with high stereoselectivity. Removal of the chiral auxiliary was 

achieved by hydrolysis using LiOH in presence of hydrogen peroxide followed by catalytic 

(H 2, 10% Pd/C) reduction of the resulting azido acid 66 to gave the (2S,3R)-jJ

methylphenylalanine 67. The other isomers of jJ-MePhe were also obtained in a similar 

fashion, but with epimers of the starting material (61) and/or the chiral auxiliary (62). 

Optically pure S-( + )-3-phenylbutyric acid (61) and (R)-( -)-3-phenylbutyric acid were 

obtained from commercially available racemic 3-phenylbutyric acid through resolution. 61 

was resolved into its optically isomers via fractional crystallization of diastereomeric salts 

formed with (S)-( -)-methylbenzylamine. Four recrystallizations gave pure S-( + )-3-

phenylbutyric acid (61). From the partially enriched mother liquid, the (R)-( -)-3-
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Scheme 8. Stereoselective synthesis of,B-methylphenylalanine isomers. 
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phenylbutyric acid was obtained by fractional crystallization of diastereomeric salts formed 

with (R)-( + )-methylbenzylamine. 

Earlier syntheses of the four stereoisomer of fJ-methyltyrosine also started from 

optically pure (R)- and (S)-3-(4-methoxyphenyl)butanoic acid. 158a The preparation of 

these acids was accomplished by conventional methods, resulting in an enantiomeric 

mixtures of the products, and the products were then separated by fractional crystallization 

of diastereomeric mixtures of their (R)- or (S)-a-methylbenzylamine salts. Despite the fact 

that the racemic acids could be prepared in good yields and on a large scale, the optically 

pure acids were obtained in low yields « 20%). Moreover, these acids were prepared 

following a three-step synthesis, and their optically resolution was an extremely tedious 

process because of number of crystallizations needed. In the following work involving 

asymmetric synthesis of fJ-MeTyrosine isomers, Nicolas et al. modified the synthetic 

pathway significantly, especially the early stage of the synthesis. 158b,c The starting 

material the authors used were two a,fJ-unsaturated acid derivatives, 2E-crotonic acid 

chloride (68) and 2E-3-(4'-methoxyphenyl)butenoic acid (69).158 The chiral auxiliaries 

used also were different from the previous study, optically pure 4-phenyl-2-oxazolidinones 

derived from (S)- or (R)-phenylglycine were used in their study. The chiral auxiliaries 

were coupled to the a,fJ-unsaturated acids, and a stereoselective conjugate addition was 

carried out in each system (Scheme 9) to introduce a chiral center at the fJ-position, and to 

afford optically active 3-(4'-methoxy)phenylbutyric acids attached to the chiral auxiliary 

(74-77). The author claimed that using optically pure 4-phenyl-2-oxazolidinoe as the 

chiral auxiliary can give the best chiral introduction to the f3-carbon in the final amino acids. 

Similar l,4-conjugate additions also have been reported by Tomioka et al. 160 and Melnyk 

et a1. 161 ; a 5-substituted 2-pyrrolidinone or a 3,4-dimethyl-5-phenyl-2-imidazolidinone 

were used as chiral auxiliaries in these syntheses, respectively. The diastereomers obtained 
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Scheme 9. Stereoselective 1 ,4-conjugate addition induced by chiral auxiliary. 
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from each conjugate addition can be separated easily by fractional recrystallization. The 

optically pure oxazolidinones have been converted to the final f3-MeTyr isomers by the 

same procedures used in preparing the /3-MePhe isomer from the oxazolidinones (74-77). 

In this synthesis optically pure 4-phenyl-2-oxazolidinones were used to introduce the 

chirality to both of the Ca- and the CfJPosition. The stereoselectivity of each step was 

high. The overall yields also were improved. Attempt to obtain a more effecient synthetic 

pathway has also been achieved. The one-pot reaction of 1,4-conjugate addition and 

bromination was examined in Hruby's laboratory and proven to be suitable for different 

substrates. 162 

Asymmetric synthesis of ,B-methyltryptophan isomers 159 was based on the 

synthetic method developed for ,B-methyltyrosines. However Boteju et al. used two 

modified procedures: (1) one-pot 1,4-conjugate addition and stereoselective bromination; 

(2) direct electrophilic azidation to the adduct obtained from 1,4-conjugate addition. These 

procedures significantly shorten the synthetic pathway to prepare optically pure ,B-

methyl tryptophan isomers. The asymmetric electrophilic azidation method was carried out 

in a similar fashion as Evans et ai. reported previously. 163 

VI. Asymmetric Synthesis of 2',6'-Dimethyl-,B-methyItyrosine Isomers. 

The 2', 6'-dimethylphenyl-f3-methyltyrosines (TMTs) are of particular interest and 

importance because by incorporating methyl substituents in the 2' and 6' positions of 

tyrosine'S side chain aromatic ring and of the ,B-position as well. Not only is the XI 

torsional angle of the amino acid side chain constrained, but the X2 torsional angle also 

becomes highly restricted as stated in Chapter 3. Model building studies and steric 

considerations suggested that a high barrier of rotation would exist about the CfJCy bond. 

Indeed, temperature dependent dynamic NMR studies have shown 164 that the energy 

barrier for rotation of the dimethyl substituted phenyl ring in the title compounds is 14-20 
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kcallmol. This substantial but not rigid restriction of the torsion angles may offer certain 

advantages for ligands to recognize their receptors and may result in a better binding fit. 

We report here methods for the total synthesis of all four isomers of 2', 6'-dimethylphenyl

f3 -methyltyrosine in quantities sufficient for structural, conformational and dynamic 

studies, and for incorporation into peptides. 

The precursors selected for these syntheses were 2E-3-(4'-methoxy-2', 6'

dimethylphenyl)-2-propenoic acid (82) or commercially available crotonyl chloride (69). 

Acid 82 was prepared by literature methods l65 with modifications such that the 

Scheme 10. Preparation of the a,/3-unsaturated acid precursor. 
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Scheme 11. Coupling of chiral auxiliaries to the a,,B-unsaturated acid precursor 82. 
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stereochemistry of the carbon-carbon double bond was exclusively trans as determined by 

proton NMR. Thus, 3,5-dimethylanisole (78) was used as starting material for preparing 

82 (Scheme 10). Electrophilic addition of bromine to substituted anisole 78 was carried 

out without catalyst and occurred exclusively at the para position to the 4-methoxy group, 

although this position is the most hindered (Scheme 10). Bromide 79 was converted to the 

corresponding Grignard reagent (without initiator) and condensed with dimethylformamide 

to provide aldehyde 80. Aldehyde 80 then underwent a Wittig reaction with 

triethylphosphonoacetate in the presence of potassium tert-butoxide to afford 2E-3-(4'

methoxy-2',6'-dimethylphenyl)-2-propenoate (81), which was then subjected to basic 

hydrolysis followed by acidification to afford acid 82. Compared to the previously 

reported method for synthesizing this acid, 165 the route developed here for the synthesis of 

82 has many advantages. The overall yields are high, the entire synthesis requires less 

time to perform, chromatography is not required, and all reactions can readily be carried out 

on scales of 40-50 grams, and larger scale reaction should be possible. 

Previously we have reported extensive studies on the asymmetric synthesis of {3-

methylphenylalanine, {3-methyltyrosine and {3-methyltryptophan derivatives.157-159 In 

some of these studies, we used optically pure 4-phenyl-2-oxazolidinones as chiral 

auxiliaries suitable for introducing a chiral center at the {3-position of the a,{3-unsaturated 

acid. 158,159 This method was adopted for the synthesis reported here. Thus, optically 

pure 4-phenyl-2-oxazolidinones were converted to their lithium salts at low temperature by 

treatment with n-BuLi, and were coupled to the activated mixed anhydride of acid 82 

(obtained by treatment of 82 with pivaloyl chloride) to afford enantiomerically pure N-acyl-

4-phenyl-2-oxazolidinones 84 or 85 (Scheme 11). The N-acyl-oxazolidinones 71 and 73 

can also be prepared via a similar mixed anhydride pathway using crotonic acid. However, 

better yields of 71 and 73 were observed when they were prepared directly from the acid 

chloride 69 (Scheme I2).158c 



Scheme 13. l,4-Conjugate addition using methylmagnesium bromide. 
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The Michael-like additions (Scheme 13) were carried out at _10° to -4°C to prevent 

the formation of polymer by-products. For maximum yields (86% - 95%) and good 

asymmetric induction, the Grignard reagent/cuprous bromide systems in THF/(CH3hS 

have proven to be the best in our hands. The asymmetric l,4-addition was shown to occur 

almost exclusively from the face opposite of the phenyl group of the oxazolidinone chiral 
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Scheme 14. 1,4-Conjugate addition using bulky Grignard reagent. 
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auxiliary. It is believed that the carbonyl groups and the enolate oxygen anion in 84, 85, 

71, and 73 are complexed by a metal ion during the conjugate addition. 166-171 Any loss of 

asymmetric control may be caused by rotation about the Ca-CfJ bond. The predominant 

isomers, 86 and 87 could be obtained in diastereomerically pure form by fractional 

recrystallization. Use of more than 3 equivalents of Grignard reagents were shown to 

reduce the yield of the l,4-adducts. It is possible that some of the excess Grignard reagent 

may result in partial cleavage of the chiral auxiliary from the N-acyl-4-phenyl-2-

oxazolidinones 84,85, 71, and 73 accounting for the slightly less than quantitative yield. 

To our knowledge, this is the first example of excellent stereocontrolled Michael-type 

additions in a sterically hindered system with high yields using either methylmagnesium 

bromide / dimethyl sulfide copper bromide or 2, 6-dimethyl-4-methoxyphenylmagnesium 

bromide/dimethylsulfide copper bromide as nucleophilic reagents. When we used 

methylmagnesium bromide as Grignard reagent to react with the a,,B-unsaturated N-acyl-4-

phenyl-2-oxazolidinones 84 and 85, the ratio of major products 86 and 87 over the minor 

products 88 and 89 were ~ 9: 1 in both cases as determined by integration of the ,a-methyl 

protons in the NMR (see Experimental Section). We were especially interested to see the 

results of l,4-addition of the Grignard reagent, 2, 6-dimethyl-4-methoxyphenylmagnesium 

bromide (79a, Scheme 10) to N-crotonyl-oxazolidinones 71 and 73 (Scheme 14). In 

these cases, we did not observe any of adducts 86 and 87 in the crude product within the 

limits of detection by proton NMR (250 MHz). The major adducts 88 and 89 could be 

isolated and purified by gravity column chromatography. Undoubtedly, the absolute 

stereocontrol induced by the 4-phenyl-2-oxazolidinone chiral auxiliary was due to the bulky 

size of the aromatic Grignard reagent which is much larger than methylmagnesium 

bromide. Again the clean stereocontrol was achieved by attack from the opposite side of 

the phenyl moiety in the chiral auxiliary. The diastereoisomeric mixtures can be brominated 

without separation (Scheme 16). 
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It is surprising to us that these additions can be carried out without problems arising 

from steric hindrance. On the other hand, we have experienced difficulty in carrying out a 

Heck coupling reaction in a similar system (Scheme 15). In order to synthesize a dehydro

form of 2', 6'-dimethyl-,B-methyltyrosine (92), we tried to couple 4-iodo-3,5-

dimethylphenyl acetate (90) and N-acetyl-2-dehydrothreonine (91) methyl ester under 

normal Heck coupling conditions, but only starting materials were isolated. Since in 

another case, 4-iodo-3,5-dimethylphenyl acetate (90) can be coupled to 2-

acetamidoacrylate easily under the same conditions (this reaction was reproducible in my 

hands),I72 obviously steric effects may have an important role in this system, and the 

Michael-type conjugate addition we carried out could overcome this steric-hindrance 

problem. 

The 4-pheny 1-3-[3-( 4'-methoxy-2', 6'-dimethy Ipheny Ibutanoy 1]-2-oxazolidinones 

86-89 were treated with 1.1-1.2 equivalents of diisopropylethylamine and 1.05 

equivalents of di(n-butyl)boron triflate at -78°C and warmed up to OOC to generate the more 

stable Z-enolate. After re-cooling to -78°C, the enolates were transferred to a -78°C 

slurry of 1.1 equivalents of N-bromosuccinimide in dry dichloromethane. The isolated 

yields ranged from 85-89% (Scheme 16). The attack of the enolate ion by the electrophilic 

agent occurred quantitatively from the side opposite of the phenyl group attached to the 

oxazolidinone ring. We did not observe any diastereoisomers within the limits of NMR 

detection (see the Experimental Chapter). Although diastereoisomeric mixtures of the 

Michael adducts were used as starting materials for the bromination reaction, they can be 

separated easily by column chromatography as bromides with chirality differences only at 

the ,B-carbons. X-ray crystallographic structures of bromides 9S and 96 were obtained to 

confirm the suggested absolute stereochemistry.I?3 Attempts to obtain the crystal structure 

of bromides 93 and 94 were unsuccessful. 

Azide formation was achieved by displacement of the bromides 93-96 with 



Scheme 16. Stereoselective preparation of bromide intermediates and azide intermediates. 
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Scheme 17. Direct electrophilic azidation of the product of conjugate addition. 
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nucleophilic azide via an SN2 mechanism (Scheme 16). The yields were nearly quantitative 

in all cases. We tried both tetrabutylammonium azide and azide exchange resin as 

nucleophiles. For safety reasons l74 and convenience of work-up/separation, we finally 

chose the azide exchange resin as the azidation reagent and used acetonitrile as solvent. No 

epimerization at the a-carbon was observed in any of the cases, although a drawback is the 

long reaction times (7-10 days). Attempts at direct azidation by treating the Michael adduct 

86 with potassium hexamethyldisilazide (KHDMS) and 2,4,6-triisopropylsulfonyl azide 

(trisyl azide, an electrophilic azide) at low temperature was examined, the reaction 

proceeded with 94% de, but only in a moderate 79% yield (Scheme 17).163 The advantage 

of electrophilic direct azidation using a (+ )-N3 synthon, triisopropylsulfonyl azide, is to 

shorten the entire synthetic route significantly. We may also eventually obtain L.- and D

TMT isomers by just using one optically pure chiral auxiliary. Attempts of asymmetric 

direct azidation of the Michael adduct 11 using a radical approach (N3 radical was 

generated by sodium azide and ammonium cerium (IV) nitrate at _20DC in acetonitriIe l75) 

were not successful. 

The chiral auxiliaries were hydrolytic ally removed from 97-100 under basic 

conditions in quantitative yields (Scheme 18),157-159,163 and were recovered for further 
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Scheme 18. Preparation of azido-acids and O-protected TMT isomers. 
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Scheme 19. Deprotection of O-protected TMT isomers. 
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use. Optically pure azido acids 102-105 were reduced to the corresponding amines by 

standard catalytic hydrogenation in the presence of hydrochloric acid to give the 

hydrochloride salts of O-protected tyrosine derivatives 106-109 in high yields. No 

racemization was observed during the reduction step. 

The O-methoxy protecting group of the a-amino acids 106-109 was removed by 
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trifluoromethanesulfonic acid (TFMSA) and thioanisole in trifluoroacetic acid at low 

temperature via a "push and pull" mechanism l76 to give the tyrosine derivatives (Scheme 

19). Although the trifluoromethanesulfonic acid (TFMSA)/thioanisoleffFA conditions 

seemed to be harsh, no racemization was observed under our experimental conditions, and 

the reaction time was significantly shortened. The final 2',6'-dimethylphenyl-,B-

methyltyrosines 31-34 were purified by ion exchange chromatography and examined by 

reverse phase chiral tIc. No optical isomeric contamination was observed. We observed 

that large amounts of heat were released when we tried to wash the final TMTs off the ion

exchange resin with 5% ammonium hydroxide solution, so a jacketed column with 

recycling ice-water was used as an ion-exchange column. 

In conclusion, we have developed an asymmetric synthesis of the four 

stereoisomers of 2', 6'-dimethyl-,B-methyltyrosine (31-34) that could be extended to a 

general synthesis of other ,B-branched aromatic a-amino acids. Utilization of optically 

active 4-phenyl-2-oxazolidinones as a chiral auxiliary affords excellent chiral induction at 

both the a- and ,B-carbons of a, ,B-unsaturated acids. Further applications of 4-phenyl-2-

oxazolidinones to the asymmetric synthesis of nonproteogenic a-amino acids are under 

investigation in our laboratory as are electrophilic and radical azidation. Another advantage 

of this method is that it can be practically used to prepare quantities (up to 10 grams) of 

these ,B-alkylamino acids in our laboratory which make it possible to incorporate them into 

peptides. Synthesis of 5-10 grams of optically pure ,B-methy ltryptophans is one 

example. 159b 
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CHAPTER 5. PEPTIDE SYNTHESIS 

I. General Comments about Peptide Synthesis and Peptide Research 

Steroids and peptides share an importance in both physiology and medicine. The 

peptide field had its inception about ninety years ago, when Franz Hofmeister and Emil 

Fischer (who has received a Nobel Prize that year for his work with sugars and purines) 

reported independently at a meeting in Karlsbad in 1902 that proteins are made up of amino 

acids linked via "peptide bonds" (Fischer's term). Fruton has provided an interesting 

account of these scientists and of this event. 177 Yet despite Fischer's reputation, this field 

of study did not quickly "catch on". Indeed, many hard-core organic and medicinal 

chemists continued to ignore peptide research well beyond the 1950s, even though another 

outstanding synthetic chemist, Vicent du Vigueaud, won a Nobel Prize in chemistry in 

1955 for his work on peptide hormones. In recent years, however, peptide research has 

enjoyed an explosive growth, but why did it have a relative slow beginning? Several 

factors should contribute to this. One is that organic chemistry considered peptide 

chemistry boring, largely because of the repetitious pattern of the amide backbone. In 

addition, most organic chemists tend to be uncomfortable with water soluble organic 

molecules, because normally the aqueous layer is the one they discard. 178 The 

pharmaceutical industry was also not sanguine about peptides, because peptides lack 

adequate oral bioavailability and often possess unacceptably short biological half-lives. 

Another deterrent was the suspicion that peptide hormones are a Gemisch of chemically 

related substances. Sanger's elucidation of the sequence of bovine insulin 179 was a major 

milestone, in part because it drove home the fact that bovine insulin is as well-defined a 

chemical entity as are benzoic acid and cholesterol. In spite of the reluctance of organic 

chemists to regard peptide chemists as bona fide members of their discipline, the early 

history of peptide research testifies to the extraordinary creativity and skill of such pioneers 
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as Fischer, Bergmann, Zervas, and Curtius. 

Synthesis of a peptide with a well defined sequence of amino acid residues is fairly 

complex process which appears simple only for those who have never been involved in it. 

This complexity does not follow from the construction of the peptide bond: numerous 

methods are available for that task, most of them quite good, and the only problem in this 

respect is to select the one most suited for the actual bond under consideration. A more 

demanding part of the discipline of peptide synthesis is the need to block those functional 

groups which should not participate in the peptide bond forming reaction or as it is usually 

called "coupling". Easily removal blocking groups (or protecting groups) are needed for 

the amino group of the amino acid which lends its (activated) carboxyl group to the 

coupling reaction (the "carboxyl component", Figure 9) and also for the carboxyl group of 

the amino acid to be acylated at its amino group (the "amine component", Figure 9). In 

order to lengthen the resulting dipeptide derivative, one of the protecting groups has to be 

removed and this should be possible without harming the peptide bond or the "pseudo

permanent" protecting group which has to stay in place until a later stage when its cleavage 

becomes necessary. The various functional groups on amino acid side chains also require 

protection. Some of these protecting groups are mandatory to avoid side reactions in the 

coupling reaction, others are optional. Solution peptide synthesis was extremely important 

in 1950s and 1960s as the research of characterization and synthesis of the peptide 

hormones in its early stage. The isolation, characterization, and synthesis of the peptide 

hormones oxytocin180 and vasopressin181 was reported in 1953 by du Vigneaud, who was 

awarded a Nobel Prize for this achievement. By 1963 advances in synthesis enabled 

Schwyzer and Sieber182 to announce the total synthesis of a chemically homogeneous 

peptide with sequence proposed183 for porcine ACTH, a hormone containing 39 amino 

acids. Total chemical synthesis of insulin was achieved by different groups in 1960s. 184-
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Figure 9. Nomenclature of a-amino acids and peptides related to peptide synthesis. 
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186 However, by the conventional solution methods of organic synthesis, preparation of 

peptides containing more than just a few amino acids is an arduous task. Introduction of 

protecting groups, coupling reactions and deprotection steps entail a large number of 

operations, such as washing the reaction mixtures, neutralization after coupling, 

precipitation or crystallization of intermediates, collecting solid products by filtration or 

centrifugation followed by drying, purification if necessary, etc. Thus, synthesis of 

peptide chains containing dozens of residues requires an almost heroic effort, and proteins, 

even small ones, could be made by tour de force but certainly not routinely. 

The solid phase peptide synthesis usually starts from attachment of the (N-blocked) 

C-terminal residue to an insoluble polymeric support (a "resin"), followed by deprotection 

and acylation of the exposed amino group with the penultimate residue and continuation of 

the procedure by similar cycles of deprotection and incorporation, in these cycles the side 

chain protection group should not be affected. Since during the synthesis, the peptide 

chains are attached to the polymer support, excess staring material and reagents, as well as 

byproducts of the reactions, are eliminated simply by washing the peptidyl polymer with 

appropriate selected solvents. The peptide is separated from the support and side chain 

protecting groups are removed only after completion of chain bUilding. This concept was 

first realized by Merrifield (who later won Nobel Prize for this contribution to the peptide 

synthesis) in the synthesis of a tetrapeptide, Leu-Ala-Gly-Val. I87 The insoluble support 

developed for this purpose, the Merrifield resin, is still one of the mainstays of solid phase 

peptide synthesis. Since purification of the polymeric species is rapid and complete, six or 

more amino acids can be added to a peptide chain in one day, the process can even be 

automated 188 and commercial automated peptide synthesizer are now used in most of the 

leading laboratories for peptide research. The first total synthesis of an enzyme 

(ribonuclease) were announced by Merrifield and Gutte using solid-phase peptide 
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synthesis. 189 Although the solid phase technique was first developed for the synthesis of 

peptide chains and has seen considerable use for this purpose, it has also been used to 

synthesize chains of polysaccharides and polynucleotides; in the later case, solid phase 

synthesis has almost completely replaced synthesis in solution. 19o 

II. Formation of the Peptide Bond 

In order to convert carboxylic acids into acylating agents, their hydroxyl group must 

be replaced by an electron-withdrawing substituent (X) (Figure 10) to enhance the 

polarization of the carbonyl group and thereby the electrophilicity of its carbon atom. Thus 

the nucleophilic attack by the amino group (of the amino acid to be acylated) is greatly 

facilitated. Of cause, the substituent X should also be a better leaving group than amine 

when the carbonyl functionality is recovered (Figure 10). 

(1) Activation of carboxylic group in the amino acids. 

Activation of the carboxylic group of the amino acids or peptides is the key for a 

successful peptide bond formation. The following methods that are reviewed here are not 

meant to be comprehensive and complete, but should provide basic strategies and some 

Activation: 
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Figure 10. Illustration of formation of the peptide bond. 
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insights in activating a carboxylic functionality of a-amino acids for peptide synthesis. The 

classical method for activating a carboxylic group in organic chemistry is forming an acid 

chloride where X (Figure 10) is a chlorine atom. Conversion of the carboxylic group of 

the amino acid (a-amine group should be protected) to the chloride was carried out with 

either phosphorus pentachloride in the cold or thionyl chloride. The latter method seemed 

to be more effective since both bypro ducts, HCI and S02 are volatile. Although both 

preparation and application of amino acid chlorides are far from unequivocal,191 the 

success achieved with the acid chloride method remain fairly limited. This may be due 

partially to side reactions that might occur during the coupling reaction using acid chloride, 

especially when the amine protecting group in the same amino acid is alkyloxycarbonyl 

protection. The amine protecting group may become involved in the coupling process and 

give rise to the formation of N-carboxyanhydrides [Scheme 20, (A)].192 Acylamino acids 

tend to form "azlactones" derivative of dihydro-oxazolone via intramolecular nucleophilic 

attack [Scheme 20, (B)]. Although both of the cyclic compounds shown in Scheme 20 are 

still suitable for acylation but they are not good for the general synthesis of well-defined 

Scheme 20. Side reaction in peptide bond formation via acid chloride. 
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Scheme 21. Side reaction in peptide bond formation via acid azide. 
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sequences and often have been implicated in racemization. 193 

Another classical method for activating of amino acid carboxylic group is the acid 

azide method which was discovered in 1902 by Curtius. 194 The original steps of activation 

started with hydrazinolysis of alkylesters and followed by conversion of the hydrazides to 

acid azides with help of nitrous acid or alkyl nitrites. Direct conversion of carboxylic acids 

to acid azides utilizing diphenylphosphoryl azide has become a viable alternative in recent 

years. There is an inherent shortcoming of this method, the well studied Curtius 

rearrangement of acid azides to isocyanates. Isocyanates can react with the amine 

component and produce urea derivatives (Scheme 21) which are very similar in their 

properties to the desired peptide and can be separated from it only with difficulty using 

conventional methods. Nonetheless, the azide process remains one of the truly valuable 

assets of peptide chemists, mainly because in most cases coupling via azides is 

accomplished with only negligible racemization. 

One of the simplest and most efficient methods of acylation if the treatment of 

amines (or other nucleophiles) with anhydrides of carboxylic acids. For example, 
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acetylation of amines with acetic anhydride is a common practice, and it may seem rather 

surprising that the analogous reaction has not been used for peptide bond formation from 

the earliest days of peptide synthesis. One possible explanation for this delay might due to 

the wastefulness of the process. Two molecules of the carboxylic acid comprise 

anhydride, but only one is incorporated into the product while the other is regenerated but 

usually not recovered. Thus, peptide bond formation using symmetrical anhydrides is not 

widely practiced even though the cost of proteogenic amino acids is continuously 

decreasing. However, the mixed or asymmetrical anhydrides approach have gained 

considerable popularity since its introduction.195 Acetic acid or benzoic acid are not well 

suited for this role. A search for better solutions led to branched long-chain fatty acids, 

such as isovaleric acid. 196 In these mixed anhydrides, reactivity of the activating part of 

the anhydride molecule is decreased both by electron releasing effect and by steric 

hindrance. Accordingly, the attack by the nucleophilic amine component occurs mainly at 

the carbonyl group of the blocked amino acid and the second possible acylation product, an 

isovalerylamine, is produced in very small, most often negligible amounts. Nonetheless, 

this is a drawback of the mixed anhydride method. A further enhancement of combined 

steric-electronic effects is trimethylacetic acid mixed anhydrides. The most successful 

realization of the mixed anhydride concept is, however, the generation of reactive 

intermediates with alkyl chlorocarbonates. Ethy lcarbonic acid mixed anhydrides 197.198 

were rapidly accepted in the practice of peptide synthesis and together with their improved 

version, isobutylcarbonic acid mixed anhydrides 195 have remained highly valued tools for 

peptide chemists. A particular acylation reaction, carbon dioxide and the appropriate 

alcohol, are easily removed from the reaction mixture (Scheme 22). 

The inherent ambiguity in coupling via mixed anhydrides can be avoided if 

aminolysis of esters is used for peptide bond formation. Since in the ester only one 

electrophilic center is present, no second acylation product can be generated. The methyl 
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Scheme 22. Peptide bond formation via mixed-anhydride intermediate. 
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ester can be activated by substitution with strong electron-withdrawing groups, for instance 

with cyano group. Aminolysis of cyanomethyl esters was found indeed suitable for the 

preparation of peptides,199 but satisfactory rates were observed only when the reactants 

were applied in high concentration. Therefore, the method could be used for the synthesis 

of dipeptides in solution and, to some extent, for the preparation of short peptide chains as 

well, but for a more general approach to peptide bond formation a further increase in the 

reactivity of the ester group was obviously necessary. Aryl esters proved to be more 

promising and enhancement of their inherent reactivity by electron-withdrawing 

substituents yielded a whole series of useful acylating agents. Thus, p-nitrophenyl and 

even more higher activated ortho-nitrophenyl esters are still among the tools of peptide 

synthesis.200 These ortho-nitrophenyl esters also are accompanied by diminished 

sensitivity to steric hindrance and also by decreased dependence of the reaction rates on the 

nature of the solvent used in the coupling step. In spite of these advantages, mainly the 

para derivatives are used, probably because major improvements in peptide synthesis 

rendered these differences less important, to wit, the discovery of the catalytic effect of 1-

hydroxybenzotriazole (HOBT) on aminolysis of active esters.201 This effect could be 

rationalized by the assumption of a ternary complex between active ester, amine and HOBT 

(catalyst) as shown in Scheme 23. But further rate-enhancement on addition of tertiary 

amine suggests that at least in part, base catalyzed trans-esterification take place (Scheme 



Scheme 23. Peptide bond formation using HOBT as catalyst. 
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24). Esters of HOBT are extremely potent acylating agents. Their reactivity is probably 

related to anchimeric assistance (Scheme 24). Thus HOBT itself can be used as an 

excellent coupling reagent, and it also is chosen to be the coupling reagent used in 

synthesizing peptide analogues in this study too. Similar catalysis is provided by several 

other N -hydroxy compounds, such as I-hydroxy-2-pyridone and N

hydroxysuccinimide202. The exceptional reactivity of commercially available N

hydroxysuccinimide and HOBT esters is due to the effect of the neighboring N-atom, so a 

similar kind of activation can be recognized in esters of 2-hydroxypyridine and 2-

mercaptopyridine. A close-by oxygen atom, such as in catechol ester is less effective in 

this respect. Another series of activated esters are muitihalogenated aryl esters. Usually 

the 2- or both 2- and 6-positions of aromatic ring is(are) substituted by halogen, the 

carbon(s) attached with halogen(s) might be a mimic as the N-atoms in HOBT. These 

esters include but not are limited to pentachlorophenyl esters,203 pentafluorophenyl 

esters,204 2,4,5-trichlorophenyl esters,205 2,3,4,5-tetrachlorophenyl esters,205 and 

tetrachlorophenyl esters.205 

The introduction of carbodiimides,206 particularly dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC) 

and diisopropy1carbodiimide (DIC) as reagents for the formation of the peptide bond was a 

major event in the history of peptide synthesis. The novel feature of coupling reagents was 

that they could be added to the mixture of the both exposed carboxyl component and the 

amine component. Though amines react with carbodiimides yielding guanidine derivatives, 

the rate of this reaction is negligible when compared with the rapid rate observed in the 

addition of carboxylic acids to one of the double bonds of a carbodiimidc. Thus, activation 

and coupling can proceed concurrently. In O-acyl-isourea, the intermediates formed in the 

addition of carboxylic acids to carbodiimides, the N=C group provides powerful activation 

which leads to coupling shown in Scheme 25. It seems to be reasonable to attribute some 

basic character to the O-acyl-isourea, and therefore general base catalysis 
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Scheme 25. Peptide bond formation using ncc as coupling reagent. 
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Figure 11. Side reaction when using the carboiimide as coupling reagent. 

can be invoked as an explanation of the surprisingly high reactivity observed 10 

aminolysis. 193 A second and at least equally important pathway in the peptide bond 

formation reaction may proceed via symmetrical anhydrides produced in the attack of a yet 

unreacted molecule of the carboxyl component on the O-acyl-isourea intermediate (Scheme 

25). The extremely rapid generation of symmetrical anhydride can be rationalized by the 

assumption of quasi-intramolecular attack of the carboxylate anion on the reactive carbonyl 

with the ion-pair of the two components. There are a couple of shortcomings about this 

Scheme 26. Peptide bond formation using HOBTIDCC as coupling reagents. 
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type of coupling reagent, first the overactivation in the reactive intermediate results in some 

loss of chiral purity when peptide segments are coupled. Furthermore, the nucleophilic 

center on O-acyl-isoureas competes with the amine component for the residue and this 

competition leads to the formation of unreactive by-products, N-acylureas (Figure 11). 

However, both racemization and N-acylurea formation can be suppressed by the addition 

of auxiliary nucleophiles such as HOBT proposed by Konig and Geiger. 207 Attack of the 

additive on the reactive intermediate by HOBT yields an O-acyl-l-hydroxybenzotriazole, a 

powerful acylating agent (Scheme 26). The presence of a second nucleophile in the 

reaction mixture reduces the concentration of the O-acyl-isourea and thereby the extent of 

racemization. Also, HOBT, a weak acid, prevents proton abstraction from the chiral a-
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Figure 12. Selected coupling reagents used in peptide bond formation. 
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carbon atom and thus contributes to the conservation of chiral purity in a second manner as 

well. Last, but not least, the availability of the auxiliary nucleophile (HOBT) efficiently 

shortens the life time of the overactivated O-acyl-isourea intermediate and thus diminishes 

the extent of 0 to N acyl-migration leading to N-acylurea (Figure 11). It should also be 

noted that HOBT is regenerated during acylation, hence its concentration remains almost 

constant during coupling. Thus, the HOBT-DCC combination is used in the synthesis of 

pep tides in this dissertation. The success achieved with dicyclohexy1carbodiimide 

stimulated an unrelenting search for even better coupling reagents. Some of them are listed 

in Figure 12. They are carbonyldiimidazole (CDI),208 l-ethyloxycarbonyl-2-ethyloxy-I,2-

dihydroquinoline (EEDQ) or l-isobutyloxycarbonyl-2-isobutyloxy-l ,2-dihydroquinoline 

(I1DQ),209 Bates' reagent,210 N -oxy-tri-di me thy lami no-phos phon i u m 

hexafluorophosphate (BOP reagent,211 phosphonium chloride "BOP-CI", 212 and 0-

benzotriazolyl-tetramethyl-isouronium hexafluorophosphate (HBTU).213 More and more 

coupling reagents have appeared in recent years, but they are more or less related to the 

ones reviewed here. 

(2) Protection of functional groups. 

Since solid phase peptide synthesis will be used exclusively for peptide synthesis in 

this research, only protection of a-amino groups and side chain protecting groups will be 

necessary. It is necessary to mask the amino function of an amino acid or peptide during 

activation of the carbonyl group which participates in the subsequent coupling, and it is 

equally important to select protecting groups that can readily be removed following 

syntheses. Otherwise the integrity of the already formed peptide bonds would be 

endangered. If the peptide obtained in a coupling reaction has to be lengthened at its N

terminus, then an additional requirement limits the choice of the amine blocking group: it 

must be removable under conditions which leave the protection of side chain functions 

intact. Thus blocking of the a-amino function is generally transient while that of all other 
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Scheme 27. Introducing Boc protection for amine by tert-butyl azidoformate. 
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functions mostly pseudo-permanent. Here, I am only going to discuss two very commonly 

used a-amino protecting groups. The tert-Butyloxycarbonyl (Boc) group is perhaps the 

most widely used protecting group for the amine function. It is readily cleaved by 

trifluroacetic acid at room temperature. There are several methods can be used to protect 

the a-amino group by Boc.214 One possibility is to use tert-butyl chlorocarbonate, based 

on the same reason that carboxylic acid chloride is an activated acylating reagent for an 

amine. It can also acylate an a-amino group in the presence of alkali. This simple 

approach is actually not practical for the Boc group, because tert-butyl chlorocarbonate is 

not stable enough for isolation and storage. Hence the carbonic acid half azide was 

prepared via the phenyl ester and hydrazine and latter converted to the azide (tert-butyl 

azidoformate), an efficient acylating reagent (Scheme 27).215 The use of azide, however, 

created serious problems. Occasionally explosions were reported and the hydrazoic acid 

which is formed during acylation is fairly toxic. Therefore, Boc derivatives of amino acids 

are often prepared with the help of reactive esters. From numerous reagents 216-220 
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Figure 13. Selected reactive esters of Boc group. 

proposed for this purpose only a few are shown in Figure 13. More recently, tert-butyl 

pyrocarbonate, usually described as tert-butyl dicarbonate or "Boc"-anhyddde, has gained 

considerable popularity, mainly because the product formed during introduction of the Boc 

group, are harmless and easily removed. This method was used for protecting all of the 

TMT isomers (Scheme 28). Both triethylamine and 1 N NaOH aqueous solution have been 

used as alkali to neutralize the generated acid. No racemization was observed during this 

process and the yields were nearly quantitative, although it usually takes more than 12 hr to 

complete the reaction. It is noted that Boc-amino acids can be prepared directly from azido 

acids by hydrogenation in the presence of (BochO.221 This method may not be suitable 

for TMT, since the methoxy protection on the phenol needs to be removed before 

protecting the amino group, otherwise the acidic hydrolysis used in deprotecting the phenol 

hydroxyl group will remove the a-amino Boc-protection as well. 

Another a-amino group that is very common is the 9-fluorenylmethyloxycarbonyl 

group (Fmoc) introduced by Carpino and Han.222 The significance of using this protection 

group is due to the fact that it can be removed under mild basic conditions, and as a 
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Scheme 28. Preparation of Boc-TMT derivatives. 
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complementary method to the acidic removal of Boc group. Piperidine is the recommended 

base although in some cases better results can be obtained with diethylamine. The 

deprotection process starts with a proton abstraction by piperidine (Scheme 29), a carbamic 

acid is then generated, which, in turn, loses carbon dioxide and affords the free amine. 

The by-product, dibenzofulvene, combines with the secondary amine (piperidine) to yield a 

stable tertiary base which usually does not interfere with the reaction or with isolation of the 
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Scheme 29. Cleavage of Fmoc protection of amino function. 
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product. The fact that the unmasked amino group is indeed free and not protonated as in 

deprotection by acidolysis, is a distinct advantage of this method. Introduction of the Fmoc 

group to an a-amino group is similar to that of Boc group. 9-Fluorenylmethyl 

chlorocarbonate, a stable crystalline solid allows smooth introduction of the Fmoc 

group,223 diisopropylethylamine is reported to suppress dipeptide formation during Fmoc 

introduction with Fmoc-CJ.224 Fmoc-Azide also is used, but this reagent reacts more 

slowly with amino acids than does the acid chloride and has disadvantages with regarding 

to safety.22S The advantage of Fmoc-succinimidyl is that little or no oligopeptides are 

formed when amino acid derivatives are prepared.226 In addition, Fmoc-benzotriazol-l

yl227 and Fmoc-O-C6Fs228 also are used for introducing Fmoc group. 

In order to prevent branching in the growing peptide chain or to prevent side 



Table 4. Selected protection groups for the side chain functionalities of a-amino acids suitable for Boc-strategy solid in phase 
peptide synthesis. 

-- - .. _--

Function group Representative amino acid Protecting group(s) Consequence of no protection 

amine group Lys, Om benzyloxycarbonyl (Cbz), cause branching of peptide chain during 

2-CI-Cbz, TFA coupling 

carboxylic group Asp, Glu benzyl, fButyl, cyclohexyl, cause branching of peptide chain during 

phenyl coupling 

hydroxyl group Ser (1°), Tyr acetyl, benzyl, p-Cl-benzyl, cause O-acylation by activated carboxylic group, 

Thr (20, mostly inert) 3-Br-benzyl, 2-Br-Cbz dehydration 

sulfhydryl group Cys, Pen benzyl, p-methylbenzyl, p- intermolecular and intramolecular disulfide bond 

methoxyyJbenzyJ formation, causing peptide cross-linking 

thioether Met oxditation of thioether to the oxidation of thioether to sulfoxide, alkylation of 

equivalent sulfoxide (can be the thioether sulfur atom occurs in the acidolytic 

reduced back to thioether by removal of Cbz and tert-butyloxycarbonyl 

thioglycolic acid, or more groups 

efficiently by N-methyl-

mercaptoacetamide --o 



Table 4 (continued). Selected protection groups for the side chain functionalities of a-amino acids suitable for Boc-strategy in 

solid phase peptide synthesis. 

Function grollQ Representative amino acid Protecting grouQ(s) Consequence of no protections 

guanidine group Arg p-methoxybenzenesulfonyl, can be acylated under basic condition, inert 

Cbz,tosyl, when acidic 

imidazole NH His benzyl, benzyloxymethyl, -NH- acts as catalyst in the undesired 0-

2,4-dinitrophenyl (DNP), acylation of Ser and Tyr side chain hydroxyl 

Cbz, tosyl groups, hydrolysis of active esters if water 

exists in the coupling system 

indole NH Trp 2-mesitylenesulfonyl, -NH- in the indole ring can be acylated; indole 

formyl, Cbz, ring is sensitive to oxidation 

carboxamide Asn, Glu 2,4-dimethy lbeny I, the side chain carboxamide groups of Asn and 

group xanthydrol, adding HOBT Gin can lose water to form nitrile, or undergoes 

into the coupling mixture intramolecular cyclization during activation of 

will be helpful carboxylic group. 

..... ..... ..... 
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reactions of the side chain functionalities one must block the side chain groups. The 

blocking group applied for this purpose is expected to remain in place during the chain 

building process, hence it must resist the reagents applied for the deprotection of a-amino 

groups and should be cleaved only at the completion of the synthetic scheme. There are 

several kinds of side chain function ali ties for proteinogenic amino acids. They include side 

chain amino groups in Lys and Orn, carboxylic groups in Asp and Glu, hydroxy groups in 

Ser, Thr and Tyr, sulfhydryl group in Cys, sulfide in Met, guanidine function in Arg, 

carboxamide groups in Asn and GIn, and aromatic N-atoms in His and Trp. Many side 

chain protecting group have been developed, and here I will summarize only a few that are 

suitable for solid phase peptide synthesis using HOBT/DCC or BOP reagents as coupling 

reagents. These protecting group should be removed by anhydrous HF at the end of the 

synthesis. These protection groups are listed in Table 4. Most of these side chain 

protected amino acids are commercially available from Bachem, California. 

III. Synthesis of Target Peptide Analogues 

In Chapter 3, I have mentioned that the parent bioactive peptides for this study are 

DPDPE and Deltorphin I. The schematic representation of these two peptides are shown in 

Figure 14 and Figure 15. DPDPE is a cyclic peptide contains a disulfide bridge between 

the .D.-Pen2 and .D.-Pens residues. Deltorphin is a linear heptapeptide with a carboxamide at 

the C-terminal. The modifications are made at the Tyrl residue; all four TMT isomers will 

be incorporated in to the first position in both peptides. The Boc-strategy solid phase 

peptide synthesis will be used to synthesize these [TMTI ]-peptide analogues, and 

HOBTIDCC were chosen to be the coupling reagents. 

The general synthetic route is shown in Scheme 30 based on the synthesis of 

DPDPE analogues. The solid support used for DPDPE synthesis is different from the one 

used for synthesizing DELT I analogues, since the functional group on the resin determines 
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whether the C-terminal of the peptide will be a carboxamide or a carboxylic acid. 

Merrifield resin (chloromethylated polystyrene resin, 1 % cross-linked with divinylbenzene) 

is used for the synthesis of DPDPE analogues which have carboxylic acid C-terminus. On 

the other hand, 4-methylbenzhydrylamine polystyrene resin is used in synthesizing DELT I 

analogues to afford carboxamide C-terminus. All syntheses were started from C-terminal 

residues, and the first step was to couple the C-terminal amino acid residue to the resin. In 

the synthesis of DPDPE analogues, the first step is to couple Na-Boc-(S-p-MeBzl)-12-Pens 

to the Merrifield resin. The carboxylic proton was first absorbed by cesium bicarbonate 

(Gysin's method),229 the "naked" carboxylic anion then attack the methylene carbon in the 

resin to form an ester linkage to the resin, forming CsCl as by-product. Because of the 

steric hindrance of the D-Pen this process takes about 5 days to complete at 50°C in dry 

DMF. No racemization was observed. This special coupling process could be monitored 

by HPLC, by monitoring the amount of the 12-Pen that has been consumed. The resin was 

washed thoroughly and dried for further use. This coupling can also be carried out in fairly 

large scale (10 to 50 gram of resin). In the second step of the synthesis (Scheme 30), the 

Na-Boc-(S-p-MeBzl)-12-Pen-resin was swollen in dichloromethane (DCM) and then treated 

with 50% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) to deprotect the amino group. To ensure all the amino 

groups are deprotected, this process is repeated at least once. After deprotection, the 

coupled resin was washed by DCM and then the free ammonium group was neutralize to an 

amine by treatment with 10% triethylamine in DCM. To ensure that all the amino group are 

recovered in the amine form and there is no TFA left in the system, this process is also 

repeated for at least two times. Then the coupled resin is ready to accept another amino 

acid. In step 3 (Scheme 30), a second amino acid (Na-Boc-Phe) was added to the coupled 

resin, along with HOBT and diisopropylcarbodiimide (DIC) as coupling reagents. The 

reason for using this mixture is mentioned in the above discussion. DIC was used instead 

of DCC because of the ready removal of the urea by-product. The amount of Na_Boc-



Scheme 30. Illustration of solid phase peptide synthesis. 
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amino acids used are usually 2 to 4 equivalents in moles to the amount of resin used. The 

coupling usually is complete within one hour based on the ninhydrin-test monitoring. After 

completion of the coupling reaction, the peptide resin was washed thoroughly with DCM, 

and the step 2 was then repeated, followed by step 3 to couple the third amino acid to the 

growing peptide chain. In principle, this cycle can be repeated as many times as one 

wishes. The Na-Boc-TMT isomers are the last to be added to the peptide chain. Since 

these designer amino acids are not easily obtained and they are steric hindered, the BOP 

reagent was used as coupling reagent along with diisopropylethylamine and I-methyl-2-

pyrolidinone (NMP) as solvent. NMP gives very well swollen resin. Under these 

conditions, the amount of amino acids need for coupling is slightly more that one 

equivalent (moles) to the amount of peptide resin. After the peptide chain has grown to the 

desired length, the coupling was stopped and the resin was washed with different solvent 

and dried thoroughly. The peptide-resin complex was then exposed to liquid HF230 with a 

1: 1 mixture of p-cresol/p-thiocresol as scavengers.23I Liquid HF (at DoC to room 

temperature) penetrates the particles of the polymeric material, cleaves the bond between 

peptide and polymer, and dissolves the released peptide. Almost all the side chain 

protecting groups can be removed by this process. The purpose of adding scavengers is to 

prevent side reaction during the HF cleavage. In case of cleaving linear DPDPE analogue 

precursors from the resin, the scavengers are used to prevent the possible alkylation toward 

the sultbydryl functions of D.-Pen residues and the phenolic side chain of the TMT isomers. 

After the cleavage of the peptide from the resin, the HF was evaporated under vacuum, and 

the solid mixtures were washed thoroughly with anhydrous ethyl ether to get rid of all the 

scavengers and other lipophilic products from the cleavage reaction. The mixture now 

appeared as a white powder mixed with yellowish resin beads. The white powder 

disappeared after the mixture was extracted thoroughly with glacial acetic acid. The glacial 

acetic acid solution was then frozen and lyophilized. The pale white powder after 
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lyophilization was the crude linear disufuydryl from of the DPDPE analogues. There are 

two ways to proceed in the synthesis, one way is to purified the crude linear peptide first 

and then do cyclization, the other is to cyclize the crude linear peptide directly. Since both 

the cleavage and the extraction are done under acidic conditions, we do not have to worry 

about the "spontaneously" cyclization of DPDPE in air. I chose the latter method to 

proceed the cyclization of crude linear DPDPE which should not affect the total yield of the 

synthesis. The oxidation reagent used for cyclization (formation of disulfide bridge) is 

K3[Fe(CN)6] at pH = 8.3 - 8.7. To avoid intermolecular disulfide bond formation, a large 

volume of K3[Fe(CN)6] aqueous solution (purged with helium or argon first) was used. 

Usually the reaction takes about 2 hr to complete. Then the ion-exchange resin is added to 

the solution to get rid of all Fe cations. After filtration, the ion-exchange resin resin should 

be washed thoroughly with both organic solvent and water to ensure no peptide is attached 

to the resin. This method causes difficulty to remove the large amounts of water after the 

cyclization. Thus, a modified procedure was used for synthesizing the [TMT1]DPDPE 

analogues (121-124).232 First, the linear DPDPE analogue was dissolved in a small 

volume of organic solvent and put into a syringe, the solution was added to a relative small 

volume of K3[Fe(CN)6] aqueous solution over a long period of time. The rest of the 

procedure is similar to the previous one. However, the significant improvement is that the 

total volume of the solution is about lO-fold less and much easier to work with after the 

cyclization and the yield is improved significantly (from originally <10% to currently more 

than 20% in total yields). The organic solvents were evaporated by rotary evaporation and 

the remaining aqueous solution was frozen and lyophilized to give the crude cyclic DPDPE 

analogues. The crude product was then purified on reverse-phased high performance 

liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC) to give the final product as white powder (for details, 

see the Experimental chapter). 



Table 5. Analytical characterization of DPDPE, DELT I and their [TMT1]-analogues. 

Peptide TLCa Rf Values HPLC k' (TR, min)b FAB-MS (M + 1)+ 

I II III IV V VI calc. found 

119 0.27 0.64 0.33 0.67 6.69 (19.1) 5.08 (15.1) 646 646 

120 0.22 0.65 0.30 0.71 6.56 (18.8) 4.87 (14.6) 769 769 

121 0.43 0.67 0.44 0.69 8.05 (22.4) 6.71 (19.1) 688 688 

122 0.44 0.66 0.43 0.72 6.90 (19.6) 5.38 (15.8) 688 688 

123 0.45 0.69 0.44 0.68 7.23 (20.4) 5.65 (16.5) 688 688 

124 0.41 0.62 0.34 0.67 6.77 (19.3) 5.14 (15.2) 688 688 

125 0.32 0.71 0.44 0.74 7.38 (20.8) 5.93 (17.2) 811 811 

126 0.24 ·0.69 0.24 0.73 7.00 (19.8) 5.51 (16.2) 8.11 811 

127 0.22 0.65 0.19 0.69 7.07 (20.0) 5.68 (16.6) 811 811 

128 0.18 0.63 0.22 0.68 6.74 (19.2) 5.14 (15.2) 811 811 

a Merck DC-Fertigplatten Kieselgal 60 F254 plates (ninhydrin monitored). Solvent sysytems are as follows: I, butanol-acetic 

acid-water 4: 1 :5; II, butanol-pyridine-acetic acid-water 15: 10:3: 12; III, butanol-water (3.5% acetic acid and 1.5 % pyridine) 

1:1; IV, I-amyl alcohol-pyridine-water 7:7:6. b Capacity factor (k') and retention time (TR> min) was recorded from the 

following systems: Vydac 218TP104 C18 column (25 x 0.4 cm) with V (linear gradient 0-55% of CH3CN in 30 min with 0.1 % 

TFA) and VI (linear gradient 10-55% of CH3CN in 30 min with 0.1 % TFA) at a flow rate of 1.5 mL/min at 280 nm. 
..... ..... 
'" 
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The procedure of synthesizing [TMTI]DELT I (125-128) analogues is similar to 

those of [TMT1]DPDPE analogues (121-124). However, there are several changes in the 

synthesis due to the different structures of the DELT I analogues. First, the resin used is 

different; 4-methylbenzhydrylamine polystyrene 1 % cross-linked with divinylbenzene was 

used as the solid support. Since the resin contains free amino group, the first coupling is 

carried out just like a normal amino acid coupling after the resin was washed and swollen in 

DCM. The linkage between the resin and the peptide chain is an amide bond in this 

instance. When the protected heptapeptide is formed on the resin, the same cleavage 

conditions are used to cleave the peptide from the resin. Although there is a possibility of 

succinimide ring formation at the aspartyl residue when it is exposed to HF, the total isolate 

yield is much higher than DPDPD (from 40-70% as total yields). The high yield is also 

due to the fact that there is no cyclization step in synthesizing DEL T I analogues. The final 

pep tides also were obtained by RP-HPLC purification. 

The methods for characterization of any organic compound are all suitable for 

analyzing and characterizing peptides. I used some typical methods to analyze the purity 

and structural features of the [TMTI]-peptide analogues (121-128) synthesized. These 

methods include fast atom bombard mass spectroscopy (FAB-MS) which was used to 

determine the molecular weight (Table 5) and amino acid sequence (by fragmentation 

patterns), amino acid analysis to determine the amino acid composition (see the 

Experimental chapter), RP-HPLC and thin layer chromatography analysis to determine 

purity and lipophilicity (Table 5) of the peptides and finally the ID and 20 NMR analysis to 

confirm the structural (both backbone and the side chains) of the peptides and to afford 

further information of the peptide in terms of conformation (Chapter 6). 



CHAPTER 6. BIOLOGICAL EVALUATIONS OF THE PEPTIDE 

ANALOGUES SELECTIVE FOR 8 OPIOID RECEPTORS 

I. Introduction 
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Endogenous opioid peptides were first isolated from the central nervous system 

(CNS) of mammalians; their broad distribution in the brain suggests that they serve general 

roles as neurotransmitters or neuromodulators or both. 16b As mentioned in the Chapter 1, 

all opioid receptors are membrane bound and linked to G-protein. 16 This is true in fact, the 

characterization of the regional distribution of opioid peptides in human brain and other 

mammalian brains by radioautographic strudies proved they all almost in every region of 

the brain,3a also they appeared to be in the spinal cord.233 The methods used for 

characterization of the regional distribution of opioid receptors were either (1) to study the 

binding of different labeled opiate ligands in vitro to membrane homogenates (or membrane 

preparations) of separate parts of the central nervous system; or (2) by autoradiographic 

studies. In the latter case, the proper radiolabled ligand was administrated in vivo and the 

binding was visualized following a series of histological procedures. The first method is 

the basis of in vitro binding assay for opioid peptides and was used in this study too to 

evaluate the CNS binding affinities of the new peptide analogues (for details, see 

Experimental Chapter). 

It also is possible to evaluate the biological activities of the ligands that are selective 

for opioid receptor types using peripheral tissues or organs. Already in the first years of 

endorphin research enkephalins were detected in appreciable amounts outside of the 

CNS.234,235 Thus, it was not an unexpected finding, as the existence of opioid receptors 

in almost all peripheral organs was examined. This has been demonstrated by a dose

related inhibition of electrically evoked contractions by opioid peptide ligands in different 

animal tissues/organs.234-236 The strongest activity has been observed in organs having 
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rich autonomic innervation, but also in some peripheral tissues very poor in vegetative 

fibers. The richest source of enkephalins outside of the brain is the gastrointestinal tract, 

which contains [Met5]enkephaIin and [Leu5]enkephalin in significant amounts. Though 

enkephalins have been found in all parts of the gastrointestinal system, their concentration 

in different parts of the gut is not equal. Measuring their local levels by first extraction of 

the miced tissue, followed by separation and bioassay in the MVD,236 the density of 

enkephalins was found in decreasing order as follows: duodenum> ileum> colon> 

stomach> coecum.234.236 Within the wall of the guinea pig and rabbit ileum the highest 

amounts of enkephalins could be measured in the plexus, proving that these autonomic 

nerves are primarily responsible for the enkephalin content. This may also implied that 

there were opioid receptors in the peripheral tissues and enkephalins and other endogenous 

opioid peptides functioned as neurotransmitters. The properties of some peripheral opioid 

receptors have been characterized pharmacologically237-239 long before the actual 

demonstration of opioid receptor binding.240-242 The most frequently investigated 

peripheral opioid receptor were and stilI are those that could be demonstrated in smooth 

muscle preparations like the guinea pig ileum (GPI) as mentioned above, the mouse vas 

deferens (MVD), the rat vas deferens (RVD)24.38a.243-248 and the cat nictitating 

membrane,249-254 all of which offered rather easily measured functional parameters. 

Characterizing the opioid receptors in isolated organs by pharmacological tools, i.e., by 

measuring the specific effect of a number of opioid compounds on the neuro-effector 

transmission and determining numerous kinetic parameters of the action of various opioids 

(order of agonist potencies for agonists, the antagonizability of agonist effects by 

competitive antagonists) in "naive" and "tolerant" preparations, the existence of opioid 

receptor populations with different properties, has been described in the peripheral organs 

long before the cloning of the opioid receptors.24.245.248.255 Thus, for the J.l, K:, and 8 

opioid receptors proposed by Martin et al. 256.257 the so-called J.l receptor type was found to 
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be predominant in the guinea pig ileum,24 though this preparation contained also receptors 

with similar characteristics to the 1( receptor.24b Very few, if any of the 8 receptors could 

be detected in the organ by pharmacological tools.24 The predominant opioid receptor type 

in the mouse vas deferens has been designated as the 8 opioid receptor.24. 258 This 

preparation also contains J1 and 1( receptors, though it seems to have considerably fewer of 

them than in the guinea pig ileum. Although it has not been cloned and is much less 

studied, a novel opioid receptor, designated as the c opioid receptor253.256 for its high 

relative sensitivity to ,B-endorphin,247.248 has been described in the RVD. It is the 

predominant opiate receptor variant in this organ. The unique order of agonist potencies of 

opioid agonists of different kind as compared to the other opiate-sensitive systems justify 

the proposition on a distinct opiate receptor mechanism in rat vas deferens. Since the 

opioid c receptor is not involved in our study, we will not discuss it here in more detail. 

Very few studies have been performed to demonstrate opioid receptor binding 

directly in peripheral tissues, and some of the results are contradicted with the 

pharmacological studies.259-265 The scantiness of experiments of this type is not 

surprising since it presents several methodological difficulties. In the isolated organs only 

a small portion of tissues is neuronal; the low fraction of binding that is stereospecific, 

makes accurate characterization of binding very difficult. Thus, in this study, the GPI and 

MVD assays are used to evaluate the peripheral biological activity of the new peptide 

analogues in vitro (for details, see Experimental Chapter). 

In addition to the evaluation of the [2',6'-dimethylphenyl-,B-methyltyrosine l 

(TMTI )]-peptide analogues by in vitro binding and bioassays, these compound also were 

evaluated in in vivo antinociceptional assays by intracerebroventricular (icv) administration 

followed by the mouse tail-flick test.22 Also since these compounds are more lipophilic 

that their parent compound (Table 5, HPLC profile), their membrane permeability also was 
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measured (for details, see the Experimantal chapter). Whether the modification of Tyrl 

residue in 8 opioid agonists will improve the bioavailability of these [TMTI ]-peptide 

analogues will be judged by their in vitro stability evaluations. 

II. Results of In Vitro Binding Assays and Biological Assays of 8 opioid 

peptide ligands containing constrained amino acids. 

Before discussing the results of the [TMTI ]-peptide analogues, I would like to 

summarized here the in vitro biological evaluation results (Tables 6 and 7) of some of the 8 

opioid peptide ligands with side chain topographically constraints are summarized here, 

since these data will be helpful for understanding the effect of topographical design on 

these peptides, and they also will be useful for discussing the conformational aspects of the 

[TMTI]-peptide analogues in the next chapter. 

Since the introduction of x-space-constrained amino acids into the study of opioid 

peptide in late 1970s,266 surprisingly, less than two dozen reports have appeared on the 8 

opioid peptide analogues with side chain constrained amino acids. Stammer and 

Shimogashi introduced dehydro-amino acids into the [Leu5]enkephalin and its [D-Ala2]

analogue.266-274 In their report, .1zAla, .1zLeu, and .1zPhe have been incorporated into 

different positions of the above peptides. The in vitro biological results are shown in 

Tables 6 and 7. Analogues (129-134) did not show even slightly increased selectivity or 

potency for 80pioid receptors compares to [Leu5]enkephalin. However, analogues 129-

134 maintained the similar bioactivity as [Leu5]enkephalin. Thus incorporation of 

dehydroamino acids was shown to be an unsuccessful in this case. The synthesis of 

dehydrotyrosine containing enkephalin analogue also has been reported, but no biological 

data was given due to the instability of the dehydrotyrosine residue in the peptide.271 

However, some of these dehydroamino acid-containing enkephalin analogues are more 

stable toward enzymatic degradation.273.275 Further design from the same research group 



Table 6. Results of binding assays of the 8opioid peptide ligands containing x-space-constrained designer amino acids. 

- ---- ---- ~- ----- - - - .- - _.- ---- --- ---- - -- ---- ---- .. - --- -- - - ----- - .- -

Number Peptide sequence Binding results, (IC5o, nM) Selectivity Ref. 

[3H]-ligand (J1.) [3H]-ligand (0) (p" 0) 

N/At Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Met-OH 0.91 9.5 10.4 38e 

N/A¥ Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Leu-OH 2.53 9.43 3.7 38e 

119'1 Tyr-c[Q-Pen2-Gly-Phe-D-Pen5]-OH 610 1.6 380 67 

129* Tyr-Gly-.6.zAla-Phe-Leu-OH 80 62 1.3 270 

130* Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-.6.zLeu-OH 32 6.6 4.8 273 

131* Tyr -.6.z Ala-Gly-Phe-Leu-OH 6.1 2.8 2.2 268 

132* Tyr-Q-Ala-Gly-Phe-.6.zLeu-OH 8.7 2.5 3.5 267 

133* Tyr-Q-Ala-.6.zAla-Phe-Leu-OH 26 4.5 5.8 270 

134 t Tyr-Q-Ala-Gly-.6.zPhe-Leu-OH 6.17 1.73 3.6 274 

13S t Tyr-D-Ala-Gly-(2S,3R)-VEPhe-Leu-OH 1960 2560 0.76 277 

136 t Tyr-Q-Ala-Gly-(2R,3S)-VEPhe-Leu-OH 3290 13.0 '253 277 

137§ Tyr-c[L-(or Q)-Apmp-Gly-Phe-Cys]-NH2 (peak: 1) 1800 15 120 280 

13S§ Tyr-c[I,.-(or Q)-Apmp-Gly-Phe-Cys]-NH2 (peak 2) 4010 387 10.4 280 

139§ Tyr-c[Q-Cys-Gly-Phe-L-(or Q)-Apmp]-NH2 (peak: 1) 20.9 0.63 33 280 

140§ Tyr-c[Q-Cys-Gly-Phe-L-(or Q)-Apmp]-NH2 (peak: 2) 14.4 0.94 15.3 280 

141'1 Tyr-c[Q-Pen-Gly-(2S,3S)-{3-MePhe-Q-Pen]-OH 69000 38 1800 282 

142'1 Tyr-c[Q-Pen-Gly-(2S,3R)-{3-MePhe-Q-Pen]-OH 33500 62.7 530 282 

-N 
U\ 



Table 6. (Continued, part 1). 

Number Peptide sequence Binding results, (IC50, nM) 

[3H]-ligand (j1) [3H]-ligand (8) 

143'1 Tyr-c[Q-Pen-Gly-(2R,3R)-{3-MePhe-Q-Pen]-OH 73000 1420 

144'1 Tyr-c[Q-Pen-Gly-(2R,3S)-{3-MePhe-Q-Pen]-OH 36000 1660 

145'1 Tyr-c[D-Pen-Gly-(2S,3S)-MNPhe-D-Pen]-OH 2200 6.89 

146'1 Tyr-c[D-Pen-Gly-(2S,3R)-MNPhe-D-Pen]-OH 105 4.2 

147'1 Tyr-c[D-Pen-Gly-(2R,3R)-MNPhe-D-Pen]-OH > 10000 226 

148'1 Tyr-c[D-Pen-Gly-(2R,3S)-MNPhe-D-Pen]-OH 1018 222 

149¥ (2' ,6'-dimethyl-Tyr)-c[D-Pen-Gly-Phe-D-Pen]-OH 58.3 (Kj ) 1.7 (Kj ) 

150'1 Hat-c[D-Pen-Gly-Phe-D-Pen]-OH (peak 1) 2820 24.5 

151'1 Hat-c[D-Pen-Gly-Phe-D-Pen]-OH (Qeak 2) 1440 2.36 

152'1 [(2S,3S)-{3-MeTyr]-c[Q-Pen-Gly-Phe-D-Pen]-OH 18600 440 

153i [(2S,3R)-{3-MeTyr]-c[Q-Pen-Gly-Phe-D-Pen]-OH >20000 84.8 

154i [(2R,3R)-{3-MeTyr]-c[Q-Pen-Gly-Phe-Q-Pen]-OH 22800 426 

155i [(2R,3S)-{3-MeTyr]-c[Q-Pen-Gly-Phe-Q-Pen]-OH >40000 ca. 20000 

1561 L-t-Hpp-c[D-Cys-Phe-D-Pen]-OH 105 (Kj ) 0.66 (K j ) 

1571 D-t-Hpp-c[D-Cys-Phe-D-Pen]-OH ca. 10000 84.3 

158i (HO-Tic )-c[D-Pen-Gly-Phe-D-Pen ]-OH 93044 346 

159i Tyr-Q-Ala-Tic-Glu-Val-Val-Gly-NH2 26500 740 

160i (HO-Tic )-Q-Ala-Glu-V al-V al-Gly-NH~~ > 10000 304 
~ 

Selectivity 

(Ji./ 8) 

51 

22 

325 

25 

>40 

4.5 

32 

115 

610 

42 

>235 

53 

N/A 

159 

120 

269 

36 

>33 

Ref 

282 

282 

282 

282 

282 

282 

284 

67 

67 

67 

67 

67 

67 

285 

285 

283 

283 

283 ..... 
N 
0'1 



Table 6. (Continued, part 2) 

Number Peptide sequence Binding results, (ICso, oM) Selectivity Ref 

[3H]-ligand (j.L) [3H]-ligand (0) (j.L10) 

161¥ Tyr-Tic-Phe-Phe-NH2 (TIPP-NH2) 78.7 (Kj ) 3.0 (Kj ) 26 286 

162¥ Tyr-Tic-Phe-Phe-OH (TIPP) 1720 1.22 1410 286 

163¥ Tyr-Tic-Phe-NH2 (TIP-NH2) 624 12.0 52 286 

164¥ Tyr-Tic-Phe-OH (TIP) 1280 9.07 141 286 

165 Hai-Gly-Gly-Phe-Leu-OCH3 N/A N/A N/A 278 

166 Hat-Gly-Gly-Phe-Leu-OCH3 N/A N/A N/A 278 

Radiolabled ligands used were: * - [3H]DHM (/1), [3H]DADLE (0); t - [3H]DAGO (/1), [3H]DADLE (0); § - [3H]DAGO (/1), 

[3H]DPDPE (0); '1- [3H]CTOP (/1), [3H][P-CI-Phe4]DPDPE (0); ¥ - [3H]DAMGO (/1), [3H]DSLET (0); 1_ [3H]DAMGO (/1), 

eH]DPDPE (0); 

Apmp - a-amino-fJ-mercapto-fJ-cyc1opentanepropionic acid; MNPhe - fJ-methyl-p-nitrophenylaIanine; t-Hpp - trans-3-(4'

hydroxyphenyl)proline. 

..... 
tv 
-...,l 



Table 7. Results of biological assays of the 8opioid peptide ligands containing x-space-constrained designer amino acids. 

Number Peptide sequence Bioassay result, (EC50, nM) Selectivity Ref 

GPI (J.l) MVD(8) (J.l18) 

N/A Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Met-OH 230 7.8 29.5 38e 

N/A Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Leu-OH 246 11.4 21.6 38e 

119 Tyr-c[D-Pen-Gly-Phe-D-Pen]-OH 7300 4.1 1800 67 

129 Tyr-Gly-LlZ Ala-Phe-Leu NT NT N/A 270 

130 Tyr-Gly-Gly-LlZPhe-Leu NT NT N/A 273 

131 
Z . 

Tyr-Ll Ala-Gly-Phe-Leu NT NT N/A 268 

132 Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-LlzLeu NT NT N/A 267 

133 Tyr-D-Ala-LlzAla-Phe-Leu NT NT N/A 270 

134 Tyr-D-Ala-Gly-LlZPhe-Leu NT NT N/A 274 

135 Tyr-D-Ala-Gly-(2S,3R)-VEPhe-Leu 14000 5800 2.4 277 

136 Tyr-D-Ala-Gly-(2R,3S)-VEPhe-Leu 3700 . 2000 1.85 277 

137 Tyr-c[L-(or D)-Apmp-Gly-Phe-Cys]-NH2 (peak 1) 29900 >2040 < 14.7 280 

138 Tyr-c[L-(or D)-Apmp-Gly-Phe-Cys]-NH2 (peak 2) 70900 >4240 < 16.7 280 

139 Tyr-c[D-Cys-Gly-Phe-L-(or D)-Apmp]-NH2 (peak 1) 13.7 0.0564 242 280 

140 Tyr-c[D-Cys-Gly-Phe-L-(or D)-Apmp]-NH2 (peak 2) 13.3 0.0745 178 280 

141 Tyr-c[D-Pen-Gly-(2S,3S)-{3-MePhe-D-Pen]-OH 57400 39 1500a 282 

142 Tyr-c[D-Pen-Gly-(2S,3R)-{3-MePhe-D-Pen]-OH 3200 166 >47a 282 

-tv 
00 



Table 7. (Continued, part 1). 

Number Peptide sequence Bioass'!)' result, (ECso, nM) Selectivity Ref 

GPI (J1) MVD(O) (flJ 0) 

143 Tyr-c[D-Pen-Gly-(2R,3R)-!3-MePhe-D-Pen]-OH 48300 27500 18a 282 

144 Tyr-c[D-Pen-Gly-(2R,3S)-!3-MePhe-D-Pen]-OH 166000 38000 4.4a 282 

145 Tyr-c[D-Pen-Gly-(2S,3S)-MNPhe-D-Pen]-OH 25700 4.59 8800a 282 

146 Tyr-c[D-Pen-Gly-(2S,3R)-MNPhe-D-Pen]-OH 2700 27 150a 282 

147 Tyr-c[D-Pen-Gly-(2R,3R)-MNPhe-D-Pen]-OH > 10000 630 >2oa 282 

148 Tyr-c[D-Pen-Gly-(2R,3S)-MNPhe-D-Pen]-OH 12300 1790 13a 282 

149 (2',6'-dimethyl-Tyr)-c[D-Pen-Gly-Phe-D-Pen]-OH N/A 0.15 N/A 284 

150 Hat-c[D-Pen-Glv-Phe-D-Pen]-OH (peak 1) 6600 137 176a 67 

151 Hat-c[n-Pen-Gly-Phe-D-Pen]-OH (peak 2) 3500 22 220a 67 

152 [(2S,3S)-!3-MeTyr]-c[D-Pen-Gly-Phe-D-Pen]-OH 7180 243 67a 67 

153 [(2S,3R)-!3-MeTyr]-c[D-Pen-Gly-Phe-D-Pen]-OH 3400 14.6 540a 67 

154 [(2R,3R)-!3-MeTyr]-c[D-Pen-Gly-Phe-D-Pen]-OH > 100000 20703 >5a 67 

155 [(2R,3S)-!3-MeTyr]-c[D-Pen-Gly-Phe-D-Pen]-OH 49100 698 256a 67 

156 L-t-Hpp-c[D-Cys-Phe-D-Pen ]-OH NT NT N/A 285 

157 D-t-Hpp-c[D-Cys-Phe-D-Pen ]-OH NT NT N/A 285 

158 (HO-Tic)-c[D-Pen-Gly-Phe-D-Pen]-OH >40000 265 151 283 

159 Tyr-D-Ala-Tic-Glu-V al-Val-Gly-NH2 > 30000 117 >256 283 

1601 (HO-Tic )-n-Ala-Glu-V al-V al-Gly-NH2 > 30000 90 > 333 283 _L....- -- -_. _. L.........;.--_'--~- -N 
\0 



Table 7. (Continued, part 2) 

Number Peptide sequence Bioassay result, (EC50, nM) Selectivity Ref. 

GPI (j1) MVD(8) (1118) 

161 Tyr-Tic-Phe-Phe-NH2 (TIPP-NH2) full agonist 14.4 (Ke)b N/A 286 
(no data) (antagonist) 

162 Tyr-Tic-Phe-Phe-OH (TIPP) > 10000 2.96 (Ke)b N/A 286 
(antagonist) 

163 Tyr Tic-Phe-NH2 (TIP-NH2) full agonist 58.9 (Ke)b N/A 286 

(no data) (antagonist) 

164 Tyr Tic-Phe-OH (TIP) N/A 12.6 (Ke)b N/A 286 

(antagonist) 

165 Hai-Gly-Gly-Phe-Leu-OCH3 NT NT N/A 278 

166 Hat-Gly-Gly-Phe-Leu-OCH3 65.3 333.4 N/A 278 

a _ The selectivity ratio represents the ratio of concentration required to produce equal degree of inhibition in GPI and MVD. b_ 

Ke value determined for 8-antagonists against Deltorphin I in the MVD assay. 

Apmp - a-amino-tJ-mercapto-tJ-cycIopentanepropionic acid; MNPhe - tJ-methyl-p-nitrophenylalanine; t-Hpp - trans-3-(4'

hydroxyphenyl)proline. 

NT - not tested; NI A - not available. 

-w 
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yielded cyclopropane amino acids which were intended to constrain the XI angle of the 

amino acids. Incorporation of (2R,3S)-VEPhe into [D-Ala2, Leus]enkephalin afford an 

analogue (136) with good binding affinity (ICso = 13 nM) in the brain.277 However, the 

same analogue (136) showed low potency and almost no selectivity between 8 and J1 

receptor in bioassays.276,277 The authors postulated that the reason for this observation 

could be due to the fact that CNS opioid receptors might be different from peripheral opioid 

receptors in different species. This observation is very unusual. Although we also have 

observed some differences in results from the two assays, the difference were not so great 

(Tables 6 and 7). Since no S.E.M. values were reported, one can assume the authors ran 

only one experiment which means their GPI and MVD assay results may not be reliable. 

As a matter of fact, the earlier results reported by the same group276 are quite different from 

their results reported later.277 Another possibility is that these compounds (135,136) may 

have a low efficacy at opioid receptors. Nonetheless, these reports266-277 showed that by 

altering the side chain topology and steric factors the biological activity of the parent peptide 

hormone can be improved. Crooks et al. incorporated two of the first generation x-space 

constrained tyrosine (Figure 3) derivatives into [Leus]enkephalin to afford two analogues: 

[2-amino-5-hydroxy-2-indanyl carboxylic acid (Hai) I, Leus]enkephalin (165) and [Hat l , 

LeuS]enkephalin (166).278 Unfortunately, the authors did not give sufficient biological 

data to allow readers to evaluate their work. The only reported biological evaluation for 

these compounds were on GPI and MVD assays of 166, which showed that 166 is no 

longer a 8 selective ligand, instead it is about 5-fold selective for the J1 opioid receptor. 

However, it is not a potent J1 agonists either. This study indicates the difficulty to properly 

design the message domain of the enkephalin analogues in terms of topology. Hruby and 

co-workers designed and synthesized a series of constrained cysteine derivative, including 

a-amino-,B-mercapto-,B,,B-pentamethylenepropionic acid (Apmp), it shares similarity of 
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penicillamine too which also has /3,/3-disubstitutions.279 The racemic form of Apmp was 

incorporated into the cyclic enkephalin analogues by Bryan et al.280 and offered new 

analogues 137-140. It is noted when Apmp was incorporated into position 2, one of the 

HPLC fractions was more potent and selective than another HPLC fraction. Since it is 

difficult to determine the stereochemistry of Apmp in each fraction, this is a typical case 

showing the disadvantages of incorporating racemic designer amino acids into the peptide. 

Thus, the data (Tables 6 and 7) obtained are less valuable than they should be. Since both 

analogues 137 and 138 are much less potent and selective than their parent peptide, it 

suggested that the additional steric bulk and/or hydrophobicity at the /3-carbon has a 

deleterious effect on D-receptor selectivity and activity. Incorporation of racemic Apmp into 

position 5 of the cyclic enkephalin offered two peptides (or two fractions) with essentially 

no difference in their biological activities. Both are selective for the a opioid receptors and 

are fairly potent. This may imply that the stereochemistry of position 5 in enkephalin 

analogues is not crucial for bioactivity. In addition, it was observed (Tables 6 and 7) that 

the increase of 8-receptor potencies of 139 and 140 in the bioassays was not reflected by 

increases in 8-receptor affinities in the binding assays. This may be the result of a higher 

efficacy of these analogues (139 and 140) at the a-receptor. Schiller et at. also 

incorporated many other first generation of x-space-constrained designer amino acids, such 

as Atc, Aic, Ca-Me-Phe, and Tic,281 into a ,u-receptor selective cyclic tetrapeptide (Tyr

c[Q-Orn-X-Glu]-NH2) and obtained more potent and selective ,u-ligands. 

Hruby and co-workers revolutionized the x-space-constrained amino acids to the 

second generation in early 1990s, and synthesized a series of DPDPE analogues containing 

/3-methylpheneylalanine isomers and their derivatives.282 The incorporation of four /3-

MePhe isomers into DPDPE did not offer any DPDPE analogue with superior binding 

activity. In binding assays, the "best" (most selective and potent) analogue (141) contains 
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a (2S, 3S)-,B-MePhe isomer at the position 4, however, analogue 141 had a 6-fold 

decrease at the 8 opioid receptor in binding affinity and a 9-fold decrease in 8 potency 

compared to DPDPE. The selectivity of analogue 141 to the 80pioid receptors however, 

was increased more than lO-fold in the binding assay, but was about the same as DPDPE 

in the MVD bioassay. Analogue 142 which contains the (2S, 3R)-,B-MePhe isomer had 

lower binding affinity and MVD potency than 141. Incorporation of Q-,B-MePhe isomers 

into DPDPE gave the inactive and nonselective analogues 143 and 144. In the same 

report,282 the authors also synthesized a series of ,B-methyl-p-N02-phenylalanine (MNPhe) 

isomers. The biological activity of the analogues 145-148 containing ,B-Me-p-N02-Phe 

isomers showed much improved activities compared to their simple ,B-MePhe counterparts 

141-144. The binding affinity and the in vitro potency of the analogue 145 was about the 

same as DPDPE. In addition, since the binding affinity and potency of 145 at J.1 opioid 

receptors decreased 58 fold and 3 fold, respectively, 145 is more selective than DPDPE for 

the 8 opioid receptors. Although the binding affinity of analogue 146 which contains a 

(2S,3R)-,B-Me-p-N02-Phe isomer at position 4 is slightly better than 145, its J.1-affinity 

has increased about six fold. Thus 146 is less selective than DPDPE. Incorporation of the 

D-,B-Me-p-N02-Phe isomers did not provide either potent or selective ligands. Since by 

incorporation of the second generation of x-space-constrained amino acids into 8 opioid 

agonists has provided highly potent and selective analogues, these unusual amino acids can 

be used as tools for probing the preferred side chain topologies of opioid peptides to 

recognizing 80pioid receptors. As a matter of fact, the study achieved its original goal and 

provided the proper stereochemical information about the Phe4 side chain in DPDPE. 

Unlike the previous work using racemic designer amino acids, all four isomers of ,B-MePhe 

isomers were obtained by asymmetric synthesis and incorporated into opioid peptides. 

This provided a basis for conformational analysis of these peptides, which was 
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subsequently done.72 However, there is an inherent shortage of this type of designer 

amino acids. From the in vitro biological results, although it seems there is only one "best" 

analogue, in fact, when one compares the potency or binding affinity (at the 8 receptor) of 

141 and 142, 145 and 146, they are within the same order of magnitude in terms of 

energy of binding. This indicates that the energy barrier of the XI torsional angle in f3-

MePhe isomers and their p-N02 counterparts may not be high enough. 2D-NMR 

experiments indicated that rotation about the XI angles of the f3-MePhe and the NMPhe 

residues in their DPDPE analogues could still rotate with a certain degree of freedom, and 

consequently each isomer of f3-MePheINMPhe can not provide a distinct XI topology. 

Both L.-isomers of f3-MePhe or NMPhe have the mixing gauche (-) and gauche (+) 

conformations about the XI angle.72 Thus, when two L.-f3-MePhe isomers were 

incorporated into DPDPE, ambiguous results were obtained. This is why these amino 

acids are classified as second generation for x-space constrained amino acids (Chapter 3). 

This observation will be discussed in the next chapter again. Hruby and co-workers also 

have synthesized and incorporated another series of the second generation of the x-space 

constrained amino acids, f3-methyltyrosine isomers, into DPDPE.67 Again, no superior 

DPDPE analogues were found. The best analogue (153) contained the (2S,3R)-f3-MeTyr l 

isomer; its binding affinity decreased 53 fold at 8 receptors and >33 fold at the J.1 receptors. 

The potency of 153 in the MVD assay (Table 7) has dropped 3.5 fold relative to DPDPE. 

Nonetheless, analogue 153 was a fairly selective 8 opioid agonist due to the fact its 

binding affinity at the J.1 receptors also decreased. Incorporation of the o-f3-MeTyrl into 

DPDPE did not provide selective and potent analogues (154 and 155), which means the 

Q-configuration of Tyrl residue is not suitable for O-selectivity and potency. It is noted that 

the binding affinity of 152 and 154 were the same at the 8 opioid receptors, this is 

probably just a coincidence. The undesired side chain topology of (2S,3S)-f3-MeTyr l in 
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152 in combination with the unfavored ,B-methyl chirality may also eliminated the 8 

binding affinity and selectivity of 152 even if it contains a L-,B-MeTyrl isomer. These 

studies also indicated that in DPDPE the steric factor for the Tyrl side chain to induce a 

good binding to 8 receptors should be different from the Phe4,s. In the same report,67 

racemic Hat was also incorporated into the DPDPE. Two major peaks were isolated by 

HPLC. Peak one (150) was less potent and selective than peak 2 (151). Since it is 

difficult to determine the configuration of Hat in each isolate, it is less meaningful if one 

wanted the insights of their activities. Nonetheless, [Hat l ]DPDPE (151) has a similar 

binding affinity and higher selectivity for the 8 opioid receptors than DPDPE. 

Incorporation of L-Tic, L-HO-Tic into 80pioid ligands (DPDPE and Deltorphin II) have 

also been examined by Hruby et al.. 283 None of these analogues (158-160) showed 

improved or even equivalent bioactivity to their parent compounds. This may indicate that 

introduction of steric bulk to the positions 1 and 3 of O-selective ligands is not suitable. 

However, these analogues maintained O-selectivity, especially in bioassays (Table 7). 

Although 2',6'-dimethyl-tyrosine cannot be considered as a x-space constrained 

amino acid, the information related to it will be used in the next chapter, and thus will be 

discussed here. Mosberg et al. have incorporated 2',6'-dimethyl-tyrosine into DPDPE.284 

The binding affinity of analogue 149 was 9 times higher than DPDPE at the 8 receptors. 

On the other hand, the )1 affinity of 149 increased more than 34 fold, and thus 149 is a 

less selective 80pioid ligand than DPDPE. Its peripheral biological potency at 8 receptors 

also increased 86 fold. Mosberg et al. also incorporated a constrained tyrosine derivative, 

trans-3-(4'-hydroxyphenyl)proline (t-Hpp), into a cyclic dermorphin analogue (Tyr-c[Q

Cys-Phe-Q-Pen]-OH, JOM-13).285 The analogue 156 containing L-t-Hpp offered a better 

binding affinity (2.7-fold increase) and selectivity to the 8 opioid receptor compared to 

JOM-13. The authors concluded that the increase of the O-selectivity is due to the proper x-
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space constraint in Tyrl residue. It is also interesting to see that incorporation of Il-t-Hpp 

did not diminish totally the binding affinity and selectivity of analogue 157 at 8 opioid 

receptors compared to JOM-13. 157 still has a binding affinity of 84 nM and a selectivity 

of 120 fold at the 8 receptor (more selective than JOM-13).285 This observation is 

interesting also, since when one incorporates a D-Tyr derivative into DPDPE (an 

enkephalin analogue), the obtained analogue usually does not have 8-affinity and/or 

selectivity.67 On the other hand, when one incorporates a D-Tyr into the equivalent 

position of a cyclic dermorphin analogue, the 8-affinity and/or selectivity of the analogue 

seemed to be maintained to a certain extent. This phenomenon may be due to the side chain 

topology of Tyrl in the two 8opioid agonists where might be different in order to allow 

them to recognize the 8opioid receptors. 

Schiller et al. used the constrained phenylalanine derivative, Tic, to develop a series 

of J1 agonistl8 antagonist type of tetrapeptides and tripeptides (161-164).286 The best 

analogue is TIPP (162) which is a nanomolar binder at 8 receptors with more than 1400-

fold of 8-selectivity. This analogue proved to be a potent 8 antagonist in the in vitro MVD 

assay. The Kc value of 162 was 2.96 nM and 4.80 nM against selective 8 agonists 

deltorphin I and DPDPE, respectively. TIPP is a somewhat less potent antagonist than 

naltrindole but, it is about 80 times more 8-selective than the non peptide 8 antagonist. 

TIPP-NH2 (161) and the tripeptide TIP (164) are less potent and selective at 8 receptors 

as an antagonist. By using Tic in position 2, peptide analogues that are J1 agonists/8 

antagonists were obtained for the first time. 

III. Biological Evaluations of [TMTI ]DPDPE Analogues and 

[TMTl]Deltorphin I Analogues. 

In the research discussed in this dissertation, a series of third generation of the x
space-constrained amino acids, 2' ,6'-dimethylphenyl-fJ-methyltyrosaines (TMTs) have 
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been designed and asymmetrically synthesized. They were then incorporated into 8 

agonists DPDPE (119) and Deltorphin I (120) and gave four [TMT1]DPDPE analogues 

(121-124) and four [TMTI]DELT I analogues (125-128), respectively. In order to 

understand the effects of this series of x-space-constrained amino acids to the 8 opioid 

agonists and to the recognition of 80pioid receptors, comprehensive biological evaluations 

of the above peptide analogues have been carried out in this study. 

(1) Binding assays against radiolabled ligands. 

The results obtained for compounds 119-128 in in vitro binding assays using 

eH][p-CI-Phe4 ]DPDPE (O) and eH]CTOP (Il) as the displaced ligands are shown in 

Tables 8 and 9. Incorporation of {2S,3S)-2',6'-dimethylphenyl-,B-methyItyrosaine 

[(2S,3S)-TMT] into DPDPE led to a 130-fold decrease in binding affinity for 80pioid 

receptors, but hardly any changes in binding affinity to the J.l receptor, thus providing a 

nonselective ligand (121). Incorporation of (2S,3R)-TMT into DPDPE (119) led to 3-

fold and 7-fold increase in binding affinity to 8 and J.l opioid receptors, respectively (Table 

8). Since it is stilI a nanomolar-binder, analogue 122 is a 8 opioid ligand with high

affinity and greater selectivity than DPDPE. Incorporation of the D-TMT isomers into 

DPDPE did not provide either high-affinity or highly selectivity for 8 receptors. The 

binding affinity of [(2S,3R)-TMTI]DPDPE (123) decreased 2187-fold at 8 receptor and 

1 17-fold at 11 receptor relative to DPDPE. Thus compound 123 is a low-affinity and 

slightly selective 80pioid ligand. Incorporation of (2R,3S)-TMT into DPDPE eliminates 

its affinity both at 8 and 11 receptors, thus providing the non-selective, essentially inactive 

ligand 124. 

In cases of DELT I analogues, incorporation of {2S,3S)-TMT into DELT I led to a 

5-fold and a 8-fold decrease in binding affinity at 8 and 11 receptors (relative to DELT I), 

respectively. Its nanomolar binding affinity and increased selectivity for 80pioid receptors 



Table 8. Binding affinities of [TMT' ] DPDPE analogues. 

Peptide Binding data, IC50 (nM) ± SEM 

[3H]CTOP [3 H] [p-CIPhe4]D PDPE 

Tyr-c[n-Pen-Gly-Phe-n-Pen]-OH (DPDPE, 119) 61O±70 1.6 ± 0.20 

[(2S,3S)-TMT']DPDPE (121) 720± 126 21O± 33 

[(2S,3R)-TMT' ]DPDPE (122 4300 ± 819 5.0±0.1O 

[(2R,3R)-TMT']DPDPE (123) 77000±5890 3500±230 

[(2R,3S)-TMT']DPDPE (124) 0% at 10000 9% at 10000 

Selectivity 

(J1I8) 

380 

3.4 

860 

22 

N/A 

-w 
00 



Table 9. Binding affinities of [TMTI ]DELT I analogues and a relevant [2',f3-DMTl]DELT I analogue. 

Peptide Binding data, ICso (nM) ± SEM Selectivity 

[3H]CTOP [3Hl[p-ClPhe4]DPDPE (J1I8) 

Tyr-Il-Ala-Phe-Asp-Val-Val-Gly-NH2 (DELT 1,120) 2100±690 0.60 ± 0.30 3500 

[(2S,3S)-TMTI]DELT I (125) 17000±3900 2.98 ± 0.14 5700 

[(2S,3R)-TMTI]DELT 1(126) 61O±47 1.00 ± 0.22 610 

[(2R,3R)-TMT1]DELT 1(127) 7000± 3000 39 ± 0.9 180 

[(2R,3S)-TMT1]DELT I (128) 31000 ±4100 655 ± 123 47 

[(2R,3R)-2', ,B-DMTI ]DELT I (167) 4100±650 740 ± 91 6 

2',f3-DMT - 2'-methylphenyl-,B-methyltyrosine. 

-Yl 
\0 
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make compound 125 a highly potent and more selective 8 opioid ligand than DELT I. 

Incorporation of (2S,3R)-TMT into DELT I led to a 1.7-fold increase in binding affinity at 

8 receptors, and also a 3.4-fold increase at the J.l receptor, thus providing analogue 126 as 

a potent but less selective 80pioid ligand. Incorporation of the 12.-TMT isomers into DELT 

I provide analogues 127 and 128 (Table 9) with lower affinity and selectivity to 80pioid 

receptor than their [L-TMTI]DELT I counterparts 125 and 126. However, the bioactivity 

of 127 and 128 are much better than the DPDPE analogues 123 and 124 (Table 9). 

Incorporation of (2R,3R)-TMT into DELT I led to a 40 nanomolar binder 127 at the 8 

opioid receptors and a 3.3-fold decrease in affinity at J.l receptors, thus providing a 

moderately selective 80pioid ligand. [(2R,3S)-TMT1]DELT I (128) does not bind well to 

either 8 or J.l receptors, but showed more than 40-fold selectivity for 8 opioid receptors. 

This observation is interesting and is similar to the incorporation of D-t-Hpp into a cyclic 

dermorphin analogue 157 reported by Mosberg et al.. 285 However, in our case, 

compound 127 has a higher biding affinity than 157 at 8 receptor and is more selective. 

(2) Results of bioassays. 

The results obtained for compounds 119-128 in the in vitro guinea pig ileum (GPI, 

J.l receptor assay) and mouse vas deferens (MVD, 8 receptor assay) bioassays are shown in 

Tables 10 and 11. These results parallel those found for the DPDPE analogues in the 

binding assays. This may suggest that Stammer and co-workers' conclusion that 8 

receptors in rat brain are different from those in mouse vas deferens (MVD)277 may lack of 

solid support as mentioned earlier in the chapter. 

Incorporation of (2S,3S)-TMT into DPDPE led to an analogue (121) which 

showed a 40-fold decreased potency in the MVD (0) assay, and a 25-fold increase in 

potency in the GPI (J.l) assay, thus giving a non-selective ligand (Table 10). Interestingly, 

incorporation of the (2S,3R)-TMT isomer into DPDPE led to the extremely selective 8 



Table 10. Biological potencies of [TMTI ]DPDPE analogues. 

Peptide Bioassay data, ECso (nM) ± SEM Selectivity 

GPI (11) MVD (O) (J1IO) 

Tyr-c[I!-Pen-Gly-Phe-I!-Pen]-OH (DPDPE, 119) 7300 ± 1700 4.1 ±4.6 . 1780 

[(2S,3S)-TMTI]DPDPE (121) 293 ±0.70 168 ± 37.2 1.7 

[(2S,3R)-TMT I ]DPDPE (122) 0% at 60 I1M* 1.76 ± 0.318 » 35000 

[(2R,3R)-TMTI]DPDPE (123) 50,000 ± 33000 2200±780 23 

[(2R,3S)-TMTl]DPDPE (124) 75% at 82 11M 28% at 10 11M N/A 

* - [(2S,3R)-TMT1]DPDPE (3) is a weak antagonist in GPI assay, it shifts PL-017. 

.... 
~ .... 
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Figure 16. Demonstration of ill vitro antagonism of [(2S,3R)-TMTl]DPDPE (122) at J1 opioid receptor by shifting PL-017 -~ 
curve. tv 



Table 11. Biological potencies of [TMTI ]DELT I analogues and a relevant [2',,B-DMTl]DELT I analogue. 

Peptide Bioassay_ data, ECso (nM) ± SEM 

GPI (J!) MVD (0) 

Tyr-D-Ala-Phe-Asp-Val-Val-Gly-NH2 (DELT I, 120) 2900 ± 250 0.36±0.04 

[(2S,3S)-TMTl]DELT I (125) 3840 ± 850 0.66 ± 0.06 

[(2S,3R)-TMTl]DELT I (126) 146.8 ± 3.25 0.07 ±O.Ol 

[(2R,3R)-TMTl]DELT I (127) 5326 ± 3640 10.97 ± 3.56 

[(2R,3S)-TMT1]DELT I (128) 23099 ± 6366 2094±263 

[(2R,3R)-2', {3-DMTI ]DELT 1(167) 28350± 5857 3018 ± 818 

Selectivity 

(J1IO) 

8055 

5818 

2158 

485 

10 

9 

..... 
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opioid agonist 122. The potency in the MVD assay of analogue 122 increased 2.3-fold 

with an ECso = 1.76 nM. In addition, it is a weak antagonist in the GPI assay (Figure 16). 

Thus analogue 122 is a highly potent and extremely selective 0 agonist which is the first 

example of 0 agonist/.u antagonist and should be highly recommended for further 

development because of obvious clinical advantages it may imply (also see Chapter 2). 

Incorporation of )2-TMT did not provide either potent or selective DPDPE analogues as 

were indicated in binding assays. The potency of the [(2R,3R)-TMT 1]DPDPE (123) 

decreased 535 fold in the MVD assay, its potency in the GPI assay also decreased more 

than 7 fold, thus analogue 123 is a non-potent and slightly selective 0 opioid ligand. 

DPDPE analogue 124 which contains the (2R,3S)-TMT isomer is the "worst" (least potent 

and selective for 0 opioid receptor) ligand in this series as in the binding assay too; it 

produces only 28% of potency in the MVD assay at 10 .uM concentration, and 75% of 

potency in the GPI assay at 82 .uM, thus compound 124 is also a non-potent and non

selective opioid ligand (Table 10). 

In cases of DELT I analogues, for [(2S,3S)-TMTI]DELT I (125), the potencies in 

both the GPI (1.3 folds decease) and the MVD (1.8 folds decrease) assays were very 

similar to those of DELT I (120, Table 2), thus providing a highly potent (ECso = 0.66 

nM) and 8-selective agonist. Incorporation of (2S,3R)-TMT isomer into DELT I led to a 5-

fold increase in the MVD assay as well as a 20-fold increase in the GPI assay, thus 

providing the more potent but less selective o-opioid agonist 126. Incorporation of 

(2R,3R)-TMT isomer, a Q-TMT isomer, into DELT I led to a 3D-fold decrease of potency 

in the MVD assay and a 1.2-fold decrease in the GPI assay, however, 127 still has a ECso 

value of less than 11 nM (Table 11), thus this modification in the Tyrl residue provided a 

surprisingly selective and fairly potent oopioid agonist. It is worth while to mention that 

incorporation of a second generation x-space constrained tyrosine derivative, 2'-methyl-,B

methyl tyrosine (2',,B-DMT), into DELT I offered a much less potent and selective analogue 
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167. The EC50 value of 167 in the MVD assay was 8383 times less than DELT I, and its 

potency at the 11 opioid receptor only decreased 9 times, thus it is a much less potent and 

selective <5-ligand that 127. The bioassay results also were confirmed by the binding 

results of 167 (Table 9). The binding affinity and selectivity of 167 at <5 opioid receptors 

in CNS also are much "worse" than that of 127. This may be because the (2R,2R)-2'

methylphenyl-j3-methyltyrosine cannot constrain X space to a preferred conformation for 

recognizing <5 opioid receptors. In case of 127, this also indicated that by providing the 

correct topology, one may overcome the disadvantages caused by steric effects in 

biologically active peptides and may still provide a peptide with desired biological activity. 

On the other hand, [(2R,3S)-TMT1]DELT I (128) is a much less potent and selective <5 

opioid ligand which had a 8100-fold decreased activity in the MVD assay and about 8-fold 

decreased activity in the OPI assay. 

(3) Results of antinociception assays. 

DPDPE (119), DELT I (120) and their analogues (121-128) were measured for 

their antinociceptive activities in vivo by the mouse tail-flick test (for details, see 

Experimental Chapter). The drugs were administrated icv and their time courses (full dose 

response curves or time course) are shown in Figures 17 and 18. Their corresponding A50 

values are listed in Table 12. DPDPE produced 88.8 ± 7.9% antinociception at 10 min 

with a 30 nmol dose (Figure 17); its A50 value was 9.77 nmoI. Although [(2S,3S)

TMT I ]DPDPE (121) is suggested not to be a potent and selecti ve <5opioid agonist in vitro 

(Tables 8 and 10), its A50 value is lower than that of DPDPE which means that analogue 

121 is more potent than DPDPE in vivo (Table 12). This is not a surprising result, since 

121 binds almost equally at <5 and 11 receptors. [(2S,3R)-TMTI]DPDPE (122) is a highly 

potent agonist in vitro. Surprisingly, it did not produce antinociception at an expected low 

dose; instead, it did produce more than 90% of antinociception at a dose of 100 nmol 
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Table 12. Results of in vivo antinociception assays of [TMT' ]DPDPE analogues and 

[TMT']DELT I analogues and other relevant 8-selective peptide ligands. 

Number Peptide Aso* (nmol) 95% C.L.t 

119 DPDPE 9.77 7.24 - 13.17 

121 [(2S,3S)-TMT']DPDPE 7.05 4.12 - 12.08 

122 [(2S,3R)-TMT']DPDPE 47.23 36.26 - 61.53 

123 [(2R,3R)-TMT']DPDPE 34.5 % @ 100 nmol N/A 

124 [(2R,3S)-TMTI]DPDPE 40.37 28.26 - 57.67 

120 DELTI 0.57 0.35 - 0.95 

125 [(2S,3S)-TMTI]DELT I 11.42 6.12 - 21.3 

126 [(2S,3R)-TMT']DELT I 0.35 0.13 - 0.98 

127 [(2R,3R)-TMT']DELT I 5.76 3.29 - 10.07 

128 [(2R,3S)-TMTI]DELT I 17.71 14.75 - 21.27 

168 [L-Ala3]DDPDPE 99.3 63.8 - 120.4 

169 Tyr-c[Q-Pen-Gly-Phe-Cys]-Phe-OH 6.24 2.1 - 17.6 

* - Agonist dose needed to produce 50% of the antinociception effect. "t - 95% confidence 

limit. 
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(Figure 17B), and its Aso value is 47.23 nmol. It must be mentioned here that this 

phenomenon has been seen before. [L-Ala3]DPDPE (168) is potent in the in vitro MVD 

assay with a ECso of 12 nM and has a selectivity of 4500 for the 8 receptor.287 But 168 is 

a very weak agonist in vivo since it required 200 nmol to achieve 75% (Aso = 99.3 nmol) 

antinociception in the 50°C mouse tail-flick test by icv administration and was essentially 

inactive in the 55°C mouse tail-flick test. 168 actually is a moderately potent 8 antagonist 

in vivo as well.287 Another example is the DPDPE analogue Tyr-c[Q-Pen-Gly-Phe-Cys]

Phe-OH (169 or HB-P2). 169 is an extremely potent agonist in MVD assay (ECso = 

0.016 nM) and also a very selective ligand toward 80pioid receptor (with a selectivity of 

5100 over J1 receptor in bioassays).288 However, the Aso value289 of 169 is not as 

impressive in its in vitro potency, since it has about the same potency as DPDPE (Table 

12). All these results seem to suggest that if a DPDPE analogue is very potent in vitro and 

especially selective for 8 receptors, there is a good chance that the analogue is not as potent 

as it is expected from its in vitro bioassay potency. The reason for this is unclear. 

However, one speculation would be that superspinal antinociception is not mediated mainly 

by 8 receptors, but instead may be primarily or exclusively mediated by the J1 opioid 

receptors.290 As was suggested by results of in vitro assays, the DPDPE analogue 123 is 

not a potent agonist in vivo either (Figure 17C) and it produced only about 34.5% 

antinociception at a dose of 100 nmol. Analogue 124 is more potent than DPDPE 

analogue 123 with a Aso of 40.37 nmol (Table 12) at doses higher than 60 nmol caused 

convulsions to mouse (Figure 170). In addition, all DPDPE analogues (121-124) have 

shorter duration of activity than the parent compound (119). 

On the other hand, DELT I (120) is much more potent than DPDPE (119) in vivo 

in general, the parent compound 120 produced 90% antinociception at a low dose of 3 

nmol (Figure 18) vs. 30 nmol which was require for DPDPE to produce similar amount of 
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antinociception. However, 120 has a shorter duration of activity than DPDPE which may 

be caused by rapid enzymatic degradation due to its linear character. [(2S ,3S)

TMTI]DELT I (125), the most selective and potent DELT I analogue in vitro in this study, 

has a Aso value of 11.42 nmol which is much more lower than that of 120 (Table 12). 

[(2S,3R)-TMTI]DELT I (126) has a Aso of 0.35 nmol which is more potent than DELT I 

(Aso = 0.57 nmol). Analogue 126 also has a longer duration of activity (Figure 18B) than 

DELT I (120). However, at a dose of 3 nmol, they produced about the same percentage of 

anti nociceptive effect. Analogue 127 contains (2R,3R)-TMT, a o-TMT isomer, it 

produced 100% antinociception at the dose of 30 nmol and has a Aso value of 5.76 nmol. 

Its in vivo potency correlates (Table 12) well to that of in vitro (Table 10). Similar to 

analogue 127, analogue 128 also contains a o-TMT isomer, it produced unexpected 

antinociception which was not suggested by its in vitro potency; 128 produced 90% ± 7% 

of antinociception at a dose of 30 nmol (Figure 18D) and has a Aso value of 17.71 nmol; it 

also has a long duration of activity. The longer duration may be cause by the consecutive 

o-amino acids at the N-terminal of analogue 10 which make it more resistant to enzymatic 

degradation. 

(4) Results of functional antinociception assays. 

The reason for us to use these assays is based on previous pharmacological studies 

that have explored the multiplicity of 80pioid receptors. The first discovery of multiplicity 

of 80pioid receptor utilizing pharmacological tools went back to 1990.291 These studies 

have continued to present, and it was found that not only are the 8-opioid receptors 

different in different animal organs,29l,30S but also that 8-subtypes can exist in the same 

organ such as in both rat and mouse brain292,298,303 and in immune cell of humans and 

invertebrates.299 Through the efforts of Porreca and Portoghese and their co-workers, in 

vivo assays were developed which suggested that there were two opioid 8 receptor 

subtypes, 81 and 82.S6,293-297,300-302,304 A brief review of some aspects of this topic has 



Table 13. Results of functional in vivo antinociception assays of selected [TMTI]DPDPE analogues and [TMTI]DELT I 

analogues. 
~~- -----

Peptide Amount Antinociception (%) 

used (nmol) Control DALCE (81) [Cys4]DELT (~) {3-FNA (Jl) 

DPDPE (119) 30 88.8 ± 7.9 30.2 ± 12.0 81.6 ± 9.0 90.9 ± 6.2 

[(2S, 3S)-TMTI]DPDPE (121) 30 73.2 ± 12.6 17.7 ± 9.5 75.0 ± 12.5 15.2 ± 7.2 

[(2S, 3R)-TMTI]DPDPE (122) 100 90.4 ± 7.4 42.0 ± 16.6 71.8 ± 13.2 51.2 ± 16.3 

DELT I (120) 3 91.2 ± 8.8 29.7 ± 8.9 32.8 ± 11.0 77.7 ± 12.2 

[(2S, 3S)-TMTI]DELT I (125) 30 86.6 ± 9.1 80.7 ± 11.2 31.9 ± 13.5 81.5 ± 5.6 

[(2S, 3R)-TMTI]DELT I (126) 3 91.7 ± 8.3 83.5 ± 8.7 24.8 ± 8.3 58.9 ± 9.7 

[(2R, 3R)-TMTI]DELT I (127) 30 79.3 ± 10.0 50.7 ± 11.3 20.7 ± 11.4 19.0 ± 5.8 

[(2R, 3S)-TMTI]DELT 1(128) 30 89.8 ± 6.9 44.6 ± 15.7 82.6 ± 10.3 30.4 ± 10.5 
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appeared recently.306 It was also suggested that discovery of the receptor subtypes will be 

helpful in drug discovery due to the specific pharmacologycal function of the receptor 

subtypes.307 However, a reliable binding assay for opioid receptor SUbtypes has not been 

established yet. 

DPDPE (1), DELT I (120) and analogues (121, 122, 125-128) were tested for 

their anti nociceptive effects using [D-Ala2 , Leu5, Lys6]enkephalin (DALCE), 

[Cys4]deltorphin, and fJ-funaltrexamine (f3-FNA) as selective antagonists for 01, c5z and J1 

receptors, respectively.308 The selected dose used in each test was determined by their 

time courses as shown in Figures 17, 17(A-D),18, and 18(A-D). The results are shown in 

Figures 19, 19(A, B) and Table 13. The purpose for these assays is to determine the effect 

of topographical design of 0 agonists toward their selectivity for 0 opioid receptor 

subtypes. As I mentioned earlier, the suggestion of the multiplicity of oopioid receptor 

subtypes is based on pharmacological evaluations of different c5-selective opioid peptides 

and on some indirect molecular biological evidence. It has not yet been proven by 

molecular cloning techniques. However, the discovery of different opioid receptor types 

was made more than fifteen years before the first cloning of an opioid receptor. 

The results demonstrated that the analgesic effect of DPDPE was significantly 

antagonized by DALCE (from 88.8 ± 8% to 30.2 ± 12.0%), a 01 antagonist, but not by 13-

FNA, a J1 antagonist (Figure 19). Thus, DPDPE has its agonist effects exclusively through 

a 01 opioid receptor SUbtype. It was found that the analgesic effect of [(2S,3S)

TMTI]DPDPE (121) was significantly antagonized by DALCE (from 73.2 ± 12.6% to 

17.7 ± 9.5%) as well as by fJ-FNA (from 73.2 ± 12.6% to 15.2 ± 7.2%), so its analgesic 

effect was mediated through both 01 and J1 receptors as we indicated in our previous 

report.308 It is surprising to see that the analgesic effect of [(2S,3R)-TMTI]DPDPE (122) 

was significantly antagonized by fJ-FNA (from 90.4 ± 7.4% to 51.2 ± 16.3%) which was 
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not suppose to be observed based on its in vitro bioassay data (Tables 8 and 10). On the 

other hand, its analgesia was also antagonized by DALCE (from 90.4 ± 7.4% to 42.0 ± 

16.6%). Since 122 is very O-selective in vitro, the analgesic effect of analogue 122 

should be mediated primarily via 01 receptor (Figure 19B). The reason we observe that its 

analgesic effect was blocked by {3-FNA might be due to the fact that we use a high dose of 

122 (Table 13, 100 nmol) because its lack of potency in vivo,'such high dose may cause in 

vivo synergistic effects which make it acts on J.L receptor too. Since the two DPDPE 

analogues 123 and 124 that contain ]2-TMT isomers did not produce good antinociception 

in vivo (Table 12), they were neither potent nor selective as were shown in in vitro assays 

(Tables 8 and 10). In addition the higher dose of 124 induced toxicity to the testing animal 

and killed several of them. Thus the functional antinociception of 123 and 124 was not 

measured. 

DELT I (120) and its analogues (125-128), in general, followed a different profile 

than did DPDPE analogues. However, it was surprising to find that DELT I's analgesic 

effect was antagonized by both DALCE (from 91.2 ± 9.3% to 28.2 ± 9.9%) and by 

[Cys4]deltorphin (from 91.2 ± 9.3% to 34.0 ± 11.6%) (Figure 20), thus DELT I (120) 

was demonstrated for the first time that it is not necessarily a o..opioid-receptor-subtype

selective agonist. Since its analgesic effect was not antagonized by {3-FNA, its agonist 

effect is only mediated by oopioid receptors. On the other hand, DELT II is selective for 

the O2 receptor subtype.295 ,302 There is only one amino acid difference in the two 

sequence at the same position, Asp4 in DELT I and Glu4 in DELT II. There is only one 

methylene difference between Asp and Glu. Why such a small change will cause such a 

different biological profile will be discussed in the next chapter. Incorporation of (2S,3S)

TMT 1 into DELT I provide an exclusive O2 selective agonist (125), since only 

[Cys4]deltorphin was able to antagonize its analgesic effect (Table 13, from 86.6 ± 9.1 % 

to 31.9 ± 13.5%).308 The analgesic effect of [(2S,3R)-TMTI]DELT I (126) was 
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antagonized by both [Cys4]deltorphin (from 91.7 ± 8.3% to 24.8 ± 8.3%) and f3-FNA 

(from 91.7 ± 8.3% to 58.9 ± 9.7%), but not by DALCE. Also because 126 is a very 

selective oopioid agonists in vitro, thus 126 is a 02-receptor-selective agonist (Figure 

20B). DELT I analogue 127 which contains (2R,3R)-TMTI isomer (a D-TMT isomer) 

also showed its analgesic effect was antagonized by both [Cys4]deltorphin (from 79.3 ± 

10.0% to 20.7 ± 11.4%) and f3-FNA (from 79.3 ± 10.0% to 19.0 ± 5.8%), but not by 

DALCE (Figure 20C), and since it has more then 480-fold selectivity for the oopioid over 

J1 receptors in vitro, the agonist activity of 127 might be mediated primarily by 8z receptor. 

It is very surprising to observe that the analgesic effect of analogue 128 was significantly 

blocked by DALCE (Figure 20D, from 89.8 ± 6.9% to 44.6 ± 15.7%) instead of 

[Cys4]deltorphin; thus 128 is the only deItorphin analogue which is a ol-selective agonist. 

The analgesic effect of 128 also was blocked by f3-FNA (from 89.8 ± 6.9% to 30.4 ± 

10.5%) which indicated its antinociception also was mediated by J1 receptors. The reason 

for this observation is related to the conformational characteristics caused by topographical 

control and will be discussed in the next chapter too. 

(5) Stability and membrane permeability tests. 

One important factor of the in vivo inactivation of opioid pep tides is due to their 

susceptibility to enzymatic hydrolyses during passage to their receptors.309 Studies of 

[3H]enkephalins in rats and mice have demonstrated that their half-lives are extremely short 

(T 112 = 2.1 min).3 10,311 Enzymatic hydrolysis is possible at all the peptide bonds in the 

enkephalin sequence, Tyrl-Gly2_Gly3-Phe4-Leu5-OH: i.e. the Tyrl-Gly2linkage by amino 

peptidase;312-314 the Gly2-Gly3 linkage by dipeptidylaminopeptidase (enkephalinase B);315 

the Gly3-Phe4 linkage by enkephalinase and angiotensin converting enzyme;316,317 and the 

Phe4-Leu5-OH linkage by carboxypeptidase.312,313 In a recent review, the in vitro 

stabilities of enkephalin and analogues, dermorphin analogs endorphin analogues in 
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plasmas and serum in different species were summarized.318 Based on statistical data, it 

was surprisingly that opioid peptides are slightly more stable in human plasma than in rat 

plasma. Recently, the stability of deltorphins are also reported.319 It was indicated by 

Marastoni et al.319 that DELT I is fully resistant to degradation by rat plasma (T1I2 > 470 

min) and strongly resistant to degradation by rat brain homogenates (T 112 = 278 min). 

Dermenkephalin is less stable and was cleaved with a T 112 = 131.6 min in rat plasma, and 

57.4 min with rat brain homogenates.319 The primary cleaved linkage was between the 

position 3 and 4 in both peptides, the N-terminal tripeptides are stable in brain homogenates 

up to 120 min. In another report, degradation of deltorphins by rat brain synaptosomal 

peptidase also was examined.320 This later work found dermenkephalin's TII2 = 45 min. 

In contrast to dermenkephalin, DEL T II possessed a high stability toward the enzyme 

preparation, there was only 5% degradation of DELT II after 120 min of incubation. One 

of the synthetic approaches to more active analogues of these opioid peptides has been 

directed toward the prevention of these enzymatic degradations. This has been done by 

various chemical modifications such as substitution of.Q- for the natural L-amino acids, N

methylation of amide linkage and COOH-terminal esterification or amidation, and finally by 

applying topographical constraints. Stammer et al. also reported improved stability of the 

enkephalin analogue they prepared which contain dehydroamino acids.273.275 Since the 

TMT isomers are nonproteinogenic amino acids, I would like also to examined the stability 

of the 80pioid peptide analogues which contain them. 

DPDPE (119) is very stable in 15% mouse brain homogenates. It has a TI/2 of 

more than 500 min (Figure 21), this stability shows without ambiguity that the 

incorporation of .Q-amino acids into enkephalin, especially by applying global topographical 

constraint can dramatically improve stability of the peptide. It is not surprising to see all 

[TMTI]DPDPE analogues (121-124) have T II2s more than 500 min too (Figure 21A-D). 
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[(2S,3S)-TMTI]DPDPE (121) also has been tested in mouse serum. It has a TI/2 of more 

than 500 min as one would expect from the result on the brain preparation (Figure 21E). 

On the other hand, linear DELT I (120) is less stable in 15% mouse brain homogenates. 

Its TI/2 is 305 min (Figure 22A). It is not surprising to see that [(2S,3R)-TMTI]DELT I 

(126) is more stable than DELT I, the TI/2 of 126 is 400 min (Figure 22B). This may due 

to the fact that the modified TMTI residude counld not be well recognized by enzymes. 

However the primary cleavage of deltorphins happens at the linkage between the third and 

the fourth residues,319 in DELT I, this is the Phe3-Asp4 linkage. Since the Tyrl 

modification is not related to this linkage, the stability of 126 was not increased 

significantly compares to DELT I. Conversion of L-Tyrl to D-TMTI does increase the 

stability of [TMTI]DELT I analogues. The TII2 of 127 is longer than 500 min (Figure 

22C) and the T 1/2 of 128 is 445 min (Figure 22D), both are longer than that of DELT I. 

These observations may imply that the consecutive D-amino acids at the N-terminal of 

analogues 127 and 128 may create a structure that cannot be recognized by enzymes. 

Thus their stabilities are increased. 

Despite of the fact that there is a possibility of enzymatic degradation ("hydrolysis") 

of peptides in vivo and in vitro, there are several other aspects need to be counted when we 

are concerned about the stability of peptides, such as chemically dearnination, isomerization 

oxidation, diketopiperazine formation, photodecomposition and disulfide exchange, 

physically adsorption to surfaces and peptide aggregation. However, these problems can 

be overcome to a certain extent by careful handling and planning of experiments. 

If one wishes to design a peptide pharmaceutical which may treat CNS decease or 

can modulate the function of the body through CNS, the task is extremely difficult. Since 

even after the peptide has survived from degradation, and may be resistant to the proteolytic 

enzymes in brain, it has to cross a very discriminating membrane called the blood-brain 
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barrier before it can reach the eNS from the blood. In human beings and other complex 

organisms, life itself depends on homeostasis, the maintenance of a constant internal 

milieu. Nowhere is this dependence more pronounced than in the brain. Elsewhere in the 

body the extracelluar concentrations of hormones, amino acids, and ions such as potassium 

undergo frequent small fluctuations, particularly after meals or bouts of exercise. If the 

brain were exposed to such fluctuations, the result might be uncontrolled nervous activity, 

because some hormones and amino acids serve as neurotransmitters and potassium ion 

influences the threshold for the firing of nerve cells. Hence the brain must be kept 

rigorously isolated from many transient changes in the composition of the blood. This is 

accomplished by the unique structure of the capillaries that supply blood to the tissues of 

the brain. Electron microscopy revealed that the endothelial cells forming the tube of a 

capillary are joined by what are known as continuous tight junctions. Ordinarily each 

animal cell is encapsulated in its own outer membrane, which has two leaflets, or layers. 

At a tight junction the outer leaflets of two cells merge, so that the cells are physically 

joined. In addition the brain capillaries are almost completely surrounded by processes 

(long, slender extensions) of the brain called astrocytes. These unique structural features 

of the brain capillary construct the function of blood-brain barrier. It was found there are 

two major mechanisms for passing the blood-brain barrier, one is the active transporter 

pathway and another is the passive diffusion pathway. There are many kinds of "pumps" 

or "transporters" in the barrier to transport the necessary polar nutrients that the brain 

needs. One recent example reported by Polt and Hruby and co-workers suggested that they 

can use the glucose transporter to guide glycoconjugates of DPDPE to pass the blood-brain 

barrier.321 Pardridge et at. took advantage of a drug transport vector and used a vasoactive 

intestinal peptides (VIP) - biotin conjugate to transfer VIP into the brain.322 In passive 

transporting pathway, the most decisive factor is lipid solubility of the molecule. This is 

actually self-explanatory since the cell membrane of endothelium cell is composed of lipids, 
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and only molecules capable of traversing the membrane of the endothelial cells can enter the 

brain.323 

As we may have learned from Table 5 (Chapter 5), in RP-HPLC profiles, it is 

interesting to see that incorporation of erythro-TMT isomers, (2S,3S)-TMT and (2R,3R)

TMT, make the retention times of the peptides 121, 123, 125, and 127 longer than the 

retention time of their parent compounds. This observation indicated these peptide 

analogues are more lipophilic than their parent compounds (119 and 120), and the 

increase of lipophilicity may not be only depend on the extra three methyl groups we have 

attached to the Tyrl, but also is depending on stereochemistry of the TMT isomers. It is 

also known that opioid peptides are CNS neurotransmitters. For them to be functioning in 

CNS, especially in brain, they have to pass a protective barrier called blood-brain barrier. 

Increase of lipophilicity means the chances for these peptides to diffusing through the 

blood-brain membrane are better. Thus, the desire to determine if this hypothesis is true or 

not in this system drove us to test the membrane permeability of these peptide analogues. 

Table 14. Membrane permeability coefficient of [TMTI]DPDPE analogues using bovine 

brain microvessel endothelial cells (BMEC) as a model of blood brain barrier. 

Number Peptide Perm. Co.a Perm. Co. of the control 

121 [(2S,3S)-TMTI]DPDPE 17.18 ± 0.00004 19.33 ± 0.0001 

122 [(2S,3R)-TMTI ]DPDPE 23.99 ± 0.0002 24.23 ± 0.0001 

123 [(2R,3R)-TMTI ]DPDPE 49.33 ± 0.0003 42.50 ± 0.0002 

124 [(2R,3S)-TMTI]DPDPE 22.41 ± 0.00018 32.17 ± 0.0001 

- permeability coefficient [(cm/min) x 10-4]. b - the control compound used was DPDPE. 
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Surprisingly, we have not observed any enhancement of [TMTI]DPDPE analogues (121-

124) to cross the blood-brain barrier due to their increased lipophilicity. The tests were 

done by using bovine brain microvessel endothelial cells (BMEC) and the results are listed 

in Table 14. The best result came from analogue 123 which contain a (2R,3R)-TMTI 

isomer. Even so, the relative ability of 123 to pass the bovine blood-brain barrier is not 

increased significantly compared to DPDPE. The ratio of the permeability coefficient of 

123 and that of DPDPE is only 1.16. The BMEC results shown in Table 14 indicated that 

the increase of lipophilicity of [TMTI]DPDPE analogues does not provide an increase in 

membrane permeability. The reason behind this may be (i) the increased lipophilicity may 

still not be high enough to allow the molecule to pass the blood-brain barrier; (ii) the 

enkephalin analogue may actually not be able to pass the blood-brain barrier without an 

active transporter. One fact needs to be taken into account when one tries to increase 

lipophilicity of a molecule as potential pharmaceuticals is that the lipophilicity of the 

molecule does not compromise the solubility of the molecule in an aqueous system. Thus, 

more and more work has been done recently focusing on finding the ways to use the active 

transporter system in the blood-brain barrier. As I mentioned above, the most frequently 

used approach is to synthesize the peptide conjugated to different "carriers" such as protein, 

carbohydrates, lipids, steroids, polyethylene glycol, etc. Since the main topic of this 

dissertation is not focusing on this, these approaches will not be discussed further. 
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CHAPTER 7. CONFORMATIONAL ANALYSES OF THE NEW PEPTIDE 

ANALOGUES AND CONFORMATION-ACTIVITY RELATIONSHIPS 

I. General Methodologies for Conformational Analysis. 

The discovery of endogenous opioid peptide ligands and corresponding opioid 

receptor types and subtypes heralded an intensive search for the molecular mechanisms of 

the ligand-receptor interactions. While these exciting developments were occurring, the 

structural analysis of biomolecules was expanding rapidly its horizon. In the 1960s and 

early 1970s, the structural analysis of biomolecules was dominated by X -ray 

crystallography324 and the foundations of modern structural molecular biology were just 

beginning to be gradually established. The first x-ray crystal structure of enkephalin was 

published by Smith et al. in 1978, three years after its discovery.325 Although the crystal 

structure represents a low energy conformation of a bioactive molecule, and in many cases, 

it may actually represent the bioactive conformation, it should not be the only method to 

describe the conformation of peptides. Since most biologically active peptides exist in 

liquid phase in biological systems, solid phase x-ray crystal structure may not properly 

describe the dynamic and conformational features of peptides in solution, especially for 

short linear peptides. The realization of the importance of the solution conformation of 

peptides began in the late 1960s, mainly through the development of high resolution 

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy.326 Just about same time, circular 

dichroism (CD), Fourier transfer infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR), and Raman spectroscopy 

began to emerge as structural probes of the solution conformation of peptides. As a result 

of these developments, a spectacular advance in our understanding of solution 

conformation of peptides was witnessed in the 1970s and 1980s. 

The occurrence of local symmetry and periodic patterns in the x-ray-derived 

structures of proteins in the late 1950s and 1960s led to the concept that proteins contain 
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ordered domains327 whose biological implications were unknown in the early years of 

structural molecular biology. The above experimental observations provided striking 

support for the discovery of a-helix and ,a-sheets by Pauling and Corey in the early 

1950s.328 However, the rationalization of protein structures began to emerge by the 

theoretical studies of Ramachandran and co-workers in the mid 1960s that introduced the 

concept of limited conformational space about the Ga atoms of each amino acid residue in a 

polypeptide chain.329 The discoveries of Ramachandran and co-workers was fully 

vindicated by the observation that many protein structures, as revealed by x-ray studies, 

could be described in the limited conformational space defined in quantitative terms by a 

Ramachandran map - a two-dimensional (2D) space described by torsional angles, ¢ and 

If/, which defined torsional angles about the N; - G(a); and G(a); - G(CO); bonds linked at the 

Ga atom of each amino acid residue (Figure 1). 

The importance of calculating the stable conformation of pep tides was accomplished 

through concepts derived from theories of intramolecular forces, and these calculations 

were accomplished by early generations of computers. The advent of quantum chemical 

concepts was another milestone in the conformation calculations of peptides.330 

Gradually, the need to incorporate solvent molecules was recognized in the early 1970s. 

However, many of these developments were extremely difficult to implement with the 

"then" generation of computers. The importance of dynamic fluctuations of peptide 

conformation was recognized in the mid-1970s by Karplus et al. 331, who developed a 

methodology for calculating molecular dynamics of peptides. The introduction of faster 

computers, especially CRA Y super computers, facilitated these molecular dynamics 

calculations. 

Unfortunately, while the large peptides and proteins were tackled with much 

success, the methodology, both experimental and theoretical, met with much less success 
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in the case of small linear peptides, such as enkephalins, which exhibited significant 

conformational lability. While this lability was helpful in allowing enkephalins to adopt the 

various presumably different stereochemical requirements of different opiate receptors, they 

manifested rapid molecular tumbling and segmental motion, and because of these 

properties, elucidation of their time average conformation in solution either by 2D NMR 

spectroscopy or molecular dynamics calculation proved very difficult. In the following 

several brief discussions, I will give an overview about each method used in 

conformational analysis for small peptides, especially opioid peptides. 

(1) Circular dichroism. 

Circular dichroism(CD), a descendent of optical rotation dispersion (ORD), is the 

most widely used version of chiral optical spectroscopy. CD has been reviewed 

extensively.332-335 In simple operational terms, CD refers to the differential absorptions of 

right and left handed circularly polarized light when they interact with a chiral medium. 

Chirality is inherent in peptides both by their optical isomerism and the handedness 

resulting from the macromolecular assembly of peptides. The connection between theory 

and experiment in CD rests on the scalar product of two transition dipole moments 

representing the ground and excited states. The transition dipole moment is sensitive to the 

spatial disposition of two peptide units which dictate the conformation of two linked 

peptide units. CD spectra of peptides assuming a-helical, fJ-sheets, fJ-turn, and 

"unordered" conformations have been reported by Manavalan and Johnson.336 While the 

a-helical and fJ-sheets are well established, the fJ-turns have presented difficulties in 

analysis which have been discussed by Woody,335 and his theoretical analysis published in 

1974 serves as one of the few standard references in the literature. Sathyanrayana and 

Applequist have also discussed CD spectrum of f3-turns and their analysis.337 Analysis of 

opioid peptides depends critically on an understanding of fJ-turns CD patterns, since they 

are ubiquitous among the conformations assumed in the solution phase. 
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(2) Fourier-transfer infrared and Raman spectroscopies. 

Ff-IR is based on the principle that IR absorption occurs when the dipole moment 

changes during molecular vibration. This technique also has been reviewed extensively338 

and therefore I will only refer to the literature that specifically discusses the application of 

FT-IR spectroscopy to peptides. There are two subregions of interest in the IR spectra. 

These are the 1600 to 1700 cm- I , amide I, and 1500 to 1600 cm- I , amide II regions, which 

occur in the mid-IR region of IR spectra of peptides. Occasionally, the amide II region 

between 1200 to 1300 cm- I may contain bands of conformational significance in the IR 

spectra of peptides. The amide I bands consist of carbonyl stretching with a minor 

contribution from NH in-plane bending, and these have been of most interest for an 

analysis of conformations. Little is known about the conformational sensitivity of amide II 

bands. In the IR spectra, amide III bands, consisting of C(a)i - C(CD)i and C(CD)i - Ni+! 

bond stretchings with a minor contribution from NH in-plane bending, have been analyzed 

carefully. The range of frequencies observed for a-helical, f3-sheet, and f3-turns structures 

are available.339 Recent advances in FT-IR spectroscopy have made possible the 

resolution of overlapping bands,340 and digital subtraction of either aqueous or buffer 

background. These two advances have now placed Ff-IR spectroscopy in the forefront of 

structural analysis. With the accumulating information on peptides and proteins, 

quantitative estimation of substructures has become a reality. Krimm and Bandekar have 

written a comprehensive review of the application of vibrational spectroscopy to peptide 

conformation.341 a-Helical, f3-sheet, and f3-turns vibrational frequencies, which occur in 

the IR spectra of peptides, have been investigated by normal mode coordinate analysis by 

the same authors.342 FT-IR spectroscopy also was applied to enkephalins,343.344 

dermorphin,345 and dynorphin.346 

Raman spectroscopy differs from IR spectroscopy in its fundamental mechanisms. 

The Raman effect is manifested principally through induced dipole moment when the 
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incident light excites a molecular system. Historically, Garfinkel and Edsa1l347 were the 

first to apply Raman spectroscopy, using Hg arc lamps as the excitation source to peptides. 

Subsequently, lasers were introduced by Lord and co-workers in the late 1960s.348 The 

introduction of lasers as the excitation source in Raman spectroscopy has transformed this 

technique into a powerful probe of the macro- and microconformations of peptides in 

aqueous solutions. Since then, Raman spectroscopy has been extensively applied to 

investigate conformations of peptides in aqueous and nonaqueous solutions.349.350 

Although the peptide moiety has several vibration modes, the amide I and II modes have 

relatively high intensity, and have been shown to be conformationally sensitive. Hence 

they lend themselves as powerful probes of the conformation. The digital subtraction of 

water background and the Fourier self-deconvolution procedure to separate complex 

overlapping bundles of bands, especially in the amide I and III regions, arising from 

multiple conformational states, have, as in the case of FT -IR spectroscopy enhanced the 

utility of Raman spectroscopy. 35] In the range of the amide I (1700-1630 cm-]) and III 

(1320-1200 cm-]) frequencies350 where are observed for a-helix, /3-sheet, and /3-turn, 

generally, a-helical structures manifest low amide I frequencies (1655-1645 cm-]), 

whereas f3-sheet structures exhibit high amide I frequencies (1680-1665 cm-]). In contrast, 

the reverse situation prevails from the amide III frequencies. The range of amide I and III 

frequencies generally applicable to the Raman spectra of opioid peptides also was 

reported.34 ],352,353 However, there are only a few reports on utilization of Raman and 

FT-IR techniques to study the conformation of enkephalins. 

(3) Fluorescence spectroscopy. 

Fluorescence spectroscopy has been qualitatively utilized to monitor the 

environment of chromophoric aromatic residues present in all opioid peptides. In many 

peptides, fluorescence is dominated by tryptophan, since it has a significantly larger 
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quantum yield than tyrosine and phenylalanine. Quenching of tryptophan fluorescence in 

polypeptides is generally interpreted as a change in its environment. In addition, the 

tyrosine fluorescence is usually quenched by any tryptophan because of energy transfer 

effects. According to Forster's equation, the efficiency, E, of excitation energy transfer 

from donor (Tyr) to an acceptor (Trp) is related to intermolecular donor-acceptor 

distance.354 The above phenomenon was utilized by SchiIIer355 to demonstrate that Tyrl 

and Trpl4 in dynorphin A (1-17) are at least 20 A apart. Recently, fluorescence 

spectroscopy has been utilized to monitor induction of a-helical structures in dynorphin A 

(1-17) after incorporation into liposomes.356 

(4) Two-dimensional (2D) and multi-dimensional NMR spectroscopy. 

2D NMR spectroscopy is the single most powerful method today in structural 

molecular biology.357 It has added an important dimension to the conventional one

dimensional (lD) NMR spectroscopy. An excellent discussion of ID IH-NMR 

spectroscopy may be found in a number oftextbooks.358,359 Basically, a normal ID NMR 

experiment provides information on the chemical shifts, 0, and spin-spin coupling 

constants, J, of the individual resonances in the spectrum. Additional information about 

through-bond scalar connectivities or through-space dipolar connectivities between 

individual spins may be obtained by double or multiple irradiation experiments. Taken 

together, the above parameters and experiments provide the basis for resonance 

assignments and conformational studies in peptides. 2D NMR spectroscopy complements 

rather than displaces x-ray crystallography, because it is applied to solutions and therefore 

can be used for compounds that do not afford single crystals that diffract x-rays. 

Selective irradiation of a particular resonance line with a radiofrequency field and 

observation of the resulting effects in the rest of the spectrum, as is done in a ID (NOE) 

experiment of spin-coupling procedure to tag spin-spin coupled protons, is laborious for a 

complex peptide, and this would involve numerous experiments to establish proton 
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connectivities in a peptide. These limitations are overcome in a 2D NMR experiment; the 

free induction decay (FID) is recorded during the detection period, t2, after the observation 

pulse. For example, in a 2D correlated spectroscopy (COSY) experiment, another 

nonselective/selective radiofrequency pulse is applied prior to the observation pulse. The 

influence of the first pulse on the FID recording during t2 depends on the evolution period, 

t), between the two pulses. A second time domain can be created by repeating the same 

experiments by incrementing t). For each incremental value of t), a FID recorded vs. t2 is 

stored, and a matrix S(t), t2) is obtained. A 2D Fourier transform of S(t), t2) give rise to 

the desired 2D frequency spectrum, S(oo), (02). In a COSY spectrum, chemical shift 

information is contained on the x and y axes. Scalar coupling connectivities between spins 

are observed as cross-peaks. Therefore, in principle, scalar connectivities between all 

spins can be established in a single COSY experiment. 

Development of 2D nuclear Overhauser effect spectroscopy (NOSEY) proceeds in a 

manner similar to 2D COSY experiment. NOSEY cross-peaks correspond to spatially 

close protons which assist the determination of through-space connectivities.360 Therefore 

in a single NOSEY experiment, one should, in principle, obtain an entire· set of proton 

connectivities in space, which is related in a complex manner to the conformation of a 

peptide. A typical experimental scheme for 2D NMR spectroscopy is shown in Figure 23. 

A 2D NMR experiment consists of four steps: preparation, evolution, mixing, and 

detection periods. The preparation period consists of a delay time during which thermal 

equilibrium is attained. This is then followed by one or more radiofrequency pulses which 

accomplish coherence among like or unlike spins. During the evolution period, the 

coherence evolves, and at the end the system assumes a specified state depending on the 

elapsed time, t). During the mixing period, coherence is transferred between spins. The 

final phase is the detection period. 

Different secondary structures, a-helix, parallel and antiparaIlel ,B-sheet structures, 
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Figure 23. Pulse sequence for IH COSY and NOESY experiemnts 

and fJ-turns, are now known to give rise to characteristic NOE patterns.361 For short-

chain-length opioid peptides, NOE patterns reflect a mixture of secondary structural 

patterns, whereas large polypeptides like {3-endorphin manifest helical patterns due to their 

dominant helix-forming potential. Recently, NMR experiments have been extended to a 

third dimension by combining two 2D NMR experiments, leaving out the detection period 

of the first experiment and the preparation period of the second experiment. The 

coordinates of a peak in a 3D space are described by the chemical shifts of three spins, i,j, 

and k. In this manner, the information content of a 3D NMR experiment and a suitable 

representation of the results are greatly enhanced. A recent study of a 46-residue 

polypeptide, alpha I-purothionin, utilizing the above concept was reported by Oschkinat et 

al..362 

The enkephalin conformation in solution has been the subject of intensive 
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investigation by NMR spectroscopy since mid-1970s. Schiller has reviewed the 

conformational studies on enkephalins that have been reported in the literature up to 

1984.363 More recently, Szekely and Ramabaran has also reviewed the conformational 

studies of enkephalins, dermorphin, dynorphin A, morphiceptin (Tyr-Pro-Phe-Pro-NH2)~ 

and ,B-endorphin.364 Although there are numerous reports of NMR studies of enkephalins, 

no single conformation among those that have been suggested has been accepted by all 

investigators. Thus, the conclusion reached was that enkephalins existed in a 

conformational equilibrium involving folded and unfolded structures as well as a dimeric 

anti parallel ,B-sheet structure.365-371 After the first report of a conformationally restricted 

enkephalin analogue, Tyr-c[D-Cys-Gly-Phe-L-Cys]-OH,372 the problem in studying 

solution conformation of cyclic enkephalin analogues has been reduced due to their more 

constrained structures. DPDPE is among the earliest cyclic en kephalin analogues and one 

of the most O-selective and potent ligand. There are several 2D NMR studies reported both 

from our group and from other laboratories, and from these studies, the authors proposed a 

possible bioactive conformation of DPDPE.373,374 2D NMR techniques also were lIsed to 

propose the membrane-bound conformation of DPDPE and its linear counterpart.375 The 

solution conformations of several DPDPE analogues such as [p-CI-Phe4]DPDPE376 and 

[,B-MePhe4] DPDPEs 72,377 also were examined by 2D NMR techniques. The major tool 

used for determining the solution conformations of linear deltorphins also was 2D NMR 

techniques.378-384 Due to its linear character, like enkephalin, the solution conformations 

of deltorphins also exist in an equilibrium. 

(5) X-ray crystallography. 

X-ray diffraction is one of the oldest physical methods which has yielded the 

secondary structures of numerous proteins as well as small and large peptides.324 Both 

theoretical background of x-ray crystallography and its application for the elucidation of 

three dimensional structure of peptides transcend the boundaries of peptide chemistry. 385-
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387 Here, I will merely comment on the scope and significance of the method. At present 

no other experimental approach provides such detailed and exact information about the 

spatial arrangement of atoms in the molecule of a peptide as the solution of single crystal x

ray diffraction patterns. A surprisingly large number of peptides (the vast majority) have 

failed to crystallize so far. This might be due to the conformational freedom which, in spite 

of intramolecular interactions, can still be found in most small peptides. Proteins show a 

greater tendency for crystallization, probably because numerous intramolecular forces 

contribute to a well-defined architecture. Thus, a globular protein can become a building 

component of a crystal lattice without undergoing a major conformational change. This is 

not true for certain pep tides which may exhibit substantially different geometries in solution 

and in the solid state. In several instances conformation of peptides emerged with such 

detail and clarity that it seemed that x-ray crystallography is the last word in conformational 

analysis for peptides. In reality, however, the alternative methods retain much of their 

value. Since the geometry of a peptide in the crystal is usually affected by packing forces 

that can compromise or modify intermolecular interactions such as hydrogen bondings, 

dipole-dipole interactions, hydrophobic bonds or ion-pair formation, the conformational 

changes that take place during crystallization can be quite drastic. It is not unprecedented to 

find two or more different geometries in the crystalline forms of the same peptide or even 

within the same crystal. Hence, it seems to be mandatory to examine the general validity of 

the structure as determined through the application of alternative methods, mainly CD 

spectra and 2D NMR spectroscopy. There are more than ten x-ray crystallographic studies 

of enkephalins since 1975.325,388-394 Recently, the crystal structure of DPDPE395 and its 

analogue [L.-Ala3]DPDPE396 have been determined with the collaboration of our 

laboratory. It was found there are three slightly different conformers of DPDPE within one 

unit-cell. The crystal structure of a cyclic deltorphin analogue also was determined by 
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Mosberg et al.. 397 

(6) Molecular modeling of peptide conformations. 

Conformation of a peptide, as discussed earlier (Figure 1), can be described in 

terms of the Ramachandran angles, <p and If/for the peptide backbone, and a set of torsional 

angles, Xi' which describe the orientation of side chain groups. The peptide bond moiety, 

CO-NH, is generally assumed to remain in a trans, planar conformation. Distortion of the 

planarity of the peptides unit is described by the torsional angle, ro, there is usually minor 

deviations from ro= 180° around the C-N bond. Bond length and bond angles in a peptide 

are constrained within the prescribed values from the sp2, sp3 hybridization states of 

carbon atoms, and similar constraints for N, 0, and H atoms. With the above reasonable 

assumptions, it is possible to associate an energy value with every conformational state, 

and this energy value becomes a function of (<p, If/, Xi)' which in turn can assume a wide 

range of values, within the allowed regions of a Ramachandran map. In molecular 

mechanical evaluation of E (<p, If/, Xi)' the total energy of a conformational state is assumed 

to be a sum: 

E = Eb + Eo + Et/l + Ew + Evan dcr Waals + Eclcctrostatic + Ehydrogcn + ECr + Ecy 

The above equation is also the total energy term in the popularly used molecular mechanics 

program, CHARM, developed by the Karplus group.398 Ramachandran angles (<p, If/, Xi) 

are varied over a range of allowed conformations, selected for each amino acid residue 

type. From early protein structure studies, it was evident that side chain dihedral angles 

tend to cluster around particular values of Xi> for example, for tetrahedral carbons, around 

XI = -60°, ± 180°, and + 60°, namely gauche (-), trans, and gauche (+) rota mer, 

respecti vely. 399 The rather narrow range of Xi values reduces the complexity of 

calculations. A description of energy terms occurring in the above equation is presented 

below: 
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Eb = bond stretching term evaluated from force constants of stretching and departure 

from equilibrium bond lengths. 

Ee = bond angle deformation term which is also evaluated from force constants and 

departure from equilibrium bond angles. 

EI/J = torsion energy term which is a four-atom term based on the dihedral angle about 

an axis defined by the middle pair of atoms. 

Em = improper torsional term built to maintain chirality about a tetrahedral extended 

heavy atom and to maintain planarity about certain planar atoms such as carbonyl 

carbon. 

Evan dcr Waals = noncovalent bonded interactions. 

Eclcctrostatjc = extended electrostatic term which is calculated from Coulomb's law (qj, q/E, 

rjj)' where qj, qj are the residual electronic charges on interacting atoms, i andj, 

where are rij A apart embedded in a medium whose dielectric constant is E. 

Ehydrogcn = involving the three atoms, such as N-H .... ·O, that participate in hydrogen 

bonding. 

Ecr = atom harmonic term to minimize large displacement of atoms. 

Eey = dihedral constraints to preserve local terms. 

It should be stressed here that the conclusion about the conformations of amino acid side 

chains drawn from the conformational studies of proteins which have more defined 

structures may not fit into the situation for small peptides, this is the major reason for this 

study to design and incorporate topographically constrained amino acids into small 

bioactive peptides to probe the bioactive conformation of these peptides. 

The total energy term E can be minimized, which enables an adjustment of 

coordinates of the system to lower the energy which rests on the basic principle of 

conservation of energy of a molecular system. Energy minimization is accomplished by 
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three different algorithms, steepest descent (SD), conjugate gradient (CG), and Newton

Raphson, which differ in step size for displacement of atoms. There are several other 

popularly used programs that have been developed on the same basis, such as 

MacroModel,400 Sybyl,401 Discover.402 Molecular mechanics calculations have been 

frequently applied to the calculation of molecular conformations of opioid peptides, and 

these applications include the calculation of enkephalin and analogues. Almost every 

conformational study of DPDPE or its analogues and of deltorphins utilized the molecular 

mechanics calculation ether in combination of 2D NMR techniques or x-ray crystal 

structure.373-377,381-384,395 In addition to the above studies, there are also several studies 

using pure molecular mechanics calculation to predict bioactive conformations of 0-

selective peptide ligands.403-406 

Another important technique that has been very valuable in predicting the 

conformations of small peptides is called molecular dynamic simulations (MDS).407.408 

This is based on realization that peptide structures are dynamic. All the available software 

packages mentioned above have the ability to carry out molecular dynamic simulations. 

This technique can provide us the conformations of peptides with diverse geometries and 

with corresponding energies to each individual conformers. Especially for the 

conformational analysis of linear peptides, it is especially useful, since 2D NMR techniques 

and other methods usually do not work very we11.407-4JO Molecular dynamics simulations 

of opioid peptides become even more relevant when one considers the docking of such 

ligands to the receptor binding site. Although very few applications of molecular dynamics 

to opioid peptides have been reported, molecular dynamic simulation probably is the most 

powerful structural probe presently available as a.supplement to 2D NMR spectroscopy. 

II. 2D NMR Analysis of [TMTI ]-Peptide Analogues. 

To find out what is the consequence of topographical constraints to the 

conformations of DPDPE and DELT I, and to further examine the desired topographical 
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Figure 24. Pulse sequence for zj-TOCSY experiemnt. 

requirements for S.selective opioid agonists for recognizing the 80pioid receptor type and 

subtypes. This requires conformational analysis of the peptide 119-128. This goal was 

achieved using a combination of 2D NMR studies, x-ray crystal structures, and molecular 

modeling. 

We started with a series of 2D NMR experiments on each [TMTI ]-Peptide 

analogue. Some of the major techniques utilized in this research were developed by Dr. 

Katalin E. Kover and Prof. Victor J. Hruby. z-Filtered total correlation spectroscopy (zf

TOCSY) was used to assign all the proton peaks and to measure homonuclear vicinal and 

geminal coupling constants.411-414 zf-TOCSY is possible via one- and two dimensional 

techniques to correlate all spins within a coupling network, i.e., in a 2D TOCSY 

experiment cross peaks in principle can be observed between all pairs of spins in a coupling 

network, regardless of the coupling topology. TOCSY is expected to be more sensitive 

than the standard 2D homonuclear correlation techniques like COSY due to the 

characteristics of the net in-phase coherence transfer. Such experiments can also provide 

remote spin-spin correlations simply by increasing the mixing time. Since in the most 

straightforward implementations of TOCSY technique, phase anomalies may greatly 



Table 15. 11-1 Chemical shifts (8 in ppm) and coupling constants (J in Hz) for [TMTI ]DPDPE analogues (T=305 K, DMSO-d6). 

ncsilluc NH Ba HJJ By 

121 122 123 124 121 122 123 124 121 122 123 124 121 122 123 

N/A 4.17 4.41 4.53 4.30 3.28 3.57 3.32 3.49 1.15 1.25 1.12 

TMT* N/A 1 llli = lap = lllP = 1 lIP = lpy= lpy= lpy= 

N/A I n.1 11.3 11.4 11.1 7.1 7.0± 7.4 

N/A 0.3 

8.67 8.08 8.99 7.52 4.57 4.34 4.63 4.12 No Hp No Hp 1.50 1.01 1.50 

!2-Pcn2 
lNlla = lNII.= lNII.= lNII" = NoHp 1.26 0.46 1.33 

~~- 9.0 8.9 8.9 NoHl! 

8.51 8.45 8.54 8.15 4.33 (a) 4.34 (a) 4.43 (a) 4.23 (a) NoHp NoHy 

lNII .. = lNII .. = lNII .. = lNII .. = 3.27(cx' 3.18(a') 3.21Ccx' 3.07(a') No 11/1 NOll y 

GlyJ 9.3 Y.n 9.1 8.4 ) laa'= ) lua'= NoHJl Noll y 

lNII". = lNII .. < lNH., = lNII., = lau' = 14.6 laa'= 14.5 No Hp 

2.6 I 3.0 3.3 14.6 14.9 -----. 

8.77 8.n 8.78 8.69 4.30 4.28 4.32 4.28 3.09 ({J) 3.07 ({J) 3.09 (/3) 3.09 ((J) NoHy 

lNII .. = lNII" = lNII.= lNII .. = lull = lllfJ = lull = llll' = 2.84({J') 2.79({J') 2.84({J' ) 2.83({J') NoHy 

I'IIc4 7.6 8.1 7.8 7.8 3.8 4.0 4.2 3.8 lW = lJljr = lJlJf = lJl/f = No Ily 

1 up' = llllf = lajf= lujf= 14.3 14.3 14.2 14.1 

11.3 10.9 10.7 10.9 

7.28 7.2n 7.26 7.28 4.32 4.26 4.38 4.32 No 11)1 No HJl 1.37 1.30 1.38 

!2-PenS lNII .. = lNII. = lNII. = lNII. = No HfJ 1.31 1.24 1.33 

8.6 8.0 8.5 8.5 No Hfi 

* -the chemical shifts and coupling constants arc dcpdenl of individual isomers ofTMT. 121 - [(2S, 3S)-TMTI]DPf)PE; 122 - f(2S, 3R)

TMTI]DPDPE; 123 - f(2/?, 3R)-TMTI )DPDPE; 124 - [(2N, 3S)-TMTI )DPDPE. 
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Tablc 16. 11-1 Chcmical shifts (8 in ppm) and coupling constants (J in Hz) for [TMTI]DELT I analogues (T=305 K, DMSO-cl6 ). 

~-----

nc!siliuc NI-I Ha Hp lIy 

125 126 127 128 125 126 127 128 125 126 127 128 125 126 

N/A N/A 4.19 4.06 4.17 4.08 3.31 3.51 3.29 3.53 1.09 1.28 

TMT* N/A lap = lap = lap = lap = lpy= lpy= 

--- f'iL!L 11.3 11.1 10.8 11.1 7.3 7.4 

8.95 7.66 8.86 7.82 4.53 4.11 4.41 4.1l6 0.92 0.22 0.96 o.n NoHy 

n-Ala2 lNII .. = lNII. = lNllu = lNllu = lall= lap = lap = lap = No Hy 

--- ],9 __ JW 7.8 7.6 7.1l 6.8 7.2 6.8 

8.44 8.28 8.27 8.0n 4.64 4.54 4.67 4.57 3.06 (fJ) 2.99 (fJ) 3.08 (fJ) 3.0 I (fJ> NoHy 

lNllu = lNII. = lNllu = lNII. = lap = lap = lap = lap = 2.68(fJ') 2.60(fJ') 2.75(fJ') 2.62(fJ') NoHy 

Phe3 8.9 8.7 8.8 8.8 2.8 2.9 3.7 3_6 lp{J = 1 P{J = lp{J = 1 P{J = 

la{J= la{J= laJI= la{J= 13.7 13.4 13.8 13.9 

11.4 11.8 11.4 10.8 

!I.59 !l.58 8.51 8.53 4.61 4.59 4.65 4.67 2.69 (fJ) 2.69 (fJ) 2.73 (fJ) 2.75 (fJ) No By 

lNlJu = lNII. = lNII. = lNH. = lap = lap = lap = lap = 2.51CfJ') 2.49(fJ') 2.53(fJ') 2.57(fJ') NoHy 

Asp4 7.6 7.7 7.7 7.6 5,4 5.3 6.1 6.0 lp{J = lp{J = lp{J = lp{J= 

l"JI = la{J= laJI = llllf = 16.9 16.8 16.6 16.7 

8.6 8.7 7.5 7.1 ---
7.66 7.64 7.63 7.62 4.24 4.24 4.26 4.27 1.99 1.98 1.98 1.99 0.81 O.SO 

ValS lNII .. = JNII .. = JNllu = lNII .. = J"II= JIlP = 1"11= JIlII = Jlly= Jlly= 

!l.6 8.7 8.9 8.8 6.4 6.2 6.4 6.2 6.8 7.0 

127 

1.10 

lpy= 

7.3 

NoH}: 

NoHy 

NoHy 

0.84 (n 

0.8I(y') 

lpy= 

7.5 

Jp'l = 

6.7 
----

128 

1.26 

lpy= 

7.3 

NoHy 

NoHy 

NnHy 

0.84 (n 
0.81 (1') 

Jpy= 

7.0 

lp'l = 

6.!! tv 
o ...... 



7.86 7.85 7.85 7.87 4.10 4.09 4.09 4.10 1.97 1.96 1.94 1.99 0.85 0.84 0.85 

Villi> JNII. = JNllu = JNllu = JNllu = JaP = JaIl = JufJ = JaP = JfJy= JfJy= Jlly= 

!l.5 !l.3 8.1 8.2 6.!l 6.6 7.2 6.6 6.7 7.3 7.0 --
8.04 8.02 8.02 8.02 3.66 (a) 3.65 (a) 3.65 (a) 3.67 (a) No Hp NoHy 

JNllu = JNJI. = JNII. = JNII. = 3.60(a') 3.59(a' 3.65(a') 3.59(a' No Hp NoHy 

GIy1 5.7 5.7 5.8 5.8 Jaa, = ) Jaa·= ) No Hp NoHy 

JNII ... = JNJI ... = JNII ... = JNII ... = Hi.5 J,m' = 16.7 Jm.-= NllllfJ 

5.7 5.7 5.8 5.7 16.4 16.7 

'" - the chemical shifts and coupling constants are depdent of individual isomers ofTMT. 125 - [(2S, 3S)-TMTI ]DELT I; 126 - [(2S, 3R)

TMTI]DELT I; 127 - [(2R, 3R)-TMTI]DELT I; 128 - [(2R, 3S)-TMTI]DELT I. 

0.86 

Jpy= 

7.0 

NoHy 

tv 
o 
tv 
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Itlll~mllt21 

PREPARATION II EVOLUTION II MIXING II DETECTION I 

(a) 
90° ~m 

_ROESY_I==-_tl _.I~I_I_I_I_U 

(b) 

90° 

_R_O_E_SY ________ I===== __ tl ______ II .... (C.W .. )x ...... 

Figure 25. (a) Pulse sequence for 2D ROESY. The spin lock is achieved with a train of 
hard pulses with small flip-angles to suppress J cross peaks. (b) The same 
as in (a) where the spin-lock is performed with a low-power cw field. 

degrade the quality of the spectra, by applying z-filtration, these phase anomalies can be 

eliminated. z-Filtration also allows optimum positioning of the radiofrequency irradiation 

during mixing period and greatly facilitates the performance of TOCSY experiment on most 

spectrometers (Figure 24).412 The results including all chemical shift assignments and H

H homonuclear coupling constants are given in Tables 15 and 16. The coupling constants 

JHaHfJ also were used to calculate the side chain rotamer populations (for details see the 

Experimental Chapter). 

A dipolar correlated rotation-frame Overhauser enhancement spectroscopy 

(ROESy)415-419 was used to detect the homonuc1ear connective and medium or long range 
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Table 17. Observed NOE correlations of [TMTI]DPDPE analogues (T = 305 K, DMSO

d6)· 

Residue Specific Connections Strength ofNOE 

From To 121 122 123 124 

Ha HfJ(TMT1) I vw I I 

Hy(TMTI) I I m m 

TMT* Ar- CH3 I I w m 

HfJ Ar - CH3 (TMTI) m I m-w m 

Hy (-CH3• TMTI) m I m s-m 

Ar-CH3 Hi (-CH3• proS. Il-Pen2) m I I I 

NH Ha(TMTI) I w s s 

Ham-Pen2) I vw w m 

HfJ(TMT1) I I I w 

Hy (TMTI) I I w I 

Il-Pen2 Hy (-CH3• proR. D-Pen2) I w w I 

Hi (-CH3• proS. Il-Pen2) I I vw m-w 

Ar - CH3 (TMTI) I I I vw 

Ha Hy (TMTI) I I vw I 

Hy (-CH3• proR. D-Pen2) m w m-w m 

Hy' (-CH3• proS. D-Pen2) m w m-w m 

NH Ham-Pen2) s m s-m s 

Gly3 Ha' (proR. Gly3) w w s-m s-m 

Hy (proR. Il-Pen2) w w w m 
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Table 17 (continued). Observed NOE correlations of [TMTI]DPDPE analogues (T = 305 

K, DMSO - d6). 

Residue Specific Connections StrenRth ofNOE 

From To 121 122 123 124 

Gly3 NH NH ill-Pen2) / / / vw 

Ha Ha' (Gly3) s s s s 

NH Ha (proS, Gly3) m m-w s s 

Ha (Phe4) m w m s 

Hf3 (proS, Phe4
) / / vw / 

Phe4 Hf3' (proR, Phe4
) w w s s 

NH ill-Pen5) w m-w m s-m 

Ha Hf3 (proS, Phe4) s m s s 

Hf3' (proR, Phe4) w / w m-w 

Ar-H Ha (Phe4) m-w / / / 

NH Ha (Phe4) w m m s 

Haill-Pen5) m-w m w s 

Hf3 (proS, Phe4) I / I m 

Hy (-CH3, proS, D.-Pen5) m m (and y) w m 

D-Pen5 Hy' (-CH3, proR, D.-Pen5) I I w m-w 

NH (Phe4) w m-w m s-m 

Ha Hy (-CH3, proR, D-Pen2) I / vw I 

Hy (-CH3, proS, D-Pen5) s-m m or m m 

Hy' (-CH3, proR, D-Pen5) m m m m 

* -TMT isomers are different in each individual DPDPE analogues. s - Strong (1.8 -2.5 

A); m - medium (1.8 - 3.5 A); w - weak (1.8 - 4.5 A); vw - very weak (1.8 - 6.0 A). 
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correlations of nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE). This technique (Figure 25) is close to but 

a more advanced technique than NOESY,420.421 and may provide more information about 

the spatial connections between protons. This technique has great potential for studies of 

small molecules such as peptides and oligonucleotides because it avoids the problems 

inherent to conventional, transient NOE experiment when the molecular fragment of interest 

is not in the slow motion limit. Under conditions used for the rotating frame cross

relaxation experiments, magnetization transfer between scalar coupled spins also occurs, 

leading to so called J cross-peaks. Although NOE and J cross-peaks in the 2D rotating

frame experiment can be differentiated by their relative sign with respect to the diagonal 

peaks, it is very desirable to suppress J cross-peak contributions, because transfer via 

scalar coupling can be fast in comparison to transfer via dipolar cross-relaxation. An 

incomplete suppression of the J cross-peak contribution may invalidate the relation between 

initial build-up rate and internuclear distance. This potential problem also was under 

consideration in our studies and was suppressed by mixing with relatively weak off

resonance continuous wave irradiation41S to leave pure NOE cross-peaks in the spectra. 

The suppression also can be achieved by mixing with a fast sequence of small flip-angle 

pulses41S or an even more sophisticated way with highly compensated composite npulses, 

such as MLEV-17.422 All the observed NOEs are listed in Tables 17 and 18 with 

corresponding strength and proposed distances between nuclei. These NOEs are also used 

to confirm the I H chemical shift assignments and are important parameters for computer

assisted modeling. 

Heteronuclear quantum relay spectroscopy (HSQC) was used in combination with 

if-TOCSY to determine the carbon chemical shifts of each peptide analogue. The full name 

of this technique is called z-filtered carbon-coupled heteronuclear single quantum relayed

coherence experiment (HSQC-TOCSy).423,424 This technique (Figure 26) also enabled us 

to measure the long-range heteronuclear (carbon-hydrogen) coupling constants which are 
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Table 18. Observed NOE correlations of [TMTI]DELT I Analogues (T = 305 K, DMSO

d6)· 

Residue Specific Connections Strength of NOE 

From To 125 126 127 128 

Ha Hp(TMTI) w I I I 

Hy(TMTI) m m w w 

TMT* Ar-CH3 (TMTI) m-w m m-w m 

Hp Hy(TMTI) m-w m m-w s-m 

Ar-CH3 (TMTI) m-w m-w m m 

Hy Ar-CH3 (TMTI) m-w m-w w m 

NH Ha(TMTI) s m s s 

Ham-Ala2) w m-w m s-m 

n-Ala2 Hp(TMTI) I w I vw 

Hp (-CH3• n-Ala2) w m-w w w 

Hy(TMTI) w I w I 

Ha Hpm-Ala2) m s m m 

NH Ham-Ala2) s s s s 

Ha (Phe3) m-w m-w m w 

Hp (-CH3• n-Ala2) w w w w 

Phe3 Hp (pro - • Phe3) I I vw I 

HjJ' (pro - • Phe3) s-m m s-m m 

Ar-H (Phe3) w w I m-w 

NH - Asp4 I I I vw 
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Table 18. Observed NOE correlations of [TMTI]DELT I Analogues (T = 305 K, DMSO

d6), (continued, part 1). 

Residue Specific Connections Strength of NOE 

From To 125 126 127 128 

Ha Hp (Phe3) m s m m 

HfJ' (Phe3) w I I vw 

Phe3 Ar-H Ha (Phe3) m m m m 

Hp (Phe3) m m-w m m-w 

Hp' (Phe3) m-w m m m-w 

Hpm-Ala2
) w I w w 

Hp (TMT') I I I vw 

NH Ha (Phe3) s s s s 

Ha(Asp4) w w s w 

Hp (Phe3) w w m-w w 

Hp(Asp4) vw vw m-w vw 

Asp4 HfJ' (Asp4) m-w w m m-w 

NH (Phe3) w I vw I 

NH (VaI5) w w w w 

Ha Hp(Asp4) m m m m 

HfJ' (Asp4) w w m m 

Hy (VaI5) I vw I I 

Val5 NH Ha(Asp4) s-m m s s 

Ha (VaI5) m-w m-w w m-w 
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Table 18. Observed NOE correlations of [TMTI]DELT I Analogues (T = 305 K, DMSO

d6), (continued, part 2). 

Residue Specific Connections Strength of NOE 

From To 125 126 127 128 

NH Hp (VaI5) w w m w 

Val5 Hy(VaI5) w m-w m (}') m-w 

Ha Hp (VaI5) m s-m s m 

Hy(VaI5) m-w s-m m-w (}') m 

NH Ha (VaI5) s-m m s-m s 

Ha(VaI6) w w m-w w 

Hp (VaI6) m-w m m m 

Val6 Hy(VaI6) w m-w w m 

NH (VaI5) m-w I m-w I 

Ha Hp (VaI6) m s-m s m 

Hy(VaI6) w s-m m-w m 

NH Ha(VaI6) I m m s 

Haand Ha' (Gly7) I m s-m (0:) s-m 

Hp (VaI6) vw w w vw 

Gly7 Hy(VaI5) w I I I 

Hy(VaI6) w w w w 

Hy (-CH3• U-Ala2) w I I I 

NH - Val6 I I w I 

* -TMT isomers are different in each individual DELT I analogues. s - Strong (1.8 -2.5 

A); m - medium (1.8 - 3.5 A); w - weak (1.8 - 4.5 A); vw - very weak (1.8 - 6.0 A). 
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(a) 
It'-II~m-llt2 I 

PREPARATION II EVOLUTION II MIXING II DETECTION I 

45° 180° 45° 180° 90° 90° 

_IH _I~I~~IJ MLEV-1711~1 
TANGO 

180° 90° 1800 90° 

_J3C __ 1_1_1_1 __ 

(b) 

~--tl---i·1 ~-'l'm -+- t2 ~ 
I EVOLUTION II MIXING I DETECTION I 

90° 180° 90° 180° 90° 180° 

~I TI21T12 (SLx) 1 __ 1 __ 1 T121T12 (SLx) I MLEV-17I 

1800 900 90° 180° 

_J3C ___ I __ I _____ I_I ______ WALTZ-Dec. 

INEPT Refocusing 

Figure 26. (a) Pulse sequences for If HMQC-TOCSY experiemnt. (b) Pulse 
sequences for HSQC-TOCSY experiment. 



Table 19. J3C Chemical shifts (0 in ppm) of [TMTI]DPDPE analogues (T = 305 k, DMSO-d6). 

Peptide Residue Carbon Atoms 

Ca CfJ Cr Caromalic 

[(2S,3S)-TMTI]DPDPE (121) (2S,3S)-TMTI 59.6 37.0 16.8 115.4,117.4 

Q-Pen2 59.1 N/A 26.4, 27.9 no Caromalic 

Gly3 41.9 no CfJ noCr no Caromalic 

Phe4 56.2 36.5 no Cy 126.4, 128.9 

Q-Pen5 62.1 N/A 26.0,27.7 no Caromalic 

[(2S,3R)-TMTI]DPDPE (122) (2S,3R)-TMTI 55.4 35.5 15.6 (2.3 ± 0.3) 115.4, 116.6 

Q-Pen2 58.4 N/A 24.0,27.2 no Caromalic 

Gly3 41.7 no CfJ noCr no Caromalic 

Phe4 55.9 36.3 no Cr 126.2, 128.4 

D-Pen5 62.1 N/A 25.2, 27.2 no Caromalic 

'------ --- ------------ --- - ---_ .. -- -- --- -- ---

The chemical shifts of 2',6'-dimethyl carbons of (2S,3S)-TMTI in 121 are 21.3, 21.5 ppm. The chemical shifts 2',6'-dimethyl 

carbons of (2S,3R)-TMTI in 122 are 21.3 ppm. The long-range proton-carbon coupling constants JHaCy (Hz) of TMTI isomers 

are given in parentheses. 
tv .... .... 



Table 19 (continued). I3C Chemical shifts (0 in ppm) of [TMTI]DPDPE analogues (T = 305 k, DMSO-d6). 

Peptide Residue Carbon Atoms 

Ca CfJ Cr Caromatic 

[(2R,3R)-TMTI ]DPDPE .(123) (2R,3R)-TMT I 54.2 35.9 15.9 115.2, 117.0 

D-Pen2 59.1 N/A 25.3, 27.8 no Caromatic 

Gly3 41.8 no CfJ noCr no Caromatic 

Phe4 55.8 36.2 noCr 126.0-129.0 

D-Pen5 61.6 N/A 25.3, 27.1 no Caromatic 

[(2R,3S)-TMTI ]DPDPE (124) (2R,3S)-TMTI 55.5 35.2 15.4 114.4, 116.2 

.!2-Pen2 58.0 N/A 25.0, 27.1 no Caromatic 

Gly3 41.3 no CfJ noCr no Caromatic 

Phe4 61.6 35.7 noCr 125.9. 127.9. 128.4 

.!2-Pen5 55.5 N/A 25.0,26.8 no Caromatic 

The chemical shifts of 2',6'-dimethyl carbons of (2R,3R)-TMTI in 123 are 21.0 ppm. The chemical shifts 2',6'-dimethyl 

carbons of (2R,3S)-TMTI in 124 are 20.7, 21.0 ppm. 
tv -tv 



Table 20. l3C Chemical shifts (Din ppm) of [TMTI]DELT I analogues (T = 305 k, DMSO-d6). 

Peptide Residue Carbon Atoms 

Ca CfJ Cy Caromatic 

[(2S,3S)-TMTI]DELT I (125) (2S,3S)-TMTI 55.2 36.5 16.1 (1.6 ± 0.3) 115.9, 117.6 

Q-Ala2 48.3 19.1 noCy no Caromdtic 

Phe3 53.5 38.2 noCy 128.4, 129.7 

Asp4 50.0 36.3 N/A no Caromatic 

Val5 57.7 30.6 18.3 no Caromatic 

Val6 58.4 30.4 18.3 no Caromatic 

Gly7 41.9 no CfJ noCy no Caromatic 

[(2S,3R)-TMTI]DELT I (126) (2S,3R)-TMTI 55.0 35.4 15.4 (2.3 ± 0.3) 114.7, 116.4 

Q-Ala2 47.1 17.9 noCy no Caromatic 

Phe3 53.0 38.0 no Cy 127.7, 128.9 

ASp4 49.4 35.7 N/A no Caromatic 

Val5 57.3 30.1 17.4 no Caromatic N ...... 
w 



Table 20. I3C Chemical shifts (8 in ppm) of [TMTI ]DELT I analogues (T = 305 k, DMSO-d6), (Continued, part 1). 

Peptide Residue Carbon Atoms 

Ca CfJ Cr Caromatic 

[(2S,3R)-TMTI]DELT I (126) Va16 57.8 30.0 18.9 no Caromatic 

Gly7 41.5 no CfJ noCr no Caromatic 

[(2R,3R)-TMTI]DELT I (127) (2R,3R)-TMTI 54.7 . 35.7 15.9 115.2, 116.9 

Q-Ala2 48.1 18.2 noCr no Caromatic 

Phe3 53.0 38.0 noCr 126-129 

Asp4 49.4 35.5 N/A no Caromatic 

Va15 57.2 30.3 17.5, 18.9 no Caromatic 

Va16 58.0 30.3 18.2 no Caromatic 

Gly7 41.6 no CfJ noCr no Caromatic 

[(2R,3S)-TMTI]DELT I (128) (2R,3S)-TMTI 55.5 41.3 15.1 115.7 

Q-Ala2 47.6 17.9 noCr no Caromatic 
tv 

Phe3 52.7 37.7 noCr 125.6. 127.2. 128.7 
..-
~ 



Table 20. I3C Chemical shifts (8 in ppm) of [TMTI]DELT I analogues (T = 305 k, DMSO-d6), (Continued, part 2). 

Peptide Residue Carbon Atoms 

Ca CfJ Cr Caromatic 

[(2R,3S)-TMTI]DELT I (128) Asp4 49.2 35.2 N/A no Caromatic 

Val5 56.8 29.8 17.1, 18.4 no Caromalic 

Val6 57.8 29.8 18.2 no Caromalic 

Gly7 41.3 no CfJ noCr no Caromatic 

The chemical shifts of 2',6'-dimethyl carbons of (2S,3S)-TMTI in 125 are 21.5 ppm. The chemical shifts 2',6'-dimethyl 

carbons of (2S,3R)-TMTI in 126 are 21.0, 21.2 ppm. The chemical shifts of 2',6'-dimethyl carbons of (2R,3R)-TMTI in 127 

are 21.0 ppm. The chemical shifts of 2',6'-dimethyl carbons of (2R,3S)-TMTI in 128 are 20.7 ppm. The long-range proton

carbon coupling constants lHri2r (Hz) of TMTI isomers are given in parentheses. 

tv -U\ 
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essential for calculating the XI angle conformation of the TMTI isomers in peptides 121-

124 and 125-128. A HSQC-TOCSY experiment extended with a z-filter allows data to 

be acquired in pure absorption mode. Consequently, all correlations that occur in the I3C

coupled HSQC-TOCSY spectrum are singlets in the FI dimension since no net scalar 

coupling modulation occurs during fl. F2 multiplets are in pure absorption and in-phase 

with respect to both homonuc1ear and heteronuc1ear couplings. Since no carbon 

decoupling is applied during acquisition, all direct one bond correlations appear as doublets 

with I J CH splitting, while the relay peaks show additional resolved or unresolved 

heteronuc1ear long-range coupling with respect the relevant carbon. These direct one-bond 

correlation peaks can be easily identified and allow an unambiguous assignment of 

protonated carbons. Moreover, the heteronuc1ear coupling constants can be extracted easily 

by comparison of the linewidths of the corresponding multiplets in the 13C-coupled SQC

TOCSY and the proton multiplets in z-filtered homonuc1ear TOCSY spectra. If the relay 

peak corresponds to a proton attached to carbon, the direct correlation peaks of this proton 

in the SQC-TOCSY spectrum can also serve as a reference. Note that, when extraction of 

coupling constants relies on comparison of the linewidths of multiplets resulting from two 

different experiments, it is very important to maintain the same experimental conditions for 

both in order to obtain accurate and reliable data. Since heteronuc1ear single-quantum 

coherence evolves during the evolution period fl' there is no line broadening due to proton-

proton dipolar and scalar interactions. Thereby this approach provides resolution and 

sensitivity better than those commonly used in multiple-quantum-evolution experiments. 

An additional source for the improved signal-to-noise ratio of this new method lies in the 

fact that only short delays are used, whereas the earlier methods require a long preparation 

delay optimized for evolution of heteronuc1ear long-range coupling.425-428 The carbon 

chemical shifts and detected heteronuc1ear coupling constant 3 JCH are given in Tables 19 
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Table 21. Calculated population of the side chain rotamers in [TMTI ]DPDPE analogues 

based on NMR data. 

Peptide Amino acid Population 

Residue (%) 

gauche (-) trans gauche (+) 

DPDPE Tyrl 42 30 28 

Phe4 72 7 21 

[(2S,3S)-TMTI]DPDPE (2S,3S)-TMTI 63 5 32 

Phe4 75 3 22 

[(2S,3R)-TMTI ]DPDPE (2S,3R)-TMTI 18 75 7 

Phe4 71 4 25 

[(2R,3R)-TMTI]DPDPE (2R,3R)-TMTI 0 24 76 

Phe4 69 6 25 

[(2R,3S)-TMTI]DPDPE (2R,3S)-TMTI 5 73 22 

Phe4 71 2 27 

and 20. It is noted that some of the 3 JCH of TMTI residues in the peptide analogues are not 

available either due to the low concentration of the sample or the difficulty in extracting the 

coupling constants from the two experiments. The carbon chemical shifts of the f3-Me 

carbons of the TMTI residues can be put to good use as a sensitive measure of side chain 

conformation, by taking advantage of the well-known conformational dependent r-effect 

(for details see Experimental Chapter).429,430 Thus, the rotamer populations of the XI 
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Table 22. Calculated population of the side chain rotamers in [TMTI ]Deltorphin I 

analogues based on the NMR data. 

Peptide Amino acid Population 

Residue (%) 

gauche (-) trans gauche (+) 

Deltorphin I Tyrl 31 20 49 

Phe3 86 4 10 

Asp4 55 10 37 

[(2S,3S)-TMTI]DELT I (2S,3S)-TMTI 75 3 22 

Phe3 80 2 18 

Asp4 55 25 20 

[(2S,3R)-TMTI]DELT I (2S,3R)-TMTI 13 73 14 

Phe3 84 3 13 

Asp4 56 25 19 

[(2R,3R)-TMTI]DELT I (2R,3R)-TMTI 15 15 70 

Phe3 76 1 23 

Asp4 32 44 24 

[(2R,3S)-TMTI]DELT I (2R,3S)-TMTI 12 73 15 

Phe3 70 1 29 

Asp4 31 41 28 



Table 23. NH temperature coefficient of [TMT1]DPDPE analogues. 

Residue DPDPE Analogues (ppb/K) 

[(2S,3S)-TMTI]DPDPE [(2S,3R)-TMTI]DPDPE [(2R,3R)-TMTI]DPDPE [(2R,3S)-TMT1]DPDPE 

D-Pen2 -8.4 -6.7 -8.3 -4.5 

Gly3 - 3.8 -3.6 - 5.5 -4.6 

Phe4 - 7.5 -7.2 - 10.5 -7.8 

D-Pen5 0 0 0 0.0 

tv -\0 



Table 24. NH temperature coefficient of [TMT I ]DELT I analogues. 

Residue Deltorphin I Ananlogues (ppb/K) 

[(2S, 3S)-TMTI]DELT I [(2S, 3R)-TMTI]DELT I [(2R, 3R)-TMT1]DELT I [(2R, 3S)-TMTI]DELT I 

Q-Ala2 - 6.2 - 6.1 - 3.6 - 5.6 

Phe3 - 8.2 - 5.6 - 6.8 - 9.0 

Asp4 - 6.1 - 4.8 -7.9 - 8.7 

Val5 - 4.2 - 3.0 -4.2 - 3.6 

Val6 -5.4 - 3.8 - 5.9 - 6.0 

Gly7 - 6.9 - 5.0 -7.0 - 6.8 

tv 
~ 
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torsional angle of the side chains of the Tyr, TMT, Phe, and Asp residues in peptides 119-

128 are determined by homonuc1ear vicinal coupling constants in combination with 3JCHs 

and r-effects. The results are listed in Tables 21 and 22. It is not surprising to see that 

each individual TMT isomer has only one individual predominant rotamer population about 

XI torsional angle, and gauche (-), trans, gauche (+) rotamers are covered as a dominating 

conformer in a specific/different TMT isomer. This is because the constraints caused by 

three methyl substitutions in tyrosine can essentially eliminate one of the rotamers and make 

one of the other rotamers be the predominant conformation about the XI torsional angle. 

Two additional 1 D NMR experiments also were run to fulfill the needs of the 

conformational analysis. One is the measurement of temperature coefficients of amide 

protons in the peptide analogues in order to reveal whether there are any stable 

intramolecular hydrogen bonds. The results are given in Tables 23 and 24. One other 

experiment that has been completed by Dr. Ding Jiao is the energy barrier of the X2 angle 

in the TMT isomers via temperature dependent NMR dynamic studies. 164 These 

experiments demonstrated that there is a slow rotation about the X2 torsional angle in the 

precursors of TMT isomers with an energy barrier of 15-20 kcal/mol. Thus, our goal of 

designing a tyrosine derivative with constraints at both XI and X2 torsional angles was 

realized based on the experimental evidence from NMR spectroscopies. It is interesting to 

see that an NMR study and theoretical calculations for 2,6-dimethyl-4-

methoxybenzaldehyde was reported more than 11 years ago,431 but only recently has this 

system been utilized for designing x-space constrained amino acids as suggested by Prof. 

Victor J. Hruby. Although now it is easy to see a linkage between these two research 

endeavors, it is difficult to realize this when one first sees the research of 2,6-dimethyl-4-

methoxybenzaldehyde, and to be able to see it is a means to develop a new research area. 

III. Molecular Modeling and Conformation-Activity Relationship 

Discussion of [TMTl]-peptide analogues. 
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In this section, I will discuss the results of the molecular modeling using both 

molecular mechanics calculations and molecular dynamic simulations based on the NMR 

data and x-ray crystal structure coordinates we have obtained. The software programs used 

were Sybyl 6.03 from Tripos Associates, Inc. and MacroModel from Clark Still of 

Columbia University. The computer-assisted modeling not only makes it possible for one 

to visualize the molecules in three dimension, but also is crucial for interpreting the 

biological results of the peptide in terms of the conformational properties. In addition, 

these models also should be helpful for the design of new peptide or non-peptide opioid 

ligands in the future. One other important aspect about the peptide analogues synthesized 

in this study are their selectivities for oopioid receptor SUbtypes, to prove this selectivity is 

topographically dependent, molecular modeling in combination with 2D NMR 

spectroscopies is the best approach thus far. 

(1) An overview of the biological activities of [TMTl].peptide analogues 

which are conformationally dependent. 

It was demonstrated in this study that DPDPE binds preferentially to 01 opioid 

receptor subtype. However, DELT I (120) was not 8-receptor-subtype-selective (Figure 

20, p. 164). Among the [TMTI]DPDPE analogues, the most potent and selective oopioid 

agonist in vitro was 122 which showed even weak antagonism at the J1 receptor. It was 

noted that the increase in lipophilicity of Tyrl residue, such as incorporation of 2', 6'

dimethyltyrosine (DMT) into DPDPE led to a more potent, but a less selective oligand.284 

On the other hand, incorporation of a steric constrained Tyr derivative, {3-MeTyr, did not 

provide highly potent and selective DPDPE analogues. Thus, for the DPDPE analogue 

122, we believe that the steric and topological effects are more important than lipophilicity. 

Since the Tyrl residue located in the message domain of 0 opioid ligands, as well its 

aromatic moiety, are important components of the pharmacophore, the potency and 

selectivity of the ligand is sensitive to the modification of the Tyrl residue. As a matter of 
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fact, there are few examples of o-opioid ligands with modified Tyrl that are potent and 

selective, especially if the modification is associated with stereochemistry.38c,67 Thus, we 

are not surprised to see that the other DPDPE analogues 121, 123, and 124 did not show 

high potencies or selectivities for 0 opioid receptors. As expected from DPDPE's 

selectivity to the 0 opioid receptor subtype (01)' its [L-TMTI ]-analogues 121 and 122 also 

are ol-selective (Figures 19A & 19B). In addition, since 122 is much more selective and 

potent for oopioid receptors than DPDPE (Tables 8 and 10), its opioid activity should be 

mediate primarily through the 01 receptor in spite the fact that its analgesic effect was 

blocked by f3-FNA in vivo. 

In cases of DELT I (120) and its [TMTI ]-analogues (125-128), the first 

interesting observation obtained from this study was that DEL T I was not selective for the 0 

opioid receptor subtype. This result is consistent with the results from the quantitative 

autoradiographic mapping of oopioid receptors in the rat eNS using DEL T I done by 

Gouarderes et al.432 and Renda et al .. 433 The only structural difference between DELT I 

and DEL T II is the amino acid residue at the fourth position, i.e. it is the Asp4 in DEL T I 

vs. the Glu4 in DELT II. The extra methylene in Glu4 may cause a bias in a conformational 

equilibrium of the peptide, and the increased selectivity of DELT II toward one oopioid 

receptor sUbtype. Incorporation of (2S,3S)-TMTI has provided the most potent and 0-

selective ligand (125) among the four DELT I analogues (Tables 9 and 11). In addition 

this modification also converts 120 from a non-o subtype-selective ligand to a pure 02 

opioid agonist (Figure 20). Another DELT I analogue that had surprising bioactivity is 

[(2R,3R)-TMT 1]DELT I (127) which contains a D-TMTI isomer. Previous studies 

indicated that replacement of L-Tyrl by .12.-Tyrl in dermenkephalin (Deltorphin) caused a 

dramatic reduction in both potency and selectivity of the ligand43f which is clearly not the 

fact in this study (Tables 9 and 11). Analogue 127 showed 180-fold selectivity for 0 
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opioid receptors in the central nervous system and more than 480-fold selectivity in the 

peripheral system. These observations may indicate that providing appropriate topology of 

a important pharmacophore in a biological active peptide can be more important than the 

steric effect of the same pharmacophore to maintain the bioactivity of the peptide. 

Analogue 128 contains another D-TMT, (2R,3S)-TMT, is much less potent and selective 

than DELT I in vitro. More interestingly, the functional antinociception assays 

demonstrated that the analgesic effect of 128 was mediated by a 01 opioid receptor subtype 

instead of a O2 opioid receptor subtype as that of analogues 125, 126, and 127. Since 

DELT I itself is not a 8-opioid-receptor-subtype selective ligand, and we have obtained 

both 01- and 02-selective DELT I analogues by applying topographical constraint, this 

phenomenon may indicate that the requirements of the oopioid-subtype-selectivity may not 

only depend on the amino acid sequence of the peptide ligand, but primarily on the 

topologies of the side chains, which also are important for biological activity. 

(2) Computer-assisted modeling of [TMTI ]DPDPE analogues. 

NMR techniques and computer-assisted molecular modeling have been utilized to 

determine favored solution (DMSO-d6) conformations for DPDPE and DELT I analogues. 

The recently reported the x-ray crystal structure of DPDPE revealed three slightly different 

conformations in a unit cell which mainly differ by the conformation of the Tyrl 

residue.395 We have found in this study that the backbone conformation of the DPDPE 

analogues (121-124) derived from NMR data are consistent with the backbone 

conformation of the crystal structure of DPDPE. Thus, the backbone conformations were 

not significantly affected by the modifications in the Tyrl residue. These results are in 

contradiction with the relationship between X and l/J, lI' angles proposed by Dunbrack and 

Karplus recently.434 This may due to the fact that the TMTs were incorporated into the 

peptides at the N-terminal position which is not in the 14-membered ring of DPDPE. The 
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directly from the crystal structure of DPDPE. Since the backbone conformation of 

[TMTI]DPDPE analogues are similar to the backbone conformation of DPDPE, they 

should bind to the same 0 opioid receptor and possibly to the same sUbtype. This has 

proven to be true in the functional antinociception assay; all DPDPE analogues tested had 

their antinociception effect through 01 opioid receptor (Figures 19A & 19B). But whether 

or not they have good binding to the receptor and good selectivity between the opioid 

receptor types seem to be also crucially depend upon the side chain topologies of the 

ligand. From early protein structural studies, it was evident that side chain dihedral angles 

tend to cluster around particular values of X, for example, for tetrahedral carbons, about XI 

= -60°, 180°, and +60°,399 which correspond to gauche (-), trans, and gauche (+) 

rotamers, respectively. The preferred side chain conformations of Tyrl, TMTI and Phe4 

residues in solution were obtained from NMR experiments. They were derived from 

homonuclear J HaHfJ and heteronuclear J HaCy vicinal coupling constants and the 

conformational dependence of the 'feffect (see Experimental chapter). It was suggested 

from previous studies that the bioactive XI rotamer of the Phe4 side chain in DPDPE and its 

analogues should be gauche (_).373,435 Although there is no constraint applied to the Phe4 

residue in all [TMTI ] DPDPE analogues, it was observed from NMR data that the Phe4 side 

chains definitely favor the gauche (-) rotamer about XI angle in all cases. The possible side 

chain conformations of the TMT side chain are illustrated as Newman projections in Figure 

27. The rotamer population derived from the NMR data are shown in Table 21. The most 

populated rotamer about XI angle were gauche (-), trans, gauche (+), and trans in 

corresponding to (2S,3S)-TMTI, (2S,3R)-TMTI, (2R,3R)-TMTI, and (2R,3S)-TMTI. 

Although both (2S,3R)-TMTI and (2R,3S)-TMTI have the trans rotamer as the most 

populated one, the second most populated rotamers are different for the two isomers. 

Thus, the unique features of the TMT's topographical control is that each individual isomer 
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Figure 27. Possible side chain conformations about the X I torsional angle of all four isomers of TMT shwon in Newman 

projections 
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Table 25. Results of energy-dihedral angle mapping of the N-methylamide of TMT isomers. 

Amino Acid Relative energy (kcallmol) 

gauche (-) trans gauche (+) 

H2N-tyrosine-CONHCH3 1.08 (-60°, 103°) 0.00 (179°, 73°) 0.88 (60°, 89°) 

H2N-(2S,3S)-TMT* -CONHCH3 0.00 (-45°, 120°) 4.20 (-165°, 89°) 2.77 (61°, 104°) 

H2N-(2S,3R)-TMT* -CONHCH3 6.00 (-74°, 84°) 0.00 (164°, -120°) 3.92 (60°, 101°) 

H2N -ill-tyrosine )-CONH CH 3 0.89 (-60°, 89°) 0.00 (-180°, -74°) 0.89 (60°, 73°) 

H2N-(2R,3R)-TMT* -CONHCH3 3.65 (-60°, -104°) 4.31 (165°, -97°) 0.00 (60°, -119°) 

H2N-(2R,3S)-TMT* -CONHCH3 4.47 (-60°, -79°) 0.00 (-165°, -59°) 6.35 (74°, -85°) 

* - the carboxylic group of each TMT isomer is protected by -NHCH3. First value in each bracket is the value of XI angle, 

second is that of X2 angle. 
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(A) Tyrosine-CONHCH3 (B) (2S, 3S)-TMT-CONHCH3 (C) (2S, 3R)-TMT-CONHCH3 

Figure 28. Energy and x-space correlation maps of .L.-tyrosine-CONHCH3 and .L.-TMT-CONHCH3 isomers. Vertical axis 

indicates the value of X2 torsional angle and the horizontal axis indicates the value of XI torsional angle. Letters "x" and "y" 

indicate the low energy spots; the values associated with lines indicate the energy levels in kl. 
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(A) D-Tyrosine-CONHCH3 (B) (2R, 3R)-TMT-CONHCH3 (C) (2R, 3S)-TMT -CONHCH3 

Figure 29. Energy and x-space correlation maps of D-tyrosine-CONHCH3 and D-TMT-CONHCH3 isomers. Vertical axis 

indicates the value of X2 torsional angle and the horizontal axis indicates the value of XI torsional angle. Letters "x" and "y" 

indicate the low energy spots; the values associated with lines indicate the energy levels in kJ. 
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can provide a specific preferred (low energy, highly populated) XI conformation, in 

another words, this series of TMT derivatives can systematically constrain the XI angle. It 

is also noted that in cases of [TMTI]DPDPEs, the ,B-methyl substitution in the TMT caused 

the elimination of one specific rotamer depending on the stereochemistry of the TMT 

isomer. The NMR results were confirmed by the energy-dihedral angle (XI and X2) 

mapping of the models of TMTs (Figures 28 and 29). Since TMT isomers were 

incorporated into the peptide at the N-terminal position, which has a free amino group, so 

we chose the N-methyl amide form of TMT as model in our calculations. These 

calculations indicated that tyrosine (12- and L-) does not have a preferred rotamer about XI' 

and that there is a small energy barrier of rotation about the X2 angle. In all cases, the 

calculations indicated there are three preferred conformation about XI in TMTs, which are 

gauche (-), trans, and gauche (+). The lowest energy conformation about XI angle in 

(2S,3S)-TMT and (2S,3R)-TMT isomers are gauche (-) and trans, respectively. In 

agreement, the NMR data show that the most populated rotamer population of (2S,3S)

TMTI and (2S,3R)-TMTI also are gauche (-) and trans, respectively both in DPDPE and in 

DEL T I analogues. The same correlations between calculations and NMR results are also 

true in D-TMT cases (Tables 21,22, and 25). Although the energy barrier about XI in 

TMTs are difficult to obtain from these maps without defining the paths between the low 

energy conformations, the energy difference between low energy conformers of 3.0 to 6.0 

kcallmol may be sufficient to increase significantly one rotamer population over the other 

two rotamers and thus provide a certain preferred XI conformation to a specific TMT 

isomer. It is noted when the peptide ligand binds to the receptor, the side chain 

conformation can be altered to fit into the receptor binding pocket. This does not seem to 

be the fact in our studies, since in each group of TMT -analogues, there is only one that is 

distinguishably potent and selective for the oopioid receptor. On the other hand, if the 
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energy difference between the XI rotamers is low enough to allow the 80pioid receptors to 

alter the XI angle ofTMT, more than one of the TMT-analogues either in DPDPE series or 

DELT I series would be expected to have a similar biological activity. 

[(2S,3R)-TMTI]DPDPE (122), in which the TMT isomer has a predominant trans 

conformation about the XI angle, is the most potent and selective DPDPE analogue 

obtained in its series. Its interesting biological properties were not observed by 

incorporation of either ,B-methyltyrosines67 (only constrained at the XI angle) or 2', 6'

dimethyltyrosine385 into DPDPE. Thus, we believe that constraint of the X2 angle might 

also take a role in influencing the potency and selectivity of these 80pioid analogues. The 

energy barrier of rotation around the X2 angle was determined to be 15-20 kcallmol in TMT 

in the previous study using temperature-dependent NMR experiments. 164 The lowest

energy values of %2 angle in TMT isomers found by calculations of their isolated and 

protected forms are about 60° or 120° (Table 25), which are consistent with the values of 

105° to 113° found in the x-ray crystal structures of the TMT precursors obtained during 

our synthesis (Figure 30). These azide precursors are the only ones that we were able to 

crystallize with a structure close to the final amino acids. It is not surprising to see the 

conformations of the XI angle in the crystal structure of 98 (XI = 45.03°) and 101 (XI = 

-175.79°) are in agreement with NMR results, which are gauche (+) and trans, 

respectively. We chose the lowest-energy values for the XI and X2 angles in the initial 

models for the computer-assisted modeling of the [TMTI ]DPDPE analogues. 

Conformational energy minimization based on the x-ray crystal structure of DPDPE and 

favorable rotamers ofTMTI residues have provided valuable insights into the topographical 

structures of the [TMTI]DPDPE analogues. In the superposition (RMS = 0.7 to 0.9) of 

DPDPE crystal structures and the resulting low-energy conformation of [(2S,3R)

TMTI]DPDPE (122, Figure 31), we noticed that both the disulfide rings and the 
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(A) 

(B) 

Figure 30. Stereoview of the x-ray crystal structures of aidze 98 (A) and 101 (B). 



Figure 31. Superposition of the low-energy conformer of [(2S,3R)-TMTI ]DPDPE (122, green lines) and the crystal structure of 

DPDPE. Five Ca-carbons in the peptide backbone and the Cp-carbons of the TMTI residue and the Phe3 residue were used for 

molecular superposition, RMS = 0.78 A.. 
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Figure 32. Superposition of the low-energy conformer of [(2S,3S)-TMTI ] DPDPE (121, red lines) and the crystal structure of 

DPDPE. Five Ca-carbons in the peptide backbone and the Cp-carbons of the TMTI residue and the Phe3 residue were used for 

molecular superposition, RMS = 0.29 A. 
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Figure 33. Superposition of the low-energy conformer of [(2R,3R)-TMTl]DPDPE (123, red lines) and the crystal structure of 

DPDPE. Five Cu-carbons in the peptide backbone and the CfJcarbons of the TMTI residue and the Phe3 residue were used for 

molecular superposition, RMS = 0.41 A. 
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Phe4 side chains overlap almost exactly, while positions of side chains are different in Tyrl 

and the (2S,3R)-TMTI residues. The gauche (-) rotamer of Tyrl side chain was observed 

in all three crystal conformations of DPDPE. Both energy calculations on the isolated N

terminal Tyr residue and the XI rotamer popUlations of Tyrl obtained from NMR studies 

suggest that energy differences between three XI rotamers of Tyrl in DPDPE are small, and 

the tyrosine side chain may easily rotate into a suitable position to fit the binding pocket of 

o opioid receptors. In contrast, the most potent and o-selective analogue 122 favors the 

trans conformation around the XI angle of the (2S,3R)-TMTI side chain. Note also that the 

considerably less potent and O-selective analogue 121, which contains the (2S,3S)-TMTI 

amino acid favors a gauche (-) and disfavors the trans rotamer about the XI angle. The low 

energy conformer of analogue 121 obtained by energy minimization starting with the most 

populated gauche (-) rotamer of (2S,3S)-TMTI fits one of the x-ray structures of DPDPE 

almost perfectly (RMS = 0.2 A, Figure 32).308 This may indicated that the crystal 

structure of DPDPE especially the side chain topologies in these structure may not represent 

the bioactive or receptor-bound conformation. In addition, the conformations ofD-TMTI 

residue of analogue 123 and 124 with their most populated XI rotamers do not fit either 

the Tyrl residue in the crystal conformations of DPDPE (Figures 33 and 34) or the 

(2S,3R)-TMTI residue in the energy minimized conformation of analogue 122 (Figures 35 

and 36). Therefore, the conformation-activity relationships of the [TMTI]DPDPE 

analogues allow us to suggest that the L-configuration ofTMTI at the a-carbon with a trans 

conformation about the X I torsional angle comprises the optimal topography of the 

TyrlffMTI residues for the opioid peptidic ligands to interact with 01 opioid receptors. As 

the functional antinociception assays have shown that DPDPE and its [L.-TMT I ]

counterparts selectively recognized by 01 opioid receptor subtype, the above consideration 

may be primarily attributed to this oopioid receptor subtype. In order to define the three 



Figure 34. Superposition of the low-energy conformer of [(2R,3S)-TMT1]DPDPE (124, red lines) and the crystal structure of 

DPDPE. Five Ca-carbons in the peptide backbone and the Cp-carbons of the TMTI residue and the Phe3 residue were used for 

molecular superposition, RMS = 0.65 A... 
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Figure 35. Superposition of the low-energy model of [(2R,3R)-TMTI]DPDPE (123, green lines) and the model of [(2S,3R)

TMTI]DPDPE (122, blue lines). These two models were generated from the crystal structure of DPDPE which correlates well 
to their NMR data and were energy minimized. Five C a-carbons in the peptide backbone and the C p-carbons of the TMT I 

residue and the Phe3 residue were used for molecular superposition, RMS = 1.20 A. 
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Figure 36. Superposition of the low-energy model of [(2R,3S)-TMTI]DPDPE (124, blue lines) and the model of [(2S,3R)

TMTl]DPDPE (122, red lines). These two models were generated from the crystal structure of DPDPE which cOlTelates well to 

their NMR data and were energy minimized. Five Ca-carbons in the peptide backbone an~ the C p-carbons of the TMTI residue 

and the Phe3 residue were used for molecular superposition, RMS = 1.20 A. 
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dimensional relationship between the side chain of Tyrl and Phe4 residues which both are 

considered as important pharmacophores for the oopioid activities, a centroid and a plane 

of the six aromatic carbons in each residue were defined. The centroid-centroid distance in 

the crystal structures of DPDPE is 15 ± 0.15 A, but the equivalent distance in 122 is 

significantly shorter - 12.3 A; the plane angle between the two aromatic moieties in DPDPE 

crystal structure is between 122° to 135°, the plane angle between the aromatic rings of the 

(2S,3R)-TMTI and the Phe4 residues in 3 is 84°. Coincidently that the later plane angle is 

very close to a naltrindole-type 0 opioid ligand in which the plane of phenol ring is 

perpendicular to its indolic benzene plane.304 Thus, we think these parameters also are 

important for considering the whole topology of the molecule and are required for the 

selective recognition of oopioid receptors and the 01 SUbtype. 

Although the model of 0l-selective ligand 122 does satisfy the NMR data and 

confirm the x-ray structure of DPDPE, the pharmacophores in this model does not match 

HO 
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peptide ligands 
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Figure 37. Schematic drawing of 7-spiroindanyloxymorphone (SIOM). 



Figure 38. Superposition of the model of [(2S,3R-TMTI]DPDPE (122) generated from the crystal structure of DPDPE and 

NMR data and the model of SIOM. Twelve aromatic carbons and the nitrogen atom (for 122 the nitrogen atom is the N-terminal 

amino-nitrogen) were used for superposition, RMS = 2.51 A. 
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Figure 39. Superposition of the two models of SIOM generated from molecular dynamics simulation at 700 K, 10 psec. Twelve 

aromatic atoms and the nitrogen atoms were used for superposition, RMS = 0.77 A. ~ 
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Figure 40. Superposition of the low-energy model of [(2S,3R)-TMTI ]DPDPE (122) and the model of SIOM. The model of 

SIOM was generated from molecular dynamics simulation. Twelve aromatic carbons and the nitrogen atom (for 122 the nitrogen 

atom is the N-terminal amino-nitrogen) were used for molecular superposition, RMS = 0.77 A.. 
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the equivalent pharmacophores in a rigid DI-selective non-peptide ligand (Figure 37), 7-

spiroindanyloxymorphone (SIOM).304 The major difference between the two molecules is 

that the centroid distance between the centroid of TMT I aromatic ring and centroid of Phe4 

aromatic ring (Figure 38). In SIOM model this distance is 6.0 ± 0.5 A. Further molecular 

dynamic simulations (MDS) was used to resolve this contradiction. First, a SIOM model 

was built and was energy minimized and then short (10 psec) molecular dynamic 

simulations at 700 K were run on the model of SIOM to afford two low energy conformers 

with differ only in the five-membered ring conformation (Figure 39). A proposed DPDPE 

bioactive conformation404 and the x-ray crystal structure of [L.-Ala3]DPDPE396 were first 

modified in Tyrl residue to (2S,3R)-TMTI with XI of± 1800 and then were examined by 

molecular dynamic simulations, respectively. Surprisingly, about 50% of the 

conformations generated from the x-ray crystal structure of [L-Ala3]DPDPE by MDS have 

a close distance of centroids of the TMTI and the Phe4 aromatic rings, range from 6.3 to 

7.5 A. Thus, in these situations, the SIOM model matches well with the model of 122 at 

all pharmacophores including N-terminal amino group. Superposition of a selected MDS 

conformer of 122 and SIOM is shown in Figure 40. This study showed that the short 

distance between the two aromatic rings seems to be an important parameter for a biological 

active conformation of DPDPE and its analogues for recognizing DI opioid receptor 

subtypes as suggested by Hruby et al. previously.373 It is amazing that Hruby and co

workers had such deep insights even at the early stage of determining the bioactive 

conformation of DPDPE; their insights probably are the driving force for the later 

topological design. To further prove this hypothesis, additional structure-activity studies 

and molecular modeling of D opioid receptor with selective ligand should be valuable. One 

contradiction we found is that the conformers of 122 derived from MDS which show a 

good match to SIOM do not satisfy the solution NMR data. 
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(3) Computer-assisted modeling of [TMTI ]DELT I analogues. 

In cases of DELT I analogues, due to their linear flexible structure, it was more 

difficult to investigate their solution and receptor-bound conformations. So far, there is no 

single conformation of DELT I among those that have been reported are accepted by all 

investigators,378-384 this also indicated there is an eqUilibrium of the conformations of 

DELT I in solution. In this study, we used molecular mechanics calculation and molecular 

dynamic (MD) simulations in addition to the NMR experiments to obtain an insight into 

possible solution conformations of [TMTI]DELT analogues. 

Since [(2S,3S)-TMTI]DELT I (125) is the most potent and selective analogue both 

in binding assays and in bioassays, and the most detailed NMR data were obtained for this 

analogue, including several non-sequential NOEs, thus analogue 125 was chosen to build 

the initial models. Since the NMR data of analogues 126-128 were generally similar to 

those of analogue 125, the models obtained for 125 also were tested for the rest of 

[TMTI]DELT I analogues in terms of backbone conformation. Although the models we 

obtained might not necessarily be the bioactive or receptor-bound conformations, they may 

provide possible insights into the bioactive conformation. As indicated before, it is 

unlikely to expect only one conformation of 125 that satisfies all sequential NOEs, and 

several medium and long range NOEs (Table 18). As was suggested by other authors,378-

384 highly ordered and folded conformers of DELT I are likely to exist in equilibrium with 

extended disordered conformers. Initial MD simulations in this study were aimed at 

determining the solution conformation(s) of 125 which can satisfy all NOE constraints. 

Restrained MD simulations at 300K with AMBER force field (see the Experimental 

chapter) resulted in a single folded conformer of 125 which satisfied most of NMR data 

and it remained about the same even after energy minimization without NMR constraints. 

However, when non-restrained molecular dynamic simulations were carried out starting 



Figure 41. Models of [(2S,3S)-TMTl]DELT I (125) which were generated from NMR data with the assistance of molecular 

dynamics simulations. 
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Figure 41 (continued). Models of [(2S,3S)-TMTl]DELT I (125) which were generated from NMR data with the assistance of 

molecular dynamics simulation. 
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Figure 42. Superposition of the N-terminal three residues of the models of [(2S,3S)-TMTI]DELT I (125). These two models 

were generated from NMR data with the assistance of molecular dynamics simulation. Three Ca-carbons of the N-terminal three 

residues and the Cp-carbons of the TMTI residue and the Phe3 residue were used for molecular fitting, RMS = 0.34 A. 
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from this conformation, several more extended and folded conformers with considerably 

low potential energies were found. Comparing results of retrained and the free MD 

simulations, we considered that more than one conformer was necessary to explain all 

NOEs. Two conformations, shown in Figure 41, were selected as preliminary models to 

satisfy the observed NOEs. These two conformation are the most unique among the ones 

that have been proposed.378-384 They do not have a potential hydrogen bonding between 

the NH2 group of the TMTI and the carboxylic group in the side chain of the Asp4 residue 

which was observed in almost every other DELT I model suggested thus far. The 

distances in the two models between the proton of the TMT I-NH2 to an oxygen atom of the 

Asp4-COOH are 11.88 A and 11.70 A, respectively. One of the two conformers of 125 

obtained in this study is highly folded at the C-terminal residues, and suggests hydrogen 

bonding between Phe3-NH and VaI6-CO, and between Phe3-CO and VaI5-NH, or VaI6-

NH. However, the temperature coefficients ranging from -4.2 to -8.2 ppb/K (Table 24), 

indicated that none of the amide protons in 125 are involved in a stable hydrogen bond. 

On the other hand, these temperature coefficients were characteristic of an average solution 

conformation of 125, and thus they may not reflect a hydrogen-bonding pattern in 

individual conformers which may contribute to the solution equilibrium. In fact, the 

temperature coefficients of Va15- and VaI6-NH are slightly smaller than the others which 

may indicate certain conformations of 125 have intramolecular hydrogen bonding at these 

two amide protons. The second model of 125 is more extended than the first one (Figure 

41, continued). The only observed hydrogen bond in this model is between C-terminal 

amide proton and the oxygen of the VaI5-CO. At the message domain (the N-terminal three 

residues), these two models matched to each other well (RMS = 0.34 A), the major 

difference between the two conformers was at the C-terminal part of the molecules (Figure 

42). Examination of the message domain in the two models revealed some detailed 

information which can be used to provide insights of the biological activities of the 
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analogue 125. The side chain topology is in consistent with the NMR derived rotamer 

populations both for (2S,3S)-TMTI and Phe3 side chains in which both were close to 

gauche (-) about the XI angles. The centroid distance between the two aromatic-six

membered ring is close in the two conformers which are 11.2 A and 10.5 A, respectively, 

however, the plane angles are different which are 74° vs. 120°, respectively. These three 

dimensional relationships of the two pharmacophores in 125 may define a clear message 

domain topology for the recognition of the 8z opioid receptor sUbtype. It is noted that these 

two models are different from the models we proposed based on NMR data and energy 

minimization.308 However, they have less violations of the medium and long range NOEs 

and were generated from more sophisticated molecular dynamic simulations. Although one 

should bear in mind that these two conformers do not represent all conformational 

possibilities of analogue 125 in solution or in the receptor-bound conformations, they may 

provide a useful insight into conformation-activity relationships of DEL T I analogues as 

well as insights of the proper side chain topology of the DEL T I analogues. 

Molecular mechanics calculation only aiming at determining low-energy conformers 

of [(2S,3S)-TMTI ]DELT I (125) was also carried out, which provided somewhat 

different conformers as from MDS. To explain the observed non-sequential NOEs, 

including the three consecutive NOEs between the amide protons of Asp4, Vals, Va16, and 

Gly7, a long-range NOE between the CJ3H3 of D-Ala2 and the CaH of Gly7, and two 

medium-range NOEs between the other a-proton of Gly7 and the r-methyl protons of Va IS 

and Va16. The modeling was based on 20 low-energy conformers of a DELT I analogue 

obtained previously436 from the ECEPP/2 force field.437,438 In order to model first the 

long-range contact between D-Ala2 and Gly7 we performed energy minimization of these 

conformers of DELT I analogue, applying the one-side penalty potential to constrain the 

distance between the CJ3 of D-Ala2 and the Ca of Gly7. A conformer was found which 

satisfied this constraint, as well as most of the local NOE constrains. Visual inspection of 
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Figure 43. Low energy conformations of [(2S,3S)-TMTI]DELT I (125) which were 

generated from the model of [D-Cys2, Cys5]DELT I and NMR data via molecular 

mechanics calculation. 



Figure 44. Superposition of the two models of [(2S,3S)-TMTI]DELT I (125) which were generated from the model of [Q.

Cys2, Cys5]DELT I and NMR data via molecular mechanics calculation. Three Cu-carbons of the N-terminal three residues and 

the Cp-carbons of the TMTI residue and the Phe3 residue were used for molecular fitting, RMS = 0.31 A. 
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Figure 45. Superposition of N-terminal four residues (1-4) in the model of [(2S,3S)-TMTI]DELT I (125, red thicker lines) and 

in the model of [1l-Cys2, Cys5]DELT I (thinner red lines). Four Ca-carbons of the N-terminal three residues and the Cp-carbons 

of the TMTI tryrl residue and the Phe3 residue were used for molecular fitting, RMS = 0.65 A. 
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this conformer revealed that a small modification can bring into close proximity the Ca of 

Gly7 and the Cyatom of either Va15 or Va16. Therefore, energy minimization based on this 

structure was repeated several times with an additional constraining potential applied 

between the Ca of Gly7 and one of the Cyatoms of Val5 or Va16. As a result, two 

conformers of DELT I analogue 125 were found that satisfied the long-range NOE 

between D-Ala2 and Gly7, as well as one of the two medium-range NOEs between the Ca 

of Gly7 and the /"protons ofVaI5,6. Finally, the two conformers of [(2S,3S)-TMTI]DELT 

I were transferred into the Sybyl 6.03 program with modification of Tyrl to (2S,3S)

TMTI, and refined by energy minimization with the Tripos force field,403 which included 

the distance constraints applied to the atom pairs corresponding to the medium- and long

range NOEs observed in DMSO. One character about these two models is that there is a 

hydrogen bonding between the carboxylic side chain of Asp4 residue and the N-terminal 

amino group of the (2S,3S)-TMTI (Figure 43), this hydrogen bonding was also proposed 

by various investigators from previous studies.378-384 

Superposition of the two resulting conformers is shown in Figure 44. Both models 

have similar conformations of the N-terminal tetrapeptide, and differ in the C-terminal 

moiety. Both conformers violate one of the medium-range NOEs between Val5 or Val6 and 

Gly7, as well as some local constraints imposed by the CaHj - NHj+1 nOes. The results of 

molecular modeling shows that the NMR data obtained for [(2S,3S)-TMTI]DELT I cannot 

be explained either by a single conformer or even by a family of related conformers. In 

addition, both conformers differ from those suggested for DELT I on the basis of NMR 

measurements in a mixture DMSO/H20 at low temperature.381 ,382 These discrepancies 

probably reflect again a complex conformational equilibrium which exists for these linear 

peptides in solution. Differences in the NMR data obtained for DELT I and [(2S,3S)

TMT I ]DEL T I indicate that both structural modifications and different experimental 
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conditions can change the statistical weights of backbone conformers. In these 

circumstances no clear conclusion can be drawn on the relationship between solution and 

biologically active conformations of DELT I analogues. A receptor environment can select 

any conformer contributing to an equilibrium in solution. However, the two N-terminal 

conformers of [(2S,3S)-TMT I]DELT I selected here as possible contributors to the 

solution equilibrium, show some resemblance to the biologically active conformation 

suggested earlier for the potent cyclic analog IJ2-Cys2, Cys5]Deltorphin I.57c,436 The RMS 

deviation of the Ca and the CfJ atoms of residues 1 to 4 between the biologically active 

conformation and one of the conformers found in this work was 0.65 A; the corresponding 

superposition is shown in Figure 45.308 This comparison suggests that the conformational 

motif found in this preliminary modeling may be involved in 80pioid receptor binding of 

[(2S,3S)-TMTI]DELT I. 

Substitution of a Tyrl residue by its Q-isomer into potent O-selective deltorphin-like 

agonists caused a significant decrease in its activity,43f however, it is not true in case of 

[(2R,3R)-TMTI]DELT I (127). To interpret the unusual selectivity and potency of the 

DELT I analogue 127 at 80pioid receptors, the models of [(2R,3R)-TMTI]DELT 1(127) 

were built based on the two models of 125. The side chain topology of 125 then was 

modified according to the XI rotamer preference of the (2R,3R)-TMTI residue that resulted 

from the NMR studies (Table 22). The models were then minimized in energy and 

superpositioned to the models of 125. These two molecules matched well with an RMS 

value of 0.6 A. The major difference came from the N-terminal amino group and the f3-

methyl group of TMTI isomers, which are pointing in the opposite direction of each other 

(Figure 46). It was not surprising to see that since (2R,3R)-TMT is the en anti orner of 

(2S,3S)-TMT, according to previous structure-activity relationship study the N-terminal 

free amino group is not essential for 8 opioid peptide ligand to maintain 8 opioid 

activity.439 Thus the decreased selectivity and potency of 127 may not be caused by the 



Figure 46. Superposition of the model of [(2R,3R)-TMTl]DELT I (127, red lines) and the corresponding model of [(2S,3S)

TMTl]DELT I (125). The model of 127 was generated from the corresponding model of [(2S,3S)-TMTl]DELT I (125) via 

molecular mechanics calculations. The seven Ca-carbons in the peptide backbone and the Cp-carbons of the TMTI residue and 

the Phe3 residue were used for molecular fitting, RMS = 0.68 A. 
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Figure 47. Superposition of the model of [(2R,3S)-TMTI]DELT I (128) and the model of SIOM (red lines). The model of 128 

was generated from the corresponding model of [(2S,3S)-TMTI]DELT I (125) which was obtained from molecular dynamics 

simulation and NMR data. Twelve aromatic atoms and the nitrogen atom (for 128 the nitrogen atom is the N-terminal amine

nitrogen) were used for superposition, RMS = 1.25 A. 
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Figure 47 (continued). Superposition of the model of [(2R,3S)-TMTI ]DELT I (128, purple lines) and the model of SIOM. The 

model of 128 was generated from the corresponding model of [(2S,3S)-TMT 1]DELT I (125) which was obtained from 

molecular dynamics simulation and NMR data. Twelve aromatic atoms and the nitrogen atom (for 128 the nitrogen atom is the 

N-terminal amine-nitrogen) were used for superposition, RMS = 1.34 A. 
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steric effect of the Ca-NH2 group in the (2R,3R)-TMTI residue. Another difference in 

superposition came from the positions of the aromatic moieties of TMT 1 residues in the two 

molecules. There is an about a 15° change in the %2 torsional angle of the (2R,3R)-TMT 1 

residue in 127. Since there is a high energy barrier about the %2 torsional angle in TMT 

isomers,164 any change about this angle may be significant to the side chain topology. 

Thus a combination of steric effects might be the reasons that we see decreased potency and 

selectivity of 9 compared to 7 at the oopioid receptor. Nonetheless, the topologies of 9 

and 7 are very similar to each other, and this factor overcomes the unfavored steric effect 

[D-configuration of (2R,3R)-TMT I] to afford a fairly potent and selective oopioid ligand. 

Another DEL T I analogue we are interested in for its conformational properties is 

[(2R, 3S)-TMTI]DELT I (10), since it has the most unique biological profile in the series. 

Although it is not very potent and selective for 80pioid receptors, analogue 128 is the only 

[TMT 1 ]DEL T I that has its antinociception mediated through the 01 opioid receptor 

subtype. We believe the cause of the changes of a DELT I analogue from 8z selective to 01 

selective is also related to the topological change of the message domain. The models of 

analogue 128 also were built based on the models of 125, except the side change topology 

of the (2R, 3S)-TMTI was modified based on the NMR results (Table 22). A rigid 01 

opioid agonist, 7-spiroindanyloxymorphone (SIOM),304 was chosen for comparison. 

Superposition of SIOM and models of 128 are shown in Figure 47; the RMS of the 

superposition is not very low (0.89 and 0.94). Nonetheless the aromatic moieties in the 

message domain of 128 match well to the equivalent aromatic groups in SIOM. The 

topology provided by the (2R,3S)-TMTI isomer made the two aromatic moieties in 128 

more closer to each other than the equivalent distance in any other known 0 opioid peptide 

analogues. The centroid distance of the aromatic rings in the models of 128 are 6.67 A 

and 6.82 A which are very close to that of SIOM (6.31 A). Additionally, the plane angle 



Figure 48. Superposition of the model of [(2R,3S)-TMTi]DELT I (128, purple lines) generated from molecular mechanics 

based on the low-energy model of [(2S,3S)-TMTi]DELT I (125) and the model of SIOM. Twelve aromatic atoms and the 

nitrogen atom (the equivalent nitrogen atom in 128 is the N-terminal amine-nitrogen) were used for superposition, RMS = 0.92 
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Figure 49. Superposition of the model of [(2S.3R)-TMTI]DPDPE (122, green lines) and the model of [(2S,3S)-TMTI]DELT I 

(125). The model of 122 was generated from the crystal structure of DPDPE and NMR data via molecular mechanics 

calculations. Three Ca-carbons of the N-terminal three residues and the Cp-carbons of the TMTI residue and the Phe3 (the Phe4 

in 122) residue were used for molecular fitting, RMS = 1.86 A. 
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Figure 49 (continued). Superposition of the model of [(2S,3R)-TMTI]DPDPE (122, green lines) and the model of [(2S,3S)

TMTI]DELT I (125). The model of 122 was generated from the crystal structure of DPDPE and NMR data via molecular 

'mechanics calculations. Three Ca-carbons of the N-terminal three residues and the Cp-carbons of the TMTI residue and the Phe3 

(the Phe4 in 122) residue were used for molecular fitting, RMS = 1.69 A. 
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Figure 50. Superposition of the model of [(2S,3S)-TMTl]DELT I (125) and the model of [(2S,3R)-TMTl]DPDPE (122) 
derived from the x-ray structure of [1.-Ala3]DPDPE and molecular dynamics simulations. Twelve aromatic atoms, the Ca and the 

Cp atoms of the TMTl, the Phe3(the Phe4 in 122), and the Ca atom of the D-Ala2(the D-Pen2 in 122) were used for 

superposition, RMS = 2.78 A. N 
0\ 
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(130°, 122°) between the two aromatic rings in models of 128 also are similar to that in 

SIOM (116°), and the nitrogen atom in (2R, 3S)-TMTI residue is only 1.2 A apart from 

the nitrogen atom in SIOM. Thus, the three dimensional relationships between the 

pharmacophores in 128 are very similar to those for SIOM. This might be the reason that 

analogue 128 recognizes the 81 opioid receptor SUbtype. We also have used the model of 

128 derived from the models of 125 derived from molecular mechanics and NMR data 

(Figures 41 and 42), despite of the differences in the resulting models of 128, the message 

domain of 128 matches well to the equivalent moieties of SIOM (Figure 48). This is 

because the trans conformation about the XI torsional angle of (2R,3S)-TMTI residue and 

the gauche (-) conformation of the Phe3 residue make the distance between the 

corresponding aromatic rings close to each other. Thus, constraining the side chain 

topology allowed us to alter the selectivity of 80pioid receptor subtypes from non-selective 

to 82-selective or 81-selective of the DELT I analogues. On the other hand, the poor 

potencies and selectivity of 128, is probably due to the disfavored steric effect of the 

(2R,3S)-TMTI residue. In addition, the trans conformation about the XI torsional angle of 

(2R,3S)-TMTI also may be a disfavored side chain topology for good selectivity for DELT 

I analogues. This also is true in [(2S,3R)-TMTI]DELT I (126) which has a lower 

selectivity to 8 opioid receptors and the (2S,3R)-TMTI residue which also has a trans 

conformation about the XI torsional angle. 

The attempt to superimpose the models of [(2S,3R)-TMTI]DPDPE (122) and 

[(2S,3S)-TMTI]DELT I (125) only yielded poor matching as shown in Figures 49 and 50. 

This suggests further that these two analogues might interact with two different opioid 

receptor SUbtypes. 

IV. Conclusions. 

On the basis of the biological results, NMR results, and molecular modeling, we 
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postulate that a gauche conformation of Tyrl in DPDPE as found to be the most populated 

in analogues 121 and 123 do not provide a favorable topography for potent and selective 

interaction with opioid 0 receptors. The reinforced trans conformation of 1.-Tyrl as was 

achieved in analogue 122 in combination with a gauche (-) conformation of Phe4 residue in 

DPDPE and proved to be a suitable topology for recognizing the oopioid receptor, more 

specifically, for recognizing one of its subtypes, the opioid 01 receptor sUbtype. This 

topology was suggested suitable for the recognition of 0 opioid receptors previously by 

several theoretical calculations,384,403-406 but this was the first time that such speculation 

was proven. Moreover, a close distance between the aromatic pharmacophores (the 

aromatic moieties of Tyrl and Phe4) also seem to be contributing to the proper bioactive 

conformation of DPDPE. The conformers with close distances between the two aromatic 

pharmacophores are only preferred in analogue 122 due to the reinforcement of the 

(2S,3R)-TMT side chain side to a preferred trans conformation about XI torsional angle. 

Thus, the topographical constraint of the massage domain of DPDPE enabled us to propose 

a bioactive or receptor-bound conformation of DPDPE more clearly than ever. 

On the other hand, among DELT I analogues, preference for a gauche (-) side chain 

conformation of Tyrl has provided a very potent and purely 02-selective agonist (125). In 

addition, a D-Tyrl containing DELT I analogue (127), but with a reinforced gauche (+) 

conformation, also provide a moderately potent and selective agonist. Thus, the gauche 

conformation of Tyrl in combination with a gauche (-) conformation of Phe3 residue have 

defined a proper topology for DELT I to recognize the O2 opioid receptor SUbtype, although 

the conformational contribution from its C-terminal residues (address domain) should not 

be totally discounted. However, since DELT I analogues are linear peptides, it is difficult 

to postulate a bioactive conformation of DELT I even with the 2D NMR spectroscopies and 

molecular modeling. Nonetheless, the side chain topology we have discovered for DELT I 
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should provide insights for the specific recognition of the 82 opioid receptor subtype. In 

general, incorporation of TMT isomers into 80pioid peptide agonists provide restrictions to 

the x-spaces of the Tyr residues and applying such topographical constraints to the 

message domain of opioid agonists allowed us for the first time to reveal stereochemical 

insights for specific recognition of opioid 8 receptor type and of its sUbtypes. 

It is also noted that currently the concept of 8 opioid receptor sUbtype is based 

solely on pharmacological evidences, and that there is no strong molecular evidence to 

support this concept. However, the pharmacological proof of the existance of opioid 

receptor types has existed long before the molecular cloning of 8, p, and 1(: opioid receptor 

types. Thus, it is not correct to deny this concept. On the other hand, it is possible to have 

other interpretations of the biological data we have obtained with these [TMTI ]-8-opioid 

agonists. For example, they may have different mechanisms of carrying out signal 

transductions when they interact with 80pioid receptor due to their structural differences in 

global space. However, our research was not designed to explore directions other than 

those we have presented in this dissertation. Further molecular biological studies and 

molecular modeling of opioid 8 receptor-ligand interactions may be helpful and eventually 

answer the unanswered questions of this research. 
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CHAPTER 8. DESIGNING NON-PEPTIDE LIGANDS SELECTIVE FOR 

OPIOID RECEPTOR TYPES 

I. Backgrounds and Significance. 

During this century, with the first elucidation the structure of a bioactive peptide 

(Oxytocin), the structure of a tremendous number of mammalian and non-mammalian 

peptide hormones and neurotransmitters exhibiting a wide diversity of biological activities 

have been determined. Meanwhile, the non-peptide families of hormones (for example, 

steroids and catecholamines) also have been exploited by medicinal chemists to give an 

array of clinical important drugs. Although naturally occurring peptides represent the 

largest class of hormonal substances, they themselves are limited in their potential for 

treating a variety of diseases because of their lack of oral bioavailability and their short 

durations of action resulting from enzymatic degradation in vivo. Recently, rapid screening 

of small molecule libraries and rational design approaches have produced peptide mimetics 

as a new generation of promising drug leads. A peptide mimetic is a molecule that mimics 

a peptide but is no longer completely peptidic in chemical nature. The term peptide mimetic 

(peptidomimetic) is used to describe molecules that are no longer completely peptidic in 

nature, such as pseudo-peptides, semi-peptides, and peptoids,440 but a strict definition of a 

so-called non-peptide peptidomimetic is a molecule that no longer contains any peptide 

bonds and has a molecular weight of less than 700 Da.441 In many cases, there may be 

clear advantages for using a mimetic of a given peptide rather then the peptide itself, 

because many bioactive peptides exhibit two undesirable properties: (l) poor 

bioavailability; and (2) short duration of action.442 Considerable progress in obtaining 

peptides with improved properties has been achieved.443 Peptide analogues that are very 

resistant to proteolytic degradation have been synthesized by sequence truncation, 

incorporation of unnatural amino acids, and by preparation of peptides with 
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topographical/conformational constraints. The development of stable enkephalin analogue 

DPDPE and the [TMT1]DPDPE analogues reported here are good examples. In spite of 

this considerable progress, the ideal goal of potent, orally bioavailable, long duration, 

highly selective peptide receptor ligands has remained largely elusive.443 Non-peptide 

peptidomimetics may offer an obviously route around these major obstacles, since the 

molecules concerned do not contain peptide bonds. There are also may be considerable 

cost savings and improved patient compliance associated with non-peptidomimetics, since 

they can be administrated orally compared with the parenteral administration often 

necessary for peptides. Furthermore, non-peptidomimetics are much cheaper to produce 

than peptides.441 Finally, there are problems associated with stability, storage, and 

immunoreactivity for peptides that are not experienced with peptide mimetics.441 

During the past decade, the research focusing on the designing of non

peptidomimetics as enzyme inhibitors and as agonist/antagonists for receptors based on 

non-peptide or peptide leads has been fruitful. One good illustration of this approach is the 

development of Iosartan and its analogues as mimics of angiotensin 11.444 Somatostatin 

agonist/antagonists are also discovered by this approach.445 Designing of non-peptide 

inhibitors of fibrinogenglycoprotein lIb/IlIa association is based on Arg-Gly-Asp 

sequence.446,447 This approach also lead to the discovery of a highly potent and selective 

non-peptide HIV protease inhibitors.448 Another example is the development of 1,3-

diarylindan-2-carboxylic acids as potent and selective non-peptide endothelin receptor 

antagonists based on the structure of endothelin-l, a 21-amino acid peptide.449 Recently, 

Sawyer wrote a review on this subject which is helpful to gain an overview of the progress 

in designing non-peptide ligands for a variety of receptors and enzymes.450 

In research related to ligands selective for opioid receptors, despite the continuing 

effort that has been put into developing highly selective and potent peptide analogues, 
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Figure 51. Selecetive opioid agonists and antagonists which are morphine derivatives. 

thousands of analogues of morphine and related compounds have been made, but with only 

modest success, in that most still have undesirable side effects. Some of the morphine 

analogues which have improved biological activity are shown in Figure 51.451-454 
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However, these compounds are not as selective as a lot of peptide analogues at either 8 or ~ 

opioid receptors, thus the side effects can be mediated by 11 receptors. Moreover, a lot of 

these highly selective ligands are antagonists. For this purpose we have turned our 

attention to ligands that interact with high potency and selectivity for 80pioid receptor type 

and its sUbtypes. We hope that based on our proposed bioactive conformation of 

topographically constrained O-selective peptides, we are able to design a new class of 8 

opioid selective non-peptide ligands which may overcome the bioavailability problems that 

a O-selective peptide ligand may possess. 

II. Designing Approach for Non-Peptide Opioid Ligand. 

(1) Progress in developing of non-morphine-type and non-peptide opioid 

ligands. 

One of the earliest effort to develop non-peptide opioid ligand was reported by 

Loew and co-workers.455 Their work was actually an follow-up of the discovery of opioid 

analgesic properties of another narcotic analgesic, meperidine.456 They used computer

assisted molecular mechanics calculation to demonstrate that phenylpiperidines are good 

mimics of meperidine. As a matter of fact, 3-arylpiperidine congeners have been 

synthesized and tested in several other laboratories since the 1960s.457-460 Based on their 

molecular modeling results, Loew et ai. synthesized and resolved461 ,462 a series of N

aryl (or alkyl)-3-methyl-3-arylpiperidines derivatives as the mimetics of meperidine (Figure 

52). The 3-m-hydroxyphenyl moiety and N-substituent in this type of piperidine 

derivatives are the proposed mimics of aromatic pharmacophores of the morphine 

derivatives, and the piperidine six-membered ring is the scaffold to hold the two aromatic 

pharmacophores in the proper spatial relationship. (+ )-Isomers of these piperidine 

derivative are more selective and potent than their (-)-counterparts. The "best" piperidine 

derivative was (+)-176 and (+)-177 with a cyc1opropylmethyl and a phenethyl substituent 
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at N-atom in piperidine ring, respectively. (+)-176 is selective for the K' opioid receptor 

and has a binding affinity of 83 nM (Table 26), but it is not very analgesic in vivo, and has 

a A50 value of 139.32 mmollkg (Lp.). (+)-176 is selective for 11 opioid receptor and has a 

binding affinity of about 5-6 nM (Table 26) and it is potent in vivo as well (Lp. A50 = 

13.07 mmollkg). This work opened a field of designing non-peptide opioid ligands using 

both computer-assisted method and the concept of pharmacophores. 

Another type of piperidine derivatives are the fentanyl-related463 compounds 

(Figure 52, 178-180), the rationale for these compounds are probably also related to 

meperidine. The difference compared to the previous piperidine derivatives is the 

substitution of an amide moiety at position 4 of the piperidine ring with another aryl 

substitution on the amide nitrogen. The two aromatic groups in fentanyl are considered as 

mimics of the two aromatic moieties in morphine derivative. However, there is no hydroxy 

substitution on both aromatic rings. The scaffold presented in fentanyl and related 

compounds are also piperidine rings. Among them, compound 178 is an extreme selective 

ligand for the 11 opioid receptors,463b another interesting compound is Mirfentanil (179, 

Figure 52) which is a 0 agonistJpartiall1 agonist, and has several clinical advantages such 

as little respiratory depression, reversed fentanyl-induced respiratory depression, and no 

withdrawal symptoms after repeated administration.464 Sufentanil465 (180) also is a 11-

selective ligand (Table 26). Another piperidine derivative (181) has been claimed to be a 

potent peripheral opioid antagonist (pA2 = 7.8-9.7).466 However, it is not a selective 

ligand for opioid receptor types. Compound 181 is a tri-substituted piperidine and is 

similar to fentanyl in structure. A more rigid analogue (182) of this type of mimetics is 

also available. Compound 182 actually is the first non-peptide mimic originated from 

enkephalins.467 The template used in this study is a computer-generated bioactive 

conformation of [Met5]enkephalin, the phenol and phenyl groups in 182 are equivalent to 



Table 26. Results of in vitro binding assays of the non-peptide opioid ligands. 

-

Compound Binding data (ICso, nM) Selectivity Selectivity Reference 

name/number 8 11 1( (11/8) (1(/8) 

morphine 90 (Kj ) 1.8 (Kj ) 317 (Kj ) 0.02 3.52 451 

naloxonel,[a] 40 (Kj ), [18.0] 1.1 (Kj ), [5.0] 5.3 (Kj ), [1.0] 0.03, [0.28] 0.14, [0.2] 452b, [461] 

naltrindoleln 0.31 (Kj ) 38 (Kj ) 3327 (Kj ) 123 10732 453b 

norBNIIn 39 (Kj ) 47 (Kj ) 0.26 (Kj ) 1.2 0.0067 454d 

175 [(+)-N-CH3]a 15900 (Ko) 1000 (Ko) 714 (Ko) 0.06 0.04 455,461 

175 [(+)-N-allyl]a 4000 (Ko) 370 (Ko) 137 (Ko) 0.09 0.03 455,461 

(+)-176a 2700 (Ko) 256 (Ko) 83 (Ko) 0.10 0.03 455,461 

(+)-177a 588 (Ko) 6.2 (Ko) 179 (Ko) 0.01 0.30 455,461 

"NT" - not tested. "N/A" - not available. a - [3H]naloxone (11), [3H]DADL (0), [3H]EKC (1(); 1_ [3H]DAMGO (11), 

[3H]DPDPE (8), [3H]U69593. For structures of the above compounds, see Figures 51 and 52. 
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Table 26. Results of in vitro binding assays of the non-peptide opioid ligands. (Continued, part 1). 

Compound Binding data (IC50, nM) Selectivity Selectivity Reference 

name/number 8 /1 1C (/1 10) (lCIO) 

178b 148 (K) 0.0055 (Kj ) 84.8 (Kj ) 3.7 x 10-5 0.57 463b 

179 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 464 

180c[b] 70 (Kj ) [50.2] 10.3 (Kj ) [0.02] 220 (KJ 0.15 [4.0 x 10-4] 3.1 465 [463b] 

181d 4.4(KJ 0.77 (Kj ) 40(KJ 0.175 9.1 466 

182e NT 225 NT N/A N/A 467 

1831" 14 NT NT N/A N/A 468 

184g 17.4 11.0 NT 0.63 N/A 469 

185c 12000 (Kj ) 1300 (Kj ) 9.14 (Kj ) 0.11 7.6 x 10.4 465 

"NT" - not tested. "N/A" - not available. b - eH]DHM (/1), [3H]DADLE (0), [3H]EKC (lC); c - [3H]DAMGO (/1), [3H][Q-Ala2, 

D-Leu5]enkephalin (0), [3H]EKC (lC); d - [3H]naloxone (/1), [3H][Q-Ala2, D-Leu5]enkephalin (0), [3H]EKC (lC). For structures tv 

of the above compounds, see Figures 52 and 53 ~ 



Table 26. Results of in vitro binding assays of the non-peptide opioid ligands. (Continued, part 2). 

Compound Binding data (IC50, nM) Selectivity Selectivity Reference 

name/number 8 /1 K: (/118) (K:I8) 

1861z ~ 10000 762 (K) 0.60 (Kj ) ~ 0.076 ~0.00006 481 

187; 3420 (Kj ) 225 (Kj ) 10 (Kj ) 0.07 0.003 482 

188 NT NT NT N/A N/A 483 

189 NT NT NT N/A N/A 484 

190i > 1000 1799 2.21 < 1.8 < 0.002 485 

BW373U86 (191)k 0.92 46.3 NT 50.3 N/A 495 

SNC 80 {192i 1.06 2467 NT 2327 N/A 495 

"NT" - not tested. "N/A" - not available. e - [3H]naloxone (/1);1 - [3H]-{-)-bremazocine; g - [3H]sufentanil (/1), eH]DPDPE (8); 

h _ [3H]DAGO (/1), [3H]DADLE (8), [3H]U-69593 (K:);; - [3H]naloxone (/1), eH]DADLE (8), [3H]EKC (K:);i - [3H]DAMGO 

(/1), [3H]DPDPE (8), [3H]U-69593 (K:); k - [3H]DAMGO (/1), [3H]DADLE (8); In - [3H]DAMGO (/1), eH]DADLE (8), 

eH]EKC (K:). For structures ofthe above compounds, see Figures 52 and 54. 
!j 
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Table 27. Results of ill vitro bioaSsays and/or ill vivo antinociception assay of the non-peptide opioid ligands. 

--

Compound Bioassay result (EC50, oM) Antinociception 

numberlreference GPI (J1) GPI (7C) MVD(D) LVDIRVD (A50) 

morphine489 31 1030 80 > 10000 77 nmollkg, s.c.1 

naloxone452c Ke=2.2 (morphine) Ke=16I Ke=40Q NT antagonist 

naltrindole453b,c Ke=22 (DAMGO) Ke=100 (U50488) Ke=0.27 (DPDPE) NT antagonist 

norbinaltorphimine454c Ke=13 (morphine) Ke=0.41f Ke=20Q NT antagonist 

175 [(+)-N-CH3]455 NT NT NT NT 10 1.34 J1mollkg * 

175 [(+)-N-allyl]455 NT NT NT NT 112.02 Jlmollkg* 

(+)_176455 NT NT NT NT 139.32 J1mollkg* 

(+ )_177455 NT NT NT NT 13.07 J1mollkg * 

-- -- -- - ---- - ---- ---- -- - - --- ----- - - - -_ .. _-

* - Lp. administration, mouse tail-flick test. § - antagonism of morphine analgesia in the mouse abdominal streching assay. f_ 
ethylketazocine was used as a 7C-selective agonist; Q - [D-Ala2, D-Leu5]enkephalin was used as a ,,-selective ligand. For 

structures of the above compounds, see Figures 51 and 52. 
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Table 27. Results of in vitro bioassays and/or in vivo antinociception assay of the non-peptide opioid ligands. (Continued, part 

1 ). 

Compound Bioassay result (EC50, nM) Antinociception 

number/reference GPI (J!) GPI (1C) MVD(O) LVDIRVD (A50) 

178463b NT NT NT NT N/A 

179464 NT NT NT NT N/A 

180465 NT NT NT NT N/A 

181466 9.7 (pA2) 7.8 (pA2) 8.7 (pA2) NT antagonist 

182467 NT NT NT NT 64 mglkg, oralt 

183468 1.7 NT 2.6 4.9 1.4 mglkg, s.c.'I 

184469 10.8 NT 0.66 NT NT 

185 12.1 NT NT 370 0.41 mg/kg, s.c. * 

t - rat hot-plate test. '1- mouse hot-plate test. NT - not tested. N/A - not available. For structures of the above compounds, see 

Figures 52 and 53. 
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Table 27. Results of in vitro bioassays and/or ill vivo antinociception assay of the non-peptide opioid ligands. (Continued, part 

2). 

Compound Bioassay result (EC50, nM) Antinociception 

numberlreference GPI (Il) GPI (K") MVD(8) LVDIRVD (A50) 

186481 NT NT NT NT 0.38 mg/kg, s.c. * 

187482 NT NT NT NT NT 

188483 NT NT NT 0.1 0.001 mg/kg¥ 

189484 NT NT NT 2.7 0.002 mg/kg¥ 

190481 23.8 NT 11.4 NT 1.53 Ilmol/kg¥ 

BW373U86 (191)489 143 330 (CTOP) 0.2 1800 30.5 
A 

SNC 80 (192)495 5457 NT 2.73 NT NT . 

¥ - s.c. administration in the mouse abdominal assay; A - Lt. administration in the mouse warm-water tail-flick test, see Ref. 495. 

NT - not tested. NI A - not available. For structures of the above compounds, see Figures 53 and 54. 
tv 
-.J 
00 
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the aromatic pharmacophores in [Met5]enkephalin. However, as I have stressed in Chapter 

7, it is difficult to determine a bioactive conformation of a linear small peptide even with 

comprehensive conformational studies. Thus, the "bioactive conformation II which 

Belanger et al. suggested467 may not necessarily be correct and actually the resulting 

mimetic 182 had weak binding affinity and was 32-fold less potent than morphine via oral 

administration to rats.467 Since most of the fentanyl analogues are ,u-selective, Cometta

Morini, et al.468 suggested the molecular determinants of ,u receptor recognition for 

fentanyl-based compounds based on computer-assisted calculations and modeling. 

Benzodiazepine derivatives also are found to be opioid agonists and antagonists. 2-

Substituted benzodiazepine tifluadom (Figure 53, 183) is an 1( agonist of nanomolar 

potency. However, it is not selective for the opioid receptor types.469 Interestingly 183 

also is a potent CCK antagonist. Benzodiazepine-type peptidomimetics also has provided 

the 80pioid agonist 184,470 this mimetic converted a ,u-selective peptide, dermorphin, to 

be a O-selective pseudopeptide in the in vitro bioassays with a nanomolar potency, but 184 

is not selective for opioid receptors in CNS. It is worthwhile to mention that thus far the 

most successful development of non-peptide opioid ligands are the 1(-selective ligands. 

U 50488 (trans-3 ,4-dichloro-N-methy I-N-[2-( I-pyrrolidiny I )cyclohexy l]benzeneacetamide, 

185) is the first and the prototype 1(-selective agonist, and its radiolabled form is used as a 

standard for 1( opioid receptors in many pharmacological studies.471-474 Since it was 

obtained from screening, there is no rationale behind the discovery of this molecule. 

Although there have been systematic structure-activity studies reported for analogues of 

U50488,475-480 there are still significant amounts of research efforts in this direction to 

reveal more potent and selective 1(-opioid ligands. The more restricted analogues 186 and 

187 are more potent and selective (Tables 26 and 27) than the parent compound 

U50488.481 ,482 The analogue (188) developed by Scopes and co-worker is lO-fold more 
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potent than U50488.483 Although it is not a favored idea to design molecules with higher 

molecular weight (compares to parent compound) without tremendous improvement of 

biological activity, potent analogue 189 was designed and synthesized.484 A highly 1(

selective and potent antagonist (190) also has been developed based on the structure of 

U50488.480 Although highly selective and potent non-peptide 1( agonists and antagonists 

have been developed and the structures and conformations of them are well studied,481 no 

correlation has been discussed between the 1(-selective peptide ligands and the above non-

o 

o 

,/"'N 

) 

(+)-191 

SNC 80 (192) 

o 

OH 

HC~(JCH3 
3 V 

(-)-191 

BW373U86 (191) ____ -I 

OH 

Figure 54. Non-peptide ligands which are selective for 80pioid receptors. 
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peptide compounds. 

In comparison to the development of K"-selective non-peptide opioid ligands, the 

development of 8-selective counterparts are minor. However a novel non-peptide 80pioid 

receptor racemic agonist, BW373U86 (191),487 was reported (based on screening) and 

appears to be a prime template for the discovery of new probes for the 8 receptor 

recognition. Studies with this compound in vitro,487-489 in vivo,487,489-494 and in ex vivo 

functional assays collectively indicated that it is a 8-selective agonist which exerts some of 

its effects through Jl opioid receptors. Recently this compound was synthesized in an 

optically pure form and one of its precursors obtained from the synthesis, SNC80 (192), 

is even more 8-selective than BW373U86 (Tables 26 and 27).495 Despite the high potency 

and selectivity of BW373U86 and SNC80, they still are not as potent and selective as some 

of the top 8-selective peptide agonists, and appear to have rather weak antinociceptive 

activity.490 Thus, there is a necessity to design non-peptidomimetics from highly selective 

and potent constrained peptides. The importance for doing so is not only to obtain 8-

selective novel non-peptide ligands, but also to understand "how to build bridges" to cross 

over from peptide and non-peptide design while retaining all the desired properties. Thus, 

this approach will eventually provide a general methodology for designing non

peptidomimetics for other peptide hormones and neurotransmitters. 

(2) Design of novel non-peptidomimetics selective for opioid receptor types 

based on [TMTl]-peptide analogues. 

From the above brief review of the previous work related to the development of 

non-peptide opioid ligands, it is clear there are basically two ways of discovering non

peptidomimetics: rational design and random screening. Although the random screening 

approach has provided the majority of presently known opioid non-peptide ligands, it is 

labor intensive, expensive and does not always produce results. By contrast, the rational 

design approach is relatively inexpensive. However, in the final analysis, a combination 
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of both approaches is undoubtedly desirable, but as discussed above currently is not well 

developed. The rational design and synthesis of non-peptidomimetics as agonists can be 

broken into three essential steps. (i) The pharmacophoric groups (pharmacophores) 

responsible for agonist activity must be identified. Sufficient knowledge about the 

structure-activity relationships of a given peptide must be acquired to identify the crucial 

pharmacophores. Peptide libraries are very helpful in this regarding as preliminary 

structure-activity relationship studies because they provide a wealth of information from 

which to draw conclusions about the nature of the pharmacophores. (ii) This step is to 

determine the biological active conformation of the peptide. It is important to obtain 

topographically constrained (both in global and side chains) active peptide analogues, since 

it is very difficult to obtain the bioactive conformation of a linear peptide as I have stressed 

several times already. This also is one of the reasons we have developed DPDPE and its 

analogues as probes for predicting the biological conformations of enkephalins. Once the 

active constrained peptide is obtained, conformational studies is needed. The following 

work involves modeling, energy minimization and molecular mechanics/calculations. 

These techniques require that the spatial arrangement of the known pharmacophores is well 

determined. Usually this is achieved by: (1) NMR spectroscopy or x-ray diffraction 

studies; (2) construction of a model based the available spectroscopic data; and (3) energy 

minimization and molecular dynamics simulations with the aid of a computer. Presently 

available computer software may not be sufficiently sophisticated to generated a biological 

active conformation for any peptide, but it is useful for optimizing distances in a 

conformational model(s) that has been pre-established by other techniques (for example, 

NMR spectroscopy). It also allows one to begin the process of thinking about possible 

receptor mechanisms, even without any knowledge of the receptor itself. This is not quite 

as absurd a notion as it might first seem, because it turns out that the dynamics of folding 

of peptides in the receptor environment often produces a particular characteristic in the 
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peptide which the receptor "reads ". The successes of developing constrained DPDPE and 

analogues and many other peptide hormones using computer-assisted methods in our 

research group have provided excellent evidence to support this. (iii) The final stage is 

mimetic design, and involves reconstruction of the peptide molecule on a non-peptide 

scaffold. The rules have now become less obvious and there is a greater dependence on 

intuition. The systematic approach has resulted from knowing the pharmacophores, 

probing the spatial relationship of the pharmacophores, and "guessing" what happens at the 

receptor. This process basically depends on selecting a template upon which the 

pharmacophores can be mounted in a manner that allows them to retain the spatial 

relationships and structural properties that exists in the bioactive constrained peptide 

analogue. Selection of the template is important and should take into consideration issues 

such as size and rigidity. Issues of spacing and flexibility must also be considered when 

the mimetic is designed, and should be based on the (predicted) bioactive conformational 

model of the peptide. 

All the 8- or J.l- selective non-peptidic and non-morphine type opioid ligands have 

been discovered from screening (except compound 182 was claimed as a mimetic of 

"bioactive" conformation of [Met5]enkephalin). Thus it is not surprising to see that 182 is 

not very active, since it was derived from an unreliable bioactive conformation of the 

peptide. During the past decade global constrained enkephalin analogues have been 

developed in both in Prof. Hruby's laboratory and in other laboratories. One of the best 

analogues is DPDPE, and tremendous efforts have been put into preparing more 8-selective 

and potent analogues since its discovery. One direction in Hruby's group has been to 

apply more constraints i.e. side chain topographical constraints to DPDPE in order to reveal 

more detailed topographical insights for enkephalin analogues. This is also one of the 

major goals of this dissertation, since by constraining the Tyr' and Phe4 side chains in 

addition to the cyclic backbone of DPDPE, one would be able to predict with more 
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confidence a bioactive conformation of enkephalin even without sufficient conformational 

knowledge of the binding pocket of 0 opioid receptors. More importantly, the proposed 

bioactive conformation will provide us with the three dimensional relationship of the two 

important pharmacophores in enkephalins, the aromatic moieties of the Tyrl and Phe4 

residues. The DPDPE analogue [(2S,3R)-TMTI]DPDPE (122) is probably the most 

profound enkephalin analogue in terms of its constraints. The biological conformations of 

122 has been limited to two at this point. One is the model shown in Figure 31 (p. 233) 

which fits the crystal structure of DPDPE. Another one is shown in Figure 40 (p. 243) 

which matches well the message domain with a non-peptide O-selective agonist, SIOM. 

The major difference between the two conformations is the distance between the two 

aromatic pharmacophores. The model which matches well with the x-ray structure of 

DPDPE has a distance between the centroids of aromatic rings of 12.3 A; the model which 

matches well with SIOM has a distance of 6-7 A. Since the model built from the NMR data 

and the crystal structure have experimental support, we chose the first model of 122 as the 

bioactive conformation to design non-peptidornimetics. The three dimensional relationship 

of the two aromatic pharmacophores in deltorphin analogues also were taken into account. 

The distance between the centroids of the two aromatic ring of (2S,3S)-TMTI and Phe3 

residue in analogue 125 is about liA. Thus the distance was determined to be 12.0 ± 3.0 

A as an average distance between the pharmacophores in the bioactive conformation of 

enkephalins and deltorphins. In order to find a suitable template/scaffold to mount these 

two pharmacophores, a search of the Cambridge x-ray crystal-structure database was 

used.496 To increase the probability of finding the suitable structures from the database, 

minimal 3D constraints were applied into the search. Only the above mentioned distances 

were used as constraint in searching. Even so, only 16 crystal structures ("hits") were 

found to satisfy these constraints out of 120,000 available crystal structures in the database. 
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When more 3D constraints of the two pharmacophores derived from the models of 122 

were applied, such as the plain angle between the two aromatic rings, the distance of one 

aromatic ring centroid to the plane based on another aromatic ring, etc., no "hit" was 

found. This may also indicated there is no crystal structure of a highly 8-selective and 

potent peptide or non-peptide ligand available. Among the 16 hits (Figure 55), there are six 

small pep tides (196-199,204, and 205). Moreover, five of the peptides are enkephalins 

(196, 198, 199,204) or enkephalin analogues (197): Although the purpose of doing 

this search is not to find a peptidic template, the fact that endogenous ~selective opioid 

ligands were among the "hits" indicated the bioactive conformation and the corresponding 

3D relationships of the two aromatic pharmacophores we have determined were realistic. 

Other "hits" include several dipeptide such as N-acetyl-L-phenylalanyl-L-tyrosine (193), L

tyrosyl-L-phenylalanine (195 and 201), and 2(R)-amino-( 4R)-hydroxy-4-(p

hydroxyphenyl)-3(R)-methylbutanoic acid-(S)-a-phenylethylamide (203) were also 

found. In these dipeptide crystal structures, the distances between aromatic rings of 

tyrosine (or its derivative) and phenylalanine satisfy the 3D constraint set for the searching. 

There are also two N-benzoyl-protected tyrosine derivatives (202 and 208) among the 

hits, in which the tyrosine phenol group is separated from the phenyl group in the N

protection by a distance of 8.1-12.8 A. 1-(4-Hydroxylphenyl)-2-(3-phenyl-l

methylpropyl)-amino-ethanol hydrochloride (194) and an HIV protease inhibitor with a 

hydroxyethylene isostere (206) are also among the hits. Since the 3D constraints set for 

searching was not limited to intramolecular distance, a couple of hits (200 and 207) 

obviously resulted from intermolecular 3D constraint. Although 207 was an unexpected 

hit, (4S,6S)-p-hydroxymethadone hydrobromide (207) was the most interesting 

compound among the hits.497 The continued use of methadone (6-dimethylamino-4,4-

diphenylheptan-3-one) as a treatment drug for the maintenance of opiate addicts has 

stimulated an ongoing interest in its metabolism, especially in addicts undergoing 
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prolonged treatment. Thus, it will be interesting to design new opioid non-peptide ligands 

based on the structure of 207. Another amazing coincidence shown in Scheme 31 makes 

this subject more interesting. The region bearing aromatic moieties in compound 207 are 

almost the same as the region that have aromatics in O-selective agonists 191 and 192 

(Scheme 31). Thus, this region is kept for the new non-peptide ligand. Since cocaine is 

also a narcotic,49B its tropine skeleton can be considered as a mimic of the six-membered 

piperazine ring. As a matter of fact, the tropine derivatives are analgesics according to 

Gualtieri, et al .. 499 After all these tailoring, new non-peptidomimetic for oopioid receptors 

is generated (Scheme 31). To evaluate this idea, several available compounds with similar 

structure were tested in binding assays. The results are listed in Figure 56 and Table 28. 

202, (BZTYRE) N-benzoyl-l.-tyrosineamide (210) 

benztropine mesylate (211) phentoamine mesylate (212) 

Figure 56. Molecules that are structurally similar to the computer-searched results or 
the newly designed non-peptide opioid ligand. 
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Table 28. Binding results of the commercially available compounds that are structurally 

similar to the hits and the newly designed non-peptidomimetics (209). 

Compound Binding results, (ICso,IlM) Selectivity Selectivity 

number 8 11 1( (11 18) (1(18) 

202 > 100 > 100 > 100 N/A N/A 

210 > 100 > 100 > 100 N/A N/A 

211 7.4 ± 0.4 4.5 ± 1.4 3.4 ± 0.6 0.61 0.64 

212 5.5 ± 0.6 13.2 ± 0.3 5.1 ± 0.07 2.4 0.93 

* - radiolabled ligand used in binding assays were [3H][p-CIPhe4]DPDPE for 8opioid 

receptor, [3H]DAMGO for 11 opioid receptors, eH]U69593 for 1(opioid receptors. 

N-benzoyl protected tyrosine derivatives 202 and 210 do no bind well to the opioid 

receptors. However, compound 210 does produce weak agonist activity in the in vitro 

bioassay, i.e. 26.5% at 30 11M in GPI assay and 35% at 30 11M in MVD assay. It is noted 

that Chandrakumar, et aL. prepared a series of 2,6-dimethyl-1-tyrosyl-N-(3-phenylpropyl)

Q-alaninamides which are selective for 11 opioid receptors.soo Thus, it seems that flexible 

dipeptides are not suitable mimetics for 8-selective opioid ligands. On the other hand, 

compounds 211 and 212 which are structurally similar to the newly designed ligand 

(209) do bind weakly at all three opioid receptor types with ICso value of less than 10 11M. 

Benztropine (211) is a dopamine uptake inhibitor,SOI-S03 equal potent to cocaine, that 

exhibits CNS stimulant activity in animal models. However, it only binds weakly to opioid 

receptors with no selectivity to the opioid receptor types. Phentolamine (212) is a 

adrenergic blocker,S04 it is slightly selective for 8 and 1(receptors. These results are 
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Figure 57. Stereoview of molecular fitting of the model of 122 and the model of modified 

SNC80 (192a). The model of 122 was derived from the crystal structure of [1".

Ala3]DPDPE and molecular dynamics simulation. 

encouraging and indicate that we are on the right track of designing non-peptidomimetics 

from highly potent and selective peptide ligand. However, one obvious contradiction in 

compound 209 and peptide 122 is the distance between the two aromatic rings, it is much 

closer in 209. This problem was solved by computer-assisted modeling. A low-energy 

model of SNC80 (192) was generated by molecular mechanics calculations using Sybyl. 

The diethyl substitutions of amide nitrogen in SNC80 were modified to a six-membered 

ring by linking the two ethyl groups (192a). Surprisingly, the TMTI phenol ring in the 

model of 122 fitted well to the phenol moiety in 192a, and the phenyl ring of Phe4 in 122 

has a good fit with the six-membered ring moiety attaching to the amide bond in 192a 

(Figure 57). This modeling result suggested that the phenol ring in 192 is one of the 

pharmacophores that mimics the phenol ring in 122, another pharmacophore that mimics 
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Phe4 in 122 is not the phenyl ring in SNC80 but the lipophilic substitutions on the amide 

nitrogen. The phenyl ring in SNC80 (192) or BW373U86 (191) probably is just a 

scaffold to position the two pharmacophores. This suggestion also explains the somewhat 

weaker binding affinity of compound 212 compared to 192. This is because 212 only 

has one of the pharmacophores and the methyl substitution on the phenyl ring in 212 is not 

suitable either in size or 3D relationship as a mimic for another necessary pharmacophores 

in the address domain in 122. Thus, further substitution on the phenyl ring in 212 is 

necessary. It also appears that the tropine moiety in our newly designed non

peptidomimetics is not essential for the selectivity or binding affinity (Table 28), so a 

smaller heterocylic moiety like that in 212 can be used instead. The finalized general 

structure of new non-peptidomimetic (213) of 122 and of related peptides is shown in 

Figure 58. The remaining amide bond is to increase the solubility of 213 in aqueous 

solution; the R' group in 213 can be any bulky secondary amine in principle. However, 

the final choice will be decided by structure-activity relationship studies. A smail "library" 

o 

o OR 

R =H orCH3 

R' 
213 

R'= 
N ON O and their ring substituted derivatives; , , 

non-cyclic secondary amine 

Figure 58. Newly designed 8-selective non-peptide opioid ligands. 
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Scheme 32. Proposed synthetic pathways for the newly designed non-peptidomimetic 
of the 8-selective opioid peptide ligand. 
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approach could be very helpful in such a primary study. 

The racemic compound 213 does not seem to be synthetically challenging. A 

proposed synthetic route is shown in Scheme 32. Chloride 214 can be prepared using the 

same protocol that was described by Calderon et al .. 495 Amino dehalogenation reactions 
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between 214 and secondary amine can provide the target molecules.495.505 If any of these 

proposed compound showed the desired biological activities, they could be further resolved 

into optically pure form and for further biological evaluation to determine which isomer is 

favored. 

Although the structure of 213 is quite similar to that of SNC80, the design process 

clearly indicated for the first time that the scaffold for a potential o-selective non

peptidomimetic is a l,4-disubstituted benzene ring. This scaffold can be used to design 

molecules which are very different in structure to either SNC80 or BW3737U86. More 

importantly, this process enabled us to show the possibility of designing non-peptide 

compounds that may have similar biological functions of peptides. It also is worthwhile to 

mention that the early studies based on meperidine456 and fentanyI463.506.507 which 

provide a series of piperidine derivatives should also be taken into account in designing 

non-peptidomimetics. As a matter of fact, the six-membered ring scaffold has provided 

some potent ,u-selective non-peptides ligand (Tables 26 and 27). Other important 

information obtained from this process is that by comparison of the models of 122 and 

SNC80, it can be suggested that the biological active conformation of DPDPE may not be 

either the crystal structure or the solution conformation obtained from NMR studies. 

The ultimate reason that may explain why a non-peptidomimetic (agonist) does or 

does not work is related to the receptor itself. Although the opioid 0, ,u, and 1\ receptors 

have been cloned, their structures are not well characterized thus far due to the difficulties 

to work with membrane-bound G-protein coupled receptors. Thus the design of small 

organic molecules for such receptors are still at its early stage. Design based only on 

ligands may not be a suitable way, since it is always difficult to determine the receptor

bound conformation of the peptide. This is why we do not see even one completely 

successful case by this approach. A crystal structure of the ligand-receptor complex wiII be 
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extremely helpful in the structure-based design. Another alternative is to carry out 

homology modeling of the receptor in combination with site-specific mutagenesis to find 

out the binding site of the receptor. Then docking of the ligand into the receptor model may 

provide reliable receptor bond conformation and the conformation of the receptor binding 

pockets. 

This is the last chapter of this dissertation (except the Experimental chapter), the 

goal discussed in this chapter is difficult to achieve and there should be many other 

approaches that are possible to reach to this goal. No research should end at certain point 

including those with excellent results. The work discussed in this dissertation is just one of 

such examples. Good results always promote more challenging problems, promote more 

thinking and eventually guide the research in new directions. This cycle is probably how 

human beings get to know nature more and more, and can help overcome the difficulties 

and inconveniences caused by nature to the existence of human kind. There is an old 

Chinese item called "Shue Hai Wu Ya" (knowledge is an endless ocean). To build a 

reliable boat and find a direction to sail will be task for the rest of my life. 
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CHAPTER 9. EXPERIMENTAL 

I. General. 

All reagents, unless otherwise noted, were purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co. 

and were used without further purification except for triethylamine and acetonitrile (distilled 

from CaH2 under argon and stored over CaH2). Crotonyl chloride was distilled under 

argon before use. Triisopropylsulfonyl azide was synthesized as described in the 

literature.508 Amberlite azide exchange resin was purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co. 

The following solvents were freshly distilled and stored under argon prior to use: THF 

from Nalbenzophenone ketyl, CH2Cl2 from CaH2. Water was distilled and deionized 

before use. All reactions, unless otherwise noted were carried out under the protection of 

argon; the reaction temperatures listed are the bath temperatures. All reaction containers 

were flame dried under vacuum before use. Melting points were determined in open 

capillary tubes with a Thomas-Hoover melting point apparatus and are uncorrected. IH 

and 13C-NMR spectra were recorded on superconducting instruments operating at 250 

MHz or 300 MHz in CDCI3, D20 or CD30D as solvent. Optical rotations were taken on 

an Autopol III polarimeter using a 1.0 dm cell. Infrared spectra were taken on an Perkin 

Elmer Ff-IR spectrometer. Mass spectra were determined on Hewlett Packard 5988A or 

Hewlett Packard 5970 mass spectrometer. Column chromatography was performed using 

Aldrich silica gel 60, 230-400 mesh ASTM. Solvents for chromatography were used 

without further purification. Analytical tIc was performed on Merck precoated Kieselgel 60 

F-254 plates, and the chiral reverse phase tIc plates (Chiralplate®) were purchased from 

Aldrich. Detections were made using either 12, ninhydrin, or UV light. A jacketed column 

with the inside diameter of 1 inch and length of 18 inch was purchased from ACE Glass. 

Elemental analysis was done by Desert Analytics Co., Tucson, Arizona. High resolution 

mass spectra were obtained from the Mass Spectroscopy Facility at the College of 
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Pharmacy, University of Arizona, and the Mass Spectroscopy Service Laboratory, 

Department of Chemistry, The University of Minnesota, Minneapolis. 

II. Synthesis of the 2',6'-Dimethyl-,B-methyltyrosine.509 

4-Bromo-3,5-dimethylanisole (79). 3,5-Dimethylanisole (1, 87.5 mL, 619 

mmol) was dissolved in 1.0 L of carbon tetrachloride. The mixture was cooled to -25°C, 

and a solution of bromine (35.0 mL, 679 mmol) in carbon tetrachloride (200 mL) was 

added over 8 hrs, until the bromine color persisted. The solution was allowed to warm to 

room temperature, poured into water (1.0 L) and stirred for 1.5 hrs. The aqueous and 

organic phases were separated and the aqueous phase was extracted with ethyl ether (3 x 

200 mL). The combined organic phases were dried over anhydrous magnesium sulfate, 

filtered, the solvents removed by rotary evaporation, and the residue oil vacuum distilled to 

yield 113.5 g (85%) of the product as a clear colorless liquid. TIc Rf = 0.41 (9: 1, hexanes 

: ethyl acetate, v/v). Bp 64°C, 2.1 torr. I H NMR (CDCI3, TMS): <56.60 (s, 2H, aromatic 

hydrogens), 3.71 (s, 3H, -OCH3), 2.35 (s, 6H, -CH3). I3C NMR (CDCI3): <5 157.9, 

138.8, 118.0, 113.6, 55.0, 23.9. CIMS: m/e (relative intensity) 215.00 (M++l, 100). 

Anal. Calcd for C9H 11 BrO: C, 50.26; H, 5.15; Br, 37.15. Found: C, 49.95; H, 5.11; Br, 

37.15. 

4-Methoxy-2,6-dimethylbenzaldehyde (80). A mixture of 4-bromo-3,5-

dimethyl anisole (79,68.0 g, 316 mmol), polished magnesium strips (9.0 g, 158 mmol) 

and freshly distilled THF (1.0 L) was gently heated. The heat was removed until the 

reaction ceased to reflux. The black colloidal suspension was reheated to reflux for 4 hrs 

and then recooled to O°c. A solution of anhydrous dimethylformamide (28.7 mL, 371 

mmol) in freshly distilled THF (30 mL) was added to the above suspension dropwise over 

20 min. The grey suspension was allowed to warm to room temperature and stirred for I 
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hr. The reaction was quenched by decanting the reaction solution into a saturated 

ammonium chloride solution (1 L). The reaction flask was washed with additional THF (2 

x 30 mL) which was decanted into the above ammonium chloride solution. The aqueous 

and organic phases were separated, and the aqueous phase was extracted with ethyl ether (3 

x 200 mL). The combined organic phases were dried over anhydrous magnesium sulfate, 

filtered, and the solvents removed by rotary evaporation. The residue, a yellow oil, was 

further dried in vacuo, to give a yellow solid (96%). The crude product was recrystallized 

from hexanes at -20°C (44.9 g, 86%). The product was of satisfactory purity cI H NMR 

pure) for use in the next reaction. A sample was further purified by distillation (Bp 104°C, 

5 torr) and recrystallized from hexanes at -20°e. TIc Rf = 0.24 (9: 1, hexanes : ethyl 

acetate, v/v), 2,4-DNP (+). Mp 44.0-45.5°C (lit. 40-41°C).165 I H NMR (CDCI3, TMS): 

8 10.47 (lit. 165 10.40, s, IH), 6.58 (lit. 165 6.51, s, 2H), 3.48 (lit. 3.77, s, 3H), 2.60 (lit. 

2.53, s, 6H). \3C NMR (CDCI3): 8 191.5, 162.6, 144.4, 125.9, 114.8, 55.2, 21.0. 

CIMS: mle (relative intensity) 165.00 (M++l, 100). Anal. Calcd for C IOHI20 2: C, 73.15; 

H, 7.37. Found: C, 73.01 (lit. 73.19); H, 7.52 (lit. 7.47). 

(2E)-Ethyl 3-(4'-methoxy-2', 6'-dimethylphenyl)-2-propenoate (81). 

To a solution of potassium tert-butoxide (53.1 g, 450 mmol), triethyl phosphonoacetate (93 

mL, 450 mmol) in freshly distilled THF 0.2 L), was added 4'-methoxy-2',6'

dimethylbenzaldehyde 80 (41.4 g, 252 mmol) in one portion at room temperature. The 

solution thickened considerably after a few min and the reaction was stirred at room 

temperature for 2 hrs. A small amount of this material was removed from the reaction 

mixture and purified by column chromatography for characterization. TIc Rf = 0.27 (9: 1 , 

hexanes : ethyl acetate, v/v). Mp 68.0-69.0oC. IH NMR (CDCI3, TMS): 87.83 (d, IH, J 

= 16.3 Hz, Ar-CH=CH-), 6.60 (s, 2H, aromatic 3',5' hydrogens), 6.02 (d, IH, J = 16.3 

Hz, Ar-CH=CH-), 4.26 (q, 2H, J = 7.1 Hz, -O-CHr CH3), 3.77 (s, 3H, -OCH3), 2.35 
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(s, 6H, Ar-CH3s), 1.34 (t, 3H, 7.1 Hz, -OCH2-CH3). I3C NMR (CDCI3): 8 167.1, 

159.2, 142.5, 138.9, 126.1, 121.9, 113.7, 60.2, 54.9, 21.5, 14.2. CIMS: mJe (relative 

intensity) 235.05 (M++l, 100). Anal. Ca1cd for CI4HIS03: C, 71.77; H, 7.74. Found: C, 

71.76; H, 7.93. 

(2E) 3-(4'-Methoxy-2', 6'-dimethylphenyl)-2-propenoic acid (82). 

To a slurry containing crude ester 81 was added methanol (400 mL) and water (400 mL). 

Lithium hydroxide monohydrate (75 g, 1.8 mol, 4 eq) was added and the reaction stirred 

overnight. Volatiles were removed by rotary evaporation and the aqueous layer, now 

containing a white precipitate, was diluted to 1.5 L with water and gently heated to dissolve 

solids. The warm solution was washed with chloroform (3 x 200 mL) and acidified to pH 

= 1 with 6N hydrochloric acid. The white solid was filtered, washed with water (1 L) and 

dried in vacuo in the presence of P205' The off-white solid weighed 48.6 g (93%). The 

product was used for the next reaction without further purification. A small amount of the 

product was recrystallized from ethyl acetate and hexanes for analysis. TIc Rf = 0.22 

(70:30: 1, hexanes : ethyl acetate : acetic acid, v/v/v). Mp 174.5-175.5°C. I H NMR 

(CDC13, TMS): 87.98 (d, IH, J = 16.3 Hz, Ar-CH=CH-), 6.63 (s, 2H, aromatic 3',5' 

hydrogens), 6.08 (d, IH, J = 16.4 Hz, -CH=CH-C02H), 3.80 (s, 3H, -OCH3), 2.40 (s, 

6H, Ar-CH3s). I3C NMR (CDCI3): 8 172.5, 159.6, 145.0, 139.4, 125.7, 120.7, 113.9, 

55.1,21.7. CIMS: mle (relative intensity) 207.20 (M++l, 100), 189.05 (26.5). Anal. 

Ca1cd for C12H1403: C, 69.89; H, 6.84. Found: C, 70.18; H, 6.78. 

(4S)- and (4R)-4-Phenyl-2-oxazolidinone. These two chiral auxiliaries 

were prepared according to literature procedures with modifications. 15S,159,510,511 

General Methods for the Synthesis of 3(2E), 4(R)-3-[(4'-Methoxy-

2' ,6'-dimethylphenyl)-I-oxopropenoyl]-4-phenyl-2-oxazolidinone (84) and 
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3(2E), 4(S)-3-[ (4' -Methoxy-2' ,6' -dimethylphenyl)-1-oxopropenoyl]-4-

phenyl-2-oxazolidinone (85). These compounds were prepared using a procedure 

for coupling of the precursor acids 82 to the chiral auxiliaries using mixed 

anhydrides. 157,158,159,509 

To a stirred, -78°C pre-cooled solution of (2E) 3-(4'-methoxy-2',6'

dimethylphenyl)propenoic acid (82, 6.50 g, 3l.5 mmol) in dry THF (650 mL) was added 

triethylamine (5.3 mL, 37.8 mmol, l.2 eq) via syringe, followed by pivaloyl chloride (4.3 

mL, 34.9 mmol, l.1 eq). The suspension was stirred for 15 min at -78°C, OOC for 45 

min, and then recooled to -78°C. The suspension was then transferred via cannula to a 

stirring slurry of the lithiated 4(S)-4-phenyl-2-oxazolidinone at -78°C [prepared 20 min in 

advance at -78°C by the addition of n-BuLi (1.6 M in hexanes, 18.0 mL, 28.8 mmol) to a 

solution of the 4(S)-4-phenyl-2-oxazolidinone (4.70 g, 28.8 mmol) in freshly distilled 

tetrahydrofuran (120 mL)]. The resulting suspension was stirred at -78°C for 20 min and 

at room temperature for 2 hrs. The reaction was quenched by the addition of saturated 

NH4CI aqueous solution (70 mL). Volatiles were removed by rotary evaporation and the 

residual aqueous slurry was extracted with chloroform (3 x 110 mL). The combined 

extracts were washed with diluted aqueous NaHC03 solution (3 x 70 mL), dried over 

anhydrous MgS04, filtered, rotary evaporated to dryness and stored in vacuo. The crude 

product was chromatographed on silica gel using 2:8, ethyl acetate:hexanes (v/v) as eluent 

solvent. An analytical sample was rechromatographed and recrystallized in hexanes/ethyl 

acetate for charaterization in both cases. 

3(2E), 4 (R) - 3 - [ ( 4' - Methoxy - 2', 6'- dimethylphenyl ) - 1 

-oxopropenoyl]-4-phenyl-2-oxazolidinone (84). 20 g (large scale), yield 75%. 

Tic Rf = 0.29 (3:7, EtOAc : Hexanes, v/v). Mp 158.5-160.0 DC. IH NMR (CDCl3) TMS 

: 88.00 (d, J=16.0 Hz, IH, Ar-CH=C-), 7.56 (d, J=16.0 Hz, IH, -C=CH-CO-), 7.44 -
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7.31 (m, 5H, oxazolidinone aromatic hydrogens), 6.61 (s, 2H, aromatic 3',5' hydrogens), 

5.55 (dd, 1=8.7 Hz, 3.9 Hz, IH, oxazolidinone Ph-CH-), 4.73 (t, 1=8.6 Hz, IH, 

oxazolidinone -CH2-/pro R), 4.32 (dd, 1=8.7 Hz, 3.9 Hz, IH, oxazolidinone -CH2-/pro 

S), 3.79 (s, 3H, Ar-OCH3), 2.40 (s, 6H, Ar-2', 6'-CH3). I3C NMR (CDCI3) : 0 161.5, 

159.6, 153.8, 144.0, 140.1, 139.2, 129.1, 128.6, 126.0, 125.9, 119.7, 114.1, 69.9, 

57.9, 55.0, 22.0. IR ( KBr, em-I): 2963, 2911, 1764, 1670, 1615, 1599, 1568, 1475, 

1384, 1349, 1300, 1198, 1150, 975, 851, 760, 706. MS: m/e (relative intensity) 352.05 

(M++l, 100), 189.05 (14). [a]22 D = -26.1° (c 1.05 CHCI3). Anal. Calcd for 

C2IH2IN04: C, 71.78; H, 6.02; N, 3.99. Found: C, 72.03; H, 6.06; N, 4.00. 

3(2E), 4 (S) - 3 -[ ( 4' - Methoxy- 2', 6' - dimethylphenyl ) - 1 -

oxopropenoyl]-4-phenyl-2-oxazolidinone (85). 15 g (large scale), yield 77%. 

TIc Rf = 0.64 (1:1, EtOAc: Hexanes, v/v). Mp 157.5-158.0 dc. IH NMR (CDCI3) TMS: 

08.00 (d, 1=16.0 Hz, IH, Ar-CH=C-), 7.56 (d, 1=16.0 Hz, IH, -C=CH-CO-), 7.40 -

7.37 (m, 5H, oxazolidinone aromatic hydrogens), 6.61 (s, 2H, aromatic 3',5' hydrogens), 

5.55 (dd, 1=8.8 Hz, 4.0 Hz, IH, oxazolidinone Ph-CH-), 4.74 (t, 1=8.8 Hz, IH, 

oxazolidinone -CH2-/Pro R), 4.32 (dd, 1=8.8 Hz, 4.0 Hz, IH, oxazolidinone -CH2-/pro 

S), 3.79 (s, 3H, Ar-OCH3), 2.41 (s, 6H, Ar-2', 6'-CH3). I3C NMR (CDCI3) : 0 165.1, 

159.6,153.8,144.0,140.1,139.2,129.1,128.6, 126.0, 125.9, 119.7, 114.1,69.9, 

57.9,55.0,22.0. IR (KBr, em-I): 2963, 2911, 1764, 1670, 1615, 1599, 1475, 1384, 

1349,1198,1150,975,851,760,706. MS: m/e (relative intensity) 352.00 (M++l, 64), 

207.05 (4), 179.15 (100), 164.00 (80). [a]25 D = + 32.0° (c 0.29, CHCI3). Anal. Calcd 

for C2IH2IN04: C, 71.78; H, 6.02; N, 3.99. Found: C, 71.73; H, 5.89; N, 4.03. 

General Methods for the Synthesis of 3(2E), 4(R) - 3 - (1- 0 x 0 - 2-

butenyl)-4-phenyl-2-oxazolidinone (73) and 3(2E), 4(S)-3-(1-0xo-2-

butenyl)-4-phenyl-2-oxazolidinone (71). These compounds were prepared using a 
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procedure for coupling of the crotonyl chloride 69 to the optically pure 4-phenyl-2-

oxazolidinone, and was similar to that previously reported.509 

Freshly distilled crotonyl chloride 69 (21.08 mL, 220 mmol) was dissolved in 

freshly distilled tetrahydrofuran (80 mL), and the solution was cooled to -78°C. In a 

separate 2 L round bottom flask with a magnetic stirbar, 4(R)-4-phenyl-2-oxazolidinone 

(32.64 g, 200 mmol) was dissolved in freshly distilled tetrahydrofuran (500 mL) and was 

cooled to -78°C, then n-BuLi (150 mL, 1.6 M in hexanes, 240 mmol) was added via 

syringe. The mixture was stirred for 20 min and the crotonyl chloride solution was 

transferred to the lithiated oxazolidinone via cannula. The resulting solution was stirred for 

30 min at -78°C and 1.5 hrs at room temperature before quenching the reaction by the 

addition of saturated NH4CI aqueous solution (150 mL). Volatiles were removed by rotary 

evaporation. The resulting aqueous slurry was diluted with water (200 mL) and extracted 

with ethyl acetate (3 x 150 mL). The combined organic layers were washed with saturated 

sodium bicarbonate solution (2 x 150 mL), and brine (150 mL), dried over anhydrous 

MgS04, filtered, and concentrated to dryness by rotary evaporation. The crude product 

was purified by column chromatography using 30% ethyl acetate in hexanes (v/v) as the 

eluant. An analytical sample was rechromatographed and recrystallized in hexanes/ethyl 

acetate for characterization in both cases. 

3(2E), 4(R )-3-(1-Oxo-2-butenyl)-4-phenyl-2-oxazolidinone (73). 

43.5 g, yield 94% and contained a 96:4 ratio of E : Z isomers by proton NMR. Mp 77-

79°C. IH NMR (CDCI3) TMS: 07.40-7.25 (m, 6H), 7.15-6.90 (m, IH), 5.47 (dd, 

1=8.8, 3.9 Hz, IH), 4.67 (t, 1=8.8 Hz, IH), 4.24 (dd, 1=8.8, 3.9 Hz, IH), 1.92 (d, 

1=6.7 Hz, 3H). IR (KBr, cm- I): 2990, 1785, 1690, 1640, 1340, 1190, 715. MS: mle 

(relative intensity) 231.0 (M++l, 5), 69 (100). [a]22D = -111.8° (c 1.08, CHCI3). Anal. 

Calcd for C13H I3N03: C, 67.52; H, 5.67; N, 6.06. Found: C, 67.25; H, 5.67; N, 6.13. 
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3(2E), 4(S)-3-(1-0xo-2-butenyl)-4-phenyl-2-oxazolidinone (71). 40 

g, yield 90% and no Z isomer was observed by proton NMR. Mp 74.5-75.5°C. IH NMR 

(CDCI3) TMS: 07.42-7.24 (m, 6H), 7.16-7.02 (m, IH), 5.48 (dd, 1=8.7, 3.9 Hz, IH), 

4.69 (t, 1=8.8 Hz, IH), 4.26 (dd, 1=8.9, 3.9 Hz, IH), 1.93 (d, 1=5.6 Hz, 3H). I3C 

NMR (CDCI3) : 0 164.4, 159.6, 153.7, 147.3, 139.0, 129.1, 128.6, 125.8, 121.6, 69.9, 

57.7, 18.5. IR (KBr, em-I): 2973, 1779, 1685, 1657, 1634, 1472, 1457, 1439, 1392, 

1329, 1229, 1211, 1085,964, 714, 695. MS: m/e (relative intensity) 231.0 (M++l, 40), 

69 (100). [a]22D = +113.4° (c 1.085, CHCI3). Anal. Calcd for C13H 13N03: C, 67.52; 

H, 5.67; N, 6.06. Found: C, 67.52; H, 5.67; N, 6.13. 

General Procedure for the Preparation of the Organo-copper 

Reagents. To a suspension of magnesium turnings (2.91 g, 120 mmol, 1.1 eqv.) in dry 

THF (50 mL) was added the 4-bromo-3,5-dimethylanisole (23.5 g, 109 mmol) and 

bromoethane (0.80 mL, 11 mmol). The mixture were heated with stirring to reflux for 4 

hrs, was cooled to -4°C, and then transferred via cannula to a -40°C stirring slurry of 

copper (I) bromide-dimethyl sulfide complex (11.23 g, 53.8 mmol) in freshly distilled 

THF (130 mL) and anhydrous dimethylsulfide (65 mL). The grey mixture (mixture A) 

was warmed to -10°C and was ready for the conjugate additions. In the case of MeMgBr, 

a commercial solution (3.0 M in ethyl ether, 7.5 mL, 22.5 mmo!) was added by syringe to 

a solution of CuBr·(CH3hS complex (4.58 g, 22.0 mmol) in freshly distilled THF (50 

mL) and anhydrous dimethylsulfide (20 mL) at -4°C. The resulting yellow-greenish 

mixture (mixture B) was stirred for 10 min at -4°C and used for the conjugate addition at 

the given temperature. 

General Procedure for Conjugate Additions. The procedure was slightly 

different depending on the substrate used. For 3(3R), 4(R) 3-[3-(4'-methoxy-2',6'

dimethylphenyl)-I-oxobutyl]-4-phenyl-2-oxazolidinone (86) and 3(3S), 4(S) 3-[3-(4'-
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methoxy-2',6'-dimethylphenyl)-I-oxobutyl]-4-phenyl-2-0xazolidinone (87), a typical 

procedure as follows. A solution of the a,p-unsaturated acyloxazolidinone 84 (5.20 g, 

14.8 mmol) in freshly distilled THF (25 mL) was added dropwise to mixture B 

(CH3MgBr/CuBr-S(CH3hrrHF mixture) over 60 min at -4°C and the resulting mixture 

was stirred for an additional 90 min at -4°C. Then the reaction mixture was warmed up to 

room temperature and stirred overnight. The reaction was quenched by slow addition of 

saturated NH4Cl (aq.) (70 mL) and stirred for 30 min. The phases were separated, the 

organic phase was set aside while the aqueous phase was extracted with ethyl ether (50 mL 

x 3). The combined organic phases were washed with saturated NH4Cl (aq.) (30 mL x 3), 

water (30 mL x 3), brine (30 mL) and dried over anhydrous MgS04. The drying agent 

was filtered, the solvent was evaporated off, and the diastereoisomeric mixture was 

purified by column chromatography (3:7, EtOAc: Hexanes, v/v). Analytical samples 

were rechromatographed and fractionally recrystallized for characterization. For the 

preparation of 3(3S), 4(R) 3-[3-(4'-Methoxy-2',6'-dimethylphenyl)-I-oxobutyl]-4-phenyl-

2-oxazolidinone (88) and 3(3R), 4(S) 3-[3-(4'-Methoxy-2',6'-dimethylphenyl)-l

oxobutyl]-4-phenyl-2-oxazolidinone (89), a typical procedure was as follows. A solution 

of the a,p-unsaturated acyloxazolidinone 73 (8.5 g, 36.6 mmol) in freshly distilled THF 

(65 mL) was added dropwise to the organocopper solution A at -lOoC, within a period of I 

hr. The suspension was slowly warmed to room temperature over 1.5 hr and stirred at the 

room temperature overnight. The quenching, workup, and purification procedures were 

similiar to the preparation of 86 and 87. 

3(3R), 4(R) 3-[3-(4'-Methoxy-2' ,6'-dimethylphenyl)-1-oxobutyl]-4-

phenyl-2-oxazolidinone (86). 5.0 g, yield 91 % and was a 9: 1 mixture of 

diastereoisomers by proton NMR. The diasteroisomeric product was recrystallized from 

ethyl acetate and hexanes to obtain 86 (yield after recrystallization, 75%) as a single 
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isomer. Mp 99.5-101.0°C; IH NMR (CDCI3) TMS: 07.33 (m, 3H, chiral auxiliary 

aromatic hydrogens), 7.24 (m, 2H, chiral auxiliary aromatic hydrogens), 6.52 (s, 2H, 

aromatic 3',5' hydrogens), 5.36 (dd, 1=8.7, 3.7 Hz, IH, oxazolidinone Ar-CH-), 4.60 (t, 

1=8.6 Hz, IH, oxazolidinone -CH2-lpro R), 4.23 (dd, 1=8.7, 3.9 Hz, IH, oxazolidinone 

-CH 2-lpro S), 3.86 (m, IH, H-Cp), 3.74 (s, 3H, Ar-OCH3), 3.41 (s, IH, CHa), 3.39 

(d, 1=1.1 Hz, IH, CHa'), 2.43 (s, broad, 3H, Ar-CH3), 2.32 (s, broad, 3H, Ar-CH3')' 

1.25 (d, 1=7.3 Hz, 3H, Cp-CH3 ). I3C NMR (CDCI3) : 0171.2, 152.7, 137.9, 133.6, 

129.1, 128.6, 125.8, 115.4, 113.7,69.8,57.6,54.9,40.8,30.1,29.7,21.8, 19.2. IR 

(KBr, em-I): 2970, 1770, 1600, 1460, 1360, 1180, 1140, 850. MS: m/e (relative 

intensity) 368.20 (M++l, 100),367.20 (28), 232.05 (28), 163.05 (40). [a]D22 = -88.5° (c 

1.07, CHCI3). Anal. CaIcd for C22H2SN04: C, 71.91; H, 6.86; N, 3.81. Found: C, 

71.95; H, 6.80; N, 3.86. 

3(3S), 4(S) 3-[3-(4'-Methoxy-2' ,6'-dimethylphenyl)-1-oxobutyl]-4-

phenyl-2-oxazolidinone (87). 7.5 g, yield 95% and was a 95:5 mixture of 

diastereomers by proton NMR. The material was recrystallized from ethyl acetate and 

hexanes to obtain 87 (yield after recrystallization, 85%) as a single isomer. Mp 104.0-

104.5°C; IH NMR (CDCI3) TMS: 0 7.37-7.34 (m, 3H, chiral auxiliary aromatic 

hydrogens), 7.24 (m, 2H, chiral auxiliary aromatic hydrogens), 6.52 (s, broad, 2H, 

aromatic 3',5' hydrogens), 5.37 (dd, 1=8.7, 3.7 Hz, IH, oxazolidinone Ar-CH-), 4.62 (t, 

1=8.8 Hz, IH, oxazolidinone -CH2-lpro R), 4.24 (dd, 1=8.8, 3.7 Hz, IH, oxazolidinone 

-CH2-lpro S), 3.84 (m, IH, H-Cp), 3.75 (s, 3H, Ar-OCH3), 3.42 (s, lH, CHa), 3.39 

(dd, 1=7.3, 1.5 Hz, IH, CHa'), 2.44 (s, broad, 3H, Ar-CH3), 2.33 (s, broad, 3H, Ar

CH3'), 1.25 (d, 1=7.3 Hz, 3H, Cp-CH3). I3C NMR (CDCI3) : 0171.9, 157.1, 139.0, 

137.8, 133.8, 129.1, 128.6, 125.8, 115.2, 115.1, 113.7,69.8,57.6,54.9,40.7,40.5, 

29.9,29.7,21.8, 19.2. IR (KBr, em-I): 2990, 2971, 1767, 1698, 1603, 1487, 1474, 
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1458, 1327, 1182, 1143, 1069, 850, 761, 723, 702. MS: m/e (relative intensity) 368.05 

(M++l, 4), 367.05 (14), 189.05 (16), 163.05 (100). [a]D2S = +95.6° (c 0.39, CHCI3). 

Anal. Calcd for C22H2SN04: C, 71.91; H, 6.86; N, 3.81. Found: C, 71.90; H, 6.78; N, 

3.76. 

3(3S), 4(R) 3-[3-(4'-Methoxy-2' ,6'-dimethylphenyl)-1-oxobutyl]-4-

phenyl-2-oxazolidinone (88). 11.4 g, yield 84% and was a single diastereomer by 

proton NMR. The diasteroisomeric product was recrystallized from ethyl acetate and 

hexanes to obtain 88 as a single isomer. Mp 99.5-101.0oC; IH NMR (CDCI3) TMS: 8 

7.30 (m, 3H, chiral auxiliary aromatic hydrogens), 7.12 (m, 2H, chiral auxiliary aromatic 

hydrogens), 6.49 (s, 2H, aromatic 3',5' hydrogens), 5.41 (dd, 1=8.7, 3.9 Hz, IH, 

oxazolidinone Ar-CH-), 4.66 (t, 1=8.7 Hz, IH, oxazolidinone -CH2-/pro R), 4.22 (dd, 

1=8.7, 3.9 Hz, IH, oxazolidinone -CH2-/pro S), 3.82 (m, IH, H-CjJ), 3.75 (s, 3H, Ar

OCH3), 3.41 (dd, 1=16.2, 6.2 Hz, IH, CHa)' 3.36 (dd, 1=16.2, 8.6 Hz, IH, CHa'), 

2.44 (s, broad, 3H, Ar-CH3), 2.22 (s, broad, 3H, Ar-CH3')' 1.28 (d, 1=7.3 Hz, 3H, CjJ

CH3). 13C NMR (CDCI3): 8175.3, 152.7, 139.7, 133.6, 129.1, 128.6, 125.6, 115.5, 

114.0, 69.8, 57.5, 54.9, 40.8, 30.1, 29.7, 22.0, 19.2. IR (KBr, cm- I): 2920, 1790, 

1700, 1600, 1450, 1310, 1200, 1070,760. MS: m/e (relative intensity) 368.05 (M++l, 

100), 232.05 (31), 162.95 (78). [a]D 22 = -15.6° (c 1.20, CHCI3). Anal. Calcd for 

C22H2SN04: C, 71.91; H, 6.86; N, 3.81. Found: C, 71.90; H, 7.00; N, 3.90. 

3(3R), 4(S) 3-[3-(4' -Methoxy-2' ,6' -dimethylphenyI)-1-oxobutyl]-4-

phenyI-2-oxazolidinone (89). 9.5 g, yield 85% and was a single diastereomer by 

proton NMR. The product was recrystallized from ethyl acetate and hexanes to obtain 89 

as a single isomer. Mp 135.0-136.0°C; IH NMR (CDCI3) TMS: 07.30 (m, 3H, chiral 

auxiliary aromatic hydrogens), 7.12 (m, 2H, chiral auxiliary aromatic hydrogens), 6.50 (s, 

2H, aromatic 3',5' hydrogens), 5.41 (dd, 1=8.7, 3.9 Hz, IH, oxazolidinone Ar-CH-), 
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4.67 (t, 1=8.8 Hz, IH, oxazolidinone -CH2-/pro R), 4.22 (dd, 1=8.7, 3.9 Hz, IH, 

oxazolidinone -CH2-/pro S), 3.80 (m, IH, H-Cp), 3.75 (s, 3H, Ar-OCH3), 3.40 (dd, 

1=7.3, 3.2 Hz, IH, CHa), 3.38 (dd, 1=7.3, 5.4 Hz, IH, CHa'), 2.44 (s, broad, 3H, Ar

CH3), 2.23 (s, broad, 3H, Ar-CH3')' 1.28 (d, 1=7.2 Hz, 3H, Cp-CH3). I3C NMR 

(CDCI3) : 8175.1 157.1, 153.7, 138.9, 137.7, 133.7, 129.1, 128.5, 125.6, 115.2, 

113.8, 69.8, 57.6, 54.9, 40.6, 30.1, 29.7, 27.6, 21.7, 19.2. IR (KBr, cm- I ): 2986, 

2938, 1777, 1697, 1601, 1480, 1469, 1449, 1382, 1352, 1306, 1145, 1071,850,764, 

721, 703. MS: mle (relative intensity) 368.35 (M++l, 5), 163.25 (100). [a]D22 = +16.8° 

(c 1.038, CHCI3). Anal. Calcd for C22H2SN04: C, 71.91; H, 6.86; N, 3.81. Found: C, 

72.01; H, 6.85; N, 3.81. 

General Procedure for Asymmetric Bromination of N -

Acyloxazolidinones. A typical procedure is illustrated by the preparation of 3(2R,3S), 

4(R) 3-[2-bromo-3-( 4'-methoxy-2' ,6'-dimethylphenyl)-l-oxobutyl]-4-pheny 1-2-

oxazolidinone, 93. 

A solution of 3.87 g (10.53 mmol) of N-acyloxazolidinone 86 in 50 mL of 

dichloromethane was cooled to -78°C, then 2.20 mL (12.64 mmol, 1.2 eq) of freshly 

distilled diisopropylethylamine and 11.06 mL of di-n-butylborontriflate (1M solution in 

CH2CI2, 11.05 mmol, 1.05 eq) were added via syringe. Meanwhile in another dry 100 

mL 3-neck round bottom flask, a suspension of 2.06 g of recrystallized N

bromosuccinimide (11.58 mmol) in freshly distilled dichloromethane (35 mL) was cooled 

to -78°C. The boron enolate solution was transferred to the N-bromosuccinimide 

suspension at -78°C via cannula. The resulting mixture was stirred at -78°C for 2 hrs and 

warmed up to -4°C. Then, it was quenched with a 0.5 M sodium bisulfate solution (20 

mL). The mixture was warmed up to room temperature and was stirred for 30 min. The 

phases were separated, the organic layer was set aside, and the aqueous layer was extracted 
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by dichloromethane (25 mL x 2). The combined organic phases were washed with 0.5 M 

sodium bisulfate solution (50 mL), IN sodium thiosulfate solution (50 mL x 3), water (50 

mL), and brine (50 mL). The organic layer was then dried over anhydrous MgS04, 

filtered, evaporated to give the crude bromide as a yellow solid which was further purified 

by column chromatography (2:8, EtOAc: Hexanes v/v). An analytical sample was 

recrystallized from a hexanes-ethy 1 acetate mixture for characterization. 

3 (2R, 3S), 4(R) 3-[2-Bromo-3-(4'-methoxy-2' ,6'-dimethylphenyl)-

1-oxobutyl]-4-phenyl-2-oxazolidinone (93). 4.0 g, yield 85%. TIc R.r = 0.50 

(3:7, EtOAc:Hexanes, v/v). Mp 172.0-173.5°C. IH NMR (CDCI3) TMS: 07.38-7.23 

(m, 5H, chiral auxiliary aromatic hydrogens), 6.53 (m, 3H, aromatic 3',5'-hydrogens and 

-CHBr-), 5.13 (dd, J=8.7, 3.6 Hz, 1H, oxazolidinone Ph-CH-), 4.46 (t, J=8.7 Hz, 1H, 

oxazolidinone -CH2-/proR), 4.10 (dd, J=8.7, 3.6 Hz, 1H, oxazolidinone -CHT/proS), 

3.92-3.84 (m, 1H, CjJH) , 3.71 (s, 3H, Ar-OCH3), 2.41 (s, 3H, Ar-CH3), 2.35 (s, 3H, 

Ar-CH3'), 1.51 (d, J=7.3 Hz, 3H, CjJ-CH3). 13C NMR ( CDCI3): 0167.4, 157.5, 

152.7, 139.3, 137.8, 137.0, 130.3, 129.0, 128.7, 125.5, 115.3, 114.1, 69.8, 57.4, 

54.8,47.8, 36.9, 21.8, 26.1, 17.3. IR (KBr, em-I): 2980, 1790, 1700, 1600, 1480, 

1310, 1060,700. MS: mle (relative intensity) 448.00 (M++3, 100),446.00 (M++1, 100), 

366.05 (30), 163.05 (60). [a]D 22 = -94.0° (c 1.01, CHCI3). Anal. CaIcd for 

C22H24N04Br: C, 59.20; H, 5.42; N, 3.14. Found: C, 58.87; H, 5.34; N, 3.10. 

3 (2S, 3R), 4(S) 3-[2-Bromo-3-(4' -methoxy-2' ,6'-dimethylphenyl)-

1-oxobutyl]-4-phenyl-2-oxazolidinone (94). 5.6 g, yield 89%. TIc R.r = 0.24 

(1:4, EtOAc:Hexanes, v/v). Mp 150.0-151.0°C. IH NMR (CDCI3) TMS: 07.41-7.26 

(m, 5H, chiral auxiliary aromatic hydrogens), 6.55-6.47 (m, 3H, aromatic 3',5'

hydrogens and -CHBr-), 5.20 (dd, J=8.6, 3.6 Hz, 1H, oxazolidinone Ph-CH-), 4.53 (t, 

J=8.7 Hz, 1H, oxazolidinone -CH2-/proR), 4.16 (dd, J=8.7, 3.4 Hz, 1H, oxazolidinone 
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-CHz-/proS), 3.96-3.82 (m, IH, CpH), 3.75 (s, 3H, Ar-OCH3), 2.42 (s, 3H, Ar-CH3), 

2.38 (s, 3H, Ar-CH3'), 1.51 (d, J=7.3 Hz, 3H, CjTCH3). I3C NMR (CDCI3) : D 167.0, 

157.6, 152.8, 137.8, 137.1, 130.3, 129.1, 128.8, 125.6, 115.3, 114.1, 69.9, 57.4, 

54.9,47.8,37.0,21.9,21.7, 17.4. IR (KBr, em-I): 2970, 2361, 2342, 1783, 1705, 

1653, 1603, 1560, 1457, 1385, 1305, 1210, 1150, 1068, 758, 705. MS: mle (relative 

intensity) 448.00 (M++3, 1.6), 446.00 (M++l, 2.2), 366.15 (12), 309.9 (9), 163.20 

(100). [a]D25 = +87.9° (c 1.16, CHCI3). Anal. CaIcd for C22H24N04Br: C, 59.20; H, 

5.42; N, 3.14. Found: C, 58.82; H, 5.27; N, 2.78. 

3 (2R, 3R), 4(R) 3-[2-Bromo-3-(4'-methoxy-2' ,6'-dimethylphenyl)-

1-oxobutyl]-4-phenyl-2-oxazolidinone (95). 4.7 g, yield 83%. TIc Rf = 0.48 

(3:7, EtOAc:Hexanes, v/v). Mp 186.0-187.5°C. IH NMR (CDCI3) TMS: D 7.45-7.29 

(m, 5H, chiral auxiliary aromatic hydrogens), 6.56 (s, 2H, aromatic 3',5'-hydrogens), 

6.44 (d, J=I1.9 Hz, IH, -CHBr-), 5.54 (dd, J=8.9, 5.0 Hz, IH, oxazolidinone Ph-CH-), 

4.77 (t, J=8.7 Hz, IH, oxazolidinone -CH2-/proR), 4.29 (dd, J=8.9, 5.0 Hz, IH, 

oxazolidinone -CH2-/proS) , 4.12-3.98 (m, IH, CpH), 3.76 (s, 3H, Ar-OCH3), 2.47 (s, 

3H, Ar-CH3), 2.31 (s, 3H, Ar-CH3')' 1.31 (d, J=7.3 Hz, 3H, Cp-CH 3). I3C NMR 

(CDCI3) : D 168.8, 157.5, 153.0, 138.6, 137.6, 137.4, 131.2, 129.2, 128.9, 125.8, 

115.4, 113.6, 69.8, 57.9, 54.9, 46.2, 36.2, 21.9, 21.3, 16.8. IR (KBr, em-I): 2970, 

1780, 1710, 1600, 1480, 1370, 1300, 1200, 1060,700. MS: mle (relative intensity) 

448.00 (M++3, 100), 446.00 (M++l, 100), 366.05 (30), 163.05 (60). [a]D22 = -1.5° (c 

1.03, CHCI3). Anal. CaIcd for C22H24N04Br: C, 59.20; H, 5.42; N, 3.14. Found: C, 

59.23; H, 5.52; N, 3.01. 

3 (2S, 3S), 4(S) 3-[2-Bromo-3-(4'-methoxy-2' ,6'-dimethylphenyl)-

1-oxobutyl]-4-phenyl-2-oxazolidinone (96). 5.2 g, yield 83%. TIc Rf = 0.17 
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(1:4, EtOAc:Hexanes, v/v). Mp 192.0-193.00 C. IH NMR (CDCI3) TMS: 87.45-7.36 

(m, 5H, chiral auxiliary aromatic hydrogens), 6.56 (s, 2H, aromatic 3',5'-hydrogens), 

6.44 (d, 1=12.0 Hz, IH, -CHBr-), 5.54 (dd, 1=8.9, 5.0 Hz, IH, oxazolidinone Ph

CH-), 4.78 (t, 1=8.9 Hz, IH, oxazolidinone -CH2-/proR), 4.29 (dd, 1=8.9, 5.0 Hz, IH, 

oxazolidinone -CH2-/proS), 4.12-3.99 (m, IH, C,BH), 3.76 (s, 3H, Ar-OCH3), 2.48 (s, 

3H, Ar-CH3), 2.31 (s, 3H, Ar-CH3')' 1.28 (d, 1=7.3 Hz, 3H, C,B-CH 3). I3C NMR 

(CDCI3) : 8 168.8, 157.5, 153.0, 138.6, 137.6, 131.2, 129.2, 128.9, 125.8, 115.4, 

113.6, 69.9, 57.9, 54.9, 46.2, 36.2, 22.0 21.3, 16.8. IR (KBr, cm- I): 2975, 1782, 

1703,1605,1487,1456,1394,1370,1337,1310,1213, 1194, 1150, 1071,764,704. 

MS: mle (relative intensity) 448.00 (M++3, 2.3), 446.00 (M++l, 2.1), 366.05 (3.0), 

163.15 (100). [a]D 25 = +1.75° (c 1.14, CHCI3). Anal. Calcd for C22H24N04Br: C, 

59.20; H, 5.42; N, 3.14. Found: C, 59.42; H, 5.12; N, 2.82. 

General Procedure for Azide Displacement; Illustrated by the 

Preparation of 3(2S ,3S), 4(R) 3-[2-Azido-3-( 4' -methoxy-2',6'

dimethylphenyl)-1-oxobutyl]-4-phenyl-2-oxazolidinone (97). 3(2R,3S), 4(R) 

3 -[2-Bromo-3-(4'-methoxy-2' ,6'-dimethy I pheny 1)-I-oxobuty I ]-4-pheny 1-2-oxazolidinone 

(93, 2.20 g, 4.93 mmol) was dissolved in 50 mL acetonitrile (freshly distilled over 

anhydrous MgS04). Amberlite IR-400 azide exchange resin (11.03 g, 41.90 mmol, 8.5 

eq) was added and the reaction mixture was stirred gently for 9 days. The resin was 

filtered and washed with acetonitrile (25 mL x 4). The filtrate was concentrated to an off 

white solid which was then chromatographed (3:7, EtOAc:Hexanes, v/v) to give 2.0 g of a 

white solid. A small sample was recrystallized from hexanes-ethyl acetate mixture for 

characterization. 

3 (2S, 3S), 4(R) 3-[2-Azido-3-( 4' -methoxy-2' ,6' -dimethy Iphenyl)-l-
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oxobutyl]-4-phenyl-2-oxazolidinone (97). 2.0 g, yield 99%. TIc Rf = 0.42 (3:7, 

EtOAc:Hexanes, v/v). Mp 121.0-121.5°C. IH NMR (CDCI3) TMS: 87.44-7.36 (m, 5H, 

chiral auxiliary aromatic hydrogens), 6.75 (m, 2H, aromatic 3',5'-hydrogens), 5.82 (d, 

1=11.6 Hz, IH, -CHNr ), 5.52 (dd, 1=8.6, 3.5 Hz, IH, oxazolidinone Ph-CH-),4.72 

(t, 1=8.6 Hz, IH, oxazolidinone -CH2-/proR), 4.38 (dd, 1=8.6, 3.5 Hz, IH, 

oxazolidinone -CH2-/proS), 3.76 (s, 3H, Ar-OCH3), 3.76-3.66 (m, IH, Cf3H), 2.49 (s, 

3H, Ar-CH3), 2.31 (s, 3H, Ar-CH3')' 1.05 (d, 1=7.2 Hz, 3H, Cf3-CH3). 13C NMR 

(CDCI3) : 8171.0, 157.7, 153.4, 138.8, 138.4, 137.8, 129.3, 129.0, 126.1, 115.6, 

114.1, 70.1, 60.2, 58.0, 54.9, 37.1, 21.8, 21.5, 15.6. IR (KBr, em-I): 2970, 2090, 

1790, 1700, 1600, 1450, 1200. MS: m/e (relative intensity) 409.20 (M++l, 1), 381.20 

(9), 366.05 (6), 190.05 (15), 163.05 (100). [a]D 22 = -48.7° (c 1.24, CHCI3). Anal. 

Calcd for C22H24N404: C, 64.69; H, 5.92; N, 13.72. Found: C, 64.57; H, 5.91; N, 

13.53. 

3 (2R, 3R), 4(S) 3-[2-Azido-3-(4'-methoxy-2',6'-dimethylphenyl)-1-

oxobutyl]-4-phenyl-2-oxazolidinone (98). 2.9 g, yield 90%. TIc R.r = 0.41 (3:7, 

EtOAc:Hexanes, v/v). Mp 111.5-112.0°C. IH NMR (CDCI3) TMS: 87.48-7.35 (m, 5H, 

chiral auxiliary aromatic hydrogens), 6.58 (m, 2H, aromatic 3',5'-hydrogens), 5.83 (d, 

1=11.6 Hz, IH, -CHNr ), 5.53 (dd, 1=8.6, 3.5 Hz, IH, oxazolidinone Ph-CH-),4.79 

(t, 1=8.8 Hz, IH, oxazolidinone -CH2-/proR), 4.40 (dd, 1=9.0, 3.5 Hz, IH, 

oxazolidinone -CHr/ProS), 3.76 (s, 3H, Ar-OCH3), 3.76-3.63 (m, IH, Cf3H), 2.50 (s, 

3H, Ar-CH3), 2.32 (s, 3H, Ar-CH3')' 1.06 (d, 1=7.2 Hz, 3H, Cf3-CH3). 13C NMR 

(CDCl3): 8175.4, 171.0, 138.9, 138.4, 137.8, 129.3, 129.1, 126.2, 115.6, 114.1, 

70.1, 60.2, 58.1, 55.0, 37.3, 21.9, 21.6, 15.7. IR (KBr, em-I): 2964, 2091, 1767, 

1700, 1630, 1597, 1484, 1451, 1204, 1153, 1068, 766, 700. MS: m/e (relative intensity) 

409.25 (M++l, 0.6), 381.25 (6), 366.15 (3) 190.15 (18),163.00 (100). [a]D22 = +49.1° 
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(c 1.24, CHCl3). Anal. Calcd for C22H24N404: C, 64.69; H, 5.92; N, 13.72. Found: C, 

65.01; H, 5.82; N, 13.56. 

3 (2S, 3R), 4(R) 3-[2-Azido-3-(4'-methoxy-2',6'-dimethylphenyl)-l

oxobutyl]-4-phenyl-2-oxazolidinone (99). 2.1 g, yield 95%. TIc Rf = 0.43 (3:7, 

EtOAc:Hexanes, v/v). Mp 102.5-103.5°C. IH NMR (CDCl3) TMS: 87.22-7.10 (m, 3H, 

chiral auxiliary aromatic hydrogens), 6.61-6.58 (m, 2H, chiral auxiliary aromatic 

hydrogens), 6.52 (s, broad, IH, aromatic 3'-hydrogen), 6.25 (s, broad, IH, aromatic 5'

hydrogen), 5.73 (d, 1=11.6 Hz, IH, -CHNr ), 5.34 (dd, 1=8.9, 4.9 Hz, IH, 

oxazolidinone Ph-CH-), 4.72 (t, 1=8.9 Hz, IH, oxazolidinone -CH2-lproR), 4.61 (dd, 

1=8.9, 4.3 Hz, IH, oxazolidinone -CH2-lproS), 3.78 (s, 3H, Ar-OCH3), 3.77 (m, IH, 

CpH), 2.49 (s, 3H, Ar-CH3), 1.93 (s, 3H, Ar-CH3'), 1.48 (d, 1=7.3 Hz, 3H, Cp-CH3). 

I3C NMR (CDCI3) : 8168.9, 156.5, 138.1, 137.3, 136.3, 127.9, 127.3, 127.1, 124.3, 

114.0, 113.6, 68.8, 59.0, 56.4, 53.8, 34.6, 20.9, 20.2, 18.0. IR (KBr, em-I): 2965, 

2100, 1790, 1690, 1600, 1450, 1310, 1200,710. MS: mle (relative intensity) 409.20 

(M++l, 15),366.20 (40), 163.1 (100). [a]D22 = -41.9° (c 1.01, CHCI3). Anal. Cal cd 

for C22H24N404: C, 64.69; H, 5.92; N, 13.72. Found: C, 64.93; H, 5.83; N, 13.50. 

3 (2R, 3S), 4(R) 3-[2-Azido-3-(4'-methoxy-2' ,6'-dimethylphenyl)-I

oxobutyl]-4-phenyl-2-oxazolidinone (100). 1.95 g, yield 96%. TIc Rf = 0.45 

(3:7, EtOAc:Hexanes, v/v). Mp 105.5-106.00 C. IH NMR (CDCI3) TMS: 87.26-7.10 

(m, 3H, chiral auxiliary aromatic hydrogens), 6.62-6.58 (m, 2H, chiral auxiliary aromatic 

hydrogens), 6.52 (s, broad, IH, aromatic 3'-hydrogen), 6.25 (s, broad, IH, aromatic 5'

hydrogen), 5.73 (d, 1=11.6 Hz, IH, -CHNr ), 5.35 (dd, 1=8.9, 4.9 Hz, IH, 

oxazolidinone Ph-CH-), 4.63 (t, 1=8.9 Hz, IH, oxazolidinone -CH2-lproR), 4.09 (dd, 

1=8.9, 4.9 Hz, IH, oxazolidinone -CHrlproS), 3.79 (s, 3H, Ar-OCH3), 3.82-3.72 (m, 
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IH, CpH), 2.50 (s, 3H, Ar-CH3), 1.94 (s, 3H, Ar-CH3'), 1.48 (d, 1=7.3 Hz, 3H, Cp-

CH3). I3C NMR (CDCI3): 0171.6, 169.9, 157.6, 153.1, 139.0, 137.3, 136.3, 128.9, 

128.3, 125.3, 115.0, 114.6, 69.8, 60.1, 57.5, 54.8, 35.6, 21.9, 21.2, 16.0. IR (KBr, 

cm- I ): 2955, 2105, 1780, 1692, 1602, 1383, 1305, 1201, 710. MS: mle (relative 

intensity) 409.0 (M++l, 6), 366.0 (40), 163.2 (100). [a]D23 = +40.59° (c 1.01, CHCI3). 

Anal. Calcd for C22H24N404: C, 64.69; H, 5.92; N, 13.72. Found: C, 64.68; H, 5.84; 

N, 13.51. 

General Procedure for the Hydrolysis of 3-(a-Azidoacyl)-4-phenyl-2-

oxazolidinones; Illustrated by the Preparation of (2S,3S) 2-Azido-3-(4'

methoxy-2' ,6' -dimethylphenyl)butanoic acid (102). The azidoacyl

oxazolidinone 97 (2.0 g, 4.9 mmol) was dissolved in THF (60 mL) and water (20 mL). 

The mixture was cooled to -4°C and 30 % hydrogen peroxide (3.4 mL, 30 mmol) was 

added via syringe over 5 min. A solution of lithium hydroxide (0.44 g of lithium 

hydroxide monohydrate, 10.5 mmol in 3 mL water) was then added dropwise over 10 min. 

The reaction was stirred at OOC for 2 hrs and was quenched with 1.3 M sodium sulfite 

solution (30 mL). The mixture was warmed up to room temperature and stirred for 30 

min. Volatiles were removed by rotary evaporation and the aqueous phase was extracted 

with dichloromethane (40 mL x 3) to remove the chiral auxiliary. The remaining aqueous 

phase was cooled to OOC and acidified to ca. pH = 1.5 with aqueous 6N HCI and was 

extracted with dichloromethane (40 mL x 3). The colorless extracts were dried over 

anhydrous sodium sulfate, filtered and concentrated to yield the product as an off-white 

solid (1.3 g, 100%). 

(2S ,3S) 2-Azido-3-( 4' -methoxy-2' ,6' -dimethylphenyl) bu tanoic acid 

(102). 1.3 g, yield 100%. TIc Rf = 0.26 (20:79: 1, EtOAc:Hexanes:AcOH, v/v/v). Mp 
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55.0-57.0°C. IH NMR (CDCI3) TMS: D 6.61 (s, broad, IH, aromatic 3'-hydrogen), 6.57 

(s, broad, IH, aromatic 5'-hydrogen), 4.27 (d, J=I1.5 Hz, IH, -CHN3), 3.78 (s, 3H, 

Ar-OCH3), 3.75 (m, IH, CpH), 2.42 (s, 3H, Ar-CH3), 2.40 (s, 3H, Ar-CH3'), 1.38 (d, 

J=7.2 Hz, 3H, CWCH3). I3C NMR (CDCI3) : D 176.6, 157.8, 138.8, 137.4, 129.3, 

115.7, 114.1,65.2,54.9,36.7,21.8,21.6, 16.5. IR (KBr, em-I): 2970,2100, 1720, 

1600, 1490, 1307, 1150, 1070, 840. High Resolution-CIMS caIcd for C13H 17N30 3 : 

264.13480 (M++l). Found: mle 264.1328. [a]D22 = -17.0° (c 0.82, CHCI3). 

(2R ,3R) 2-Azido-3-( 4' -rnethoxy-2' ,6'-dirnethylphenyl)butanoic acid 

(103). 1.2 g, yield 100%. TIc Rf = 0.33 (2.5:6.5: 1, EtOAc:Hexanes:AcOH, v/v/v). Mp 

77.0-77.5°C. IH NMR (CDCI3) TMS: D 6.62 (s, broad, IH, aromatic 3'-hydrogen), 6.58 

(s, broad, IH, aromatic 5'-hydrogen), 4.26 (d, J=I1.5 Hz, IH, -CHN3), 3.78 (s, 3H, 

Ar-OCH3), 3.75 (m, IH, CpH), 2.41 (s, 3H, Ar-CH3), 2.40 (s, 3H, Ar-CH3'), 1.37 (d, 

J=7.2 Hz, 3H, Cp-CH3). I3C NMR (CDCI3): D 176.3, 157.8, 138.9, 129.3, 115.7, 

114.1,65.2,55.0,36.8,22.0,21.6, 16.5. IR (KBr, em-I): 2970, 2100, 1720, 1600, 

1490, 1307, 1150, 1070, 840. High Resolution-CIMS caIcd for CI3H I7N 303 : 

263.12699. Found: mle 263.1261. [a]D25 = +16.6° (c 1.10, CHCI3). 

(2S ,3R) 2-Azido-3-(4'-rnethoxy-2' ,6'-dirnethylphenyl)butanoic acid 

(104). 1.1g, yield 100%. TIc Rf = 0.30 (2.5:6.5:1, EtOAc:Hexanes:AcOH, v/v/v). Oil. 

IH NMR (CDCI3) TMS: D 9.83 (s, IH, -C02H), 6.53 (s, 2H, aromatic 3',5'-hydrogens), 

4.14 (d, J=lO.4 Hz, IH, -CHN3), 3.75 (s, 3H, Ar-OCH3), 3.65 (m, IH, CpH), 2.38 (s, 

broad, 3H, Ar-CH3), 2.29 (s, broad, 3H, Ar-CH3')' 1.44 (d, J=7.0 Hz, 3H, Cp-CH3). 

I3C NMR (CDCI3): D 175.4, 157.6, 138.3, 138.2, 128.8, 115.2, 114.7, 65.0, 54.8, 

36.5,21.7, 21.6, 15.8. IR (KBr, em-I): 2970, 2100, 1720, 1600, 1490, 1307, 1150, 
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1070,840. High Resolution-CIMS caIcd for CI3H17N303: 264.13480 (M++l). Found: 

mle 264.1330. [a]D22 = +84.8° (c 1.66, CHCI3). 

(2R ,38) 2-Azido-3-(4'-methoxy-2' ,6'-dimethylphenyl)butanoic acid 

(105). 1.4 g, yield 99%. TIc Rf = 0.38 (3:7:1, EtOAc:Hexanes:AcOH, v/v/v). Oil. IH 

NMR (CDCI3) TMS: 8 8.07 (s, IH, -C02H), 6.53 (s, 2H, aromatic 3',5'-hydrogens), 

4.15 (d, 1=10.4 Hz, IH, -CHN3), 3.76 (s, 3H, Ar-OCH3), 3.62 (m, IH, C{3H), 2.39 (s, 

broad, 3H, Ar-CH3), 2.29 (s, broad, 3H, Ar-CH3'), 1.44 (d, 1=7.2 Hz, 3H, C{3-CH3). 

I3C NMR (CDCI3»: 8175.1, 157.7, 138.4, 138.3, 128.9, 115.4, 114.3, 65.1, 54.9, 

36.6, 21.8, 16.0. IR (KBr, em-I): 2964, 2103, 1742, 1600, 1485, 1305, 1260, 1150, 

1071,858,601. High Resolution-CIMS caIcd for CI3H17N303: 264.1354 (M++l). 

Found: mle 264.1330. [a]D23 = -84.3° (c 1.065, CHCI3). 

General Procedure for the Reduction of Azido Acids; Illustrated by 

Preparation of (28,38) 2-Amino-3-(4' -methoxy-2',6'-

dimethylphenyl)butanoic acid hydrochloride (106). (2S,3S) 2-Azido-3-(4'

methoxy-2',6'-dimethylphenyl)butanoic acid 102 (1.00 g, 3.8 mmol) was dissolved in 

glacial acetic acid (48 mL) and water (24 mL). The solution was de-gased with argon 

bubbled for 45 min, and then 10% palladium on activated carbon (0.1 g) was added, the 

mixture was bubbling with argon for another 20 min. The reaction mixture was washed 

with hydrogen 3 times and was charged with hydrogen (36 psi) and shaken for 24 hrs. 

The catalyst was filtered, and the volatiles was removed by rotary evaporation. To the 

remaining aqueous phase was added 6 mL of 6N HCl solution. It was then evaporated, 

frozen and lyophilized to give 1.14 g of an off-white solid. 

(28,38) 2-Amino-3-( 4' -methoxy-2',6' -dimethylphenyl) butanoic acid 

hydrochloride (106). 1.14g, yield 100%. Tic Rf = 0.63 (4: 1: 1, 
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aeetonitrile:methanol:water, v/v/v, RP ehiral plate). Mp 109.5-111.5°C. IH NMR (D20) : 

86.52 (m, 2H, aromatic 3',5'-hydrogens), 3.91(d, J=I1.5 Hz, IH, -CaH), 3.57 (s, 3H, 

Ar-OCH3), 3.28 (m, IH, CpH), 2.21 (s, 3H, Ar-CH3), 2.13 (s, 3H, Ar-CH3')' 1.16 (d, 

J=7.3 Hz, 3H, Cp-CH3). IR (KBr, em-I): 2970, 1600, 1490, 1310. High Resolution

CIMS eaIcd for C13H I9N03 : 238.14431 (M++l). Found: mle 238.1466. [a]D 22 = 

-31.9° (c 0.63, MeOH). 

(2R ,3R) 2-Amino-3-( 4' -methoxy-2' ,6' -dimethylphenyl)butanoic acid 

hydrochloride (107). 1.09 g, yield 100%. Oil. TIc R.r = 0.44 (4: 1: 1, 

aeetonitrile:methanol:water, v/v/v, RP ehiral plate). I H NMR (CD3COD) : 86.44 (m, 2H, 

aromatic 3',5'-hydrogens), 4.07(d, J=I1.20 Hz, 1H, -CaH), 3.54 (s, 3H, Ar-OCH3), 

3.36 (m, IH, CpH), 2.23 (s, 3H, Ar-CH3), 2.16 (s, 3H, Ar-CH3')' 1.22 (d, J=7.3 Hz, 

3H, CtrCH3). I3C NMR (CD3COD) : 8176.8, 172.2, 159.9, 129.0 117.4, 115.7,57.5, 

55.5, 54.9, 50.0, 37.8, 21.7, 20.8, 20.5, 17.3. IR (KBr, em-I): 2970, 1600, 1490, 

1310. High Resolution-CIMS eaIcd for C13H I9N03 : 238.14431 (M++l). Found: m/e 

238.1447. [a]D25 = +32.1 ° (e 0.95, MeOH). 

(28,3R) 2-Amino-3-(4'-methoxy-2' ,6'-dimethylphenyl)butanoic acid 

hydrochloride (108). 0.89 g, yield 100%. TIc Rf = 0.51 (4: 1: 1, 

aeetonitrile:methanol:water, v/v/v, RP ehiral plate). Mp 11O.0-113.0°C. IH NMR (D20) : 

86.44 (s, 2H, aromatic 3',5'-hydrogens), 3.85(d, J=I1.0 Hz, IH, -Cal-I), 3.51 (s, 3H, 

Ar-OCH3), 3.44 (m, IH, CpH), 2.12 (s, broad, 6H, Ar-CH3), 1.19 (d, J=7.3 Hz, 3H, 

Cf3-CH3). I3C NMR (D20, l,4-dioxane) : 8180.5, 163.5, 145.5, 121.8, 120.6, 74.2, 

73.2, 61.7,42.5, 27.6, 21.7. IR (KBr, em-I): 3450, 2970, 1603, 1400, 1310, 1150, 

1070. High Resolution-CIMS eaIcd for CI3HI9N03: 238.14431 (M++l). Found: mle 

238.1490. [a]D22 = +62.53° (c 0.84, MeOH). 
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(2R,38) 2-Amino-3-(4'-methoxy-2' ,6'-dimethylphenyl)butanoic acid 

hydrochloride (109). 0.95 g, yield 99%. TIc Rf = 0.41 (4:1:1, 

acetonitrile:methanol:water, v/v/v, RP chiral plate). Mp 118.5-120.0°C. IH NMR (D20) : 

86.48 (s, 2H, aromatic 3',5'-hydrogens), 4.15 (d, 1=11.3 Hz, IH, -CaH), 3.55 (s, 3H, 

Ar-OCH3), 3.53 (m, IH, CpH), 2.21 (s, broad, 3H, Ar-CH3), 2.07 (s, broad, 3H, Ar

CH3), 1.26 (d, 1=7.2 Hz, 3H, Cp-CH3). J3C NMR (D20, 1,4-dioxane) : 8171.7, 157.1, 

138.8, 115.2, 115.0, 113.6, 56.2,. 55.0, 35.7, 20.6, 15.0. IR (KBr, cm- I): 3437, 2934, 

1738, 1680, 1601, 1485, 1307, 1146, 1070,853 .. High Resolution-CIMS calcd for 

CI3HI9N03: 238.14431 (M++l). Found: mle 238.1439. [a]D 23 = -63.73° (c 1.02, 

MeOH). 

General Procedure for the Hydrolysis of Methyl Ethers and Ion

exchange Purification of the Final Amino Acids; Illustrated by the 

Preparation of (28,38) 2-Amino-3-(2',6'-dimethyl-4'

hydroxyphenyl)butanoic Acid (110). 1.15 (g) of (2S,3S) 2-Amino-3-(4'-methoxy-

2',6'-dimethylphenyl)butanoic acid (106,4.85 mmol) was dissolved in trifluoroacetic acid 

(50 mL). The solution was cooled to -4°C, thioanisole (3.98 mL, 33.92 mmol, 7 eq) was 

added and stirred for 10 min., finally trifluoromethanesulfonic acid (6.43 mL, 72.69 

mmol, 15 eq) was added via syringe. The light yellow cloudy solution was stirred at 0° to 

-4°C for 30 min. Volatiles were removed by rotary evaporation. The residue was a dark 

red-brownish tar and was dissolved in 100 mL of water. The solution was loaded on an 

ion-exchange column (2.5 cm x 46 cm) with Amberlite IR-120 (H+) resin (150 g). The 

column was washed with water until the eluant was neutral. The amino acid was washed 

out with 5% NH4 0H solution, this process was monitored by tIc 

(acetonitrile:methanol:water, 4: 1: 1, v/v/v, ninhydrin test). Fractions containing the product 

were combined, evaporated to remove excess NH40H, frozen and lyophilized to give 1.02 
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g of this title compound as off-white solid. 

(2S,3S) 2-Amino-3-(2' ,6'-dimethyl-4'-hydroxyphenyl)butanoic Acid 

(110). 1.02 g, yield 94%. TIc Rf = 0.69 (acetonitrile:methanol:water, 4: 1: 1, v/v/v; RP 

chiral plate). Mp 153.0-156.00 C dec. IH NMR (D20) : 06.41 (s, 2H, aromatic 3',5'

hydrogens), 4.17 (d, J=I1.0 Hz, IH, CcxH), 3.36 (m, IH, CpH), 2.16, (s, 3H, Ar-CH3), 

2.08 (2, 3H, Ar-CH3')' 1.14 (d, J=7.4 Hz, 3H, Cp-CH3). l3C NMR (D20) : 0171.4, 

154.5, 143.9, 138.4, 131.3, 127.9, 117.5, 113.2,57.4,34.4, 18.4, 14.6. IR (KBr, cm

I) 2980, 1730, 1610, 1490, 1300, 1210. High Resolution - CIMS caIcd for C I2H17N03: 

224.12866 (M++l). Found: 224.1264. [a]22D= -35.36° (c 0.51, MeOH). The Ncx-Boc 

amino acid was prepared, purified and analyzed as previously reported.3 

(2R ,3R) 2-Amino-3-(2' ,6' -dimethyl-4 '-hydroxyphenyl)butanoic Acid 

(111). 0.89 g, yield 90%. TIc R.r= 0.60 (acetonitrile:methanol:water, 4:1:1, v/v/v; RP 

chiral plate). Mp 168.0-170.00 C dec. IH NMR (D20) : 06.39-6.32 (s, broad, 2H, 

aromatic 3',5'-hydrogens), 3.86 (d, J=I1.6 Hz, IH, CcxH), 3.23 (m, IH, CpH), 2.14, (s, 

3H, Ar-CH3), 2.06 (2, 3H, Ar-CH3 '), 1.12 (d, J=7.3 Hz, 3H, Cp-CH3). l3C NMR 

(D20) : 0174.4, 157.0, 140.6, 139.0, 128.8, 118.7, 116.9, 59.9, 38.1, 21.8, 21.6, 

18.3, 17.4. IR (KBr, cm-I) 3417, 2972, 1729, 1712, 1649, 1632, 1612, 1503, 1469, 

1307, 1201, 1137, 1030,857,722. High Resolution - ClMS calcd for CI2HI7N03: 

224.12866 (M++l). Found: 224.1275. [a]22D= +35.49° (c 0.71, MeOH). 

(2S ,3R) 2-Amino-3-(2' ,6' -dimethyl-4' -hydroxyphenyl) butanoic Acid 

(112). 0.95 g, yield 96%. Hygroscopic solid. TIc Rf = 0.61 

(acetonitrile:methanol:water, 4:1:1, v/v/v; RP chiral plate). IH NMR (D20): 06.36 (s, 

2H, aromatic 3',5'-hydrogens), 4.11 (d, J=I1.3 Hz, IH, CcxH), 3.50 (m, IH, CpH), 

2.15, (s, 3H, Ar-CH3), 2.02 (2, 3H, Ar-CH3')' 1.23 (d, J=7.2 Hz, 3H, Cp-CH3). l3C 
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NMR (D20) : 8171.4, 153.9, 138.9, 128.7 116.7, 115.1, 56.1, 35.8, 20.8, 20.6, 15.2. 

IR (KBr, cm- I) 3430, 3030, 1740, 1600, 1520, 1300, 1150. High Resolution - CIMS 

calcd for CI2H 17N03: 224.12866 (M++l). Found: 224.1261. [a]22D= +46.6° (c 0.79, 

MeOH). 

(2R ,3S) 2-Amino-3-(2' ,6' -dimethyl-4' -hydroxyphenyl)butanoic Acid 

(113). 1.10 g, yield 96%. TIc Rf = 0.49 (acetonitrile:methanol:water, 4: 1: 1, v/v/v; RP 

chiral plate). Mp 175.0-178.00 C dec. IH NMR (D20): 86.36 (s, 2H, aromatic 3',5'

hydrogens), 3.85 (d, J=I1.0 Hz, IH, CaH), 3.44 (m, IH, CpH), 2.11, (s, broad, 6H, 

Ar-CH3), 1.20 (d, J=7.2 Hz, 3H, Cp-CH3). 13C NMR (D20) : 8174.0, 153.5, 139.0, 

138.9,130.2, 116.7, 115.6,58.4,35.8,20.8,20.6, 15.1. IR (KBr, cm- I) 3415, 2971, 

1719, 1591, 1503, 1469, 1402, 1305, 1201, 1146. High Resolution - CIMS calcd for 

C I2H17N03: 224.12866 (M++l). Found: 224.1281. [a]22D= -42.8° (c 0.50, MeOH). 

Preparation of 3(2R ,3S), 4(R) 3-[2-Azido-3-(4' -methoxy-2' ,6'

dimethylphenyl)-1-oxobutyl]-4-phenyl-2-oxazolidinone (101). To 5 mL of 

dry THF stirred at -78°C was added potassium hexamethyldisilazide (KHMDS, 3.12 mL, 

0.5 M in toluene, 1.1 eq.). The resulting solution was stirred at -78°C for 20 min, and 

was added via cannula to a precooled (-78°C) solution of 86 (0.5 g, 1.36 mmol) in dry 

THF (4 mL). The mixture was stirred at -78°C for 30 min. To the above solution was 

added via cannula a precooled (-78°C) solution of 2,4,6-triisopropylsulfonyl azide (0.59 g, 

1.19 mmol, 1.4 eq.) in dry THF (6 mL). 2,4,6-Triisopropylsulfonyl azide was prepared 

according to a literature method.2o After 3 min, the reaction was quenched with glacial 

acetic acid (0.7 mL). The reaction mixture was warmed to room temperature and stirred for 

5 hrs. The reaction mixture was partitioned between dichloromethane (100 mL) and diluted 

brine (50 mL). The aqueous phase was washed with dichloromethane (3 x 30 mL). The 
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combined organic phases was washed with saturated NaHC03 solution (2 x 30 mL) and 

dried over anhydrous MgS04. The drying agent was filtered and the solvent was 

evaporated. The crude product, a yellow solid, was purified by gravity column 

chromatography using 5% to 12% ethyl acetate in hexanes (v/v) as eluant. The purified 

product weighed 0.44 g (79%) and was a yellow solid. A small sample was recrystallized 

from hexanes-ethyl acetate mixtures for characterization (yellow plate-like crystals). 

3(2R ,38), 4(R) 3-[2-Azido-3-(4'-methoxy-2' ,6'-dimethylphenyl)-1-

oxobutyl]-4-phenyl-2-oxazolidinone (101). 0.44 g, yield 79% and was a 97:3 

mixture of diastereomers by integration of CaH in proton NMR. TIc Rf = 0.35 (3:7, 

EtOAc:Hexanes, v/v). Mp 113.0-113.5°C. IH NMR (CDCI3) TMS: 87.41-7.32 (m, 3H, 

chiral auxiliary aromatic hydrogens), 7.22-7.18 (m, 2H, chiral auxiliary aromatic 

hydrogens), 6.56 (d, 1 = 3.41 Hz, 2H, aromatic 3',5'-hydrogens), 5.46 (d, 1=1l.5 Hz, 

IH, -CHNr ), 4.94 (dd, 1=8.0, 2.9 Hz, IH, oxazolidinone Ph-CH-), 4.19 (t, 1=8.3 Hz, 

IH, oxazolidinone -CH2-/proR), 4.10 (dd, 1=8.7, 2.9 Hz, IH, oxazolidinone -CH2-

/proS), 3.78 (m, IH, CpH), 3.76 (s, 3H, Ar-OCH3), 2.45 (s, 3H, Ar-CH3), 2.34 (s, 3H, 

Ar-CH3'), 1.52 (d, 1=7.3 Hz, 3H, Cp-CH3). I3C NMR (CDCI3) : 8 169.7, 157.8, 

152.9, 139.1, 138.5, 138.1, 129.3, 129.2, 129.1, 128.8, 125.5, 125.4, 115.3, 114.2, 

70.2, 61.1, 57.9, 55.0, 36.1, 22.3, 2l.8, 16.2. IR (KBr, cm- I): 2971, 2098, 1787, 

1691, 1601, 1453, 1303, 1193, 1037,705. MS: mle (relative intensity) 409.20 (M++l, 

10), 366.05 (100), 163.05 (81). [a]D23 = -235.7° (c 0.67, CHCI3). Anal. Calcd for 

C22H24N404: C, 64.69; H, 5.92; N, 13.72. Found: C, 64.98; H, 5.81; N, 13.80. 

III. Peptide Synthesis.308 

(1) General methods for peptide synthesis and purification. 

All of the analogues were synthesized by solid phase peptide methods using 
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procedures similiar to those previously used for DPDPE, Deltorphin I and their 

analogues.60,308,512 Chloromethylated (0.7 mmol/g) polystyrene resin 1 % cross-link with 

divinylbenzene (Peptides International, Louisville, KY) was used as a solid support for the 

syntheses of the DPDPE analogue. 4-Methyl-benzhydrylamine polystyrene resin (0.51 

mmol/g) 1 % cross-link with divinylbenzene (Bachem California, Torrance, CA) was used 

as a solid support for the syntheses of Deltorphin I and its analogue.513 All syntheses 

were carried out on a Vega 1000 semi-atuomatic peptide synthesizer. Na-tert

Butyloxycarbonyl (Boc) protected amino acids were used throughout. The unprotected 

amino acids (Gly, Val, Phe) were obtained from Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI) and the D-Pen

S-p-MeBzl was obtained from Peptides International (Louisville, KY), and all of them 

were converted to their Na-tert-butyl-oxycarbonyl derivatives with di-tert-butyldicarbonate 

(Bachem California, Torrance, CA) following literature procedures. The Na-Boc-D-Ala 

and the Na-Boc-L-Asp-,B-benzyl ester were obtained from Bachem California (Torrance, 

CA). The (2S,3S)-2' ,6' -dimethyl-,B-methyItyrosine was prepared as described above509 

and was converted to its Na-tert-butyloxycarbonyl derivative with di-tert-butyldicarbonate 

(Bachem California, Torrance, CA) following literature procedures.514 The Na_Boc-D

Pen-S-p-MeBzl was attached to the chloromethylated polystyrene resin by Gysin's 

method.229 Diisopropylcarbodiimide (DIC) and I-hydroxybenzotriazole (HOBT, Aldrich, 

Milwaukee, WI) was prepared as 1 M solution in DMF prior to use in the coupling 

reactions which were monitored by the ninhydrin test.515 Benzotriazol-l-yloxy-tris

(dimethylamino)-phosphonium hexafluorophosphate (BOP reagent, Bachem California, 

Torrance, CA)) and diisopropylethylamine (DIEA, Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI) in I-methyl-

2-pyrolidinone (NMP, Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI) was used to couple N a-Boc-(2S, 3S)

TMT. Following completion of the synthesis, the peptides were cleaved from the resin 

with anhydrous HF (10 mUg resin) with p-cresol and thiocresol as scavengers (0.5 g 

each/g resin) for 60 min at DoC. The cleaved resin was washed with anhydrous ether (3 x 
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60 mL) and was then extracted with glacial acetic acid (5 x 60 mL). The acetic acid 

solution was combined, frozen and lyophilized to afford the crude peptide. The linear 

DPDPE analogue was then cyclized using a 0.1 M solution of K3[Fe(CN)6].232 The 

details are as following: the linear DPDPE was dissolved in CH3CN and transferred to a 50 

mL syringe, the peptide solution was added (with a rate of 1.0 mLlhr) to 50 mL of a 

degassed 0.1 M solution of K3[Fe(CN)6] at pH = 8.3-8.7 (adjusted by addition of 6% 

NH40H solution) under argon at a rate of 0.1 mUmin via a fusion syringe pump. After all 

the linear peptide solution had been transferred to the K3[Fe(CN)6] solution, the iron 

anions were removed by anion exchange resin (Cr form). The peptide analogues were 

purified by RP-HPLC (Perkin Elmer) using a Vydac 218TPlOlO C I8 reverse-phase 

column (25 cm x 1 cm) and a linear gradient of 15%-75% CH3CN in 0.1 % aqueous TFA, 

at a flow rate of 3 mL/min with UV detection at 280 nm. The purity was detected by TLC 

in four solvent systems on silica gel and by analytical HPLC (see Table VIII). Amino 

acids analysis were performed on a 420A amino acid analyzer (ABI). The (M + 1)+ 

molecular ions and fragmentation patterns were obtained by F ABMS and were consistent 

with the amino acid sequence and structure of the peptides. 

[D-Pen2, D-pen5]enkephalin (DPDPE, 119). The title compound was 

prepared by the methods described above and was found to be identical to the compound 

previously synthesized.60,308,512 

Deltorphin I (120). The title compound was prepared by the methods described 

above (without cyclization procedure) and was found to be identical to the compound 

previously synthesized.405,513 

(2) General procedure for synthesizing [TMTI ]DPDPE analogues; 

illustrated by the preparation of [(2S, 3S)-TMTl]DPDPE (121). 

Na-Boc-S-p-MeBzl-D-Pen-resin (0.74 g, 0.68 mmol/g, 0.5 mmol) was used as 

staring material, and the following protected amino acids were added in a stepwise fashion 
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to the growing peptide chain: Na-Boc-Phe, Na-Boc-Gly, Na-Boc-D-Pen(S-p-MeBzl), and 

optically pure Na_Boc-(2S, 3S)-TMT. The analytical data of Na_Boc-(2S,3S)-TMT (115) 

are: mp 156.5°-157°C. IH-NMR (CDCI3, TMS): <56.49 (s, broad, 2H, 3',5' aromatic

Hs), 4.64-4.48 (m, IH, Ca-H), 3.53 (m, IH, Cp-H), 2.36 (s, Ar-CH3), 2.30 (s, Ar

CH3'), 1.14 (d, J = 7.21 Hz, 3H, Cp-CH3), 1.33 (s, 9H, tert-Bu). HR-EIMS: Calc. for 

C17H2SNOS' 323.1733; found (M++l): 323.1728. [a]D25 = -18.5° (c 0.14, CHCI3). All 

the Na-tert-butyloxycarbonyl (Boc) protected amino acids (2 eq) except for Na_Boc-(2S, 

3S)-TMT were coupled to the growing peptide chain by using DIC (2.5 eq) and HOBT 

(2.5 eq) as coupling reagents. Na_Boc-(2S, 3S)-TMT (1.2 eq) were added to the growing 

peptide chain using BOP reagent (1.44 eq) and DIEA (1.7 eq) in I-methyl-2-pyrolidinone 

(NMP) as solvent. After coupling of the last amino acid, the resin was washed with 

dichloromethane (6 x 30 mL), methanol (4 x 35 mL), and was dried by nitrogen gas flow 

(9 psi) for 10 min. The resin was then stored in vacuo for 24 hrs. Cleavage of all side 

chain protecting groups and the peptide from the resin was achieved with liquid HF 

(approximately 10 mL) and 0.5 g of p-cresol and 0.5 g of thiocresol, followed by stirring 

for 60 min at OoC. The HF was rapidly evaporated by vacuum aspiration at OoC to room 

temperature over 15 min. The product was washed with anhydrous ether (6 x 30 mL), and 

the peptide was extracted with glacial acetic acid (8 x 25 mL). The acetic acid fractions 

were combined and lyophilized. The crude linear peptide was dissolved in 30 mL 

acetonitrile and water mixture (2: I, v/v) and was transferred to a syringe. The peptide 

solution was added to a degassed 0.1 M solution of K3[Fe(CN)6] (2 equivalents of crude 

linear peptide) at pH = 8.3-8.7 at a rate of 0.1 mL/hr via a syringe pump. The pH value 

was maintained at 8.3-8.7 and the entire process of cyclization was done under the 

protection of bubbling argon. After all the peptide solution had been transferred to the 

K3[Fe(CN)6] solution, the pH was adujusted to 4 by addition of acetic acid solution, and 
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the ferro and excess ferricyanide were removed by stirring the solution with 9 mL settled 

volume of Amberlite IR-45 anion exchange resin (Cr form). The mixture was stirred for 

1.75 hr and the anion exchange resin was filtered and washed by 50% acetonitrile/water 

mixture (v/v) (8 x 30 mL). The solution was evaporated down to ca. 100 mL and 

lyophilized. The residue was dissolved in acetonitrile and 0.1 % TFA water solution 

mixture (15:85, v/v)and purified on a Vydac 218TPlOlO CIS RP-HPLC column (25 cm x 

1 cm) with linear gradient elution of 15 - 75% CH3CN in 0.1 trifluoroacetic acid (aqueous 

solution) 1 % min at a flow rate of 3 mL/min. The more lipophilic impurities were washed 

from the column with 95 - 100% CH3CN in 0.1 % TFA for 10 min, and after equilibrium 

(11 min, 15% CH3CN) the column was ready for use again. The UV detector was set at 

280 nm during the entire purification process. The major peak was isolated and lyphilized 

to afford a white powder. Yield 13%. Amino acid analysis: (2S, 3S)-TMT 0.95 (1.00), 

Gly 1.04 (1.00), Phe 1.00 (1.00). The analytical data are presented in Table 5 (p. 119). 

The analytical data of Na-Boc-(2S,3R)-TMT (116) are: mp 67.5°-68°C. 

IH-NMR (CDCI3, TMS): 86.42 (s, broad, 2H, 3', 5' aromatic-Hs), 4.72-4.79 (m, IH, 

Ca-H), 3.34 (m, IH, Cp-H), 2.40 (s, Ar-CH3), 2.16 (s, Ar-CH3')' 1.46 (s, 9H, tert-Bu), 

1.36 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 3H, Cp-CH3). I3C-NMR (CDCI3): 8 176.2, 155.7, 153.7, 138.7, 

129.4, 117.0, 115.2, 80.5, 56.6, 38.5, 28.3, 21.5, 17.5, 15.6. IR (KBr, cm- I): 3375, 

2975,1712,1689,1609,1161,856. CIMS: m/e (relative intensity) 324.20 (M++l, 0.5), 

73.15 (100). HR-CIMS: Calc. for C17H2SNOS, 323.1733; found (M++l): 323.1747. 

[a]D23 = +1.55° (c 0.38, CHCI3). 

The analytical data of Na-Boc-(2R,3R)-TMT (117) are: mp 139.0°-

140.00C dec .. IH-NMR (CDCl3, TMS): 86.49 (s, broad, 2H, 3',5' aromatic-Hs),4.52-

4.67 (m, 11-1, Ca-H), 3.54 (m, IH, C,a-H), 2.36 (s, Ar-CH3), 2.30 (s, Ar-CH3 '), 1.32 (s, 

9H, tert-Bu), 1.38 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 3H, Cp-CH3). I3C-NMR (CDCI3): 8 186.6, 117.2, 

115.5, 80.7, 57.6, 36.3, 28.0, 21.8, 16.6, 14.8. IR (KBr, cm- I): 3353, 2977, 2936, 
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1712, 1610, 1592, 1486, 1454, 1393, 1367, 1302, 1161, 1030,860. HR-EIMS: Calc. 

for C17H2SNOS' 323.1733; found (M++l): 323.1730. [a]D23 = +23.3° (c 1.05, CHCI3). 

The analytical data of Na-Boc-(2R, 38)-TMT (118) are: mp 65.5°-

66.0°C. IH-NMR (CDCI3, TMS): 86.42 (s, broad, 2H, 3', 5' aromatic-Hs), 4.70-5.10 

(m, IH, Ca-H), 3.33 (m, IH, Cp-H), 2.41 (s, Ar-CH3), 2.16 (s, Ar-CH3'), 1.54 (s, 9H, 

tert-Bu), 1.36 (d, J = 6.84 Hz, 3H, Cp-CH3). J3C-NMR (CDCI3): 8 175.2, 155.6, 

153.7, 138.2, 129.4, 117.0, 80.4, 56.6, 38.6, 28.3, 27.7, 21.5, 15.6, 14.2. CIMS: mle 

(relative intensity) 324.20 (M++l, 8), 268.20 (100). IR (KBr, em-I): 3329, 2967, 1683, 

1592, 1515, 1450, 1369, 1260, 1142, 1048, 883, 855, 800, 669. HR-CIMS: Calc. for 

C17H2SNOS' 323.1733; found (M++l): 323.1757. [a]D23 = -1.38° (c 0.44, CHCI3). 

Amino acid analysis result for [(2S,3R)-TMTI]DPDPE (122): (2S, 3R)-TMT 0.95 

(1.00), Gly 1.04 (1.00), Phe 1.00 (1.00). 

Amino acid analysis result for [(2R,3R)-TMT I ]DPDPE (123): (2R, 3R)-TMT 0.90 

(1.00), Gly 1.12 (1.00), Phe 1.00 (1.00). 

Amino acid analysis result for [(2R,3S)-TMTI]DPDPE (124): (2R, 3S)-TMT 0.93 

(1.00), Gly 1.15 (1.00), Phe 1.00 (1.00). 

(3) General procedure for synthesizing [TMTl]DPDPE analogues; 

illustrated by the preparation of [(28, 38)-TMTl]DeItorphin I (125). 

4-Methyl-benzhydrylamine polystyrene resin (0.51 mmol/g) 1 % cross-link with 

divinylbenzene (Bachem California, Torrance, CA) was used as a solid support for the 

syntheses of the title compound 125, and the following protected amino acids were added 

in a stepwise fashion to the growing peptide chain: Na-Boc-Gly, Na-Boc-Val, Na_Boc

Val, Na-Boc-Asp, Na-Boc-Phe, Na-Boc-D-Ala, and optically pure Na_Boc-(2S, 3S)

TMT. An excess (2 eq) of protected amino acids [except for N a-Boc-(2S, 3S)-TMT], 

HOBT and DIC was used for the coupling reactions, which were monitored by ninhydrin 

tests. Na-Boc-(2S, 3S)-TMT (1.2 eq) was added to the growing peptide chain using BOP 
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reagent (1.44 eq) and DIEA (1.7 eq) in NMP for 15 hr. The resin was washed, dried, the 

protecting groups were removed and the peptide was cleaved from the resin in a similar 

fashion as that for preparation of the DPDPE analogue 121. The crude product was 

dissolved in acetonitrile and 0.1 % TFA water solution mixture (15:85, v/v)and purified on 

a Vydac 218TPIOIO C I8 RP-HPLC column (25 cm x 1 cm) with linear gradient elution of 

15 - 70% CH3CN in 0.1 trifluoroacetic acid (aqueous solution) 1 % min at a flow rate of 3 

mL/min. The more lipophilic impurities were washed from the column with 95 - 100% 

CH3CN in 0.1 % TFA for 10 min, and after equilibrium (11 min, 15% CH3CN) the 

column was ready for use again. The UV detector was set at 280 nm during the entire 

purification process. The major peak was isolated and lyphilized to afford a white powder; 

yield 45%. Amino acid analysis: (2S, 3S)-TMT 0.98 (1.00), D-Ala 1.01 (1.00), Phe 1.00 

(1.00), Asp 1.08 (1.00), Val 1.95 (2.00), Gly 1.04 (1.00). The analytical data are 

presented in Table 5 (p. 119). 

Amino acid analysis result for [(2S,3R)-TMTI]DELT I (126): (2S, 3R)-TMT 0.95 

(1.00), D-Ala 1.03 (1.00), Phe 1.00 (1.00), Asp 1.16 (1.00), Val 1.80 (2.00), Gly 1.10 

(1.00). 

Amino acid analysis result for [(2R,3R)-TMTI]DELT I (127): (2R, 3R)-TMT 0.98 

(1.00), D-Ala 1.10 (1.00), Phe 1.00 (1.00), Asp 1.10 (1.00), Val 1.92 (2.00), Gly 1.09 

(1.00). 

Amino acid analysis result for [(2R,3S)-TMTI]DELT I (128): (2R, 3S)-TMT 0.90 

(1.00), D-Ala 1.15 (1.00), Phe 1.00 (1.00), Asp 1.07 (1.00), Val 1.87 (2.00), Gly 1.13 

(1.00). 

IV. Biological Evaluations. 

(1) Radioligand binding assays.308 

Membranes were prepared from whole brains taken from adult male Sprague-
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Dawley rats (250-300 g) obtained from Harlan Sprague-Dawley, Inc. (Indianapolis, IN). 

Following decapitation, the brain was removed, dissected, and homogenized at OOC in 20 

volumes of 50 mM Tris-HCI (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) buffer adjusted to pH 7.4 using a 

Teflon-glass homogenizer. The memberane fraction obtained by centrifugation at 48,000 x 

g for 15 min at 4°C was resuspended in 20 volumes of fresh Tris buffer and incubated at 

25°C for 30 min to dissociate any receptor bound endogeneous opioid peptides. The 

incubated homogenate was centrifuged again as described and the final pellet resuspended 

in 20 volumes of fresh Tris-HCI buffer. 

Radioligand binding inhibition assay samples were prepared in an assay buffer 

consisiting of 50 mM Tris-HCI, 1.0 mg/mL bovine serum albumin, 30 pM bestatin, 50 

pg/mL bacitracin, 10 pM captopril, and 0.1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, pH 7.4 

(all from Sigma, St. Louis, MO) except bestatin which was obtained from Peptides 

International (Louisville, Kentucky). The radioligands used were cyclic [3HHD-Pen2, p

Cl-Phe4, D-Pen5]enkephalin516 at a concentration of 0.75 nM and [3H]CTOP (New 

England Nuclear, Boston, MA) at a concentration of 0.5 nM.51 ? Peptide analogues were 

dissolved in assay buffer (or prior to that in DMSO or methanol according to the chemists 

recommendations and did not exceed 5% of the total volume) and added to duplicate assay 

tubes at 10 concentrations over an 800-fold range. Control (total) binding was measured in 

the absence of any inhibitor while nonspecific binding was measured in the presence of 10 

pM naltrexone (Sigma, St. Louis, MO). The final volume of the assay samples was 1.0 

mL of which 10% consisted of the memberane preparation in 0.1 mL Tris-HCI buffer. 

Incubations were performed at 25°C for 3 hr after which the samples were filtered through 

polyethylamine (0.5% w/v, Sigma, St. Louis, MO) treated GFIB glass fiber filter strips 

(Brandel, Gaithersburg, MD). The filters were washed three times with 0.4 mL ice-cold 

normal saline before transfer to scintillation vials. The filtrate radioactivity was measured 
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after adding 7-10 mL of cocktail [Ecolite™(+), ICN Biomedicals, Inc.] to each vial and 

allowing the samples to equilibrate over 8 hr at 4°C. 

Binding data were analyzed by nonlinear least-square regression analysis program 

named Inplot 4.03 (GraphPad™, San Diego, CA). Statistical comparisons between one 

and two site fits were made using F-ration test using a p value of 0.05 as the cut-off for 

significance.518 Data best fitted by a one site model was reanalyzed using the logistic 

equation.519 Data obtained from independent measurements are presented as the arithmetic 

mean±SEM. 

(2) In vitro bioassays.308 

Electrically induced smooth muscle contractions from mouse vas deferens (MVD) 

and guinea pig ileum (GPI) longitudinal muscle-myenteric plexus were used for 

bioassays.520 Tissues came from male ICR mice weighing 25-30 g and from male Hartley 

guinea pigs weighing 150-400 g. The tissues were tied to gold chains with suture silk, 

suspended in 20 mL baths containing 37°C oxygenated (95% 02' 5% CO2) Krebs 

bicarbonate solution (magnesium-free for the MVD), and allowed to equilibrated for 15 

min. The tissues were then stretched to optimal length previously determined to be I g 

tension (0.5 g for MVD) and allowed to equilibrated for 15 min. The tissues were 

stimulated transmurally between platinum plate electrodes at 0.1 Hz for 0.4 ms pulses (2.0 

ms pulses for MVD) and supramaximal voltage. Drugs were added to the baths in 20-60 

pL volumes. The agonists remained in tissue baths for 3 min and removed by rinsing 

several times with fresh Krebs solution. Tissues were given 8 min to re-equilibrate and 

regain predrug contraction height. Antagonists were added to the bath 2 min prior to the 

addition of the agonists. Percent inhibition was calculated by dividing height for 1 min 

preceding the addition of the agonist by the contraction height 3 min after exposure to the 

agonist. IC50 values represent the mean of not less than four tissues. Estimates and 

relative potency estimates were determined by fitting the mean data to the Hill equation by 
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using a computerized nonlinear least-squares method.521 In some cases, the weak f.l 

agonist action of these analogues did not permit completion of dose-response curves in the 

GPI. 

(3) Method of antinociceptive assays.308 

Male ICR mice weighing 20-30 g were used throughout these studies. All testing 

was performed in accordance with the recommendation and policies of the International 

Association for the Study of Pain (IASP) and National Institute of Health (NIH) and the 

University of Arizona Guidelines for the care and use of laboratory animals. 

Antinociception was assessed in mice using the warm water tail flick assay. In the tail flick 

assay, tails were dipped in 55°C water and the latency to a rapid flick was recorded with 

the baseline cut-off and maximal possible latencies set at 5 sec and 15 sec, respectively. 

Percent antinociception was calculated according to the following formula: 100 x (test -

controllatency)/(l5 sec - control). The compounds 3, 4, DALCE, [Cys4]Deltorphin and 

f3-FNA were dissolved in 10% dimethylsulfoxide. Intracerebroventricular (i.c.v.) 

administration was performed using the methods of Haley and McCormick522 as modified 

by Porreca et ai.523 Briefly, mice were lightly anesthetized with ether and a small incision 

was made in the scalp. A Hamilton microsyringe was inserted to a depth of 3 mm at a 

point 2 mm caudal and 2 mm lateral from bregma. Compounds were injected in a 5 f.lL 

volume for all i.c.v. administrations. In studies assessing the effects of the selective 

antagonists DALCE (4.57 nmol), [Cys4]Deltorphin (3 nmol) and f3-FNA (19 nmol), 

compounds were injected 24 hr prior to agonist administration. These times and doses 

have previously been shown to produce selective blockade of 01' 02 and f.l opioid 

receptors, respectively.302,524,525 Agonist 121-124 or 125-128 was then injected and 

antinociception assessed at the time of peak drug effect (10 min). Data are presented as the 

means ± the standard errors of the mean for groups of 10 mice. Significant difference 

were determined by a researcher's t-test set at the p < 0.05 level. 
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(4) In vitro stability in brain and serum.287 ,526 

The in vitro stability of the coumpounds was determined primarily in brain and 

selected peptides were tested in serum. The blood of anesthetized mice (male CD-I) was 

collected from the abdominal aorta and the brain was removed and resuspended at a 15% 

protein concentration in 50 mM Tris buffer, pH = 7.4. The serum was obtained by 

allowing the blood to sit fo 30 min at 4 dc. The clotted blood was then centrifuged and the 

serum removed. The peptide was added at 100 )1M concentration to the serum or the brain. 

The sample (in triplicate) were incubated at 37 ± 0.5 °C at designated time points: 

deltorphin/analogues (0, 30, 60 min) and DPDPE/analogues(O, 60, 120 and 240 min). 

Standards (in duplicate) consist of a zero minute time point and that of the longest 

incubation time. A single control was created and incubated at the longest time point and 

distilled deionized water was added in lieu of the 100 )1M peptide. Samples were removed 

and acetonitrile was added in an equal volume to stop all enzymatic metabolism. To further 

the cessation of enzymatic metabolism, and equal volume of 0.5% acetic acid was added to 

each sample. The sample were thene centrifuged, the supernatant was analyzed by HPLC. 

All results were expressed as percent peptide recovery from the amount present at the zero 

minute time point. The half-lives were determined on PHARMIPCS First Oder Drug 

Decay Program and graphed using the Stanford Graphic program. 

(5) In vitro blood brain barrier model studies.527 

Bovine brain microcessel endothelial cells (BMECs) are isolated from grey matter 

of the cerebral cortes as previously detailed and charaterized by Audus and Borchardt. 528 

Isolated endothelial cells are suspended in a freezing media and stored in liquid nitrogen. 

The cells are then suspended in culture media and seeded onto 100 mm culture dishes 

containing translucent, 13 mm diameter, polycarbonate (PC) membrane supports with a 

10.0 micron pore diameter (Nucleopore, Pleasanton, CA). The culture dishes with the PC 
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membrane supports are pretreated with rat-tail collagen and fibronectin. After allowing the 

BMECs to for confluent monolyers (10-12 days after seeding), the monolyers are used for 

transendotholial transport studies. 

The PC membrane supports are removed from the culture at time of cnfluence and 

placed in a Side-Bi-Side (Crown Glass, Inc., Somerville, NJ) diffusion chamber 

maintained at 37°C. Both the sample chambers of the diffusion apparatus contain 3.0 mL 

phosphate buffered saline (129 mM NaCI, 2.5 mM KCI, 7.4 mM Na2P04' 1.4 mM 

KH2P04, 0.63 mM CaCI2, 0.74 mM MgS04, 5.3 mM glucose, 0.1 mM ascorbic acid), 

pH 7.4 (PBSA), constantly stirred with magnetic stirring bars at 600 rev/min driven with 

the diffusion apparatus consoles. After the BMECs with PC membrane supports are added 

to the apparatus, an equal amount of PBSA (2 mLO are added to the donor and receiver 

chamber. The system is allowed to achieve equilibrium for 20 min. Then the test peptide 

is added. At desired time points, (0, 15, 30, 60, 90, and 120 min) 200 mL aliquots are 

removed from the recptor chamber and stored with an equal volume of 50% acetonitrile. 

These are stored for HPLC analysis. Equivalent amounts of fresh PBSA are added to the 

sample chamber at each time point to maintain a constant volume across the monolayer. 

As a control, an impermeable marker is used to tes for leakage. In our system we 

use 14C-sucrose to achieve a correction factor for leakage in our calculation of permeability 

coefficient. Apparent permeability coefficients are calculated by the following equation: 

P (cm/min) = X/(A x t x Cn) 

where P is the apparent permeability coefficient; X is the amount of substance in moles in 

the receiver chamber at time of t in min; A is the diffusion area (0.636 cm2); and Cn is the 

concentration of the substance in the donor chamber in mol·cm-3 (Cn remains> 90% of 

the initial value over the time of the experiments). The data points collected at time points 

15-120 min are normally used to compute apparent permeability coefficients because there 

is linearity in the amount of transport within this time frame. 
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V. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Experiments. 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Measurements. All NMR parameters used in 

the present study were obtained from ID and 2D experiments performed at 305 K with 

Bruker AM500 or Varian AC400 spectrometer (500 or 400 MHz proton frequency) 

equipped with ASPECT 300 computer and 5 mm inverse probehead. Peptide samples 

were dissolved in DMSO-d6 at a concentration of 3.5 mg/O.4 mL for [(2S, 3S)-

TMT1]DPDPE (2) and 10-14 mg/O.4 mL for the other analogues. The proton and the 

carbon chemical shifts were referenced to the solvent (2.49 ppm for residual IH signal of 

DMSO-d6 and 39.5 ppm for I3C signal). Sequential assignments357 of proton resonance 

have been achieved by the combination usage of 2D total correlation spectroscopy (z

filtered TOCSy)411,416,422,529 and ROESY experiments.415,416,530 2D TOCSY spectra 

were recorded in phase sensitive mode using TPPI method,53I and the isotropic mixing 

was achieved by the ML2V -17 sequnce422 or the recently introduced TOWNY 

sequence529c which suppress unwanted cross-relaxation peaks in TOCSY experiments. In 

ROESY experiments, CW spin-lock field or a recently proposed multiple pulse sequnce, 

[1800 (x) 1800 (-x)]n' was employed for spin-Iocking.530 The advantage of the latter is to 

aviod undesired TOCSY transfer in ROESY measurements. ROE cross-peaks were 

classified according to their intensities as strong (s), medium (m) and weak (w) 

correlations corresponding to 1.8-2.5, 1.8-3.5 and 1.8-4.5 A distance constraints.532 The 

I H chemical shifts and the conformationally important homonuclear vicinal coupling 

constants were extracted from the resolution enhanced ID spectra, or in case of signal 

overlap, from the highly digitized ID traces of 2D z-filtered TOCSY spectra. The 

homonuclear coupling constants 31NH4Ha were used to estimated the l/J angles533 for the 

corresponding amino acids residues and to assess the consistency with our computer

assisted modeling study. The 31H H coupling constants in combination with the observed 
a p 

intra-residue ROE patterns were used for stereospecific assignment of Hf3-protons and 
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determination of preferred side chain conformations.534 Proton detected heteronuclear 

spectroscopy including HMQC,535 multiple edited HSQC,536 and z-filtered carbon 

coupled HSQC-TOCSy423,425 experiments were used for the assignment of carbon 

resonances and for the evaluation of long-range heteronuclear coupling constants 3 JH C . 
a y 

The side chain confornmation ofTMTI-residues (with one Hp-proton) in peptide analogues 

3, 7 and 8 were deduced from the measured homonuclear (3 JH H ) and heteronuclear 
a p 

e JH C ) vicinal coupling constants using the following equations:308,534,537 
a y 

J HaHp = paPJHaHp + (l-P)scJHaHp and J HaCy= p,aPJHaC/ (l-P,)scJHaCy 

where P and P' are rotamer populations corresponding to the antiperiplanar (ap) 

arrangements of the relevant spins. The following values aPJH H =13.9 Hz, sCJH H = 3.55 a pap 

Hz, aPJH C = 8.5 Hz and sCJH C = 1.4 Hz were used for antiperiplanar and synclinal (sc) a yay 

arrangements.308,533,534,537 An error of ± 5% for rotamer populations can be estimated 

from the inaccuracy of the coupling constants. For the other peptide analogues, the f3-Me 

carbon chemical shifts of the TMT I-residue were used to probe the side chain 

conformations by taking advantage of the well-known conformational dependent r
effect.308,429,430,538 The contributions to the f3-Me carbon chemical shift from the -NH2 

[of the (2S, 3S)-TMTI-residue] and C=O functionality [of (2S, 3S)-TMTI-residue] are 

given by the following equation: 

o (f3-Me- 13C) = 0 (ref) + Ptallch, Oco + Plt,ue/" ~+ Pntaue/" 0CO,NH 

where P are the populations of the staggered rotamers' and gaud" 8. glllle/" J\ and 11/11/" 8. 
1·111 ' CO ' UNH CO.NH 

are the shielding parameters of the relavent substituents which are -3.2, -4.6 and -7.8 

ppm, respectively.538 0 (ref) is the f3-Me carbon reference chemical shift which was 

calculated from the rotamer populations and the f3-Me carbon shifts of analogues 2, 4, 5, 9 

and 10 using the above equation. 

The experimental parameters of NMR measurements are summarized below: 
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z-Filtered TOCSY: relaxation delay was 1.0-1.2 s; duration of isotropic mixing 

period was 60 ms; z-filter delay was 15 ms; the duration of the IH 90° pulse was 26 f.1s; 

256 experiments of 64-128 scans; size 4 K. Spectral width in F2 and F I were 5430 Hz 

(500 MHz spectrometer) and 4100 (400 MHz spectrometer), respectively. The spectra 

were recorded in the phase-sensitive mode using the TPPI method. 53 I z-Filter delay of 15 

ms was randomly varied to obtain pure absorption phase data. Zero-filling in both FI and 

F2 multiplication with a squared cosine function was performed prior to 2D Fourier 

transformation. For evaluation of coupling constants a final digital resolution of 0.3 

Hz/point was achieved by inverse Fourier transformation, zero-filling and back 

transformation of selected traces. 

ROESY: relaxation delay was 1.0-1.2 s. IH 90° pulse was 75 f.1s (spin-lock field 

strength of 3333Hz). The duration of CW spin-lock pulse was 160 ms and 200 ms. A 

total of 256-320 experiments with 128 to 224 transients for each peptide analogue were 

carried out. The size of data points were 2 K. Zero-filling in both F I and F2, 

multiplication with a squared cosine function was performed prior to 2D Fourier 

transformation. 

HMQC/Multiplet edited HSQC: relaxation delay was 0.8-1.0 s, A total of 256 

experiments with 128-192 transients for each peptide were carried out. 2048 data points 

were recorded in F2. The spectral widths were 5430 and 16000 Hz in proton and carbon 

dimensions, respectively. The duration of the IH and 13C 90° pulses were 13.2 and 15.5 

f.1s. A spin-lock pulse of 4 ms was employed to improve the suppression of the unwanted 

IH-12C magnetization. 

z-Filtered 13C-coupled HSQC-TOCSY: a relaxation delay of 0.8 s was allowed 

after each acquisition. The spectral widths were 5430 and 16000 Hz in proton and carbon 

dimensions, respectively; 4 K data points were recorded in the F2 dimension. The duration 

of IH and 13C 90° hard pulses were 13.7 and 15.5 f.1s, respectively. The decoupler was 
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attenuated to give a I H 900 pulse of 26 f.1s for the MLEV -17 mixing sequence. z-Filtered 

delay of 15 ms was employed to provide pure absorption phase data. The heteronuclear 

long-range coupling constants were obtained by comparison of the corresponding multiplet 

width in the z-flitered homonuclear TOCSY and heteronuclear HSQC-TOCSY 

spectra.308,425.537 The same experiments were carried out on DPDPE and DELT I and the 

same methods were used to measure the side chain rotamer populations of DPDPE and 

DELTI. 

VI. Methods for Computer Assisted Modeling. 

(1) Modeling using NMR data and energy minimization. 

Molecular modeling for [(2S,3S)-TMTI]DPDPE was performed with SYBYL 6.0 

program implemented on a Silicon Graphics workstation IRIS. The initial backbone 

conformation was taken directly from crystal structure of DPDPE,397 because it was 

generally consistent with the NMR data. The two most populated conformers of XI torsion 

angle of TMTI were considered together with two conformers of the Phe4 side chain. 

Energy minimization was performed using the TRIPOS force field401 with partial atomic 

charges determined by the Delre technique.539 A dielectric constant e = 45 corresponding 

to the DMSO environment was assumed in these calculations. 

Preliminary stages of molecular modeling for [(2S,3S)-TMTI]Deltorphin I were 

performed with ECEPP/2 force field437.438 and associated rigid-valence geometry. Initial 

conformations were taken from an earlier study of a Deltorphin I analogue.436 Distance 

constraints derived from selected nOes were applied during energy minimization as one

side harmonic penalty potentials Vpell = Vo (d-do)2, where force constant Vo was set to 

zero when a current interatomic distance d was less then a pre-determined upper limit do. 

The force constants Uo = 5 kcal/mol·A2 were used with upper limits of 5.0 A for carbon

carbon distances and 3.5 A for carbon-proton distances. Selected conformers obtained in 
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the ECEPPI2 calculations were transferred into SYBYL 6.0 program and refined by 

constrained energy minimization using the TRIPOS force field with e = 45.401.539 Two-

side harmonic potentials with V o = 25 kcallmol·A2 and do = 3.5 A were applied to 

constrain selected interatomic distances. 

(2) (Xl,X2)-Energy mapping for H2N-(D,k)-Tyr-CO-NHMe and H2N-TMT

CONMe isomers. 

The (XI,X2)-energy maps were calculated using the "Drive" module of the 

Macromodel program400 and displayed using the "Cntr" module of the same program. The 

"Drive" module changes two selected torsional angles of the desired molecule over a grid 

with a specified step, minimizing energy over all remaining degrees of freedom. For the 

(XI,X2)-energy maps of H2N-(Q,L)-Tyr-CO-NHMe, a stepwise change of 15° was used 

within the interval of -180° to 180° for the two dihedral angles. Energy was minimized in 

the AMBER force field with a distance-dependent electrostatic e=4.0rij. Extended initial 

backbone conformers were selected at each (X I ,X2) grid point with l/J = -150°, If! = 150° 

for L-amino acids and with l/J= 150°, If!= -150° for Q-amino acids. The exact positions of 

local energy minima of the (XI,X2) maps were determined using the "Concentur Panel" of 

the "Cntr" module, which also displays equi-energy concentours of the maps. 

(3) Molecular dynamics simulations for [(2S,3S)-TMTl]DELT I. 

Initial conformations for the modeling of solution conformation of this analogue 

were selected among the low-energy backbone conformers of DELT I (Nikiforovich's 

unpublished data) obtained using a special build-up procedure.436 Three backbone 

conformers of DELT I which showed the lowest violation of NOE distance constraints (see 

below) were selected for this study. The (2S,3S)-TMTI, Phe3 and Asp4 side chains were 

attached to these backbone structures in their most populated gauche (-) rotamers. Initial XI 

values for the Val5 and Val6 side chains were selected so as to satisfy intra-side chain CaH

C,aH and NH-C,aH NOEs. Three such obtained conformers of [(2S,3S)-TMTI]DELT I 
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were energy minimized in the AMBER force field540 implemented in the Macromodel 

program402 with dielectric constant £=45 which mimics to a certain extent the DMSO 

solvent. Energy minimization was first performed without experimental constraints. Then, 

a set of 24 distance constraints derived from the NOE data was applied as described below. 

Three very similar conformers (all-atom RMS S; 0.3 A) were obtained after the distance-

constrained energy minimization. One of them was selected as the initial structure for MD 

simulations. 

Distance constraints in these calculations were applied as flat-bottom harmonic 

penalty potentials 

E(constr)ij = Kij (rij - rijo)2, if rij < rit - ~rij or rij ~ rijo + Mij 

E(constr)ij = 0, if rij S; ~rij S; rijo + Mij 

where rij and rit are current and desirable distance between atoms i and j, ~rij is the 

acceptable deviation from the desirable distance rijo, and Kij is a force constant. Semi

quantitative classification of NOE cross-peak intensities was used to select parameters for 

the penalty potentials. All cross-peaks observed in ROESY spectra were classified as 

strong, medium or weak532 and the following parameters were used for each NOE grade: 

NOE intensity ° 0 rij , A ~rij' A Kij, kJ/mol, A2 

strong 2.25 0.25 40.0 

medium 2.50 0.50 40.0 

weak 3.00 1.00 40.0 

In addition, if NOEs were observed for equivalent methyl protons, the above constraints 

were applied to the central carbon of the methyl group. In total, 24 distance constraints 
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corresponding to the already assigned NOEs were applied in the calculations for [(2S,3S)

TMTl]DELT I. 

The distance-constrained molecular dynamics (CMD) simulations at 300 K were 

first performed for the initial structures described above. The simulations were carried out 

with the constant dielectric permeability e=45 and consisted of 20 psec equilibration and 

100 psec acquisition periods. The 1.0 fsec time step was used for integration, and the 

SHAKE procedure541 was applied to maintain the equilibrium of bond length for hydrogen 

atoms and electron lone pairs. All hydrogen atoms of the molecule were considered 

explicit. One hundred sample structures were saved after each 1 psec of the acquisition 

period and energy minimized with the same force field and distance constraints. The 

lowest-energy conformers found in CMD trajectory were used as the starting points for 

several free (non-constrained) molecular dynamics (FMD) simulations. Generally, the 

CMD simulations resulted in a set of geometrically similar conformers that satisfied most, 

but not all experimental NOE constraints. In order to assess the reliability of the structure 

obtained with CMD simulations, the NOE distance constraints were released and FMD 

simulations were performed at 300 K under three different environment conditions, they 

are: 

(a) constant dielectric permeability e=45 (FMD); 

(b) distance dependent dielectric permeability e=4.0rij (FMD-4R); 

(c) GBISR solvation model with water parameters [water molecular dynamics (WMD) 

simulations].542 

The same calculation procedure as for CDM were then applied, except the absence of the 

equilibration period, because a time evolution of the CMD structures after release of the 

experimental constraint was the main goal of the FMD simulations. 

In contrast to the CMD simulations which has converged to a highly folded 3D 
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structure, the FMD simulations with constant 8=45 resulted in an equilibrium of extended 

and semi-folded conformers which satisfied most of local sequential NOE constraints, but 

violated the constraints imposed by the medium range NOEs between the CaH of the Gly 7 

residue and the CfJH3 of Vals residue, and between the CaH of the Gly7 and the CfJH3 of 

D-Ala2 residue. With £=45, the potential energy of the extended conformers were 

considerably lower than those of the folded CMD structures. The FMD trajectory with 

strong electrostatic interactions (FMD-4R) and the trajectory which simulated a continuum 

aqueous environment (WMD) revealed a pattern intermediate between that of CMD and 

FMD trajectories. During the first 20-30 psec of these simulations the molecule retained the 

highly folded structure characteristic of the CMD, and then a rapid transition to the 

equilibrium of extended and semi-folded conformers as the characteristic of FMD took 

place. Generally,extended conformers were of a lower energy than the folded structures. 

However, the energy difference was not as considerable as it was with £=45. Comparing 

the average interproton distances over all four MD trajectories and analyzing the character 

of distance constraints violations, we concluded that FMD simulations at 8=4.0rij and in 

water can more adequately reflect the dynamic behavior of [(2S,3S)-TMTI]DELT I in 

DMSO than the CMD and the FMD (8=45) simulations. Therefore, an equilibrium between 

highly folded structures of CMD type and extended (or semi-extended) conformers 

probably takes place in DMSO solution. Two conformers that represent both folded CDM 

structures and extended structures of [(2S,3S)-TMTI]DELT I were selected as the 

representative models of the 3D structure of 125 for further conformation-activity studies. 

The models of the rest of the [TMT I ]DELT I analogues (126-128) were obtained 

based on the two models of 125 by modifying the TMTI residue according to the specific 

chiralities in each analogue and preferred rotamer population followed by the energy 

minimization using Sybyl program. 
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(4) Molecular dynamic simulations for [(2S,3R)-TMTl]DPDPE 

A recent Monte Carlo study of DPDPE (unpublished results from Betins, 

Nikiforovich, and Shenderovich) showed that the 14-membered ring disulfide ring of 

DPDPE populates three distinct non-overlapping families of conformers. These three 

families may be represented by characteristic conformers of DPDPE and its analogues 

found in previous studies: (l) the x-ray crystal structure of DPDPE;395 (2) the x-ray crystal 

structure of [1.-Ala3]DPDPE;396 or the solution structure of DPDPE suggested by Hruby et 

al.373 and (3) the biologically active conformation of DPDPE suggested by Nikiforovich et 

al..404 The above three characteristic tic structures were selected as initial models for the 

MD studies of [(2S,3R)-TMTI]DPDPE. In all initial structures the most populated rotamer 

conformation about the XI angle of (2S,3R)-TMTI was trans according to the NMR data, 

and gauche (-) rotamer was assigned for the Phe4 side chain. The three initial conformers 

were energy minimized in the AMBER force field540 with the GB/SA hydration energies in 

water.542 MD simulations were performed at 300K with AMBER force field (time step of 

1.0 fsec, SHAKE procedure54I applied for hydrogens and lone electron pairs). MD 

simulation consisted of 20 psec of equilibration and followed by 100 psec acquisition 

periods. One hundred conformers were saved after each 1 psec of three MD trajectories 

and were energy minimized thereafter. Duplicated and high energy (E - Emin > 50 kllmol) 

conformers obtained after minimization were rejected. All these calculations that included 

hydration energies calculated using the GB/SA model542 was shown to allow a reasonable 

compromise between extended and folded structures (also see the above procedures for 

DELT I analogue 125). Three MD trajectories, which started from the above described 

models, resulted in three distinct families of conformers with close potential energies. 

Representative conformers of these families were selected for comparison between 

themselves and with a potent non-peptide DI-Opioid ligand SIOM. The comparison was 
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performed by RMS superposition of three pharmacophores which are represented by N 

atoms and centroids of two aromatic rings. 
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APPENDIX 1. The Proteinogenic a-Amino Acids. 

11 C02H 

H3C-( 

NH2 

L-ALANINE 
(L-Ala I A ) 

L-ARGININE 
(L-Arg I R ) 

L-ASPARAGINE 
(L-A.n I N) 

L-ASPARTIC ACID 
(L-A.p I D) 

11 C02H 

HS~ 
NH2 

L-CYSTEINE 
(L-Cy. I C) 

HO~CO'H 
NH2 

L-GLUTAMIC ACID 
(L-Glu I E) 

J:.. ~C02H 
H2N ......." l 

NH2 

L-GLUTAMINE 
(L-Gln I Q) 

GLYCINE 
(Gly I G) 

L-HYSTIDINE 
(L-Hls I H) 

H3C 

_ H~/C02H 
H3C ............, t 

NH2 

L-ISOLEUCINE 
(L-lie II) 

11 C02H H3CYL. 
H3C NH2 

L-LEUCINE 
(L-Leu I L) 

H2N~C02H 

NH2 

L-LYSINE 
(L-Lys I K) 

H co H 
H3CS~ 2 

NH2 

L-METHIONINE 
(L-Met I M) 

L-PHENYLALANINE 
(L·Phe F) 

ACO~ 
\.-~H 

L-PROLINE 
(L-Pro I P) 

HO~C02H 

NH2 

L-SERINE 
(L-Ser I S) 

HO 

~ ~~ /C02H 

H3C/J I 
H NH2 

L-THREONINE 
. (L-Thr I T) 

~ C02H 

Q)t, 
N 
H 
L-TRYPTOPHAN 

(L-Trp I W) 

HO~,CO,H 
L-TYROSINE 

(L-Tyr I Y) 

L-VALINE 
(L-Val I V) 
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APPENDIX 2. Selected Amino Acid Constituents of Microbial Peptides. 

SH' 
H02C 

.a-alanine 

norvaline 

N-methyl-Ieucine 

Q""COH H 2 

pipecolic acid 

CH3 I 

CH 
II 

sarcosine 

norleucine 

N-methyl
pheny lalanine 

H02C 
)-CH3 

H2N .. ,\\( C0
2
H 

j3-methyl aspartic acid 

H C CH3 

3 tSH 
H

2
N"'\\ C0

2
H 

j3-mercaptovaline 
(penicillamine) 

lanthionine 

phenylglycine 

H3C-\CH~H 
H,N""'(O,H 

j3-hydroxyleucine 

H2N- C- C02H dehydrobutyrine (not stable as free amino acid) 

H02C 

H,N ."'~ CO,H 

a-aminoadipic 
acid 

° 
Q""COH 

H 2 

4-keto-pipecolic 
acid 

CH2 II 
H2N-C-C02H 

dehydroalanine 
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APPENDIX 3. Diheral Angles of f3-Turn Types. 

Type oftrun Dihedral angles 

QJi+1 'Pi + I QJi+2 'Pi +2 

Type I -60 -30 -90 0 

Type I' 60 30 90 0 

Type II -60 120 80 0 

Type II' 60 -120 -80 0 

TypeIIIa -60 -30 -60 -30 

Type III' 60 30 60 30 

a _ actually a 31O-helix. From Smith, l.A.; Pease, l.G. (1980) CRC Crit. Rev. 

Bioclzem., 8, 315. 
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APPENDIX 4. Chou-Fasman Conformational Parameters for Proteinogenic 

a-Amino Acids. 

Ala Arg Asn Asp Cys GIn Glu Gly His TIe 

Pa 1.420.98 0.67 1.01 0.70 1.11 1.51 0.57 1.00 1.08 

PfJ 0.83 0.93 0.89 0.54 1.19 1.10 0.37 0.75 0.87 1.60 

Leu Lys Met Phe Pro Ser Thr Trp Tyr Val 

Pa 1.21 1.16 1.45 1.13 0.57 0.77 0.83 1.08 0.69 1.06 

PfJ 1.30 0.74 1.05 1.38 0.55 0.75 1.19 1.37 1.47 1.70 

P a - the statistical probability for a residue to be in an a-helical region. 

P fJ - the statistical probability for a residue to be in an f3-sheet region. 

From Chou, P.; Fasman, G.D. (1978) Ann. Rev. Biochem., 251. 
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